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Abstract

This thesis seeks to provide an historical context for the calls for the development of
northern Australia as a major ‘food bowl’, as proposed in the 2015 Australian
government white paper Our North, Our Future. I argue that this discourse has a long
colonial history that can traced back to the early nineteenth century. This thesis explores
the transnational and transcolonial history of food production in northern Australia
focusing on the nineteenth century to the 1950s. Using the themes of food and
colonialism, I examine the region’s enduring relationship with the Indo-Pacific region,
as exemplified through the exchange of ideas, expertise, people and commodities. This
is a food history that analyses the multiple networks that connected production in
northern Australia to consumption elsewhere. This research in turn uncovers a long
history of cross-cultural links between Australia and countries such as China,
Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, India, Papua New Guinea, Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji and Hawai‘i.
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Introduction

This thesis seeks to provide an historical context for the discourse surrounding the
development of northern Australia as a major ‘food bowl’, an idea laid out in the 2015
Commonwealth government white paper Our North, Our Future.1 The report highlights
the opportunity for the North to capitalise on the region’s proximity to Asian markets
and to become an important future food exporter to places such as China, Japan, India
and South East Asia.2 I argue that this discourse is not new; it has a long history,
stretching back to the 1820s, when the exploitation of tropical colonies around the world
was at its height. This thesis will explore the history of food production in northern
Australia, offering a transnational and transcolonial perspective that demonstrates how
northern Australia came to be inextricably intertwined with the Indo-Pacific region,
through the circulation of people, ideas, expertise and commodities.
The Indo-Pacific concept has been recently adopted to refer to the
interconnected geographical region stretching from the Indian Ocean to the Eastern
Pacific primarily centring on northern Australia, Southeast and South Asia, and the
Pacific Islands. The Indo-Pacific construct is an updated version of the idea of an Asia
Pacific region, and one which now includes India and other regions in the Indian
Ocean.3 Japan, the United States and Indonesia have recently used the Indo-Pacific as a
framework in shaping their policies in the region.4 Situating the history of Australia’s
north within an Indo-Pacific frame, this thesis seeks to illuminate both the accepted and
more neglected connections between Australia and Asian countries, including
Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, India, Malaysia, and China. It also
explores historical links between Australia and the Pacific islands of Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Fiji and Hawai‘i, with an emphasis on this region’s
shared experiences of food production.

1

Australian Government, Our North, Our Future: White Paper on Developing Northern Australia
(Canberra, ACT: Commonwealth of Australia, 2015)
2
Ken Henry, ‘Australia’s Future in the Asian Century’, in Carol Johnson, Vera Mackie and Tessa MorrisSuzuki (eds), The Social Sciences in the Asian Century (Canberra: ANU Press, 2015), p. 161.
3
Brendon J. Cannon, ‘Grand Strategies in Contested Zones: Japan’s Indo-Pacific, China’s BRI and
Eastern Africa’, Rising Powers Quarterly, vol. 3, no. 2 (2018), pp. 195-221.
4
Rory Medcalf, ‘Australia’s New Strategic Geography: Making and Sustaining an Indo-Pacific Defence
Force’, in Priya Chacko (eds), New Regional Geopolitics in the Indo-Pacific: Drivers, Dynamics and
Consequences (London and New York: Routledge, 2016), p. 23.
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Focusing mostly on North Queensland from the 1850s to 1950, I argue that the
transnational history of food production in northern Australia has been overshadowed
by the historical emphasis on the Queensland sugar industry and the Pacific Labour
Trade.5 By exploring the social and cultural history of food production and trade, I aim
to demonstrate Australia’s deep historical relationship with the Indo-Pacific, with
connections forged by mobile workers, officials and business people who drove
innovation in food production. My thesis covers little known aspects of the North’s food
past such as: the attempts at creating a plantation economy based on lucrative cash crops
such as coffee, which were linked to developments and the culture of tropical South
Asia; the banana industry, which since the 1880s has supplied the local and southern
markets of Australia and was pioneered by Chinese labour and business networks; the
beef cattle industry’s neglected historical relationships with the Philippines, Indonesia
and Singapore; and the northern seafood industry, which linked the North’s export
economy to Hong Kong, Malaysia, China and Indonesia throughout the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. It aims to shed light on the long history of engagement,
circulation and exchange that dates back to the early years of European colonialism and
exploitation.

The Transnational Turn: Imperial Networks and ‘Webs of Empire’
This thesis builds on the new imperial history that has focused on the multiplicity of
links, flows and connections forged by colonial projects across the British Empire.6
Examining nineteenth century British expansion, historians have explored the networks
entangling commodities, plants and people that influenced cultures, societies and
5

Tracey Banivanua-Mar, Violence and Colonial Dialogue: The Australian-Pacific Indentured Labor
Trade (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2007); Geoffrey Bolton, A Thousand Miles Away: A
History of North Queensland to 1920 (Brisbane: Jacaranda Press, 1963); Adrian Graves, Cane and
Labour: The Political Economy of the Queensland Sugar Industry, 1862-1906 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1993); Peter Corris, Passage, Port and Plantation: A History of Solomon Islands
Labour Migration 1870-1914 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1973); Clive Moore. Kanaka: A
History of Melanesian Mackay (Port Moresby: Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies and University of
Papua New Guinea Press, 1985); Kay Saunders, Workers in Bondage: The Origins and Bases of Unfree
Labour in Queensland, 1824-1916 (St. Lucia, QLD: University of Queensland Press, 1982); Dorothy
Shineberg, The People Trade: Pacific Island Laborers and New Caledonia, 1865-1930 (Honolulu:
University of Hawai’i Press, 1999).
6
See, Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton, Empires and the Reach of the Global 1870-1945
(Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 2012); Ballantyne and Burton (eds), Moving
Subjects: Gender Mobility, and Intimacy in an Age of the Global Empire (Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 2009); Tony Ballantyne, Webs of Empire: Locating New Zealand’s Colonial Past (Vancouver:
UBC Press, 2012).
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ecosystems under British colonialism.7 Going beyond the confines of national borders,
historians have illuminated imperial networks that connected a diverse range of
‘individuals, institutions and organisms’, linking far-flung locales such as consumers in
London, tea planters in Sri Lanka, and merchants and traders in New Zealand and
China.8 In the realm of Indian Ocean, historians have also significantly uncovered deep
histories of food, animal and plant exchange across the waters of the Indian and Pacific
oceans.9 For example, Jane Hooper has recently illuminated the importance of the
Indian Ocean region of Madagascar between 1600 and 1800 in providing food to
European populations and vessels in the Indian Ocean. 10 Hooper demonstrates how
Madagascar’s role as food provider brought the region to ‘the center of global trading
networks that intersected in the southwestern Indian Ocean.’11 This thesis thus adds
northern Australia to this emerging body of work that has considered the role of
countries in the Indo-Pacific and the global trading networks and circulations that
surrounded food production and trade. For historian James Warren, this is ‘history
without borders’, concerned with ‘entangled commodities and patterns of consumption
and desire’ where ‘local systems and networks’ were inextricably linked ‘to the wider
economic and political world of colonial capitalism and free trade.’12
In recent years, there has been a greater shift in Australian historiography
towards this transnational framework of analysis.13 This fits in with the need to
highlight the intersection of what historian Antoinette Burton describes as ‘multiple

See, James Beattie, Edward Melilo, Emily O’Gorman (eds), Eco-Cultural Networks and the British
Empire: New Views on Environmental History (London and New York: Bloomsbury, 2014); Pete Minard,
All Things Harmless, Useful & Ornamental: Environmental Transformation through Species
Acclimatization, from Colonial Australia to the World (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina
Press, 2019).
8
Beattie, Melilo and O’Gorman, ‘Introduction: Eco-Cultural Networks and the British Empire, 18371945’, in Beattie, Melilo and O’Gorman (eds), Eco-Cultural Networks, p. 1.
9
See, Harpiya Rangan, Judith Carney and Tim Denham, ‘Environmental History of Botanical Exchanges
in the Indian Ocean World’, Environment and History, vol. 18, no. 3 (2012), pp. 311-42; Nicole Boivin,
Alison Crowther, Mary Prendergast and Dorian O’Fuller, ‘Indian Ocean Food Globalization and Africa’,
African Archaeological Review, vol. 31 (2014), pp. 547-81.
10
Jane Hooper, Feeding Globalization: Madagascar and the Provisioning Trade, 1600-1800 (Athens:
Ohio University Press, 2017).
11
ibid., p. 4.
12
James Warren, Pirates, Prostitutes and Pullers: Explorations in the Ethno- and Social History of
Southeast Asia (Crawley, WA: University of Western Australia Press, 2008), p. 5.
13
Ann Curthoys and Marilyn Lake (eds), Connected Worlds: History in Transnational Perspective
(Canberra: ANU E Press, 2005); Marilyn Lake and Henry Reynolds, Drawing the Global Colour Line:
White Men’s Countries and the International Challenge of Racial Equality (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2008).
7
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imperial presences’ that have contributed in building Australia as a society and nation.14
The new transnational preoccupation has allowed historians in Australia to engage in
international discussions with scholars in other countries. It has led to a greater
appreciation of the unique history of north Australia, which with nineteenth century
advancements in transportation became increasingly linked to global markets. North
Australia was integrated into a ‘larger Australasian maritime world’ where places such
as Thursday Island in the Torres Strait and Darwin became gateways of trade and
‘points of entry and departure for steamships and travellers’ moving between Australia
and Asia. As Paul Battersby has argued, these movements ‘were part of much larger
patterns of social, cultural and economic interchange that linked Australians to Britain’s
Asian Empire and to Britain.’15
Since the 1970s, historians analysing northern Australia’s relationship with the
Indo-Pacific region have challenged nationalist, insular narratives of Australia as an
‘isolated outpost of the British Empire’.16 The most influential early work was
Campbell Macknight’s revolutionary 1976 study on the important pre-colonial
interactions and shared history between Australia and Indonesia, as seen in the yearly
interactions between the people of Makassar and Aboriginal people in the maritime
trepang industry which pre-dates British colonialism in 1788. Trepang, also known as
bêche-de-mer or sea cucumber, supplied a Chinese luxury food market. The industry
created lasting connections in the exchanging of cultures between Indonesians and
Aboriginals.17 From the 1980s onwards, Macknight’s ground-breaking work provided
the impetus for further study into the historical relationships between Indigenous
Australians and Asians.18 There is an emerging body of Australian history seeking to
document forgotten aspects of north Australia’s relationship with the Indo-Pacific

Antoinette Burton, ‘Getting Outside the Global: Re-Positioning British Imperialism in World History’,
in Catherine Hall and Keith McClelland (eds), Race, Nation and Empire: Making Histories, 1750 to the
Present (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2010), pp. 206-7.
15
Paul Battersby, To the Islands: White Australians and the Malay Archipelago since 1788 (Plymouth:
Lexington Books, 2007), p. 9.
16
Geoffrey Blainey, The Tyranny of Distance: How Distance Shaped Australia’s History (Melbourne:
Macmillan, 1975).
17
Campbell Macknight, The Voyage to Marege: Macassan Trepangers in Northern Australia
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1976).
18
Regina Ganter, Mixed Relations: Narratives of Asian/Aboriginal Contact in North Australia (Crawley,
WA: University of Western Australia Press, 2006); Penny Edwards and Shen Yuanfang (eds), Lost in the
Whitewash: Aboriginal-Asian Encounters in Australia, 1901-2001 (Canberra: Humanities Research
Centre, Australian National University, 2003).
14
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region.19 There have been important insights into the Asian-Australian historical
entanglements in the pearling, tourism and domestic service industries, which linked the
culture of north Australia to places such as Indonesia and Singapore in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.20
Transnational historians such as Adam McKeown and Sunril Amrith have traced
the histories of the Asian diaspora across the globe, locating the networks and
movement of these populations within an international context.21 For example,
McKeown’s 2001 book Chinese Migrant Networks examined the history of the Chinese
migrant community in places such as Hawai’i, Chicago and Peru, emphasizing the vast
transnational connections that linked the Chinese diaspora across the oceans.22 Amrith
considered the modern history of Asian migration from 1850 onwards from South,
South East and East Asia, focusing on the various patterns of mobility and experiences
of these migrants.23 Historians of the North have also turned to writing the histories of
the non-European migrant community in north Australia such as the Asian diaspora.24
There is a rich literature on the Chinese community in North Queensland and the
Northern Territory.25 In the Northern Territory, the Chinese dominated the European
population between 1878 and 1909 to the point that Darwin’s Chinatown was viewed as
‘the heart’ of economic and cultural life in the Territory.26 Darwin was said to be more
evocative of a South East Asian port, such as Singapore, rather than a European

See, Henry Reynolds, North of Capricorn: The Untold Story of Australia’s North (Crows Nest, NSW:
Allen and Unwin, 2003); Julia Martínez and Adrian Vickers, The Pearl Frontier: Indonesian Labour and
Indigenous Encounters in Australia’s Northern Trading Network (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press,
2015); Battersby, To the Islands; Regina Ganter, ‘Turning the Map Upside Down’, History Compass, vol.
4, no. 1 (2006), pp. 26–35.
20
See, Martínez and Vickers, The Pearl Frontier; Battersby, To the Islands; Claire Lowrie, Masters and
Servants: Cultures of Empire in the Tropics (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2016); Steve
Mullins, Octopus Crowd, Maritime History and the Business of Australian Pearling in its Schooner Age
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2019); and Julia Martínez, Claire Lowrie, Frances Steel and
Victoria Haskins, Colonialism and Male Domestic Service across the Asia Pacific (London: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2019).
21
See, Adam McKeown, Melancholy Order: Asian Migration and the Globalization of Borders (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2008); Sunril Amirth, Migration and Diaspora in Modern Asia
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
22
Adam McKeown, Chinese Migrant Networks and Cultural Change:Peru, Chicago, and Hawaii 19001936 (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2001).
23
Amrith, Migration and Diaspora.
24
Anna Shnukal, Guy Ramsay and Yuriko Nagata, Navigating Boundaries: The Asian Diaspora in Torres
Strait (Canberra: Pandanus Books, 2004).
25
Diana Giese, Beyond Chinatown: Changing Perspectives on the Top End Chinese Experience
(Canberra: National Library Australia, 1995); Cathy May, Topsawyers: The Chinese in Cairns, 18701920 (Townsville: James Cook University, 1984).
26
Giese, Beyond Chinatown, p. 5.
19
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settlement.27 The poly-ethnic north thus possesses a unique history that complicates the
national histories based around white-dominated New South Wales and Victoria.28
North Queensland colonists, in seeking out labour for the Queensland sugar boom,
recruited a poly-ethnic and multi-religious workforce that included people of Pacific
Islander, Aboriginal, Indonesian, Indian, Sinhalese and Japanese descent as well as
Europeans.29 Historians John Fitzgerald and Eric Rolls have also noted in passing how
the early Queensland banana industry was dominated by Chinese-Australian firms in
Sydney and Victoria, who had transcolonial ties to Fiji, China and Hong Kong.30 In
relation to our current international turn towards Indo-Pacific policy, the tropical world
of the north presents historians a whole world of new possibilities to uncover
entanglements between Australia and the region.
Combining this transcolonial and northern Australian approach effectively
destabilises the view that the surrounding Asia and the Pacific was ‘irrelevant’ in the
historical development of Australia when compared with Great Britain, a perception that
moulded early formative work on the British settlement of Australia, notably Geoffrey
Blainey’s Tyranny of Distance.31 Using the tropical North as my geographical focus,
this thesis argues that this region was intrinsic to the history and culture of an emerging
Australia, particularly in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Food History

Regina Ganter, ‘Mixed Relations: Towards Reconfiguring Australian History’, in Penny Edwards and
Shen Yuanfang (eds), Lost in the Whitewash: Aboriginal-Asian Encounters in Australia, 1901-2001
(Canberra: Humanities Research Centre, Australian National University, 2003), p. 69; Reynolds, North of
Capricorn, pp. ix-x.
28
Tim Rowse and Elizabeth Watt, ‘”The North”: Colonial Hegemony and Indigenous Stratification’, in
Stuart Macintyre, Lenore Layman and Jenny Gregory (eds), A Historian for All Seasons: Essays for
Geoffrey Bolton (Clayton: Monash University Publishing, 2017), pp. 204-35.
29
Raymond Evans, Kay Saunders and Kathryn Cronin (eds), Race Relations in Colonial Queensland:
History of Exclusion, Exploitation and Extermination (St. Lucia, QLD: University of Queensland Press,
1975); Henry Reynolds (ed.), Race Relations in North Queensland (Townsville: James Cook University,
1993); Daniel Matthew Richards McCormack, ‘Cairns: Representations, Perceptions and Realities of
Race in the Trinity Bay District, 1876-1908’, PhD Thesis, James Cook University, 2010.
30
John Fitzgerald, ‘Equality and the ‘Unequal Treaties’: Chinese Emigres and British Colonial Routes to
Modernity’, in Bryna Goodman and David S. G. Goodman (eds), Twentieth-Century Colonialism and
China: Localities, the Everyday, and the World (London: Routledge, 2012), pp. 190-91; Eric Rolls,
Citizens: Flowers and the Wide Sea (St. Lucia, QLD: Queensland University Press, 1996), pp. 89-91,
438-9.
31
Blainey, The Tyranny of Distance.
27
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North Australian history provides a fertile ground from which to explore the emerging
sub-discipline of food history. Food historians have analysed the ‘production, diffusion,
consumption and representation’ of an individual foodstuff in order to highlight ‘the
worlds of labour, power, and material culture that helped to circulate it.’32 One of the
first influential books that precipitated this interest was anthropologist Sidney Mintz’s
1985 book Sweetness and Power, which focused on the production of sugar. His book
linked Caribbean sugar plantations to consumers in both Europe and North America.33
Historians have examined the history of luxury products such as chocolate, tea and
coffee cultivated on distant tropical plantations, which became addictive staples of the
European diet and played a fundamental role in the growth of European empires.34
Historians have also traced the global history of the banana, and the political, social,
cultural and economic forces behind the circulation of the crop, analysing the links
between banana plantations in the Caribbean Islands and Central America and
consumers in the US and Britain.35 My thesis will seek to contribute to this literature by
analysing the production, consumption and representation of products that characterised
the culture of food production in northern Australia.
With respect to food production in the literature on north Australia, the dominant
subject is the Queensland sugar industry and its long engagement with the Pacific
Labour trade. Much of this literature is situated within economic or labour history. In
this voluminous literature the role of the 60,000 Pacific Island indentured sugar workers
between 1860s and 1900s have been a primary focal point.36 Many nuanced social
histories have captured the agency of Pacific Islanders, illuminating themes such as
cultural adaptation, workers’ resistance and accommodation.37 There are detailed
Alexander Nutzendal and Frank Trentmann, ‘Introduction: Mapping Food and Globalization’, in
Nutzendal and Trentmann (eds), Food and Globalization: Consumption, Markets and Politics in the
Modern World (Oxford and New York: Berg, 2008), p. 3. See, also, Jeffrey M. Pilcher, Food in World
History (New York: Routledge, 2005); B. W. Higman, How Food Made History (West Sussex: WileyBlackwell, 2012).
33
Sidney Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York: Viking
Penguin, 1985).
34
See, James Walvin, Fruits of Empire: Exotic Produce and British Taste, 1660-1800 (New York: New
York University Press, 1997); Erika Rappaport, A Thirst for Empire: How Tea Shaped the Modern World
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2017); Emma Robertson, Chocolate, Women and Empire: A
Social and Cultural History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013).
35
Peter Clegg, The Caribbean Banana Trade: From Colonialism to Globalization (Hampshire and New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002); Jason M. Colby, The Business of Empire: United Fruit, Race, and U.S.
Expansion in Central America (New York: Cornell University Press, 2011).
36
Banivanua-Mar, Violence and Colonial Dialogue; Graves, Cane and Labour; Corris, Passage, Port
and Plantation; Moore. Kanaka; Saunders, Workers in Bondage; Shineberg, The People Trade.
37
Clive Moore, ‘The Counterculture of Survival: Melanesians in the Mackay District of Queensland,
32
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studies on the development of trade unionism and the role of white sugar workers in
Queensland who came to dominate the industry after the end of the Pacific Labour
Trade in 1903.38 However, as Pacific historian Doug Munro opined more than two
decades ago, there was a constricted historiographical focus on ‘the administrative and
legislative framework’ of the sugar industry at the expense of other industries.39 This
thesis seeks to redress this imbalance through original archival work.
The other major industry that has attracted significant attention is the cattle
industry. Historians such as Ross Duncan have offered important studies that have
considered the industry within a national economic framework.40 Similarly, historians
Dawn May, Frank Stevens and Ann McGrath have illuminated the important
contributions of Indigenous Australians, who played a significant role in the growth of
the industry in northern Australia, particularly as stockmen.41 Building on this literature,
this thesis attempts to extend the focus by offering a transnational angle, particularly on
the live cattle export trade between Australia and Asia. Live export was central to the
industry, as historian Nancy Cushing has recently illuminated.42

An Indo-Pacific framework
I use the concept ‘Indo-Pacific’ as one of the major frameworks for this thesis. The term
is believed to have originated from the maritime sciences referring to the ‘tropical
waters in the Indian Ocean, the western and central Pacific Ocean, and the seas
connecting the two in the general area of Indonesia.’43 In biogeographic terms, the Indo1865-1906’, in Brij Lal, Doug Munro and Edward Beechert (eds), Plantation Workers: Resistance and
Accommodation (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1993), pp. 69-99; Patricia Mercer, White
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1995).
38
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Pacific has been divided into the Central Indo-Pacific, Eastern Indo-Pacific, and
Western Indo-Pacific. This is a term increasingly used instead of the ‘Asia Pacific’ in
current strategic and geopolitical discourse. Importantly, the region has also become the
world’s ‘busiest and most strategically significant trade corridor’ replacing the Atlantic
Ocean.44 The Indo-Pacific concept as academics have argued ‘places Australia at the
centre of global geopolitics and geoeconomics’ and allows ‘Australia the opportunity to
consolidate its middle-power identity’.45
In contemporary international politics, the Belt and Road Initiative and
‘Maritime Silk Road framework’ promoted by Chinese President Xi Jinping, also
embodies an Indo-Pacific construction, articulating ‘the growing economic and
infrastructure links between China, maritime South East Asia and the Indian Ocean
littoral states.’46 China’s Indo-Pacific ambitions can be seen in its intensified
relationship with regional countries such as Sri Lanka, the Seychelles, Bangladesh,
Myanmar and Vanuatu and the establishment of military presence in places such as
Djibouti in East Africa. Both India and China have competed in the region for influence
through infrastructural investments such as ‘deep-water port development in littoral
states’ and ‘military patrols’. The Indo-Pacific holds ‘critical sea trade routes that
connect the Middle East, Africa, and South Asia with the broader Asian continent to the
east and Europe to the west’. These maritime routes transport a large portion of China
and India’s energy resources, which undergird the economy of these growing powers.47
Thus, the Indo-Pacific has taken on new meaning as a political construction weighed
down by international political debates surrounding regional authority despite a longer
history of usage in the marine sciences. The term also problematically presumes a fixed
geographical region and reality rather than a mutable region of exchange, movement
and circulation, which underpins the conceptual framework for this thesis. The term is
adopt to uncover the multiplicity of fluid networks and flows that shaped northern
Australia and its relationship with food.
As my thesis will show, this idea of an Indo-Pacific region is not a new
development but rather carries a long history dating back to the pre-colonial era. As
Medcalf, ‘Australia’s New Strategic Geography’, p. 23.
Priya Chacko, ‘Introduction: The Rise of the Indo-Pacific’ in Chacko (ed), New Regional Geopolitics in
the Indo-Pacific: Drivers, Dynamics and Consequences (London and New York: Routledge, 2016), p.
46
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47
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44
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Australian academic Rory Medcalf highlights, most European maps between 1500s and
early twentieth century presented ‘Asia’ in the form of an ‘Indo-Pacific arc.’48 From
around the 1880s onwards, the concept of the Indo-Pacific was widely used as a
framework in biology to indicate the many commonalities of fauna and flora in the
region. In the 1880s, British zoologist Edward John Miers conceptualised the IndoPacific (‘Indo-Pacific or Oriental region’) as one of five distinct biogeographic regions
of the world including Atlantic, Occidental, Arctic and Antarctic. The Indo-Pacific
referred to the waters of East Africa, the Indian Ocean and Pacific Islands. The term
was used in a report for a Crustacea-collecting Expedition of the H.M.S. Challenger
between 1873 and 1876, which was first published in 1886. Miers’s concept built on the
earlier analysis of American zoologist James Dwight Dana in 1852 who exclusively
used ‘Oriental’ to refer to this region.49 In following years, the Indo-Pacific term
became a common biogeographical term in the marine sciences. For instance, biologist
and assistant curator of the Australian Museum, Charles Hadley, remarked in 1909, that
textbooks commonly referred to ‘Indo-Pacific marine fauna’, a belt stretching from the
Red Sea to the Hawaiian Islands, that ‘maintains a constant aspect and numerous
species range throughout.’50
As a result of this shared biogeography, experts believed that Australia was
formerly connected to countries in the Indo-Pacific as one civilisation that became
submerged over time as sea levels rose. Influential in developing this theory was British
naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace. In 1859, Wallace conceptualised a boundary line, that
has since become known as the ‘Wallace Line’, after travelling extensively throughout
the Malay Archipelago. The line separated Australian fauna and flora from that of Asia.
Regions identified as part of the Australian fauna and flora included Timor (Timor
Leste) and Lombok, Sulawesi, Flores, East and West Nusa Tenggara and Maluku
Islands (part of present-day Indonesia) as well as New Guinea and surrounding islands
(see Figure 2). These deeply-intertwined connections and the influential work of
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Wallace has stimulated important academic works in biology, archaeology, and
geology.51
Beyond the scientific world, shipping networks established in the nineteenth
century also reflected an Indo-Pacific-oriented world view. The trading and military
routes of the British Empire in Asia established links between China and Australia via
the Indian Ocean colonies of Singapore and the Dutch East Indies, and extended to
Africa and Suez in the West.52 Battersby notes that in the nineteenth century ‘the waters
separating Australia from the Indo-Malaysian Archipelago were a vast lake across
which roamed adventurers, migrants, guest workers and tourists from Europe and Asia’.
As a result of this fluid and open maritime frontier, ‘Austral-Asian economic, social and
cultural transactions’ precipitated an ‘under-recognised cosmopolitanism’.53 From this
orientation Australia lies at the heart of this greater Indo-Pacific region, involved in
social and cultural exchange with an expansive and fluid archipelagic web of nearby
islands.

Figure 1, The Wallace Line. Source: CartoGIS Services, College of Asia and the Pacific,
See, Ian Metcalfe,
Jeremy
Smith, Mikeonline:
Morwood
and Iain Davidson (eds), Faunal and Floral
Australian
National
University,
https://asiapacific.anu.edu.au/mapsonline/baseMigrations and Evolutions in SE Asia-Australasia (Rotterdam: A.A. Balkema, 2001).
52 maps/indonesia-wallace-line, date accessed: 19 July 2019.
Medcalf, ‘Australia’s New’, p. 14.
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Australasia
In this thesis I also use the term ‘Australasia’ to refer to the geographical framing of
Australia, the Pacific Islands and New Zealand under British colonial rule. Australasia
predated the usage of Australia (ca. 1814) and the colonisation of both New Zealand
and Australia. The term was originally coined in 1756 by French philosopher and
politician Charles de Brosses to refer to the lands ‘South of Asia’. Brosses’ 1756 book
Histoire des Navigations aux Terres Australes included a map inspired by charts of
Dutch exploration constructed by Robert de Vaugondy, the King of France’s
cartographer. The depiction of Australasia referred to New Holland (Australia), New
Guinea, Fiji and New Zealand, a region south of present-day Indonesia.54 In the
following century, others envisioned Australasia as including the surrounding islands of
South East Asia. From as early as 1817, Australasia was constructed by cartographers as
a ‘vast archipelagic chain incorporating Java, the Moluccas and New Zealand’,
representing an imagined ‘continental nation at the center of a vast island world.’55
From the 1860s onwards, Australasia had narrowed to popularly refer to Australia and
New Zealand together with the British territories in the Pacific, as a shared region under
the British Empire with similar cultural, political and economic structures.56 The idea of
a shared ‘Australasia’ connecting Australia with neighbouring British colonies
especially intensified with the increase in direct shipping communication. In 1897,
M.J.C. Meiklejohn, for instance, published on the imagined world of ‘Australasia’, its
economy, resources and history. In his account, ‘Australasia’ encompassed Australia,
New Zealand, Fiji, New Guinea and ‘Minor Islands’ such as New Caledonia, Bismarck
Archipelago, Solomon Islands, New Hebrides and Loyalty Islands (thus also
encompassing islands under French control, indicative of the slippery and often illdefined use of this term).57
Australasia was an imagined transcolonial community that influenced Australian
colonial ambitions in the Pacific Islands and underpinned what historians have labelled
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Australia’s own ‘Island Empire’. 58 This empire entailed the exploitation of tropical
products such as bananas, coffee, sugar, pineapples and coconuts. Fiji, annexed by
Britain in 1874, had a strong settler population that on-migrated from Australia.
Furthermore, powerful Australian companies underpinned the Fijian economy, leading
periodically to calls for Australian annexation of the islands.59 Queensland attempted
unsuccessfully to annex eastern New Guinea, which was then divided by Britain and
Germany in 1886. British New Guinea was later administered by Australia from 1906 to
1975. Alongside north Australia, these Pacific Islands were part of a transcolonial space
in the Indo-Pacific exploited by Australians for tropical products that could not be
grown in the temperate South.

The ‘Tropical Zone’ and ‘Tropicality’
The colonial discourse that surrounded tropical Australia was historically shaped by
ideas prevailing in other tropical colonies where commercial and environmental
exploitation predominated.60 Specifically, the concept known as ‘tropicality’ was first
used by David Arnold in 1996 to theorise colonial imaginations and representations
imposed by Europeans to distinguish the tropical world from the temperate world that
was more familiar to them. Arnold saw ‘tropicality’ as ‘a prevalent and potent form of
othering’ of that which is ‘environmentally and culturally distinct from Europe’.61
Consequently, I endeavour to contribute and add north Australia to the growing body of
international literature which has mapped this concept in the colonial history of tropical
regions such as the Caribbean, the Pacific Islands, South East Asia, Africa and Latin
58
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America.62 Ambivalent Eurocentric imaginations included idealized images of the
tropics as a ‘paradisiacal’ place of ‘natural abundance’, where Europeans ‘could enjoy
easy, year-round, subsistence in return for minimal labour’. There was also the negative
image of the tropics as a ‘pathological space of degeneration’, pestilence, humidity,
poverty, natural disaster and disease, unfit for white habitation.63
Related to this discourse, this thesis adopts the geographical and cultural term
the ‘tropical zone’, which builds on David Arnold’s notion of a ‘tropical world’. Arnold
postulated that a ‘tropical world’ was created where ‘complementary economies and
ecologies’ were ‘designed to serve the needs and desires that the temperate lands could
not satisfy’.64 This enabled the transfer of tropical plants between regions ‘in ways that
directly served the economic and political interests of the imperial powers’ and
consolidated an ‘identity and function of a tropical world increasingly characterised by
sugar, coffee, cotton, rubber, cinchona and sisal.’65 In comparison to the Indo-Pacific
and Australasian frameworks, the tropical zone embodies much wider parameters and is
used to include all countries within the tropics, including those that are not considered
part of the Indo-Pacific such as the Caribbean Islands and Latin America. This zone was
commonly treated by Europeans as one connected geographical and cultural realm with
shared characteristics which were believed to be conducive to particular strains of
‘tropical’ exploitation and colonialism.
My thesis argues that this tropical zone connected colonised territories in the
Indo-Pacific with those beyond it, notably Jamaica, developing a sphere focused on
tropical production under the competing European imperial powers. These
entanglements can also be seen in the flow of white planters or ‘masters’ to North
Queensland who had previous colonial experience managing or overseeing plantations
across the tropical zone in places such as Singapore, India, Ceylon, Mauritius and Dutch
East Indies but also the Pacific and Caribbean Islands and Latin America. Drawing on
the racialized ideas about white degeneration in the tropics, such experience meant
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being accustomed to the demands of residing in a tropical climate. These people brought
their acquired tropical knowledge and adapted it to the Australian environment.

Methodology
My methodological framework is influenced by transnational history. Rather than
emphasizing comparisons with other countries, transnational historians are concerned
‘with movements, flows, and circulation between countries’ that transcend national
boundaries.66 Hence, when analysing evidence, I will consider the international links,
ideas and connections that shaped the North. Influenced by post-colonial theory, I not
only illuminate the agency of marginalized ethnic groups in colonial development but
also show the multiple cross-cultural networks and exchanges between different ethnic
groups that characterised the milieu of north Australia.67 In turn, I will present a history
that is more representative of our cosmopolitan and multicultural world.
As mentioned earlier, this thesis focuses predominantly on Queensland as part of
north Australia. Food plantations dominated Northern Queensland and developed on a
larger colonial scale than the Northern Territory and northern Western Australia.
However, the Northern Territory and Western Australia are discussed in Chapter 4, due
to the importance of the beef cattle in each region’s colonial history.
My primary material includes a wide range of archival sources including
government reports, official correspondence and newspapers. Books written by
European colonists, officials and travellers who visited north Australia during its first
fifty years of white settlement are also key sources. Archival evidence located in the
National Archives of Australia and National Library of Australia (including Trove and
Special Collections) was used, as well as many sources located and accessible only in
the ANU’s Noel Butlin Archives, Queensland State Archives, Queensland State
Library’s John Oxley Library and University of Queensland’s Fryer Library. These
national and state archives include material such as government correspondence and
inquiries, government reports, business records, minutes of meetings, parliamentary
discussions and Royal Commission transcripts. Trove opened up access to a range of
Chris Bayly, Sven Beckert, Matthew Connelly, Isabel Hofmyer, Wendy Kozol and Patricia Seed, ‘AHR
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67
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evidence not previously accessible such as Australian newspapers. Royal Commission
minutes on the fruit (1912) and fishing industries (1908), for example, have allowed me
to capture perspectives of marginalised voices such as non-Europeans, often neglected
in official documentary records. It has also enabled me to highlight the ‘contact zone’
and the multi-ethnic commodity networks surrounding these industries. Due to the
transnational and transcolonial emphasis of my analysis, I have also relied on
newspapers from Singapore and Papua New Guinea, and journals and periodicals from
places such as the Philippines, Fiji, Sri Lanka and the West Indies particularly the
Colombo-based Tropical Agriculturalist. These have been accessed online through
libraries via the Archive.org collections. This evidence has been imperative in tracing
the pan-imperial links, connections and flows in greater detail. These have been
important sources to help me situate north Australia within a wider tropical zone.

Thesis Overview
Chapter 1 examines the nineteenth century discourses surrounding north Australia as a
food-producing region. Australia’s North was imagined as an integral part of the IndoPacific region, both a ‘new Singapore’ and the nation’s ‘Asian Gateway’. By exploring
the relationship between environment, food production and colonialism, this chapter
examines the origins of the Northern ‘food bowl’ discourse and its transcolonial
construction as well as the extension of white settlement in the region.
Chapter 2 considers how the development of steam-shipping in the second half
of the century facilitated transcolonial and transnational relationships in the tropical
zone. It provides an overview of the connections forged by shipping companies and the
role they played in the relationship between food and colonialism in northern Australia.
Chapter 3 outlines attempts to transform northern Australia into a producer of
coffee in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Australian coffee planters
relied upon expertise and knowledge drawn from Ceylon (Sri Lanka), a major coffee
producer from the 1840s. Although the industry did not have the same lasting economic
impact as sugar, a rich and neglected transnational history surrounds coffee production
in Queensland, one that connects north Australia to its neighbours in the tropical IndoPacific.
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Chapter 4 locates the beef industry within the context of historical transnational
trade and consumption, focusing on Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines. It traces
the commodification of animals under colonialism and builds on the pioneering
historical literature on labour and economics of the northern beef industry. This chapter
shifts the focus in new directions towards its transnational connections and the live
export trade. It locates controversial animal welfare issues which continue to
overshadow the live export industry.
Chapter 5 looks at the northern seafood industries from the trepang industry to
attempts to develop fisheries for shark fins and sardines. It shows that these industries
were geographically and culturally part of the broader Indo-Pacific region with
connections to both Asia and the Pacific. In Queensland, the region from the Great
Barrier Reef up to the Torres Strait islands was recognised for its potential for marine
food production.
Chapter 6 analyses the historically-neglected North Queensland banana industry
viewed in terms of transcolonial connections between tropical Queensland, Fiji, Papua
New Guinea, Vanuatu and Solomon Islands. In the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth centuries, this Australasian banana frontier supplied markets in temperate
Australia, underpinned by Australasian shipping companies and stimulated by IndoPacific labour and networks.
Chapter 7 highlights the importance of research in attempts to increase
Queensland’s food production and solve the developmental problems of tropical
Australia after Federation. In the first half of the twentieth century, the Queensland
government supported research into tropical food production particularly through
research trips to and exchanges with other Indo-Pacific locations such as Hawai‘i and
Singapore. This chapter especially views this governmental turn towards research as
within a wider transcolonial and transnational context.
By studying the multiplicity of global webs and networks that surrounded food
production, markets and consumption, this thesis provides new historical insights into
the centrality of the Indo-Pacific region in the economic and cultural development of
northern Australia.
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Chapter 1
Colonising Discourses and the Tropical Zone

This chapter examines nineteenth century discourses surrounding north Australia as a
food-producing region. From the time of first European engagement in northern
Australia, ideas circulated about its potential for transformation. Parallels were drawn
with other sites and trading networks across the British tropical empire, particularly
South East Asia. Australia’s north would come to be imagined as an integral part of the
Indo-Pacific region. This envisioned future was to be based on food products that had
been economically successful in other tropical colonies, including the Dutch East Indies
(Indonesia), British Ceylon (Sri Lanka), India and Malaya (Malaysia), and neighbouring
Pacific Islands. It was also assumed that the exploitation of these tropical products
would require a non-white migrant workforce, supposedly ‘adapted’ for tropical
cultivation. By exploring the relationship between environment, food production and
colonialism, this chapter seeks to illuminate the origins of the Northern ‘food bowl’
discourse.
This chapter draws inspiration from historian David Arnold’s concept of a
‘tropical world’ and the discourse of tropicality that surrounded it, as highlighted in the
Introduction. He argues that European imperialists forged links between their different
tropical territories in the Americas, Asia, the Pacific and Africa. They worked to
transfer, transplant, distribute and acclimatise seeds and plants between these sites that
served the colonial building project.68 This tropical zone was understood to share
common characteristics, including climate, diseases, landscape and flora. This
discourse, disseminated by artists, travellers, naturalists and medical personnel through
a wide range of literary texts, often provided the fuel for legitimizing colonial expansion
and appropriation. Arnold suggests that the ‘language’ and ‘vision of the tropics’
became more scientific and widespread through the work of German traveller and
naturalist Alexander von Humboldt who ‘rediscovered the American tropics as a special
place of scientific and imaginative interest’.69 His large body of work between 1791 and
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1804 inspired artists, naturalists (such as Charles Darwin) and other travellers to escape
from cold temperate Europe and witness the fabled ‘inexhaustible riches’, and
‘abundant fertility’ of the tropics.70 New fields of scientific enquiry, such as tropical
agriculture, emerged from the 1850s aiming to extend and enhance European colonial
‘mastery’ over this zone. In the nineteenth century, the colonial construction also
inspired other scientific disciplines such as tropical medicine, which focused on diseases
believed to be peculiar to the tropics.71 For Europeans, the tropical zone was a
‘scientific concept’ that could be applied equally to ‘India…as to Tahiti, Brazil,
Mauritius, or Ceylon’.72
The rise of European colonial expansion in the late fifteenth century led to the
establishment of early globalized networks based on food production and exports.
Central to this early expansion was the tropical world, especially Latin America and the
West Indies with the establishment of large-scale tropical plantations in Brazil, Peru and
the Caribbean Islands. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw the emergence of
powerful European commercial organizations such as the Dutch and British East India
Companies, which firstly focused on profiting from the lucrative trade in tropical
regions, particularly in South East Asia and South Asia.73 The West India Company
focused on exploiting colonies in the Caribbean Islands for the production and export of
foodstuffs for European markets.74
Commodities produced in tropical regions included spices, tea, coffee, sugar and
cacao. Both the British and Dutch created their companies in order to monopolise the
spice trade, previously controlled by the Portuguese who had in turn supplanted Muslim
networks, in South Asia and South East Asia. They sought to make luxury commodities
such as ginger, nutmeg, pepper and cloves widely accessible to all parts of European
society.75 Coffee similarly had become a widely accessible luxury item in Europe after
the Dutch had established plantations in Java in 1616, which were soon followed by
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extensive coffee plantations in Ceylon and India.76 The taste for sweetness in Europe,
particularly sugar, drove the proliferation of sugar plantations across the tropical world
in Brazil, the Caribbean and South East Asia in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. As historian Jeffrey M. Pilcher states, ‘sugar and spice not only fuelled
Europe’s drive to Empire, they also contributed to the rise in capitalism with plantations
developing into ‘highly organized, heavily capitalized and time-conscious enterprises
comparable to nineteenth century factories.’77
In the case of northern Australia, European discursive frameworks and colonial
mentalities reflected those that had developed elsewhere in the tropical zone. The
discourse was also shaped by ideas absorbed from experiences across the Indo-Pacific,
as I go on to discuss. The chapter considers the early tropical visions and discourse of
northern Australia in the nineteenth century and the importance that food production
held in these colonial ambitions, looking at predominantly North Queensland as well as
the Australasian Pacific. It considers the transcolonial flow of people including planters
and non-European labourers from the tropical zone, which shaped settlement, food
production and the cosmopolitan culture of northern Australia. I also examine the
cultural role of the Queensland Acclimatization Society and Queensland government in
the tropical-colonial project and journals dedicated to tropical production, which
connected tropical Australia to a wider transcolonial and transnational tropical zone.

North Australia in the Tropical Zone: Early Visions and Transformations
Northern Australia was drawn into this transcolonial tropical zone in the early
nineteenth century. In the 1820s, the British started to show an interest in the northern
half of Australia that lies above the Tropic of Capricorn. As historian Paul Battersby
postulated in his seminal 2007 book To the Islands, in the eyes of Europeans the North
was advantageously positioned close to lucrative Asian markets, and a potential site of
the next British tropical entrepot. Colonists in Australia imagined a new Singapore and
a British-controlled ‘island corridor linking Australia to Malaya through New Guinea
and the Moluccas’, and on to Burma and India.78
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The first promotion of a British entrepot in northern Australia is attributed to
British East India merchant and trader William Barns in 1823. Barns, who was
supported by the East India Trade Committee, encouraged officials in New South Wales
to turn the north coast of Australia into an emporium to aid Singapore and curtail further
Dutch expansionism in Asia. The East India Trade Committee has been described as a
‘London based pressure group which consisted exclusively of agency house merchants’
who were part of the London business elite.79 In the potential colonization of the
Northern coast, NSW officials in the South were especially motivated by the desire to
bring the trade of Asia into their commercial realm. In correspondence with the East
India Trade Committee and the Colonial Government of New South Wales in 1823,
Barns wrote that capitalizing on the North’s natural resources was imperative. These
resources included northern Australia’s seafood such as trepang, an important
commodity in the Malay-Chinese trade, along with other marine and jungle
commodities like sandalwood and trochus shell. As part of this same economic vision,
Portuguese Timor (East Timor) and Timur Laut (Tanimbar Islands, Maluku) were also
considered as possible locations for cultivating nutmeg and coffee plantations.80
These plans were a strategy to supply more tropical products to the lucrative
Asian market and help the British compete against the economic power of the Dutch
East Indies colonial government, which had taken over from the Dutch East India
Company in 1800. At this time, the Chinese trade was extremely important to European
powers due to the fact that the British East India Company needed commodities to sell
in Canton to maintain the enormous imported Chinese tea industry in Britain. With the
banning of opium in 1800, which was the most notable commodity sold by the British in
China, sourcing other commodities consumed or desired in China was highly
desirable.81

Northern Territory experiments
This ambition to facilitate trade with South East Asia and provide foodstuffs to Chinese
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consumers precipitated the first attempts from British colonies in southern Australia at
colonization in the tropical North. British colonists from the tropical zone also showed
interest in the new settlements. These early experimental attempts at colonization in the
first half of the nineteenth century included Fort Dundas (1823-29), Fort Wellington,
Raffles Bay (1827-29) and Port Essington (1838-49). These were established with an
eye to commercially expanding the British tropical empire in South East Asia and
linking southern Australia to the sea-based trade routes that surrounded British
commercial endeavour in Asia. Experimentation with food production and potential
export was a feature of these early attempts. Other colonial travellers in the 1820s had
also viewed the surroundings as an untouched cornucopia of potential food exports. For
instance, in 1826, on route to Batavia from Sydney, a vessel owned by a Captain Briggs
stopped off at Melville Island (Fort Dundas). The commandant Captain Barlow went to
explore the islands in a boat, and ‘discovered a fine river in Bathurst Island’ where wild
‘nutmegs and cloves’ were growing in ‘abundance’ and ‘the shores…strewed with the
sea slug…so valuable in the Chinese market.’82 Northern Australia on first impressions
in the European consciousness seemingly possessed the natural resources in
‘abundance’ that underpinned the East India Company’s Asian empire.
The settlements at Fort Dundas and Raffles Bay aimed to develop trade with the
Malays who fished from Borneo to New Guinea to the north coast of Australia on the
annual fishing fleet.83 Colonists viewed Fort Dundas as an ‘intermediate station’
between Australia ‘and the ports of India and China’, which would achieve ‘great
importance in the eastern world’ and ‘oriental archipelago’. More importantly, attitudes
regarding the centrality of non-European workers to northern colonization had also
formed during these ambitious attempts. It was believed that the settlement of Fort
Dundas and its merchants would attract the Chinese-Malay trepang trade away from the
Dutch, especially by treating it on ‘more liberal terms’. It was also hoped that the
‘industrious’ ‘Malay fishermen’ would settle ‘in the neighbourhood of their trepang
fishery’.84 Early excitement in Sydney was also directed at Fort Dundas’s new
communication links with nearby Dutch Timor via sailing ships, particularly Kupang,
which were established in 1826. The Timor connection enabled the settlement to obtain
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supplies when necessary.85 This link also led to long-term environmental
transformation. Shipments of water buffaloes from Timor in the mid-1820s, introduced
for food or stock at Fort Dundas, were left to run wild, culminating in ‘the first feral
buffaloes of Australia’.86
Imperialists from the British metropole showed interest in the new settlements
with the official reports of these outposts sent to Britain via the tropical zone. For
instance, in November 1824, during an expedition to Melville Island at Fort Dundas by
the ship Tamar from Ceylon headed by Captain Bremer, its early settlement was
recorded and forwarded to Great Britain via Mauritius. According to the report,
bananas, limes, melons, pumpkins, maize, oranges, lemons were flourishing
‘luxuriantly’, whilst wild nutmeg was ‘found in the forests’ as well as ‘a species of
pepper’. Sugar, however, was attacked by white ants. Acknowledging the potential
importance to the British East India Company, it was stated that the ‘soil of the island is
excellent, and capable of producing most, if not all, of the valuable trees and shrubs of
the Eastern Islands’, whilst trepang was ‘found in great quantities’.87 In 1828, white
settlers were maintaining ‘considerable intercourse’ with ‘the Malays’ and, at one stage,
one ‘most polite graceful Malay’ had given ‘several small presents’ to the fledgling
settlement.88 The only foodstuffs that flourished at Raffles Bay were melons, yams and
pumpkins with the soil denigrated as ‘poor and arid’.89 Both settlements were
abandoned in 1829 due to the dearth of skilled labour, food supplies and resources.
The establishment of Port Darwin in the Northern Territory in 1869 inspired
more plans. Early white settlers in particular saw Port Darwin transforming into a
flourishing multi-cultural port community with a considerable Asian working
population and an economy based on the production of tropical foodstuffs such as rice,
sugar, trepang and spices. These visions were inspired by similar colonial developments
in British Singapore and the Malayan Peninsula whose growth was largely attributed to
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the work of Asian migrants.90 The Territory, like North Queensland, was envisioned as
the future ‘gate of the East for all the Australian colonies’ through the ‘use of her
geographical position’.91
This colonial mentality is exemplified in Dominic Daly’s 1883 book on the early
settlement of the Northern Territory, Digging and Squatting. Her lived experience in
tropical Asia, including the Dutch East Indies and Straits Settlements, informed her
impressions of the North. Drawing on tropes of ‘tropical abundance’ and ‘fertility’
waiting for colonial investment, Daly, the daughter of the Government Resident in
Darwin, imagined the entire northern coast rivalling the trade of the Dutch East Indies.
British planters and Asian labour would turn the ‘barren’ wastelands into a lucrative
tropical food emporium:
…when the entire coast-line becomes a sea of waving palms, with Chinese and
Malay villages fringing the shores, which are…mere barren wastes of mangroves,
with plantations of pepper, of gambier, and of tapioca and rice, the Northern
Territory, backed up by the unswerving energy of the Australian squatter, miner,
and planter will present a spectacle almost unknown in the scheme of British
colonization.92
In 1871, with the prospect of constructing a ‘free port’ and telegraph line in
Darwin, the north Australian coast was expected to ‘become a formidable rival not
merely to the Dutch settlements of Batavia and Amboyna, but even to the trading
stations of the Straits themselves’. Inspired by the success of Singapore as a hub, the
port was potentially to become ‘an entrepot for the traffic carried on in the China Sea
and among the islands of the Eastern Archipelago’. Trade in foodstuffs with the markets
of South East Asia and China was viewed as a catalyst behind this idea. Trepang, ‘found
in enormous quantities on the coral reefs of the Archipelago and North Australia’ was a
key product. It was hoped that Darwin could enter this trade via its ‘easy distance’ to the
Moluccas and the Aru, Seram and Banda Islands in South East Asia and ‘adjacent
islands’ such as New Guinea. Like other British tropical territories and North
Queensland, Port Darwin was to achieve its destiny as a ‘centre of Eastern commerce’
through encouraging Asian workers to transform the land into a ‘fertile’ and ‘sufficient
90
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source of income’.93
Schemes and proposals for developing Port Darwin’s production base during the
1870s included a Christian missionary advocating the use of his Indian Christian
converts in India, as well as negotiations between the South Australian government and
church officials in Mauritius with the idea of settling farmers from Mauritius and India.
A Japanese-based Christian missionary also proposed to use his converted Japanese
workers as a labour force in the Northern Territory.94 In 1877, a large colonization
scheme to attract Japanese farmers to the Territory was proposed by the government,
which involved one official travelling to Japan to discuss with Japanese officials. This
was curtailed due to domestic political turmoil in Japan and Japanese refusal of the
plan.95 Regarding the use of labour, the South Australian government sought assistance
and recommendations from the colonial governments in Mauritius and Ceylon in the
1870s.96 South Australian officials also considered plans for the migration of West
Indians in the Northern Territory.97 In 1881, a government official was sent to India to
ask for permission to use Indian indentured labour and entice British planters in India to
take up agricultural land in the Territory.98 In all these cases, these plans fell through.
Instead, the main large-scale migration in the 1870s centred on Chinese, who
came from Singapore, recruited by the former government resident, and Hong Kong,
due to numerous advertisements there. Chinese agricultural settlers and their families in
particular were viewed as desirable settlers in the eyes of the government.99 Port Darwin
thereafter maintained important social, economic and cultural connections to Singapore
and Hong Kong in particular.

North Queensland development after the 1850s
In 1859 the new British colony of Queensland was declared, after a decade-long process
of separating from New South Wales. This period witnessed more ambitious ideas to
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develop the northern coast, including establishing major seaports in North Queensland
to develop Asian trade routes and markets. North Queensland, demarcated by the Tropic
of Capricorn, lies to the north of the present-day port city of Rockhampton (declared a
town in 1858) on the land of the Darumbal Aboriginal people. Commodities such as
sugar, coffee, rice and beef were predicted to become export focal points. Asian markets
in Singapore, the Philippines, Dutch East Indies, China and India attracted attention
from officials.100 Settlers continued to spread northwards establishing Mackay in 1862,
Port Denison (Bowen) in 1864, Cardwell in 1864 and Townsville in 1866.
The Queensland government was spurred on by grand schemes that connected
potential north Australian trade to colonial Asia.101 Queensland’s first governor, Sir
George Ferguson Bowen, envisioned a fluid and larger ‘Australasian’ world. According
to Bowen in correspondence with the Colonial Secretary in 1861, a new entrepot on the
North Queensland coast would help enhance the power of Great Britain in the Indian
Ocean, and control the commercial trade of the wider Indo-Pacific region.102 In earlier
correspondence, Bowen advocated a shipping and mail route to Britain via Singapore,
one that conveyed mails faster than the existing southern-oriented routes. More
significantly, the Torres Strait route would bring unrivalled ‘economical’ advantages to
Queensland in its potential to ‘bring Australia in direct intercourse with India and
China’.103 It was believed that together with the perceived ‘abundant produce of
Queensland’ and ‘the rapid expansion of her colonists northwards’ this proposed new
port ‘may be destined to become the new Singapore.’104 As Paul Battersby remarks,
Bowen ambitiously envisioned connecting Queensland to British New Guinea, the
Moluccas and North Borneo as part of ‘Britain’s empire in Asia.’105 These ambitions
inspired the settlement of Somerset (1864-1877), located on Cape York in the far north.
Important was the settlement of non-European migrants, particularly from Asia,
who were perceived to be acclimatized to work in tropical climates. Influenced by
tropical colonialism in India and the Straits Settlements, the government envisioned a
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‘new Australasian colony in Queensland replete with bustling northern emporium, an
extensive hinterland yielding tropical products for a global market and a colored
underclass of coolie labour ruled by a new class of white rajahs.’106 In particular, Bowen
referenced the tropical British and French Indian Ocean colonies of Mauritius and
Réunion regarding the reliance on imported labour for tropical production. Bowen
believed that the ‘capabilities of the colony’ particularly North Queensland depended on
the importation of ‘coolie’ labour from Asia for extensive plantations of sugar and other
tropical products such as cotton.107 Indian labour was Bowen’s first preference,
followed by Chinese. He asserted that Indian coolies were ‘more suitable for field
labour in a tropical…climate’ and as ‘British subjects’ they would be more adaptable to
‘English management’. Indians were believed to be ‘more tractable’ workers, and India
‘more accessible than China’.108
The Premier of Queensland, Sir Robert George Wyndham Herbert, a Britishborn, Oxford-educated man, viewed immigrant labour from nearby Java as ideal.
Javanese labour, he argued, could also help establish trade relationships with the
profitable networks of the Dutch East Indies.109 The Queensland press in 1864 excitedly
declared that if:
the land in the neighbourhood of Torres Straits proves as fertile as the climate
appears to be healthful…we shall find population and capital flowing in upon us
from the adjacent lands…It will be to the interest of Northern Queensland to
encourage as free a communication as possible with the various nations of the
extreme East.
The article stressed that Cape York would be suitable for the important of ‘coolie’
labour, who would start as labourers, then ‘as cultivators of their own small farms they
will commence a new era of agricultural production in Australia’. Eventually, they
continued: ‘they will open up a princely commerce with the traders in the crowded parts
of the mainland of Asia’.110 Other similar colonial imaginings saw Northern Queensland
as a flourishing entrepot for Asian traders and ‘native prahus’ of the Malay Archipelago,
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one that would rival Singapore and Batavia in cross-cultural exchange. This discourse
continued into the late nineteenth century. Echoing the discourse of earlier British
colonists, R.H. Meaburn in a passionate letter to the Queenslander wrote in 1893, that if
trade was opened between the North and Malays:
A town would spring up that would rival Singapore in size and wealth. The
Australian would meet the Bugis and Javanese on a friendly footing, and both would
benefit by the interchange of their various commodities [coffee, rice, nutmeg, spices
and pepper]. Our Northern Seas would be frequented by fleets of native prahus from
Java, Borneo, Macassar, and Timor laden with the rich commodities of the East;
steamers would run between our northern ports and the European possessions; where
is now desolation all would be life, bustle, and animation. Population would
increase…and the rich and fertile country of the North…would soon be occupied by
a thriving people, who would turn the agricultural land to good use and cover the
now abandoned country with village and plantations.111
In 1864, the Queensland government had already passed several resolutions in
the Legislative Assembly encouraging people to take up leases of between 320 and
1280 acres for coffee and sugar production.112 Drawing on colonial experience in
Batavia and the Caribbean islands, coffee cultivation was promoted and represented by
the press as the ‘poor man’s crop’, suitably adapted to the labouring classes, an industry
that will I return to in Chapter 3.113
Survey expeditions of the Far North in the 1870s also reflect a preoccupation
with future cultivation in the ‘undeveloped’ tropics. An expedition in 1873-74 was led
by George Elphinstone Dalrymple, who was previously engaged as a coffee planter in
Ceylon and thus carried with him experience of the tropical zone. As Chapter 3 will
demonstrate, Dalrymple was part of a wider exodus of coffee planters from depressionera Ceylon to North Queensland as well as areas such as Fiji and North Borneo. He
viewed North Queensland as a coffee producing region that possessed lands equivalent
to Ceylon, Jamaica and Java. The ‘vegetation’ of Mourilyan was described as
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‘thoroughly oriental in its character and unlike any other in the Australian Colonies.’114
The Johnstone River near Cairns was described as having lands of ‘unsurpassable
richness’ ‘clothed with…luxuriant jungle, palms and wild bananas…of brightest green’.
The river’s southern banks possessed ‘such luxuriance and beauty of growth’ only seen
‘in the alluvial valleys of India, the Malayan Archipelago, and South America’.115
Mourilyan possessed ‘rich’ and ‘luxuriant’ ‘tropical’ characteristics that were ‘equal’ to
‘the central mountain zones of Ceylon, Java, or Jamaica’ and were consequently
considered suitable for the production of the regions’ major commodities.116
North Queensland was represented, not as empty, but as an unlimited, untouched
and fecund cornucopia of rich resources anticipating investment and commercial
production by the white settler planter. It was ambitiously hailed in Dalrymple’s report
as ‘the most valuable discovery’ and ‘a true tropical Australia with a vast and hitherto
hidden region, the qualifications of which for every description of tropical cultivation at
one stroke place our noble colony…on par with older tropical colonies.’117 It is no
surprise that these lands, officially rendered as ‘a place of endless, exotic variety and
plenty’118 would become centres of large-scale cultivation in the subsequent years. After
the expedition, more Far North Queensland ports were opened: Cooktown (1873),
Cairns (1876) and Port Douglas (1877).
Acknowledging the important work of naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace, one
writer in 1905 reminded readers that ‘Professor Wallace has declared that all the Spice
Islands eastward from Celebes and Lombok “exhibit a close resemblance to Australia”
and…that a former continent…united these islands with Australia’. With knowledge of
this historical connectedness, the writer proposed that ‘we might be able to produce in
Northern Australia the characteristic products of the Spice Islands, such as cloves,
nutmegs, sago, indigo, sandalwood, and betel. Time will show.’119 The same writer
inspired by his encounter with the ‘Spice Islands’ of Java posed the future advantage of
the populous markets in these ‘northern seas’:
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Here is a magnificent territory…The products of its inconceivably fertile soil
include coffee, rice, indigo…sugar, pepper, tea, maize, cotton, tobacco, betel,
cloves, nutmegs…sago, copra, rubber, and kapok. Tropical fruits abound, and
include the mango…banana… mangosteen…the durien [sic]…Within a few days
steam of Port Darwin or Thursday island… we have this country, so beautiful that
it seems a paradise… we must acquire interests in those northern seas, where
teeming millions of people (about 30,000,000 in Java alone) stand almost at our
threshold, and furnish an outlet and a profitable mart for our surplus products.120

Planters and Labourers in Queensland
Queensland’s agricultural development is most often associated with the Pacific Labour
Trade from 1863 to 1904, which saw 60,000 workers from nearby Pacific Islands
indentured to work on sugar plantations, a traffic referred to as ‘blackbirding’,
particularly in its first years when it was marred by instances of kidnapping, trickery
and forced migration.121 However, the sugar industry had a more complicated
transcolonial history. The first planters to establish sugar production in North
Queensland in the 1860s transferred the culture of the sugar colonies of the IndoPacific. The first person to successfully produce sugar in Mackay and the pioneer of the
Queensland sugar industry was John Spiller in 1865. Spiller previously studied sugar
production and manufacturing on the estate of Herr Moddeman in Pasuruan (East Java).
On arriving in Mackay with his ‘Javanese boy’, Spiller was especially impressed by the
naturally verdant tropical environment of the region.122 He brought sugar cane plants
with him, while also nurturing dreams of eventually transferring his Javanese labourers
to the region.123 The sugar varieties in Queensland circulation in the 1870s and 1880s
were also imported from Indo-Pacific locations as diverse as Singapore, Tahiti (French
Polynesia), New Caledonia, Hawai‘i and Mauritius. Distributed by the government, they
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became staples of the industry.124
Other early planter-settlers to these new ports also came from either the tropical
zone or the Indo-Pacific region. One of the first migrants to settle in the Cairns district
in 1875 was Andrew Leon, a Chinese British subject, who had first arrived in
Queensland in 1866 and married in Bowen in 1872. He helped establish the Hop Wah
sugar plantation three miles from Cairns in 1878 – Cairns’ first sugar plantation. Before
coming to North Queensland, he had experience in tropical production in Cuba. The
Cairns plantation was established on the recommendation of ‘a friend in Honolulu’, and
employed a workforce of Chinese labourers. Although investing £45,000, the plantation
proved to be a failure as the ‘crop did not turn out well’ and the site was subsequently
sold for £15,000. Drawing comparisons between the two tropical colonies, Leon
remarked that ‘I have been a couple of years in Cuba and Havannah. The country there
is just the same as Queensland, and so is the climate. The thermometer there is just the
same, 90 degrees to 100 degrees.’125
The first planter-settler in Mossman near Port Douglas was Daniel Hart, an
Afro-Jamaican who came to North Queensland in 1874. Transferring his long
experience with tropical production in Jamaica, Hart subsequently established an
experimental plantation growing coffee, rice, cinnamon, arrowroot, cocoa and tropical
fruit, employing Chinese, Pacific Islander and Aboriginal workers. In comparing north
Australia and Jamaica, he described the Queensland ‘ranges’ as the most suitable place
for tea and coffee he had ever seen during his travels.126
Like Spiller, Leon and Hart, other employers in the various food industries also
came to North Queensland via the tropical zone. Showing their mobility across the
tropical Empires, some planters or ‘masters’ in North Queensland in the 1880s had
previous experience in other tropical plantation hubs such as the New Hebrides
(Vanuatu), British Guiana, Cuba, Jamaica, Ceylon, India, and Fiji.127 Historian Kay
Saunders noted that a ‘small clique of well-connected’ planters in Queensland carried
experience in other tropical colonies such as Saint Kitts, Barbados, Mauritius, and
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Honolulu, ‘often from areas where either rigorous forms of indentured labour or slavery
existed.’128 Clive Moore remarked that Mackay sugar engineers, managers, boilers and
planters had personal and cultural connections to the West Indies, Mauritius, Java and
Fiji.129 They transferred to Queensland their knowledge of tropical plantation culture,
including a reliance on ‘coloured’ labour and knowledge of tropical products, adapted to
Queensland conditions.
For instance, John Ewen Davidson, an Oxford-educated sugar planter at
Mackay, learnt his trade of plantation management in Demerara, Jamaica, Mauritius,
Honolulu and Louisiana before coming to Australia in 1865.130 Edward Denman,
Mackay sugar planter who came to Queensland from Demerara (working there as an
overseer of a sugar estate) in 1872 transferred his knowledge of working with a wide
range of ‘coloured’ labour to North Queensland. Describing his experience with
‘coolies’ and advocating the need for Pacific Island labour, Denman noted that he has
had a wide experience employing:
Chinese, Africans, Portuguese, and creole blacks, in Demerara. With the exception
of Africans (I mean the liberated slaves brought from Africa) none of the others
would…be a suitable or desirable class of labour for Queensland. I consider the
kanaka the most suitable labour.131
The transnational connections facilitated by shipping helped shape the cosmopolitan
nature of North Queensland culture. Like other tropical ports under the British Empire,
the flow of commodities and the surrounding shipping networks created socio-cultural
characteristics that were typical of other tropical Asian ‘port-cities’.132 Historians have
emphasized the importance of Asian and Aboriginal labour in the development of places
such as Thursday Island and Cairns, which continued up until the Second World War.
The enduring and dynamic cross-cultural connections of these poly-ethnic spaces
destabilises the popular, Anglo-skewed and southern-oriented histories of Australia.133
By the 1880s, the dominant non-European labour structure of North Queensland,
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reflected the close proximity to the Indo-Pacific. Workers included Indians, Japanese,
Chinese, Malays, Sinhalese and Pacific Islanders as well as Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders.134 These workers were employed as labour hands on the sugar plantations or
used as part of the labour force in the marine industries and on other plantations for
coffee and fruit. For example, from the 1880s onwards, Javanese workers were
employed as contract labourers in the sugar and marine industries typically via
Singapore. In 1885, 275 Sinhalese and 1,885 Javanese Muslims migrated to Mackay to
work as indentured labourers on plantations. With the migration of Chinese and Pacific
Islander, Mackay’s non-European population of Chinese, Pacific Islander and ‘Other
Alien Races’ accounted for 32 per cent of the entire population in 1886.135 In 1886,
North Queensland’s ‘Malay’ community amounted to around 1,100, most originating
from Bantam and Sunda in Java, and Pahang in the Malayan Peninsula.136 Pacific
Islanders were recruited to North Queensland in the 1860s. From 1863 to 1904, over
60,000 people were recruited from places such as Loyalty Islands (New Caledonia),
New Hebrides, Solomon Islands, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Fiji and New Guinea (see Figure
2).137 Southern Chinese from Canton who emigrated in the 1870s were essential to the
colonial building process in tropical Queensland. They were the agricultural pioneers of
Far North Queensland (Cairns, Innisfail and Atherton), monopolising Queensland’s
important banana trade, and were responsible for stimulating settlement via their land
clearing engagements.138 In the 1890s, Japanese workers also immigrated to Queensland
predominantly from regions such as Kumamoto, Wakayama and Hiroshima, working in
the sugar and fishing industries of the North (see Figure 1).139
The workers from Thursday Island employed on the steamers created a polyethnic population that was similar to other tropical port communities. This shipping
serviced the international flows of goods such as trepang and pearl-shell. For example,
one colonial observer who described the marine world of Thursday Island in 1884
emphasized this poly-ethnic milieu that articulated North Queensland’s Indo-Pacific
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culture but also Europe’s vast tropical empire and global shipping networks. The writer
thus articulates:
The island is the port of call for numerous steamers trading to China, England, and
coasters [to New Guinea]…hardly a day passes…that there is not one loading or
discharging…The crews consist of very mixed assortments – Malays, South Sea
Islanders, Fijians, East and West Indians, Africans, and half-castes of all sorts. On
one or two of the boats are coloured ladies…natives of the islands, who, dressed in
costumes of the most aesthetic kind, and smoking cigarettes composed of
newspaper and tobacco, welcome us with effusion and broad smiles…I have
conversations with Bengalis, Fijians, and others in their mother-tongue, and the
Indians are very rapturous, and I receive many salaams. The different languages
employed are rather suggestive of the Tower of Babel, and one wonders how
people of so many nationalities pull together so well [.]140
The administrative network of Thursday Island also reflected these same global
connections. For instance, the same writer emphasizes a strong Indian colonial
transference on the Island. He mingles with Henry Chester, the magistrate of Thursday
Island, who was a former navy official from India and has a ‘long Indian talk’ with the
‘hostess’ on the veranda of Government House, who had many years’ experience
working amongst the Bombay Presidency.141 Gunnar Landtman in the 1910s described
Thursday Island as ‘the most variegated set I had ever seen, a product of almost all of
the most eastern and oceanic peoples with the whites forming the smallest group. The
more or less mixed Papuans, the Chinese and the Japanese were the largest groups.’142
This tropical culture continued decades after Federation despite the restrictions of White
Australia, particularly in the pearl shell industry where exemptions permitted the
employment of Asian indentured workers.143
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Figure 2, Japanese workers, Hambledon sugar plantation, Cairns,
ca. 1896. Source: John Oxley Library, SLQ.

Figure 3, Pacific Islanders on a Queensland pineapple plantation. Source:
PIC/8177, National Library of Australia.
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The Australasian Pacific
The Pacific Islands were also important territories in the imagined geographical
discourse of ‘Australasia’ that bloomed before Federation.144 In contrast to tropical
Asia, the region was regularly represented in discourse as a ‘backwards’ and ‘primitive’
region.145 Australians had ambitions to acquire Fiji and British New Guinea as part of
an Australian Empire in the 1870s and 1880s.146 Some colonists in 1884 envisioned a
future ‘Tropical Australasia’, which linked north Australia with the much desired
British New Guinea – a region unsuccessfully annexed by Queensland in 1884. Tropical
‘agricultural wealth’, particularly the production of cash crops, was central to this
imagined transcolonial community.147 In regards to pre-colonial New Guinea,
Australian commentators as early as the 1860s believed that it was ‘geologically certain
that the great golden vein of Australia runs across it’.148 This shared history and
geology provided justification for potential Australian commercial exploitation.
The discourse of Australasia intensified with regular steam communication by
powerful Australasian shipping companies such as Australasian United Steam
Navigation Company and Burns Philp and Company, and Australasian sugar companies
such as the Colonial Sugar Refining Company (CSR), which had extensive interests in
both North Queensland and Fiji. In the Australasian imagination, Fiji, after being
officially colonised by Britain in 1874, was positioned as a ‘fruitful soil capable of
bearing in abundance all sub-tropical products’ by prospective planters. Quoting former
Fijian Acting Consul Sir John Bates Thurston and comparing Fiji islands to British
possessions in the Caribbean, ‘the entire land area of the Group is greater than that of all
the British West India islands’. Like the ‘tropicality’ discourse surrounding north
Australia, the Fijian islands’ soil ‘luxuriantly’ produced sugar-cane, bananas, maize, tea,
coffee, peanuts, ‘the most valuable spices’ and coconuts, of which were of ‘very high
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market value’.149 With the investment injected into the Fijian economy from Australian
capitalists and the flow of Australian settlers, Fiji was a major part of the Island
dream.150 Like New Guinea, the region was viewed as a potential territory of Australian
annexation in the late 1880s particularly in Victoria where an annexation movement
fermented.151
Similarly, the New Hebrides, which started to attract British and Australian
colonial interests in the 1880s and 1890s, were similarly described as ‘fertile, and
capable of producing many tropical fruits. As they are contiguous to Australian shores
they will attract European settlers, and may soon become, like Fiji and New Caledonia,
a European colony.’152 British New Guinea, with official British sovereignty declared in
1888 along with economic aid from NSW, Victoria and Queensland governments, was
also part of this shared Australasian world under the British Empire. This was preceded
by missionaries such as the London Missionary Society who established bases in the
region since the 1870s. Echoing the emerging geographical knowledge that envisioned
connections between Pacific and north Australia, the flora and fauna was described
being similar to both ‘Australian and Indo-Malayan types’. British New Guinea where
‘tropical vegetation luxuriates’ was characterised in the Australasian worldview by
‘plentiful ‘sago-palm’, ‘wild mango’, ‘bread-fruit, chestnut, and rose apple’ in the Gulf
of Papua; ‘native gardens’ owned by British missionaries of taro, yams, cassava,
sugarcane, bananas, sweet potatoes and other tropical fruits; plentiful supplies of
coconuts along the coast; and wild nutmeg, turmeric, ginger and ‘the kava of the South
Seas’.153
British New Guinea in its early colonial period was illustrated as the
underutilised emporium of abundance destined for prominence within the British
Empire and Australia’s own Island Empire. Like North Queensland, Papua was declared
by twentieth century Australian capitalists to be another potential Java or Malaya and ‘a
greater influential link in…inter-Empire trade’ with ‘rich soil potentialities’.154 These
Australasian frontiers such as the Solomon Islands, Fiji and British New Guinea (and
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later Papua) were regions that Australians – planters, experts and entrepreneurs crossed into to work, diversify their interests, exploit its resources or collect plants and
ideas.
With the easy accessibility of New Guinea via North Queensland shipping
companies such as Burns Philp from the mid-1880s and the establishment of branches
in Port Moresby and Samarai, Papua became the new extension of North Queensland.
Many long-term white planter-settlers and businessmen in colonial Papua had strong
social, economic and cultural connections to Far North Queensland, particularly Cairns
and Cooktown. These townships supplied a good portion of the Australian goldminers
who moved to New Guinea to mine for gold after discoveries at Sudest Island in the late
1880s.155 The Samarai Chamber of Commerce in the 1910s included several North
Queenslanders who had moved northwards at the turn of the twentieth century and
played a colonial role in the Australasian copra trade. This shared history intensified
after Australian Administration in 1906. The first lease granted by the Papuan
government to a planter for copra production in 1903 was Frank Osborne, who was
from a well-known family in the Port Douglas area. Osborne was one of the first
planter-settlers on Rossel Island.156
In combination with regular steam communication, tropical products of the
Pacific such as bananas, coffee and sugar, like North Queensland, became an important
part of Australia’s culture of consumption. Capitalists and planters, for instance, often
drew environmental similarities between North Queensland and the Pacific, which
directly influenced attempts to transplant the food culture of the Pacific. Planters who
came to the North via Papua to establish coconut plantations, viewed Far North
Queensland as an Island with all the traits of the ‘tropical Pacific’ but ‘without coconut
palms’ – the symbol of the South Seas. Planters were attempting to transfer the Pacific
food staple to tropical Australia.157
North Queensland and the Pacific both were connected tropical spheres
subjected to the same colonial exploitation and discourse of tropicality. They both
directly served the consumer demand for tropical products in temperate Australia – in
the same vein as the West Indies served temperate consumers in Great Britain and the
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United States.

The ‘Acclimatisation Project’
One of the leading mediums of colonial regional exchange was the Queensland
Acclimatisation Society (QAS), established in 1862. The Society was responsible for
importing exotic plants and seeds as well as animals into Queensland from tropical
colonies around the world. Its focus was on acclimatisation, introduction and
domestication of animals, plants and insects as well as ‘perfection’, ‘propagation’ and
‘hybridisation’ of introduced species via exchange, donation or purchase.158 The Society
hoped to disseminate reports and knowledge from around the world that aided in ‘the
project of acclimatisation’. It also aimed to assist in distributing Australian indigenous
animals and plants - described as ‘objects of natural history’ - to the world.159 By the
1870s, the QAS particularly focused on the acclimatisation of tropical plants, especially
those of commercial value, to newly colonised spaces of the North. Its gardens were
located at Bowen Park in Brisbane. The imported seeds and plants were propagated and
distributed amongst Queensland producers.
Historians have traced some of the first acclimatisation to the Portuguese
expansion of the fifteenth century and experiments with ‘complex’ exotic plant
collection and transfers. With the development of global trade across oceans, the
Portuguese developed this acclimatisation model on ‘older patterns of distribution and
pharmacological trade in the Indian Ocean region.’160 The first gardens were established
by the Portuguese on Madeira, Fernando Po and Sao Tome with vast networks of
exchange established with the tropical zone via West Africa, the Caribbean and
Brazil.161 Acclimatisation societies, however, were a phenomenon of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. In other parts of Australasia, the Victorian Acclimatisation Society
was formed in 1861 for the purpose of introducing new animals and plants for
distribution throughout parts of the Australian colonies. New Zealand had their own
Acclimatisation societies focusing on the introduction and acclimatisation of ‘hunting
158
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and fishing species’. These societies fostered ‘a new era of organized effort to anglicize
or hybridise the landscape.’162 For tropical regions where commercial plantations were
dominant, these exotic plant transfers had economic advantages. As historian Paul S.
Sutter argues the Acclimatisation societies led to more ‘scientific attention’ on the
tropics which coincided with the growing ‘pan-tropical awareness’ of the tropics’
adaptability to products that could not be produced in the temperate region.163
Within the first three years, the QAS had established networks of exchange with
British tropical colonies in India, Ceylon and Mauritius.164 Experimental Torres Strait
steamship voyages conducted in 1866 and 1867 facilitated exchange with Batavia. By
1872, the Society was involved in plant and seed exchange with a wider network of
tropical countries and territories, including Fiji, Barbados, Honolulu, Mauritius and
New Caledonia.165 In the same year, exchange was extended to Labuan (Malaya),
British Guiana, Straits Settlements, Sierra Leone and Dutch Guiana.166 With the Torres
Strait mail service put on a firm footing in 1873, the QAS fostered more routine
connections with Batavia, Ceylon, India and Singapore. In one month in early 1881, the
QAS received seeds and plants from the Botanical Gardens of Hong Kong, Calcutta,
Ceylon, Jamaica and Buitenzorg (Java), Zanzibar (from British Consul, Dr. Kirk) and
Saharanpur (India). This included Liberian coffee seeds from Ceylon imported in
December 1880, which were germinating and ready to be distributed. 167 Ceylon and
India were central to the development of Queensland’s coffee industry.
The Society introduced and propagated tropical fruits such as mangoes from
India. Mango varieties were imported by the QAS via Bombay in 1869 and were
distributed to North Queensland ports.168 After a decade of exchange, the mango was
one of the QAS’s first successful examples of acclimatisation. A QAS meeting in 1873
recorded that mangoes grown from seeds it provided were ‘actually in the market in
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some of the Northern towns’ and were ‘producing heavy crops annually.’169 By 1877
the mango was a widely-produced ‘luscious and favourite fruit’ cultivated in gardens
across Queensland. Buoyed by this success, the QAS arranged to introduce new mango
species from one of the main horticultural societies of India, selecting a number of types
from a list of 43 varieties, in return for an array of grafted peach trees. Cases from this
exchange eventually arrived, which included ‘duplicate plants of ten varieties’ not yet
introduced to Queensland. From earlier Indian introductions, the QAS made grafts of
the Bombay species of mango every season, which were ‘judiciously distributed over as
wide a range as the paucity of their number will admit.’ Exchanges between India and
Queensland were described by the QAS as ‘almost universally successful’.170 This early
British-India link was strengthened by QAS leader Lewis Bernays’ social connections.
Bernays was a founding member of the QAS, acting as its first secretary and
subsequently its vice-president up until 1880. He was an honorary member of the
Agricultural and Horticultural Societies of India and Madras.171 Educated at King’s
College in London, Bernays had migrated to New Zealand before coming to
Queensland to work for Governor Bowen in 1860 as a clerk for the Legislative
Assembly.172
Similarly, the QAS also acted as a cultural hub of new tropical knowledge,
importing and distributing literature from the tropical zone. For instance, at one meeting
in 1898, the QAS noted that they had received official publications from the Director of
Public Gardens in Jamaica and the Government Printers of India.173 Information
disseminated and discussed at the QAS meetings was circulated in these exchanging
countries. QAS discussions about sugar culture were reported in an issue of Barbadosbased Agricultural News in December 1906.174 This cross-cultural flow of ideas is also
evident in Lewis Bernays’ 1883 book Cultural Industries for Queensland, which was
intended to fill an information gap on the economic value of Queensland plants.
Bernays relied on a wide range of literature from the tropical zone including Jamaica,
India, Ceylon, Brazil, Burma, Africa, Mauritius, and the Seychelles. Titles included
journals of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India and ‘Revista De
169
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Horticultura’ from Rio de Janeiro.175
The Brisbane-based QAS preceded the North’s own Acclimatisation nurseries,
established at Mackay in 1889 and Cairns in 1889 which were connected to the
Queensland Department of Agriculture, established in 1887. There were also botanical
gardens at Rockhampton and Bowen as well, which maintained regular plant and seed
exchange with Singapore, Batavia, India and Ceylon.176 Later, the Bureau of Tropical
Agriculture was formed in 1935 in the Innisfail district, focusing specifically on
experiments in tropical production.
The Queensland Department of Agriculture developed vast connections to both
tropical and temperate zones across the world. Exchanges were typically initiated
through other imperial departments, agricultural societies and botanical gardens or
particular business people and companies. To emphasize this regular circulation of
seeds and plants, in 1892 alone, the Queensland Department imported plants from Fiji
(via former Attorney General, J.H. Garrick), Mauritius (firm Ireland, Frazier and Co),
India (the Government of Bombay), Tonga (Vice-Consul), British New Guinea (Sir
William McGregor, New Guinea Administrator) and British Guiana (Guiana Botanical
Gardens).177 Similarly, the Cairns-based Kamerunga nursery and its superintendent
Ebenezer Cowley (1889-1899) had access to a transcolonial eco-cultural network via
imperial and bureaucratic channels. In 1891, the Cairns nursery imported: seeds from
the Agricultural Department of India; bananas from the New Guinea government; oil
palm from the British Government of Sierra Leone; turmeric, sago palm and Otaheite
Apple from the Botanical Department of Suva in Fiji; coconuts from Rotuma in Fiji;
and Indian oranges from the Bombay government.178
Before residing in North Queensland, British-born Cowley (born 1849 in
Gloucestershire) previously worked as a horticulturalist in Natal and in Fiji. From Fiji,
Cowley immigrated to North Queensland to work as an overseer on a CSR sugar
plantation in Ingham in 1881.179 In South Africa, Cowley had experience working under
his uncle in Natal’s sugar and coffee industries. In Fiji, Cowley was a manager of a
sugar mill in Rewa when production was in its infancy and was reportedly one of the
175
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first people to manufacture refined sugar in the region. From Rewa, Cowley then
managed a plantation on Taveuni in Fiji for three years before being employed by CSR
in North Queensland for a few years. Cowley subsequently established his own sugar
plantation on North Queensland’s Herbert River with his cousin, although was
unsuccessful.180 After being appointed as superintendent of the Cairns nursery in 1889,
Cowley maintained strong cultural connections to New Guinea and Fiji introducing
Pacific plants to Queensland.
In late 1892, Cowley made an expedition to British New Guinea under
instruction from the Queensland Department of Agriculture. The main aim was to
collect Papuan plants of economic value for transplantation and distribution. Cowley
left for New Guinea via Cooktown in December 1892 on the New Guinea government
steamer Merrie England. Cowley carried with him a number of tropical plants raised at
his nursery including mangosteen, Jaffa oranges and Arabian coffee, which were to be
domesticated in the soil of New Guinea.181 From this expedition, he introduced Papuan
staples to Cairns. These included the ‘valuable food root’ Taro from the ‘Eastern,
Central and Western divisions of British New Guinea’, which was described as ‘one of
the favourites of the South Sea Islanders’. Cowley highlighted the excitement that the
transplantation brought to the Pacific Island-North Queensland community, remarking
that ‘South Sea Islanders who have visited the nursery since it has been introduced were
remarkably pleased on recognising it’.182
Cowley also introduced Island staples such as yams from the Trobriand Islands
and varieties of sugarcane. These importations were in addition to 30 Papuan banana
species collected from Port Moresby and Mabudawan (Western Province). The
collection totalled 504 Sugarcane plants of 40 varieties.183 In exchange, the Jaffa
oranges and Arabian coffee plants taken with him were planted at Mabudawan. Three
mangosteen plants were given to Reverend F.W. Walker at Kwato Mission (Milne Bay
Province) and were directed to be planted, along with several sweet oranges. At Delena
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mission (Central Province), Cowley collected one sugarcane plant, one variety of
tobacco and six plants of taro, given to him by the ‘native missionary’s wife’. Cowley
reciprocated by trading tobacco with the ‘native chief’, remarking that ‘American
tobacco 20 sticks to the lb is as necessary as’ pounds ‘in civilised countries.’ 184
On May 1893, another expedition was made under instruction from the
Department of Agriculture to New Guinea by Cowley to collect more sugar cane plants
that were free from disease. Cowley collected the plants from the Yule Island area
(Central Province) and in North Queensland distributed them to local sugar companies
and planted some in the nursery.185 Cowley used Burns Philp’s Thursday Island-Port
Moresby schooner Wanganui, going to Yule Island, staying for around three weeks until
the schooner returned.186 The expedition was significant for introducing new varieties in
Queensland, and influenced other expeditions, as I explain in Chapter 2. These varieties
propagated by Cowley were exchanged with other countries. In 1895, the best of the
New Guinea sugar varieties were exported from North Queensland to an import
company, Hardy Bros in Buenos Aires for their sugar plantation in Las Palmas, Chaco
Province, Argentina.187 Further, the variety known as the Goru, introduced by Cowley,
was a popular variety of sugar planted in Cairns in the early 1900s and was overtaking
other varieties, due to its ability to produce heavily. 188 Goru was also introduced into
Mauritius and the Philippines.189
In terms of transmitting knowledge between colonies, one of the leading
publications that connected north Australia to the tropical zone was Ceylon’s Tropical
Agriculturalist, published by the Colombo-based Ceylon Agricultural Society.
Established in 1881, the monthly journal catered for tropical planters, entrepreneurs and
capitalists interested in tropical production, providing the latest knowledge on all
aspects of planting.190 The journal especially focused on tropical and sub-tropical cash
products such as tea, cocoa, palms, coffee, sugar, rice, spices, camphor, rubber, tobacco
184
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and cotton. Viewing tropical production as part of an inter-imperial project, the journal,
as of the 1890s, was distributed throughout India, Ceylon, Burma, Straits Settlements,
Java, Sumatra, north Australia, Queensland, Fiji, Mauritius, Natal, West Indies, South
America, Central America, California, Southern States and Great Britain (see Figure 3).
The journal positioned developments in Queensland as being of wider
significance for other British tropical colonies. It viewed North Queensland’s infant
coffee industry as an important addition to British Empire production, particularly when
the Ceylon coffee industry was collapsing. It was also ‘glad’ to report on the growing
tropical production and exports of both British Fiji and North Queensland in the
1880s.191 Regular readers included members of the Queensland Agricultural Journal
and Queensland planters. The journal received letters and contributions from North
Queensland planters and experts. For example, the chief editor of the Queensland
Agricultural Journal, Major A. J. Boyd, wrote a letter to the Tropical Agriculturalist in
1898 noting that ‘I consider it one of the best, if not really the best of Tropical
Agricultural publications and I derive a vast fund of information from it. I find that
other officers of the department hold the same opinion.’192 The Tropical Agriculturalist
often referenced the Queensland Agricultural Journal throughout many of its issues and
vice versa.193 Similarly, in the new Australasian frontiers, well-known traders and
planters relied on the transcolonial reach of the journal for new knowledge. Oscar
Svenson, a Norwegian-born Solomon Islands copra merchant, who had previously
worked on vessels in the Queensland Pacific Labour trade, wrote to the journal in
1903.194 Svenson remarked that he kept up-to-date with the journal over the last ten
years through his Sydney office – even in a remote colony. He noted that planters in the
Solomons took ‘many valuable hints’ from the journal especially information dealing
with his main item of investment - coconuts. Svenson wrote to the journal to promote
the new coconut investments in the Solomons and invite potential planters.195
The journal also acted as a source of illumination of ‘new fields of enterprise’
for the benefit of planters looking to establish tropical production. For example, in one
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long letter to a man in Fiji in 1881 and re-published in the journal, 47 year-old planter
Robert Glissan wrote about his new home and coffee plantation in the New Hebrides,
after previously living in Queensland. Glissan was hoping to attract experienced coffee
planters from Ceylon to partner him or manage his plantation. Glissan asked his Fijian
contact to interest some of ‘your Ceylon friends…to settle’, portraying his land at
Rathmoy in Efate as ‘the best, most convenient’ and ‘most valuable land in my
neighbourhood’. In this excerpt, Queensland, Fiji, Ceylon and the New Hebrides were
all connected as a shared imperial space and web of social and commercial
interaction.196

Figure 4. The Tropical Agriculturalist. Source: Tropical Agriculturalist, vol. 17, no.
1 (1897), p. i.
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Similarly, the Barbados-based Agricultural News commonly referenced the
Queensland Agricultural Journal in its issues and had an interest in tropical production
in Queensland.197 Established at the beginning of the twentieth century, the Barbadosbased journal was published by the Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West
Indies. The interest in Queensland was due to its cultural, environmental and historical
similarities and its ability to produce similar foodstuffs. Illuminating this transnational
link, the Agricultural News stressed that:
Situated partly in the tropics and possessing a soil and climate suitable for products
such as sugar, coffee, bananas...and possessing a market in the Commonwealth of
Australia for any tropical produce that may be raised, the agricultural development
of Queensland is naturally of interest to all connected with agriculture in the West
Indies.198
This cultural exchange between Queensland and the tropical zone can also be
seen in other publications published in Fiji, Hawai‘i and India.199 Further supporting this
routine circulation of ideas across the colonial tropics, Clive Moore pointed out that
sugar planters in Mackay ‘read overseas sugar literature, contributed articles
themselves, and visited other areas to keep abreast of the rapid changes occurring in the
industry.’ Moore thus summated that the social and cultural links between Queensland
and places such as Java, the West Indies, Mauritius and Fiji were just as ‘significant to
the history of the industry as the direct ties between the plantations and Britain’.200

Conclusion
North Australia’s incorporation within a wider tropical zone can be traced back to the
early nineteenth century when north Australia was viewed as another tropical colony
within the Indo-Pacific under the British Empire in which food production was critical.
The transcolonial discourse of ‘tropicality’ saw northern Australian colonial
development shaped by knowledge gathered from multiple sites across the tropical
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zone. This cross-cultural exchange and transfer can be seen in the tropical commodities
chosen such as coffee and sugar, and the flow of ideas and people such as planters,
labourers, agricultural experts and entrepreneurs. Colonial bodies such as the QAS and
transnational journals such as the Tropical Agriculturalist also played an influential role
in this transfer, particularly in encouraging the circulation of tropical plants and seeds,
and ideas; but more importantly in establishing social and cultural connections between
people across the tropical zone. As subsequent chapters will show, the transcolonial and
transnational connections had important implications for specific industries in north
Australia.
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Chapter 2
The Indo-Pacific Gateway: Shipping, Food and Cultural Exchange

The previous chapter examined northern Australia’s incorporation into the tropical zone
and the wider Indo-Pacific region, tracing this back to the early nineteenth century. This
chapter considers how the development of steam-shipping in the second half of the
century facilitated transcolonial and transnational relationships in the tropical zone. The
steamship decreased the cost of transportation and transit time, and influenced the
transformation of imperial spaces encouraging the circulation of people, seeds, plants,
commodities and ideas. This chapter provides an overview of the connections forged by
shipping companies and the role they played in the emerging relationship between food
and colonialism in northern Australia. It also examines the new food-based connections
that formed between temperate and tropical Australia and the shipping issues that
characterised these connections.
Historians have long emphasized the role of shipping as a powerful ‘tool’ that
underpinned and served the European imperial project in the nineteenth century.201
Shipping, and its associated networks of infrastructure and technology, fostered the
movement of commodities, labour and capital across oceans. These exchanges were
critical to the economic development of the British Empire and its ‘littoral colonial
settlements’. Furthermore, this mobility was important for the colonial ‘biological
exchanges’ that precipitated the flow of animals, plants, seeds and diseases across the
‘sea-lanes of empire’.202 Shipping also helped forge new cultural connections between
temperate Australia and its own tropical possessions and frontiers, where once-exotic
foods became easily accessible to everyday consumers.
Taking these connections seriously challenges the popular historical framing of
Australia as a region defined by isolation or a ‘Tyranny of Distance’, made famous by
historian Geoffrey Blainey. Further, an Indo-Pacific framework and a focus on tropical
Queensland destabilizes the positioning of Australia’s geographical closeness to the
Asia-Pacific as ‘irrelevant’, due to its stronger relations with Great Britain, as Blainey
201
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once argued.203 Shipping directly and continually ignited predictions of Queensland’s
prosperous future as an Indo-Pacific gateway, channelling tropical commodities
between Northern Australia and Asia, as well as the Pacific. These pan-tropical cultural
and social connections further inspired the visions of a ‘vast archipelagic chain’ and an
‘island world’ linking Australia with societies in the north.204 In what follows I examine
the early application of steam, with a focus on the Torres Strait, then trace the rise of
shipping companies that connected Queensland to this Indo-Pacific region from the
1870s onwards.

Early trials and the Torres Strait route
During the early colonial period in North Queensland, concerted attempts were made to
establish a regular mail-steamer service with Asian ports via the Torres Strait and Cape
York areas. The populous settlements in southern Australia relied on shipping routes
that approached Australia from the south. In contrast, the Torres Strait was a new
northern steam corridor that offered faster communication with Great Britain via ports
in the Indo-Pacific. The main challenges were that the Torres Strait route was untested
as parts of the Coral Sea had not been surveyed or recorded ‘in any Admiralty chart’ in
the 1860s. The new route opened up problems relating to ‘detention…by navigating in
unknown seas’ and navigating through a route characterised by dangerous sunken coral
reefs and debris.205
Importantly, however, the opening of the Torres Strait route offered the potential
to directly tap into ‘the vast commerce of India, China and the Islands of the Eastern
Archipelago centres’ and capitalise on the ‘advantages’ of proximity ‘to the existing
system of Eastern telegraphs’.206 The submarine telegraph erected by the British
Australian Telegraph Company was situated at Banyuwangi in Java and was connected
to Port Darwin. The telegraph was later completed in 1871. This line linked with the
existing Asian cable network that went through Madras, Singapore, Penang and Batavia
(Jakarta). The Eastern Telegraph was an important colonial tool that allowed a faster
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flow of global news, ideas and information between Britain and its tropical Asian
colonies in the Indian Ocean. Hence, the erection of a Torres Strait pathway would help
integrate tropical Queensland into the transcolonial networks of the Indo-Pacific region,
particularly South East Asia, strengthening the positioning of north Australia as a new
Indian Ocean colony.207 Beyond the advantageous connections with Asia, the Torres
Strait route allowed Australia access to underexplored and reportedly fertile New
Guinea in an era of white exploration and conquest.208
In 1865, two shipping and merchant companies based in the Dutch East Indies
proposed to combine to run a monthly steamer between Batavia and Sydney via the
Torres Strait, with stops at the port of Kupang, in Timor, Cape York and Brisbane. The
companies sought subsidies from the Dutch East Indies, Queensland and New South
Wales governments.209 The following year, the Netherlands-India Steam Navigation
Company, based in Java, were in talks with the Australasian Steam Navigation
Company (ASNCo) to establish a Torres Strait route to Asia, with an interchange of
their ships at Cape York.210 ASNCo was established in 1851, out of the Hunter River
Steam Navigation Company formed in 1839, and played a key role in stimulating early
settlement in colonial Queensland, transporting a flow of settlers from southern ports.211
This proposal to operate with Netherlands-India fell through without support from the
governments of the Australian colonies. These proposals followed earlier failed
attempts to provide a Torres Strait route to Singapore. The India and Australian Steam
Packet Company, established in 1847, was granted a tender by the British Admiralty to
provide a Sydney-Singapore service via the Torres Strait but financially collapsed
before commencement. Well-known merchant Robert Towns also unsuccessfully
attempted to erect a Sydney-Singapore line in the 1850s.212
In addition to these attempts by private enterprise, in 1866 the Queensland
government chartered steamer Souchays made a succession of experimental trips, which
called and collected mails at Port Denison (Bowen), Somerset (Cape York), Kupang and
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Batavia via the Torres Strait. The steamer connected with French Messageries
Imperiales steamers in Singapore en route to England. With the potential opening of
new mail route the ambitions of establishing a free port at Somerset (Cape York) and
transforming it into an entrepot for Batavia and Singapore intensified.213 The first
Torres Strait mail service was applauded by Dutch merchants and bankers of Batavia
who similarly envisioned the development of trade between the Malay Archipelago and
Australia.214
These experiments were closely watched by those invested in the agricultural
development of the north. Indeed, the Queensland Acclimatisation Society (QAS) took
advantage of the second voyage of the Souchays to export a consignment of plants,
birds and animals, including black swans and kangaroos, to the botanical and zoological
gardens at Batavia and the government Botanical Garden at Buitenzorg (Bogor, West
Java).215 In return, Queensland received birds, fish and animals (including bull, deer,
gouramier (gourami) fish, goura pigeons and Javanese birds), which were sent to the
QAS’s grounds at Bowen Park (Brisbane). Javanese plants and seeds also consigned to
both the Brisbane Botanical Gardens and Bowen Park.216 Botanist Walter Hill, Brisbane
Curator of the Botanical Gardens (1855-1881), maintained a long-lasting system of
exchange with botanical gardens in Asia as well as territories throughout the tropical
zone. In late 1866 and early 1867, another faster government steamer, Hero, made three
experimental trips to Batavia via the Torres Strait, importing Javanese commodities
such as sugar, rice, coffee, cloves, nutmegs, black pepper and vanilla.217 Hill introduced
from the Botanical Gardens of Buitenzorg species of cinchona, durian, litchi, sago palm,
mangosteen, cloves, nutmeg, vanilla, black pepper, cacao, plantains (bananas) and
mangoes.218
Although these steamship trials were deemed successful, the fledgling colony of
Queensland could not meet the costs of supporting a large steamer service at the time.
An economic crisis in Britain in the middle of 1866 aggravated these fiscal
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challenges.219 The prospects may have been better for the main imperial shipping
company, the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company (P&O). First
established in 1837 to connect Great Britain with Egypt and then India, by the mid1860s P&O’s network extended from Bombay and Calcutta, Galle (Ceylon), Singapore,
Hong Kong and on to Sydney.220
Biological exchanges in plants and seeds between India and Queensland were
initiated via transhipments at Galle. Yet this proved problematic for the successful
exchange of fragile and perishable plants and seeds. Glass wardian cases (sealable glass
containers) were often damaged during the delayed transhipment, with the plants failing
to survive the journey. This can be seen in the attempted transfer of the much-desired
Indian mango between Sir William Denison, Governor of Madras, and the QAS in
1865, where rough handling at Galle resulted in the glass cases breaking and the plants
dying during the voyage to Queensland.221 Denison argued that supervisors were needed
on the ships to avoid future problems.222 John Spiller, who pioneered the Queensland
sugar industry, came to Mackay from Java in 1865 before the establishment of direct
communication through the Torres Strait. The shipment of his 30,000 sugar plants from
Java to Queensland via Melbourne proved challenging. After the 59-day voyage to
Melbourne, many of the plants were decaying and withering. Spiller consequently left
‘nearly the whole lot’ in Cleveland Bay, south of Brisbane, with Captain Louis Hope,
who planted them and sent ‘half of the produce’ to Spiller when he made it to
Mackay.223

Queensland shipping to Asia: Eastern and Australian Steamship Company
In the 1870s, a regular and more permanent mail service eventually linked Queensland
to Batavia and Singapore via the Torres Strait, established by the Eastern and Australian
Mail Steam Company (E&A). Founded in 1873, the company’s main offices were in
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London with agents in Singapore, Java and Sydney. The founding board of directors
comprised four businessmen: James Henderson of Sydney, James Guthrie of Singapore,
and William McTaggart and Charles Henderson, both of London.224 E&A was part of
the P&O group, and its monthly service between Australia and China connected with
P&O steamers at Singapore.225 By 1875, P&O were in the process of building a
shipping empire across sub-tropical and tropical Asia with agents in Galle (Ceylon),
Hong Kong, Manila, Java, Amoy (Xiamen, China) and India (Calcutta). The company
also had branches in Australia (Queensland, Melbourne and Sydney) as well as New
Zealand. The E&A shipping routes from London to Melbourne passed through
Singapore, Batavia, Torres Strait, Townsville, Bowen, Keppel Bay and Brisbane, thus
strengthening Queensland connections to South East Asia.226 Along with the Adelaide
Steamship Company and the China Steam Navigation Company, the lines were the
main colonial steamers to call at Port Darwin in the late nineteenth century. 227
As the E&A’s 1875 handbook set out, North Queensland was regarded as a
potential rival to Java and Mauritius in the production of sugar and coffee. Its steamers
would be essential in transporting labour to these tropical industries.228 The new steamer
line was also driven by the desire to capitalise on Asian trade, particularly the passenger
and cargo traffic of Singapore and China. A company meeting in London in 1875 spoke
of the increased cargo carried on the Asia-Australia route, and having to ‘shut out cargo,
not only in China but also in Singapore.’ E&A also saw prospects in importing supplies
from China for the increasing Chinese population in North Queensland.229 Early
shipments included imports of tea and rice.230 E&A ran the government mail service
until 1880, when its contract expired. E&A then changed its name to Eastern &
Australian Steamship Co. Ltd in 1880 (with the same abbreviation), focusing mostly on
providing an Australian cargo and passenger line to China, Hong Kong and Japan. In
the early 1890s, E&A boasted a line of steamers that connected Townsville to Hong
Kong via Cooktown, Thursday Island and Port Darwin; Hong Kong to Sydney via
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Queensland, Port Darwin, Java and Singapore; and Kobe to Sydney via Hong Kong,
Sandakan, Port Darwin and Queensland ports.231 By 1903, E&A also extended to the
Philippines, servicing Queensland ports en route to Manila, Hong Kong, China and
Kobe via Port Darwin and Timor.232 In 1906, the E&A had an extensive network of
agencies in Queensland (Brisbane, Rockhampton, Townsville, Cairns, Cooktown and
Thursday Island), Northern Territory (Port Darwin), and ports throughout southern
Australia and New Zealand. Across Asia, E&A agencies existed in the Philippines
(Manila), Java (Batavia, Surabaya and Semarang), Ceylon (Colombo), Singapore,
Timor (Dili), Japan (Kobe and Yokohama), China (Shanghai, Foochow and Tsingtao),
Macau and Hong Kong.233
E&A played an important role in linking food production in north Australia to
Asian consumers. As will be discussed further in Chapter 5, the company engaged in the
early colonial trepang export business between North Queensland and Asia. Throughout
the 1880s and 1890s, the steamers Catterthun and Airlie regularly exported North
Queensland trepang from Cooktown to Hong Kong via Thursday Island. Such
Queensland luxury foodstuffs were served in upper-class Chinese banquets in Hong
Kong and China. E&A also opened up new markets for north Australian beef cattle,
undergirding early experimental shipments from Port Darwin to Batavia and Singapore
in the 1880s, which I explore in Chapter 4.
During the initial E&A period of the Torres Strait service (1873-1880), the
dream of transforming Queensland into the desired Asian entrepot seemed more
possible. Commodities such as nutmeg, pepper, cacao, cloves and exotic fruits were
imported typically by the QAS and officials, whether Governors or botanical garden
managers, with the aim of creating new industries for tropical Queensland. A focus on
introducing spice plants as the basis for future wealth mirrored earlier attempts by other
European powers in the tropics.234 In 1875, the QAS imported a case of spice plants
from Batavia including cacao, pepper, nutmeg and cloves.235 A few months earlier, a
case of Asian ‘spice-bearing plants’ consisting of clove, cinnamon, nutmeg and black
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pepper were also received from Java via Ceylon. In exchange, Queensland dispatched
‘some large consignments’ to Java. In the eyes of the QAS, this ‘introduction of the
principal spices of commerce’ represented ‘a special phase of the society’s
operation’.236 In 1878, it was remarked that the spices were growing well along the
northern coastline.237
During this period, the QAS also imported fruit plants from Singapore and Java.
These included mangosteen, lychee, coconuts, durian, nutmeg, cocoa and breadfruit. In
1874 alone, over 1200 lychee plants and 1050 wampee plants were imported from
Singapore, along with durian and nutmeg plants. The hope was to permanently
acclimatise the fruits and distribute them throughout northern Australia.238 In December
1874, a large number of tropical fruit trees from Singapore, Ceylon and Java were
distributed amongst ‘Northern constituents’ in Bowen, Mackay and Cardwell included
exotic Asian fruit such as durian, mangosteen, rambutan, sapodilla and wax jambu (Java
apple) as well as aforementioned lucrative plants such as cocoa and nutmeg. This
distribution and exchange was described as one of the ‘most important operations in
which the society had engaged,’ supported by the Colonial Secretary of Singapore and
the Dutch colonial government. Queensland reciprocally shipped six black swans and
three emus to Singapore via the E&A’s Normanby, and cases of Australian native plants
such as macrozamias to Ceylon. In addition, 800 coconuts of 11 varieties were imported
from Singapore via the Torres Strait mail steamer to establish a possible copra industry
in Queensland. This was preceded by an earlier consignment from Thailand in 1875,
after the QAS had established eco-cultural networks with the King of Siam via the
London-based Consulate of Siam.239 Thus on this increase in Indo-Pacific transfer and
exchange, QAS remarked in 1876 that the ‘principal feature of this year’s work’ was the
importation and distribution of an ‘unusually large number of certain plants, natives of
India and Malaysia’. This contrasted to earlier years, when only ‘single specimens’ or
small quantities were imported. Now plants were being obtained ‘by scores and
hundreds’ from throughout Asia, as well as the Pacific Islands, and distributed
throughout northern Australia.240
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Figure 5, E&A’s Indo-Pacific route from Australia, ca. 1905. Source:
E&A, List of Sailings, January 1905 to January 1906 (Sydney: John
Andrew & Co, 1905).
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The British-India Steam Navigation Company
The British-India Steam Navigation Company (BISN) was also engaged in shipping
between Queensland and Asia, and onwards to London, from the 1880s, following the
expiration of the E&A-controlled Torres Strait mail service in 1880. BISN took over the
government-subsidized monthly steamer route. The company was established in 1856
by merchants William MacKinnon and Robert MacKenzie, initially as the Calcutta and
Burmah Steam Navigation Company, in order to establish a mail link between Rangoon
and Calcutta.241 Spearheaded by Queensland Governor Sir Thomas McIllwraith to
continue the flow of immigrants to Queensland, the BISN was encouraged to extend its
operations from the East Indies to Australia. Its Queensland Royal Mail Line was
awarded a subsidy of £55,000 in 1881 to provide a 56-day voyage between Brisbane
and London, via Batavia, Colombo and Aden on a monthly basis.242 The initial contract
continued until 1889. Along this ‘picturesque’ Indian Ocean pathway, the steamers such
as the Chyebassa passed through the Arafura Seas, Timor, Lombok and Banjoewangie
and through the Bali and Sunda Straits, offering travellers ‘an extended pleasure trip’.243
Importantly, the ‘direct communication’ offered with ‘those vast, populous, and
interesting islands to the North of Australia’ meant ‘the speedy and regular interchange
of commodities and ideas’.244 These steam services had an impact on the proliferation of
colonial ideas about northern Australia and its potential, encouraging a regular
transcultural interchange of information through important mediums such as the
telegram and newspaper.
At the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in 1886, it was noted that as a result of the
BISN line ‘the whole of the ports north of Brisbane have benefited, and direct
communication has been opened with countries…close to us…The merchant-fleets of
the world will be soon striving for a share of our trade’.245 The service also connected
North Queensland to British India and Ceylon. In the 1880s, the BISN operated main
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agencies in London and Brisbane as well as throughout India in Calcutta, Bombay and
Kurrachee and Madras. Agents on the ‘Queensland line’ were based across Queensland,
Batavia, Colombo, Aden, Suez, Port Said, Malta and London (see, Figure 6).246
A second five-year government contract in 1890 changed the BISN Torres Strait
service to a more convenient fortnightly basis with a subsidy of £34,000.247 This
Queensland mail contract ran until 1895 until it was terminated for a brief time and reestablished in the early 1900s.248 In 1908, for instance, a government subsidized
monthly service (£37,000) was provided to Thursday Island, Cairns, Brisbane,
Townsville and other ports.249 BISN was especially motivated by the desire to engage in
the growing lucrative trade in frozen beef to Britain.250 As will be discussed in Chapter
4, Asian markets for frozen beef were also viewed as important and precipitated the
inauguration of a short-lived direct Calcutta-Queensland steamer in 1885. 251 BISN
continued to be involved in experiments in exporting frozen meat to Asian ports. For
instance, in the 1890s, the BISN Dorunda exported Queensland frozen and preserved
meat to Batavia, Colombo and Calcutta.
Historian J. Forbes Munro remarks that ‘the Queensland Royal Mail Line was
the longest single continuous passenger steamship line in the world’ and due to its
Indian Ocean focus ‘spent more time in the tropics than comparable emigrant vessels.’
Along with the P&O, it was also one of the few steam companies to employ Indian
seamen in the Britain-Australia passenger traffic.252 E.J. Banfield, travel correspondent
for the Townsville Daily Bulletin, travelled on the Chyebassa from Townsville in 1885,
enjoying a multi-ethnic cultural and social experience that represented the globalized
reach of the BISN throughout the ‘Oriental’ East. Banfield mingled with people from
India, Java, Portugal and China.253 Exploring the cuisine of the Netherland East Indies,
Banfield enjoyed a Javanese fruit banquet at the Netherlands Hotel consisting of
pineapples, pomeloes, rambutan, the durian, lychees, mangosteen and bananas. He
celebrated this as the highlight of his dining experience, ‘if only to enjoy a life-long
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acquaintance with the indigenous fruits of the island’.254 Banfield in his subsequent
written works promoted tropical fruit production in North Queensland and cultivated a
wide range of Asian tropical fruits in his own ‘garden of Eden’ and colony on Dunk
Island in North Queensland in the late 1890s. At the start of his colonial project,
Banfield requested from the QAS a range of South East Asian fruits for planting including ones he tasted on his British-India journey in the 1880s. Over the course of his
life in Queensland, he tried to incite government interest towards importing Asian fruits,
nuts and ornamental plants.255 Thus, due to steamships enabling Australians a much
more intimate experience of tropical Asia, these connections helped inspire projects
mirrored on practices observed elsewhere in the tropical zone.

Figure 6, BISN’s network ca. 1885. Banfield, The Torres Strait
Route, p. 41.
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Pacific shipping with Burns Philp
Beyond Asia, Queensland shipping companies facilitated major social and cultural links
with the Pacific Islands from the 1880s. The most salient example of the powerful role
of shipping companies in tropical colonialism was the Australian firm Burns Philp and
Co (BP) – at once shipping agency, trading firm and colonist. BP was prominent in
promoting the dream of Australia building a substantial ‘Island Empire’256 across the
Pacific, particularly through the growth of regular and faster steam communication and
trade. Established in Townsville in 1873 by James Burns, BP initially started as an
exporter and importer of goods for the new North Queensland frontier, which fostered
the growth of the North’s fledgling economy. Burns Philp was officially formed as a
company in 1883 by James Burns and Robert Philp.
In conjunction with the Queensland government, BP established the first regular
mail and trading contract and steam service to New Guinea in 1885 and subsequently
developed economic and trading connections between New Guinea and the surrounding
islands and North Queensland.257 Similarly, in 1893, another four-year contract was
made between the British New Guinea government and Burns Philp where a regular
mail service operated every eight weeks, starting from Cooktown to all ports in coastal
New Guinea from Samarai to Mabudawan using the gateway of Thursday Island.
Papuan people were employed as fishermen or boatmen at Cooktown and Thursday
Island and were part of a regular traffic utilising the steamers between New Guinea and
northern ports. 258 With the discovery of gold in the Louisiades in 1888, a wave of
Australian people migrated to the New Guinea frontier from Queensland to exploit the
natural resources.259 In competition with BP’s Queensland-Pacific steamers was the
subsidized British New Guinea steamer Merrie England, which traversed the coasts of
North Queensland and British New Guinea in the early 1890s and continued until the
first decades of the twentieth century.
BP was significant in establishing long-term and regular colonial relations
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between Far North Queensland and the new frontier of British New Guinea, and
undergirded imagined formulations of a wider Australian empire. These steamer
networks created a fluid maritime bridge, shaping Australian colonialism in British New
Guinea, later known as the Australian Territory of Papua. New Guinea represented the
company’s first extension beyond Queensland with branches established in Samarai and
Port Moresby. The bustling port and centre of Samarai (Milne Bay Province) became
another Cairns or Cooktown at the turn of the twentieth century with a prominent
transfer of North Queensland’s colonial culture. Burns Philp’s Samarai branch
monopolised the flow of supplies via Thursday Island and Cooktown and acted as the
chief bankers of early New Guinea, issuing their own legal currency.260 As James
Burns, managing director of Burns Philp, remarked in 1902, BP’s New Guinea branches
assumed ‘the position of financial institutions [but] without…gaining the benefits which
such financial institutions might gain’ and financially supported ‘the people in the South
East end of New Guinea.’261
As evident in the company’s official publicity, the Pacific Islands, particularly
New Guinea, were positioned as an immense ‘neglected’ and ‘idle’ trading cornucopia
on par with Java, Sumatra and Borneo. The Islands carried ‘vast agricultural
capabilities’ which would eventually command occupation ‘amongst the world’s
producers.’262 Whilst lobbying the Australian government for more subsidies to provide
faster and more direct steam communication with the Pacific in 1904, one BP director
labelled the New Hebrides, Solomon, Gilbert and Ellice Islands and British New Guinea
as territories that ‘might be compared to a screen of outposts for Australia, closely
touching the possessions of Germany, France, Holland and America’. This vision of
regional security positioned Australia as a new metropole, a proxy for Britain, serving
as ‘the actual headquarters for all Pacific possessions within a defined radius’ and
realising a lucrative Australia-Pacific colonial trade.263 During the early years of
Federation, BP promoted the possible idea of a ‘colour line’ drawn at the Cape York
Peninsula attaching both Torres Strait Islands and British New Guinea with Thursday
Island as the ‘Western port of entry’ due to their belief that white people could not
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thrive in the tropics. This was also connected to the understanding that the Torres Strait
and surrounding islands were ‘geographically, ethnologically and climatically…part of
New Guinea and the equatorial regions…than of the Australian continent’.264 This idea
was part of an enduring colonial discourse of establishing north Australia as a separate
Australian colony based on similar conditions adopted in tropical countries.265
BP established the first direct and consistent communication links with British
New Guinea in the 1880s. At the turn of the twentieth century, it was also described as
the largest colonial exporter of Pacific commodities to European and Asian markets,
having an export inventory that included coconuts, trepang, sandalwood, pearl-shell and
ivory nuts. BP was averaging annual sale earnings of around £500,000 in the mid1890s.266 By 1903, it had shipping agencies and branches across north Australia and the
Pacific: Queensland (Bowen, Cairns, Charters Towers, Cooktown, Croydon, Normanton
and Thursday Island), New Guinea (Port Moresby, Samarai and Merauke), New
Hebrides (Vila) and Tonga (Nukualofa). As well as branches in southern Queensland
(Brisbane) and Western Australia (Fremantle and Geraldton). Their head offices were in
Sydney and London. 267 In the 1910s, BP extended its interests to Samoa and the Gilbert
and Solomon Islands.268
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Figure 7, the main street of Samarai, ca. 1905, an early centre of BP’s
Island Empire. Source: Louis Buderus, John Oxley Library, SLQ.

Figure 8, Port Moresby wharf with BP building in
background, ca. 1900s. Source: Burns Philp, All About Burns
Philp, p. 62.
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By 1917, BP had a transnational empire of 29 branches across Australia and the
Indo-Pacific region. Showing BP’s significant interest in the tropical zone, the company
owned 22 branches across tropical Australia and the Indo-Pacific, representing
approximately 76 per cent of its entire network.269 In 1920, with their increasing
investment across the Pacific, BP established their own Pacific Island department based
in Suva – Burns Philp (South Sea) Company. This became the chief headquarters for
their Australian Island empire, controlling branches in Fiji, Gilbert Islands, Ellice
Islands, Marshall Islands, Tonga, Samoa, New Hebrides and Solomon Islands. Other
Western Pacific branches under Australian Administration in Papua and New Britain
remained under the control of the original company.270
In regards to Asia, BP’s steamers connected Sydney and Brisbane to Singapore
via Port Darwin, Surabaya and Semarang.271 At the beginning of the twentieth century,
BP were the North Queensland agents for the E&A and Queensland agents for BISN.
They were also agents for the Australian-Japanese line, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, which
connected Sydney and Queensland to Manila, Hong Kong and Japan, and the
Netherlands Steamship Company, which provided routes from Thursday Island to
Timor, Batavia and Singapore as well as Dutch New Guinea.272 In addition to
aforementioned branches in Semarang and Surabaya, BP possessed Asian agencies in
Singapore, Penang, Rangoon, Batavia, Colombo, Madras, Port Swettenham (Port Klang,
Malaysia), Bombay and Calcutta.273 As Chapter 5 illuminates, BP agencies in Java were
important in the establishment of a short-lived sardine trade between the Murray Islands
in the Torres Strait and Java in the early 1930s. The product was harvested by
Indigenous Australians, exported in the BP Asian steamers via Thursday Island and
handled by the BP agency in collaboration with Chinese merchants in Java.
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Figure 9, advertisement for BP’s South Sea department in Fiji, 1931.
Source: Burns Philp and Company Holding Deposit, Z385, Box 432,
NBAC.

Figure 10, BP branch at Thursday Island, ca. 1906. Source: D53-84, John Oxley Library, SLQ.
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Due to its advantageous branches in Cairns and Townsville, BP was briefly
involved in labour recruitment for sugar plantations and companies, sending vessels to
the Pacific Islands in the early 1880s.274 The sugar industry was integral to BP’s early
development. When the sugar industry expanded from Mackay to Cairns between 1882
and 1886, BP supplied the increasing demands by planters and millers for
transportation, shipping raw sugar to southern Australia and providing machinery. They
also acted as local agents for CSR sugar at Townsville and Cairns.275
Through BP’s investment in areas across the Indo-Pacific, North Queensland
became incorporated into a wider sphere that provided marine and jungle commodities
to Asian consumers such as trepang, sandalwood and pearl-shell. Exemplifying the
considerable interest and investment in the northern seafood industry, BP acted as boatowners, merchants and shipping agents in the transnational trepang trade with Hong
Kong. BP possessed their own fishing schooners and cutters.276 At Cairns, the company
was ideally located to capitalise on the seafood trade, commanding their own jetty and
wharf stores situated close to the port. Cairns was ranked behind Townsville as the most
important BP port branch at the beginning of the twentieth Century.277 Cooktown
became the chief source of Queensland supplies for New Guinea - which BP
monopolised - and the company’s main terminal for their Sydney-New Guinea steamers
as well as coastal services plying Cooktown, Port Moresby and Samarai. 278 In 1889, a
visit to one of the company’s branches on Thursday Island resembled a mini-emporium
of commodities traded between North Queensland and the Pacific where the ‘front store
abounds with [‘Island’] supplies of every description...a large business being done with
the natives of New Guinea’, whilst in the back stores ‘ranged in bags round the walls
were the different species of beche-de-mer’.279 The importance of ports such as
Thursday Island and Cairns as Pacific gateways for BP continued throughout the early
twentieth century.
The company was also prominent in the copra industry – dried coconut used in
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the manufacture of oil and margarine. As early as 1886, BP had their own trading
stations in areas such as Motu, New Guinea built purposely for Indigenous trading in
coconut and sago. At the 1888 Centennial International Exhibition at Melbourne, the
company displayed bags of copra and sago flour, which were processed and
manufactured at Motu.280 As copra traders and landowners, BP were the direct face of
white colonialism in the Pacific Islands, significant investment and exploitation that
intensified in the early twentieth century.281 In Fiji, BP monopolised the copra trade
from the time it established a branch there in the 1890s.282 By 1916 their Pacific Island
steamers such as the Morinda (New Britain & Papua), Makambo (New Hebrides, Lord
Howe and Norfolk), Germania (Gilbert Islands), Tambo (Marshall Islands) and Mindini
(Solomon Islands) all carried large cargoes of copra to Sydney for export to Great
Britain; during one shipment the five steamers together carried 3000 tons of copra.283
Robert Philp also initiated government interest in a possible coconut industry for
Queensland.284 In the 1890s, BP imported coconut trees from New Guinea for largescale planting throughout North Queensland.285 Species of coconuts were also sourced
from Fiji and Tonga and planted on many islands from Cooktown to Mackay. Coconuts
from Tonga were imported through the medium of the ‘Admiral commanding the
Australian squadron’, the Australian Naval Force responsible for the waters surrounding
Australia. This coconut planting lasted for many years and signalled the first
government-led attempts to economically and ornamentally transform the Northern
landscape on similar models in the Pacific.286 The government envisioned the ‘barren
sandy islands…clothed in foliage at once graceful and commercially valuable, and a
new industry…established in the North.’287 The government believed that the
‘handsome foliage’ would ‘enhance the appearance of our many islands’ but
additionally would provide sustenance and a visible point of reference for castaways of
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wrecked ships in the Pacific. They were predicted to be ‘very valuable’ as a source for
coconut butter, oil and fibre. 288 By 1893, 10,251 coconut trees were planted across
islands near Cairns, Townsville, Cooktown and Mackay.289
BP’s important social, cultural and economic links in the Pacific were
instrumental in significant eco-cultural exchange between Queensland and British New
Guinea, leading to the introduction of new sugarcane plants in Australia. BP’s
influence was exemplified during a government-funded New Guinea Expedition for
new sugarcane plants in late 1895. Starting in mid-September and ending mid-January,
the expedition involved Henry Tryon, Government Entomologist in charge of procuring,
packing and sending plants, Tryon’s assistant John Liverseed and Mr. Wilson of the
Queensland Department of Agriculture as a passenger. The cane was to be sent to the
NSW Department of Agriculture and Queensland government at the state nurseries of
Kamerunga and Mackay. As the Queensland government noted, due to the success of
Cowley’s earlier Papuan sugar introductions in 1893 and the critical importance of the
sugar industry, the introduction of new sugarcane varieties was ‘absolutely
necessary’.290
BP’s branch at Thursday Island rented out the P.C.E., a 19 ton cutter, to the
Queensland government for two months at £20 a month.291 The expedition captain was
Captain Bebrouth who was a sea captain employed by Burns Philp at Thursday Island.
Bebrouth carried ‘competent’ navigating knowledge of the New Guinea and the Torres
Strait. He was also responsible for successfully navigating Cowley to Yule Island
during his Sugar Expedition in 1893. He was paid £16 a month, the money paid to
BP.292 In addition to Bebrouth, a Sinhalese cook, Theodorus Appo, was employed with
his wages (£5 per month) to be paid to BP.293 During the Expedition, Tryon’s main
telegraphic address was Port Moresby via Cooktown, which BP facilitated via its
regular steamers. The Expedition overall went on for two months longer than planned
288
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and was costly for the government with expenses amounting to over £330. The
Expedition was described by Tryon as an ‘arduous undertaking, involving…lengthy
journey on foot or in canoe, and my being on more than one occasion absent from the
cutter for several days in succession…to visit different depots to collect that secured.’294
New Papuan varieties of sugarcane were collected from Mullins Harbour and
Milne Bay (both in Milne Bay Province) between November and December 1895. This
collection was made possible with the assistance of Indigenous people as interpreters
and attendants, and Samoan missionaries amongst the villages, who assisted in
providing accommodation and looked after the sugarcane parcels on land during the
journey.295 Through BP’s Cooktown-New Guinea schooners Ivanhoe and Ellangowan,
these plants were shipped to Cairns and Mackay from BP’s Samarai branch to their
Cooktown branch. These were then consigned by BP to Cairns (8 cases and two
bundles) and Mackay (10 cases and 3 bundles) via the AUSNCo’s steamer Arawatta
and Cintra respectively. Consequently, 37 packages of 50 new varieties of sugarcane
plants were exported from New Guinea and introduced to Australia.296
Although the plants were infested with borer pests on arrival in Cairns and
Mackay, by 1899, the Papuan sugarcane varieties had been propagated and were
‘widely distributed’ throughout Queensland’s sugar industry.297 These Papuan sugar
plants became embedded into the sugar cultures of North Queensland and the wider
tropical zone. The Badila variety introduced by Tryon in 1896 became the ‘king’ of
sugar grown in North Queensland for several decades in the twentieth century.298 This
sugar variety was exchanged with other tropical countries such as Mauritius and
Trinidad, who both introduced it via the Queensland Department of Agriculture in
1909.299 It was also introduced to Hawaiʻi, India, Réunion and Puerto Rico and was
described by Indian sugar experts in the 1920s as ‘one of the world’s finest canes’.
Badila was especially flourishing on Negros Island in the Philippines – the country’s
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main sugar exporter - in the early 1930s and became one of the most important cane
introductions.300 The Papuan-North Queensland sugar connection was further
exemplified with the establishment of the Sangara Sugar Estates in 1929, an attempt by
Cairns investors to extend the Queensland sugar industry to Papua. The plantations were
especially built on Badila plants imported from Burdekin and Malanda in
Queensland.301
Thus, during what was an historically important government expedition for the
global sugar industry, BP were involved in supplying the expedition’s schooner,
shipping the sugar plants from Samarai to North Queensland, providing the experienced
captain and cook, and controlling the flow of communication and finances from the
Queensland government to Expedition members (such as advances in money via BP’s
branches). A Papuan guide and interpreter from Port Moresby was also ‘paid off’ via an
‘arrangement’ with BP’s representative at Port Moresby.302 The company’s versatile
colonial services acted as the main cultural, social and economic hub in this PapuanNorth Queensland eco-cultural exchange. As these examples show, BP’s networks in
the Pacific held important historical implications for Queensland’s cultural,
environmental and economic landscape and across the tropical zone.

Australasian United Steam Navigation Company
Alongside BP, the Australasian United Steam Navigation Company (AUSNCo)
stimulated Pacific connections, particularly with ports in Fiji and New Caledonia. This
was before the rise of Burns Philp and the New Guinea government steamer in the
1880s and 1890s. AUSNCo was established in 1887 as an amalgamation of the
Queensland Steam Shipping Company (established in 1881 to service the Queensland
coast) and ASNCo. Both companies competed for prominence in the Queensland
coastal trade until ASNCo agreed to sell out after a period of economic depression at the
end of 1886.303 AUSNCo became Australia’s biggest coastal shipping franchise. Having
secured a workable freight rate agreement with the Union Steam Ship Company of New
300
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Zealand, the firm operated monthly services to New Hebrides and Fiji via Noumea
(New Caledonia) as well as a fortnightly steamer to ports in Fiji and New Hebrides.304
Burns Philp were the agents of the AUSNCo at Sydney and ‘various North Queensland
Ports’ as well as owning interests within the company.305 BP acted as the Sydney agents
for AUSNCo from 1887 to 1930.306 At the beginning of its formation, the AUSNCo’s
original shareholders included five members connected to the British India Steam
Company.307 In its first year, AUSNCo also secured the coastal Queensland government
mail contract, which provided consistent revenue for the company for the initial period
of five years.308
As I discuss in Chapter 6, AUSNCo steamers shipped bananas from North
Queensland, Fiji and, briefly, New Hebrides to southern ports in Victoria and NSW.
However, its steamers were ill-suited to the carriage of the foodstuff. The AUSNCo
called throughout North Queensland ports such as Cairns, Townsville, Bowen and
Mackay for shipments to Melbourne and Sydney.
The AUSNCo was involved in the white colonial exploitation of the New
Hebrides, transporting white settlers and traders to the island group from Australia,
while BP invested in the ambitious Australasian New Hebrides Company (ANHC) in
1889. The ANHC (see, Figure 11) was formed to promote British interests in the
islands, in direct response to the French entrepreneurial presence, which was prominent
in the 1880s. In 1889, BP in collaboration with the Presbyterian Church was able to
secure a £1000 subsidy for a shipping line from the NSW government, coinciding with
the AUSNCo’s established route. The subsidized island service acted as a ‘floating trade
store’ providing necessities to the white traders, missionaries and planters and procuring
jungle commodities such as copra produced in the New Hebrides.309 The ANHC, in
1891, had 39 shareholders from Victoria, Queensland, NSW and Britain including
Robert Philp and James Burns. With chief headquarters at Vila harbour, the ANHC was
engaged in the production of coconuts, bananas and coffee, and exported these products
to southern Australia and Noumea in French New Caledonia. In conjunction with Fiji
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and North Queensland, the New Hebrides formed part of a frontier that supplied
bananas to Australia in the 1890s. These bananas were predominantly produced by
French planters in Vila.310
Australian and British settlement in the New Hebrides intensified as a result of
the AUSNCo shipping network. It was noted in 1892 that the ‘the facilities of
commerce and travel’ offered by AUSNCo had ‘induced settlers to establish
themselves…with the hope of security to property and life.’311 In 1902, there were 162
British subjects (and 226 French nationals) living in the New Hebrides, including 62
missionaries, 32 planters, 20 traders and 3 BP employees. Many of these were
Australians.312 In the 1900s, the New Hebrides attracted Queensland planters looking to
diversify their tropical assets. In the mind of AUSNCo employee, Australasian
transcolonial spaces such as Fiji and North Queensland shared the same tropical
environment and climate, and could produce the same products for Australian
consumers.313
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Figure 11, ANHC banknote, 1897, SAFE/DN/P 242,
9638616, State Library of New South Wales.
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Conclusion
This chapter argued that northern Australia was heavily intertwined with the IndoPacific and the tropical zone via these multiple shipping companies whose routes
formed transcolonial webs. The networks that extended throughout South, South East
and East Asia and the Pacific Islands stimulated a regular flow of people, plants, seeds,
animals, and capital and of course food, connecting dispersed sites of production and
consumption. I demonstrated that they connected north Australia within an imagined
‘Australasia’, tropical zone and Indo-Pacific world. The shipping networks enabled new
relationships between producers in north Australia and consumers in Asia and the
Pacific, and allowed tropical commodities to flow into distant markets in southern
Australia albeit with challenges. As exemplified throughout the chapter, shipping was
critical in allowing plants and seeds to be circulated to far-flung regions for
introduction, propagation and distribution for the colonial project. Shipping companies
were also invested in the food industries, not only as shipowners but also as colonists
and traders across north Australia and the Indo-Pacific, seen most notably with Burns
Philp.
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Chapter 3
Coffee in North Australia via South Asia

Indian coffee picker Abdul Rahim was a labourer in North Queensland on Mayer’s
coffee plantation at Kuranda in Cairns in 1899. He had ‘worked all his life on coffee
plantations’, gaining experience in Ceylon (for 5 years), North Borneo (for one year)
and Cape Town (for 2 years) before travelling to Cairns via Calcutta. Writing to the
Cairns Post, after completing three months’ work for Mayer, Rahim offered ‘the benefit
of’ his ‘experience’ to the coffee growers of Cairns. He declared that:
it is no good going in for coffee-growing in a careless hap-hazard fashion…At Mr
Mayers’ estate at Kuranda the grass in some places hides the plants completely, and
the lines or rows are most irregular, and no effort is made to drain the land, much
of which is flat. Notwithstanding all drawbacks the plants bear well, and average
about 20lbs of cherries to the tree – although several lbs. of weight are lost to the
owner by imperfect picking. The Kuranda district is well adapted for coffee, and
the plants look equal to anything I have seen in other parts of the world. The
industry has a big future in this district, but the growers have a lot to learn.314
This chapter examines attempts to transform northern Australia into a producer of
coffee in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Australian coffee planters
relied upon expertise and knowledge drawn from Ceylon (today known as Sri Lanka),
as embodied here by Rahim. The country was a major coffee producer from the 1840s.
Although the industry did not have the same lasting economic impact as sugar, a rich
and neglected transnational history surrounds coffee production in Queensland, one that
connects North Australia to its neighbours in the tropical Indo-Pacific.
As I argued in the Introduction, the emphasis on sugar production in the
historical literature has tended to obscure the history of other tropical industries in
Queensland. Neither has there been much recognition of the presence of Sinhalese (Sri
Lankan) migrants apart from a study of the community on Queensland’s Thursday
Island, by Stanley Sparkes and Anna Shnukal and a broader study of Sinhalese
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emigration to Queensland.315 Building on previous global histories of imperial
circulations and consumption of tropical products, I seek to illuminate the cultural
importance of Ceylon in the development of Queensland’s fledgling coffee industry,
including through the transfer of people (labour, experts and planters), seeds and plants,
technology and knowledge.316 By doing this, I situate north Australia within the
historical literature on coffee in South Asia.317
Coffee and South Asia
In India and Ceylon, coffee production began in the mid-1830s. This was when the
British started to experiment with a number of different cash crops, using their
experiences with production in Jamaica as a model. Within the next few decades, coffee
exports from Ceylon substantially increased as a result of government encouragement in
its production, the rise in western consumption of coffee, the decrease in import duties
from Great Britain and the decrease in coffee exports from Jamaica due to the abolition
of slavery.318 The latter led to the flow of planters and capital from the West Indies to
new lands in the highlands of Ceylon.319 Moreover, the industry was strengthened by
continuous large recruitment and emigration of Tamil workers from South India in the
1840s who filled a labour shortage in the local Sinhalese workforce on the coffee
plantations.320 From the 1840s to 1870s, a plantation economy and monoculture based
around coffee underpinned the colonial growth of Ceylon, making it one of Britain’s
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economically important tropical possessions.321
Coffee was initially introduced to India in the seventeenth century, and
commercial coffee plantations were established between the 1840s and 1860s. This
started as a commercial enterprise by British planters in the Mysore district (Karnataka)
and spreading to Madras (present day Chennai) and Coorg (Karnataka). Much of the
coffee was exported to consumers in Britain and France.322
By the end of the nineteenth century, the coffee industry in Ceylon was in a state
of decline, experiencing difficulties related to plant disease and pests.323 Ceylon turned
its primary focus on to the cultivation and export of tea in the late 1880s, which is, to
this day, one of Sri Lanka’s major commodities with many old coffee lands being
abandoned or replanted with tea.324 Around the same time, South India’s coffee districts
were also subjected to a spread of coffee pests and disease which ravaged plantations.325

The ‘Cup That Cheers’: Australian Coffee Consumption
Coffee became a global trading commodity around 1718, and in some places it began to
rival tea as the quintessential daily drink. The colonies of the French, Spanish, Dutch,
Portuguese and British all had significant export economies based around coffee. By the
late eighteenth century coffee became a symbol for United States’ independence from
Great Britain, after they stopped importing coffee from the British West Indies
(Jamaica, Grenada, Saint Vincent and Dominica) and instead turned to imports from
Brazil.326 By 1900 the United States had become the leading coffee importer on the
global market, while coffee had risen to being the third most important internationally
traded commodity.327 Coffee, ‘a plant which…had stood for slavery and exploitation
now became the national symbol of economic independence and political freedom’, as
321
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historians Alexander Nutzenadel and Frank Trentmann stated.328
In 1788, coffee, along with tea, was imported to the new British colony of New
South Wales in the holds of the First Fleet. It would take another half-century for the
product to be an established fixture in local markets. As a result of the increase in
NSW’s colonial population from the 1830s onwards, tropical foodstuffs such as sugar
and coffee became popular Asian imports into Australia. By the middle of the
nineteenth century, coffee was imported by well-known Sydney traders such as Robert
Towns, who drew on his Asian maritime trading fleet to procure the commodity along
with tea, sugar and tobacco for southern consumers. In the late 1850s, Australia was the
biggest importer of coffee from the Philippines, the product finding its way
predominantly to markets in Sydney.329 In the nineteenth century, the much-desired
bean was mostly imported from plantations in Java, the Philippines and Ceylon. South
India and Latin America were also exporters to Australia during this era. Although tea
was imported in larger quantities at the turn of the century, Australians were deemed
‘heavy drinkers’ of coffee. In 1897, the Australian colonies imported just over 35
million pounds of tea (valued at £1 million) compared with 2.8 million pounds of
ground and raw coffee (valued at £119,175 pounds).330
In the mid to late nineteenth century, social establishments designed especially
for the consumption of coffee were prevalent in Adelaide, NSW and Victoria. These
social places were often referred to as coffee saloons, palaces, taverns, hotels or houses,
and were specifically aimed at offering an alternative public space for the Australian
working classes and combatting socio-economic problems with alcoholism. These
‘temperance’ places were inspired by the reported ‘wholesome moral effect’ of cafes
which had started to appear all over Australia in the mid-nineteenth century and which
had supposedly diminished the consumption of alcohol as people preferred the ‘cup that
cheers but not inebriates’.331
By 1888, there were coffee ‘palaces’ erected in all parts of southern Australia
with 50 ‘coffee palaces’ in Melbourne alone, the largest being the Federal Coffee Palace
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in Collins Street (see, Figure 12). Far from their humble beginnings and early intentions,
these palaces were grand multi-purpose hotels providing accommodation, food and
entertainment for the wealthy elite in densely populated southern cities.332 Coffee at the
dawn of the twentieth century signified a refreshing alternative to the overabundance of
tea and was believed to have ‘exhilarating effects’, slowly becoming the quintessential
‘pick me up’ due to its ability to stimulate the central nervous system.333

Figure 12, Federal Coffee Palace, Melbourne, ca. 1890s. Source:
H2001.60/43, State Library of Victoria.
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Coffee, North Australia and the Tropical Zone
Discussions about producing coffee in North Australia occurred soon after the
colonisation of North Queensland in the late 1850s and early 1860s. Some of the first
government land policies were aimed at encouraging colonists to undertake coffee
production. Influenced by Java, the Caribbean and Ceylon, the crop was publicized and
promoted in the 1860s as a ‘poor man’s crop’ that required minimal labour or ‘little
cultivation’ and economic investment.334 This description fitted comfortably with the
‘tropicality’ mindset.335 A ‘healthy coffee tree’ was also believed to continue producing
beans for fifty years, in turn potentially allowing the farmer to continue to make money
for his entire working life.336
Coffee, along with sugar and spices, was one of the chief preoccupations of
early land survey expeditions into Northern Queensland. For example, coffee was one
of the main focal points of the 1873-74 Expedition led by George Elphinstone
Dalrymple, who had previous experience as a coffee planter in Ceylon. Dalrymple
declared North Queensland land, climate and tropical flora as ideal for coffee
production, being similar to other coffee-producing countries. He described the North
Queensland landscape as possessing the ‘oriental’ tropical flora that were equivalent to
‘the central mountain zones of Ceylon, Java, or Jamaica’ – the coffee hubs of the
world.337 Mourilyan, with supposedly fertile tropical characteristics, was marked as a
possible future area for coffee plantations. The region was characterized, by a ‘richness
of soil’, ‘a denseness of jungle’ and ‘a general gradient of slope’, which made them
‘very valuable for coffee plantations’. The area was also deemed suitable for the
production of valuable Asian spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves. Referring to
the central mountain regions of Ceylon, Java, or Jamaica, the document declared that
the ‘coffee lands of the N.E. Coast of Queensland…are quite equal to any of these’
further noting that the ‘climatic influences will tend to the production of a berry of very
superior quality and value.’ He predicted that the western valleys of Malbon
Thompson’s Range (Cairns region) possessed ‘many thousands of acres…which will
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doubtless yet contribute to the coffee producing fame of this colony’.338
Before the expedition, Dalrymple had experimented with planting three dozen
seedlings of coffee in Cardwell in 1872, and found the coffee grew ‘luxuriantly’ and
produced ‘heavily’. His report advised that samples from this experimental plantation as
well as from the botanical gardens be sent to Britain for inspection and grading by ‘East
India brokers for the information of future planters’, but this recommendation was not
followed.339
During the early years of settlement from the 1860s, information about coffee
growing from other tropical colonies was in circulation in Queensland. Written by those
who had experience with tropical agriculture in the Dutch or West Indies or Ceylon for
example, it was often disseminated by the press, and gathered and re-circulated by
colonial organisations. In 1869, for instance, an editor from the Colombo Observer,
upon his trip to Queensland, presented to the Queensland Acclimatisation Society
(QAS) a document on the growing and manufacturing of coffee, written by W.H. Marsh
who had connections to the coffee industry in Jamaica. This information was
subsequently re-published in the Queensland press.340 The QAS in the 1860s already
had established trade connections to Ceylon, even before the direct Torres Strait service.
Through the early P&O line of steamers that connected Australia to ports in Ceylon
such as Galle, the QAS engaged in the exchange and trade of seeds and plants,
particularly with the Botanical Gardens of Peradeniya near Kandy, as early as 1864.341
This Queensland-Ceylon link was an enduring connection that continued into the
twentieth century and shaped attempts to colonise tropical Queensland.
In 1871, in a series of articles in the Queensland Times, James Ferguson, a
former experienced coffee planter in Ceylon, strove to impart expert knowledge on the
successful cultivation of coffee plantations in Queensland. The articles covered
everything from land selection and preparation, planting, drainage and pruning, picking
berries and preparing for market. Fostering ideas and knowledge from tropical Asia, the
main aim was to encourage colonists to take economic advantage of ‘large tracts’ of
‘uncultivated land’ with the hope that coffee will ‘become an important product of the
338
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colony’.342 Moreover, cultural-information hubs for tropical agriculture had been
formed, based on the sharing of practical information and knowledge and intended for
planters, businessmen and capitalists. This helped facilitate cultural and social
connections between other tropical colonies. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Tropical
Agriculturalist journal connected planters across the East and West Indies, the Pacific,
the Americas and Australia.

Labour
The workforce that underpinned this cultivation of coffee reflected the North’s multiethnic cross-cultural milieu, resulting in a ‘contact zone’ that saw migrants from the
wider Indo-Pacific region work alongside Indigenous Australians and Europeans. When
the new coffee plantations were established in the 1890s and early 1900s, the harvesting
was typically performed by non-European labourers including Aboriginal, Sinhalese,
Japanese, Indian and Pacific Islanders. For instance, in the coffee centre of Kuranda
(Mareeba, Atherton Tablelands), the ‘principal pickers’ on the plantations in 1899 were
Aboriginal workers employed from local mission stations and camps.343 On a major
coffee plantation owned by the Mackay Coffee Estate Company, which will be
discussed later in the chapter, the labour was performed by eleven Pacific Islander
workers in 1899.344 At the Hambledon plantation in Cairns, harvesting was performed
by Aboriginal labourers from the Yarrabah mission. However, in 1901, now under its
third owner, the picking, pulping and drying processes were performed by two
Aboriginal, one Sinhalese and five Pacific Islander labourers.345 It was noted in 1898
that at the Hambledon plantation, the coffee harvest for the year was picked by nine
Aboriginal ‘boys’ from the Myola mission station. The average rate of harvest for each
Aboriginal worker was 65 pounds per day and in a period of nine days, the workers
picked a total of 5237 pounds of berries. They were paid ½ d. per pound with average
earnings for an 8 hour day for each worker totalling 2s 8 ½ d or 16s 3d for a 48 hour
week. The press emphasized that the workers were ‘inexperienced’ but due to practice
their ‘dexterity’ increased with ‘the daily weight increased steadily from the first
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day.’346 Indian and Japanese workers were also employed as pickers on larger
plantations in Cairns around this time, who were reportedly ‘very quick and expert at
the work.’347
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Figure 13, men, women and children working at Mayer’s coffee plantation,
Kuranda ca. 1900. Source: D1-8-97, John Oxley Library, SLQ
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Ceylon experienced a major economic depression in the 1880s leading to
financial ruin for many coffee planters. In response many coffee planters, managers and
workers left for new plantations in Fiji, India, Malaya (Johore, Selangor and Perak),
Sumatra, North Borneo and northern Australia.348 An experienced Ceylon coffee planter
witnessed ‘the industry collapse around him’:
plantations were deserted, the capitalists took fright, and superintendents were
thrown out of employment and set off to other countries. There was a regular
migration to Northern Australia, Fiji, Borneo, the Straits, California, Florida,
Burma and elsewhere. I should say that out of 1700 planters we lost at least 400
this way. In Northern Australia, at Port Darwin, three or four of our Ceylon
planters have planted coffee and cinchona [.] 349
Given this context indentured labour was experimentally imported to
Queensland from Ceylon per the BISN’s Devonshire in November 1882. 485 Sinhalese
men and 12 Sinhalese women (including several children) migrated to the ports of
Mackay and Bundaberg mostly to serve five year contracts on sugar and coffee
plantations as field labourers. Potential cinchona and cocoa production was also stated
as part of the indentured labour contract. Their wages were £20 a year for each adult
excluding food provisions with a house and garden provided per adult, similar to
accommodation on Ceylon coffee estates.350
Indentured labour was a key feature of transcolonialism, as colonies adopted the
forms of labour used on other plantations in other tropical colonies. Queensland thus
initially relied on Pacific Islander labour mostly from the New Hebrides, Solomon
Islands and Loyalty Islands for the sugar plantations.351 After the abolishment of
slavery, the British government allowed the colonies to import indentured Indian
labourers for the development of tropical plantations. This resulted in the transportation
of Indians to places such as Mauritius, South Africa, the Caribbean Islands and Fiji
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between 1838 and 1920.352 As Chapter 1 stated, before the commencement of the
Pacific Labour Trade, Queensland Governor George Bowen’s first preference for
plantation labour was ‘coolies’ from India. Historians have also shown that Queensland
planters looked to ‘coolies’ from British India in the 1880s as an alternative to
indentured Pacific Island labour.353 Discussion regarding potential ‘coolie’ labour from
India to Queensland in 1881 was influenced by other transcolonial examples of Indian
emigration to Fiji, Mauritius and British Guiana. Negotiations between Queensland and
Indian governments, however, fell through.354
In this 1882 experiment, recruiters looked to neighbouring Ceylon for labour.
The Sinhalese migrants who arrived in Queensland hailed from coastal regions such as
Galle and Matara and rural districts such as Badulla and Sabaragamuwa.355 Their
journey from the port of Colombo was initiated by Frederick Nott (under the firm Nott
Brothers), a planter based in Bundaberg on behalf of the Mackay Planters and Farmers
Association, and facilitated by agents C.P. Jones and Co, engineers J. Walker and Co,
master attendant Captain Donnan, and emigration agent and tea planter, Henry Caufield.
Caulfield had operated from the city of Nuwara Eliya (an area of Ceylon affected by the
coffee depression) and later became a government representative for the ‘Department of
Coloured Labour’ in Bundaberg, further showing the transcolonial ties between
colonists in Queensland and Ceylon. Nott was said to be a partner of Caulfield’s.356 The
migrants were accompanied by a medical officer, Dr. M.A. Dharmaratne, and two or
three overseers, both able to speak Sinhalese. Mackay was to receive 197 workers, with
19 shillings per head paid to Nott. This introduction closely followed the successful
importation of Sinhalese by James Burns of BP, who had travelled to Ceylon and
engaged a number of boatmen for the pearlshell industry.357
The migrants were encouraged to immigrate after Nott placed an advertisement
for Sinhalese Emigrants in both English and Sinhalese in the Ceylon Observer.358 As
there was no legislation in Ceylon regulating Sinhalese emigration at the time, Nott was
352
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operating under Queensland Legislation, particularly the ‘Act to give the force of law to
Regulations for the Introduction and prohibition of Labourers from British India’. 359
The emigration was not organised with Queensland government approval and
knowledge. The Ceylon government passed an Ordinance to regulate Sinhalese
emigration, but was not officially proclaimed before the migrants had left for
Queensland.360
Only a few months after this emigration, eight Sinhalese appeared in court
claiming that they had been tricked and did not agree to the working arrangements
stipulated in their contract and had thus absconded from their plantations. They told the
court they would rather be imprisoned than work as underpaid indentured labourers.361
One Bengali overseer, Shamrow, a 30 year old clerk and bookkeeper from
Bangalore, was described as educated, intelligent and fluent in English. He claimed that
the agent at Ceylon had broken his agreement with him and the labourers. According to
Shamrow, who had accompanied his Sinhalese ‘friends’ on the ship under false
pretences, the emigration agent in Ceylon had promised the labourers an advance and a
daily allowance of 1s. The passengers had been ‘decoyed’ into going aboard at night ‘on
representations of the agent that he would pay them an advance in the morning’. By the
time they realised they had been duped, the ship had already embarked to Queensland.
Shamrow was promised employment as a clerk or overseer on the plantations with a
wage of £4 per month. Instead he found himself trapped in an underpaid contract as a
plantation ‘coolie’. On the first day of arrival and after finding out that he was not going
to be an overseer he had protested against fulfilling the work as a ‘coolie’ and declared
that ‘he would die first’ before doing so.362
Shamrow described the ‘abominable’ ship journey in great detail illuminating
that those on board were fed a poor diet of ‘rice boiled in water’ for breakfast, a cup of
coffee and stale crust for lunch and the same for dinner. Passengers were also only
allowed a pint of water and went 26 days without being permitted water to ‘wash
themselves’.363 One female, Lokuhamy, who came on board with her husband,
Anthony, had perished due to dysentery, leaving two children behind aged 4 and 7. He
359
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lamented about being in a ‘strange country…induced to come by fair promises’ with ‘no
protection’ and ‘as British subjects appealed to the community for protection’.364 This
assertiveness, resistance and demand for legal protection reflected the experiences of
other groups of indentured labour from British India to Queensland in the midnineteenth century.365
There was also confusion and frustration from sugar planters regarding the
experiment. For example, E.W. Knox, general manager of the CSR, was expecting to
receive Ceylonese Tamil labourers who, in his eyes, were more suitable as plantation
labourers than the Sinhalese. He described the exchange as a ‘mess’. 366
During a ‘long argument’ between the interpreter, several planters and the new
emigrants upon arrival in Mackay, the new migrants ‘pointedly refused to go with the
planters’. During the evening on the same day, it was noted that the Sinhalese migrants
also protested by making an ‘effigy’ of Nott which was ‘taken down to the river bank
near the baths, then put some distance on the water and ignited and consumed amidst
the laughs and jeers of the people.’ 367 Around 15 Sinhalese were imprisoned as of
December for desertion. Another 30 Sinhalese migrants who landed in Bundaberg had
‘tramped’ around 100 km from Bundaberg to Maryborough.368 In January the following
year, after refusing to work under their contract, Shamrow and two other Sinhalese men
had successfully made their way to Ipswich, intending to walk to Sydney with few
provisions. The three men were hoping to earn enough money to pay for their passage
back to their homelands.369 Other Sinhalese committed to life in Queensland and began
to work on the sugar plantations, under new agreements in some cases.370

Seeds, Investment, Machinery and Expertise (1880s-1890s)
In the mid to late 1880s official interest in coffee was also promoted by Caribbean-born
Queensland Governor (1883-1888) Sir Anthony Musgrave, who had come to
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Queensland after serving as Governor of Jamaica (1877-1883). Musgrave was born in
the Caribbean on the island of Antigua in 1828. Before his governorship in Jamaica he
had served as Private Secretary to the Governor of the Leeward Islands (1849),
Administrator of St. Nevis (1860-61) and Governor of Newfoundland (1864), British
Columbia (1869-71), Natal (1872-3) and South Australia (1873-7).371 Musgrave had
extensive interests in the coffee industry in Jamaica, and owned a coffee plantation,
which had been a major supplier since the early nineteenth century. From Queensland,
Musgrave continued to maintain connections to Jamaica, visiting the country and
inspecting his coffee plantation.372
Musgrave possessed a keen interest in developing tropical products in North
Queensland, particularly coffee and cocoa, which he believed would thrive in areas of
high rainfall. 373 He set out his prior experience at the QAS’s meetings which he
attended in 1886 and 1888. For example, in 1886 Musgrave suggested that the same
coffee grown in Jamaica could be produced in North Queensland.374 He encouraged the
QAS to establish an experimental branch for coffee production to allow small growers
to produce without the need for hired labour. In 1888 he proposed the government
purchase the machinery required for the manufacturing of coffee and to show small
growers the process.375 Musgrave passed away only five months later, not seeing any
substantial attempts to turn the North into a coffee emporium.
Large scale coffee planting began in the 1890s, as coffee plants from Ceylon
were distributed throughout Queensland. In 1890, the QAS distributed 781 coffee
plants grown from imported seeds, while the following year the plants numbered in the
thousands.376 In 1893, the QAS received applications for 6000 Arabian coffee plants
from planters in the early part of the year alone. Many sites for plantations were chosen
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on the basis of suitable climate and soil for coffee cultivation.377 As noted in Chapter 2,
the consolidation of the Torres Strait Route made it possible to ship seeds from India
and Ceylon more efficiently, which naturally supported greater distribution of plants.
In the colonial development of a potential tropical Australasian coffee frontier,
the QAS frequently sent coffee plants, imported from Ceylon and propagated, to Fiji
planters for new coffee plantations in the late 1870s. In 1878, the Society illuminated
the growth of the industry in Fiji, reading a letter from a white coffee producer and
similarly promoting the future potential of North Queensland as a coffee centre like
Fiji.378 Much like North Queensland, former coffee planters from the crumbling estates
of Ceylon moved to Fiji to explore new coffee frontiers in the 1870s, alongside sugar.379
Queensland also provided coffee plants to the New Hebrides and British New Guinea.
Early coffee plantations owned by the Australasian New Hebrides Company relied on
coffee plants imported from the QAS. In 1891, for example, 1000 Arabian coffee plants
were consigned to the Company for the erection of a new coffee plantation on the island
of Santo. This was after the Company placed a request to their Sydney branch for coffee
plants, which was then forwarded to Queensland.380
Before a large-scale attempt to turn Queensland into a coffee producer in the
1890s, there were some planters in North Queensland who were experimenting with the
crop. Ceylon’s coffee plant cache and planter exodus to Queensland were instrumental
to these experiments. Mackay-based planter, John Marcus Costello, grew and
manufactured coffee in the late 1880s, investing over £2000 in the product, and relied
on the guidance of ‘Ceylon men’. Yet Costello was discouraged by the lack of
harvesting labour and of a profitable market outside of Mackay, noting that ‘the people
seem to be prejudice[d] against it. They [merchants] admit it is a good article, but do not
feel inclined to patronise it.’381 The 1889 Sugar Commission also mentioned that
although coffee could be produced in North Queensland, there was a lack of knowledge
in regards to proper production and processing.382 James Dick, planter at Cooktown,
invested heavily in coffee in the early 1880s and helped extend coffee cultivation to
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British New Guinea. Dick firstly imported coffee seeds from Java, which were deemed
a failure, and subsequently both Liberian and Arabian seeds from Ceylon. During this
time, Dick noted that ‘I employed constantly for some time about six new chums off the
boats, with a manager, thus giving them their first start in the colony, altogether I have
employed over 20 different hands’, planting 10,000 coffee trees. Despite investing
thousands, Dick’s chief difficulty, as he explained in 1896, was the lack of proper
machinery to process the coffee once grown. After obtaining photographs and quotes
for the machinery from Ceylon, Dick encouraged the Queensland government to
introduce a coffee pulper for the ‘benefit of coffee planters’ but ‘nothing came of it’.383
The Cutten Brothers also established an extensive plantation at Clump Point (Bingil
Bay, Cassowary Coast region) in 1884. For the seeds of products such as coconuts,
coffee, tea and chicory, the plantation relied on Ceylon as their main source. The firm
also employed an experienced tea and coffee planter from Ceylon, Herbert Connon, for
expert instruction on growing these products. They also imported a variety of seeds
from India such as pepper, cocoa, jackfruit, vanilla and ginger. The Cutten Brothers
were one of the first to experiment with tea in Queensland which had historical
significance for the Queensland tea industry that developed in the mid-twentieth
century, which I discuss in Chapter 7.384
By 1895, commercial coffee plantations were in existence in parts of North
Queensland. The Arabian and Liberian coffee seeds for one 35-acre plantation at
Hambledon (Cairns), owned by the Swallow Brothers, were imported directly from
Ceylon along with seeds from Madras under government permission.385 The merchant
firm Swallow Brothers were prolific in the cultivation of sugar at the Hambledon
plantation (starting in 1881). The labour on their coffee plantation, particularly pruning
and weeding, was performed by eight Sinhalese labourers who had ‘gained their
experience in Ceylon’ and ‘were found fully equal to the task of keeping the thirty-five
acres free from weeds.’386
During this time, a major tea company in Ceylon, the Ceylon Co-operative Tea
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Gardens Company, also invested in Northern Queensland coffee production. Its
managing director, Roland Valentine Webster, had previous experience with the Ceylon
coffee industry as a planter. Webster’s tea company secured interest in the Mackay
Coffee Estate Company in 1896, which had leased 100 acres at Mount Jukes in inland
Mackay (and an additional 100 acres the following year). Webster’s investment in
Queensland coffee came at a time when the entrepreneur was evidently expanding his
tea production operations in Ceylon. Born in South Africa in 1868 and educated in
Ireland, Webster came to Ceylon in 1887 to engage in tea planting, working as
superintendent of the Opagalla and Nargalla tea estates until his resignation in 1889.
With an initial capital of £50, Webster subsequently started the Co-Operative Tea
Gardens Company in Ceylon.387 Before his Queensland investment, Webster travelled
through North Queensland in 1891, the environment leaving an indelible impression on
him. Webster extolled the ‘great abundance’ of ‘bananas, pineapples, maize, rice’ in the
‘large gardens’ around Cairns and its ‘rich soil and moist climate’.388 He believed coffee
growing in Queensland would ‘turn out a very profitable industry’ given many of the
principal coffee countries had been struggling with disease for 15 years. Webster
declared: ‘we have been experimenting. We began four years ago with planting three or
four acres, and the result has assured…success. The kind of coffee we are producing is
the Arabian.’389 By 1899, the Mackay Coffee Estate Company had planted 100,000
coffee trees.390
Like Webster, the manager of the Mackay plantation was a former planter, John
Dansey, who also had experience with coffee production in Ceylon. He too abandoned
his plantation due to the impact of the coffee leaf disease and consequential economic
devastation.391 Dansey also had experience in the East Indies, Brazil and India and thus
came to Queensland with a wide understanding of its production. After inspecting other
parts of North Queensland in 1895, Mackay was chosen due the lack of frost and ‘heavy
dews and fogs’, viewed as positive for coffee production.392 The Mackay Coffee Estate
Company would also function as a coffee ‘hub’ in the Mackay district, buying beans
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from other plantations and controlling the processing and marketing stages.393
Beyond the plants raised by the QAS, seeds were typically imported from either
Ceylon or South India, privately or through Queensland firms. In April 1892, however,
due to the prevalence of coffee leaf disease in Ceylon, new importations were prohibited
or subjected to strict precautionary examination, as a result of an Order in Council, put
in place over fears of introducing the coffee leaf disease into Queensland.394 The British
New Guinea government also prohibited the importation of coffee plants at this time.
Before this, coffee plants from Queensland were transhipped at Cooktown for planting
at British New Guinea.395 Both the Agricultural Department in collaboration with the
Collectors of Customs at various Queensland ports were stringent about new
importations, particularly from the usual sources of Ceylon and South India, but
exemptions were allowed on certain grounds. For instance, Swallow Brothers requested
and was granted permission to import Coorg coffee seed from India in 1893, subjected
to fumigation by Ebenezer Cowley at Kamerunga State Nursery.396 Another Cairnsbased coffee planter, W.F. Thompson in 1892 ordered coffee seeds from Madras which
were selected from a plantation in Mysore before the prohibition. However, the
shipment was expected to arrive in December 1892. Thompson requested exemption on
the basis the consignment be disinfected by carbolic acid in the company of Thompson,
Cowley at the Kamerunga Nursery and the collector of customs at his own cost. He also
argued on the basis that before the prohibition, he possessed about 40,000 coffee plants
raised from seed imported from Southern India without any sign of disease. The seed
was well-known in Southern India to be disease-resistant and testing new varieties of
coffee seed was vital to development of the industry. He stressed that if a similar
prohibition was placed on the sugar industry during its early years ‘little headway would
have been made’. Thompson was granted permission to import the seeds.397
Other importations were subjected to confiscation and destruction. For example,
the Mackay Coffee Estate Company relied on other parts of India for its supply of new
coffee seeds. In 1897, the company attempted to import two bags of the ‘purest’ and
‘best’ qualities of coffee seed from Coorg with a certificate ensuring the seeds, which
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were ‘specially selected’, were free from disease. However, under instruction from the
Government Entomologist about the risk of introducing coffee disease, the shipment
was destroyed. The company requested a refund, amounting to £11 19s and 1d.398
Similarly, Burns Philp imported a quantity of Coorg coffee seeds for the ‘Queensland
Coffee Company’ from merchants in Bangalore in South India. However, as a result of
the Colonial Botanist’s precautionary recommendation, the consignment was destroyed
by fire without any other penalty.399
Exchange in coffee seed with South Asia was not just unilateral. Coffee seeds
propagated in North Queensland were sold in South India. In 1902, seeds from Cairns
were imported into Mudigere (Karnataka) by H. McLeod Playfair. This was during the
pursuit for new seeds free from the coffee leaf disease. The seeds were planted and had
‘yielded exceptionally sturdy and healthy plants’. The seed was sold on the Indian
market.400
Beyond seeds, former tea planters from South Asia were also inquiring and
offering their experience to the new coffee industry in Queensland in the late 1890s. H.
Drummond Deane was one of them.401 Through the transcolonial network of Townsville
shipping agents, Aplin, Brown & Crawshaw, Deane wrote that he was considering
visiting Queensland and was happy to offer his experience and services such as the
provision of seeds and ‘plans of Machinery’, writing, ‘I gather they would like my
services but I think I want some permanent employment’.402 In a previous letter to the
Queensland agency, Deane was eager for new imperial opportunities, as he remarked
that ‘I am tired of doing nothing at home and would be glad to visit Queensland
and…advise on most tropical products if there was any opening for myself …in return
for more than sufficient to pay the cost of my journey.’ Deane considered Queensland
as he remembered sending the shipping agency plants of cocoa, coconuts, tea and
coffee. Deane thus emphasized that ‘Should there be any opening let me know soon. I
expect to be in Colombo for a few days…and after that for 6 weeks at Stagbrook Estate,
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Travancore’.403 Other planters from Ceylon such as Gilbert James, a self-described
‘man with small capital’ contacted the Queensland government and inquired about
potential Liberian coffee production in Queensland.404
Coffee planters from South India were also looking to establish new plantations
in North Queensland and requested information. One coffee planter, G.L. Newbery,
from the small village of Pollibetta (Coorg) asked about labour, rainfall soil, transport
and seasons. In a letter, he admitted that he was:
thinking about leaving this country and intend opening out some land for coffee in
the Cairns or whatever district is good for coffee. I have been planting coffee here
for 9 years but find there is no good land obtainable in this district now.405
The Queensland government in turn supplied Newbery with the information and also
sent him the Queensland Agricultural Journal.406
People residing elsewhere in tropical Asia also expressed interest in the new
coffee frontier of Queensland. In 1896, W. Maxwell, a colonial engineer based in
Djokdja (Yogyakarta) in Java contacted the Queensland government, noting that the
Dutch government stopped leasing land for coffee as they were ‘reserving for the
Government coffee culture’. Maxwell consequently expressed that he ‘would be
prepared to try this culture in Australia at my own risk ... if inducement was offered’.
Maxwell requested information about the environment, labour costs and land policy to
which the Queensland government forwarded relevant publications.407 These examples
show how destabilisation of the industry elsewhere drew new attention to prospects in
Queensland.
Technology such as coffee processing machinery was also transferred from
Ceylon during this period, particularly from the Ceylon-based engineering firm Walker
Sons and Co, who specialised in coffee pulpers, curing machinery and other tools for
plantation production (see, Figure 14). With their head office in London, the company,
formerly known as John Walker & Co, possessed branches in Colombo and Kandy and
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supplied planters in Straits Settlements, Java, South India and Ceylon. Their machinery
was also imported by Fiji, New Caledonia and New Zealand.408 In 1898, a coffee
manufacturing house was established at Cairns by D. R. Lewis, which relied on
processing equipment from Walker & Co.409 Lewis had a 160-acre plantation – 12
acres were coffee - at Mount Graham, 40 miles sail from Cairns, which was established
in the early 1890s. Lewis was inspired to produce coffee in Queensland after initially
witnessing an ‘Indian native’ and ‘coffee expert’ in Mackay successfully experiment
with a patch of coffee in the early 1880s. Lewis turned to coffee after indifferent
experiences with sugar and tobacco and was inspiring other local planters to engage
with coffee, acting as an expert and guide. His Mount Graham brand of coffee (see,
Figure 15) was said to be in ‘great demand’ in North Queensland.410 The single disc
coffee pulper for Arabian coffee was purchased by the Queensland government on
behalf of Lewis from Walker & Son and shipped from Colombo in late 1894 for around
£27.411 Lewis relied on 30 Indigenous, four Pacific Islander and two European
workers.412 Described as one of the most successful coffee growers in Queensland in
1899, his success was attributed to Indigenous workers.413
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Figure 14, Walker and Son’s coffee pulper. Source: Sinclair, In
Tropical Lands, p. 197.
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The Queensland Coffee Expert via South India and Ceylon
In response to this coffee boom, the Queensland government appointed a new Instructor
of Coffee Culture, Howard Newport, to the Queensland Department of Agriculture in
January 1899. This appointment came after coffee planters in North Queensland
petitioned the government to appoint a ‘competent’ coffee expert in 1898. This was on
the basis that the region was now past the experimental stage, had 200 acres under
coffee in the Cairns district alone and produced coffee that was equal to the best
varieties. Moreover, an expert was important as professional curing and marketing of
coffee ‘requires special knowledge’ and without one, the planters feared the industry
would ‘languish’ and ‘die out’ without ‘proper instruction’.414
Newport fitted into this coffee expert category and carried with him a long
history of the South Asian coffee frontier. An Englishman whose parents were
missionaries in India, he was a member of the Ceylon Planters Association, Shevaroy
Planters Association (Madras, Southern India) and the United Planters Association of
Southern India (headquarters at Bangalore). In early 1899, he arrived in North
Queensland directly from South India, where he had resided for 12 years, to take up his
new position in Cairns. The position was based around providing instruction to coffee
growers, particularly in regards to cultivation and curing, areas both in need of
improvement in North Queensland. At Madras, Newport also managed a large coffee
plantation in Yercaud in the state of Tamil Nadu and before that had experience coffee
planting in Ceylon. In an early proclamation after his new appointment, Newport
confirmed ‘the testimony of Indian and Ceylon planters as to the eminently favourable
conditions of North Queensland for coffee culture’ and stated ‘that planters in India
have begun to look upon Queensland as a dangerous rival in the production of the
finest-grade coffee, of which they at present are the largest producers in the world’.415
Newport’s role eventually turned into a broader ‘Instructor in Tropical
Agriculture’ for the Queensland government. He also succeeded Ebenezer Cowley, who
passed away in 1899, as the manager of the Kamerunga State Nursery in Cairns.
Newport maintained connections to Ceylon and Southern India, visiting estates and
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gardens in both countries and recording information about new techniques, seeds,
tropical products and equipment, as well as importing commodities such as Para
rubber.416 In 1901 alone, Newport received ‘numerous’ applications for seeds and plants
from India alongside Queensland, Fiji, Samoa and New Guinea.417
Before the appointment, Newport was already socially connected to the
Queensland government and engaged in eco-cultural exchange. For example, in 1896,
Professor Henry Tryon, Entomologist of the Queensland Department of Agriculture,
corresponded and received coffee-tree insects - such as a particular ladybird that
consumed pests on coffee bushes - from Newport, then Honorary Secretary for the
Lower Putneys Planting Association, Dindigul, South India. Tryon was studying coffee
pests and potential remedies.418 Further, in 1898, Newport travelled from Madras to
Brisbane to collect a consignment of ladybirds from the Queensland government to
combat coffee pests such as the green bug and other scales that were ravaging coffee
plantations in South India, particularly in the Lower Pulneys region (Tamil Nadu).
However, the ‘experiment’ was described as a ‘failure’ in the Tropical
Agriculturalist.419 Nonetheless, strong relationships were already consolidated between
Newport and Queensland officials before his arrival in Australia.
Ceylon expertise was also distributed in Queensland in textual form. One
pamphlet published by an ‘old’ experienced Ceylon planter, John Wilson, in 1897 was
sent to the Queensland government and also serialised by the press. Wilson boasted that
‘few countries in the world equal Queensland’ in coffee cultivation, and composed the
publication upon ‘request of my numerous friends’ to help in ‘extending and improving’
the industry. Drawing on his models developed in Ceylon, Wilson addressed topics such
as land clearing, best coffee type (Arabian), cultivation methods, labour and processing.
Wilson argued that Queensland possessed ‘elevation and soil, identical with Maturatta,
Dimboola, and Dickoya, in Ceylon, but with an excessive rainfall,’ and that Queensland
coffee was destined to become a major commodity on the world market.420
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Ceylon’s Tropical Agriculturalist continued to cover developments in
Queensland as a new addition to the Empire’s coffee lands and remained a key
transnational journal for the circulation of knowledge in North Queensland. A planter
based in Innisfail wrote to the Tropical Agriculturalist in 1898, praising the journal for
being ‘just what we require in Northern Queensland and more particularly the article
relating to coffee…It may interest you to know that the price received by the Cairns
growers this season was 9d per lb.’ Intrigued, the Ceylon journal replied that the price
was ‘very good’ for a new developing industry without widespread ‘pulpers and proper
factory arrangements’. The journal noted that this progression ‘will come in time.
Climate and soil are evidently well adapted for coffee in Northern Queensland.’421 The
journal often re-published and referenced information and knowledge on aspects of
tropical production originally printed in the Queensland Agricultural Journal. 422 Thus,
during the 1890s, Queensland’s new industry was undergirded by transcolonial
connections to both Ceylon and South India, where there was a clear attempt to transfer
the South Asian colonial coffee culture that pervaded the imperial spaces of these
tropical regions.
By 1900, coffee was being grown all over North Queensland in regions such as
Cooktown, Port Douglas, Cairns, Atherton Tablelands, Mackay and Rockhampton.
However, these plantations varied in quantity and quality. Most of the estates were
described as small with the exception of two ‘fair-size’ estates of 80 and 75 acres with
very little coffee planted older than five years. The Arabica variety, followed by
Liberian, was the main coffee grown and commercially sold. Coffee seed hybrids used
were identified as a mix between Indian or Ceylon varieties such as Nalknad and Coorg
or Ceylon. Newport also noted that the applications for coffee seeds and guidance were
rising and that the coffee produced was ‘bought up’ and manufactured within
Queensland. The industry comprised around 200 growers producing approximately 700
acres with the overall ‘prospects of the industry…decidedly good.’423 There was also a
Cairns Coffee Growers’ Association as of 1899.424 The expertise was predominantly
driven by Europeans, who, from an experienced Indian labourer’s viewpoint such as
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Abdul Rahim, needed to improve their techniques and methods of production. This
improvement was required for the North to reach its full potential as a coffee land, as
Rahim summated at the beginning of this chapter.
Between 1895 and 1901, areas in Queensland under coffee cultivation grew
from 60 acres to 547 acres, with a decrease in 1902 to 396 acres due to the
‘extraordinary conditions’ of extreme drought and lack of encouragement to plant fresh
areas. The Herberton district (Atherton Tablelands, Far North Queensland) had the
highest yield per acre in 1901.425 In 1901, the demand for local coffee was said to be
improving. Queensland coffee in its pure form was increasing in popularity and the
chicory-infused coffee mixtures were also marketed to the public.426 Hence, at the turn
of century, coffee production was viewed as an expanding industry in Queensland,
attracting excitement from people towards its future potential as an export commodity to
southern Australia and overseas.
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Figure 15, advertisement for D. R. Lewis’s coffee, Cairns, 1898. Source:
61742, John Oxley Library, SLQ.

Figure 16, promotional poster for Pure Arabian Coffee, Mackay
region, ca. 1900s. Source: 7063/2, Mt Jukes Coffee Plantation
Photographs, John Oxley Library, SLQ.
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Figure 17, Indigenous workers pulping coffee at Cutten
Brother’s plantation. Source: Taylor, The Lost Plantation, p. 23.
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Problems in the early Twentieth Century
By 1902, Queensland’s coffee industry was still supplying only local consumers. The
grand plan of overtaking national consumption of imported coffee or supplying
Australasia was still constricted by certain obstacles. According to one white coffee
grower in 1905, it was noted that for the industry to be in a ‘sound and flourishing
condition’ it needed more ‘encouragement and protection’. The most salient problem
was that the Australian coffee wholesale market was monopolised by a group of
manufacturers who found that importing was cheaper than buying it from Queensland
growers. This was in spite of the Queensland product being considered ‘superior’ to the
imported article.427
According to evidence given at the Royal Commission on Customs and Excise
Tariffs sitting in Brisbane in 1905, there was only 342 acres under coffee with the
central coffee-producing districts being Mackay, Cairns and further south on Buderim
Mountain (Sunshine Coast) with the value of the crop in 1904 being £3000. This
Commission was established to inquire into the impact of the Commonwealth custom
tariffs on Australian industries. Problems having a negative impact on the industry
articulated at the Commission included the abolition of duty on tea which had lowered
demand for coffee; lack of plentiful ‘cheap labour’; a frost at the end of 1902 (seriously
reducing 1903 returns); and consumer preference for the imported article, which came
from Java, Ceylon, India and Latin America. In order to improve prospects and foster
development, three representatives from the coffee districts asked for an advance on the
import duty. The duty on raw coffee beans in 1905 was 3d. per lb. However, this duty
was described as insufficient and representatives were agitating for an increase,
anything less than 6d was considered to be unbeneficial. Victorian merchants who
handled imported coffee at the Commission were contrastingly advocating free trade
and the abolishment of the duty, especially when tea was duty-free. The coffee duty was
taxing states nearly £30,000 and leading to a diminishment in imported quality. They
believed that Brisbane buyers did not appreciate Queensland-grown coffee ‘as they
should do’ and failed to see the benefit in protecting a small industry worth only
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£2500.428
In Sydney in 1905, Queensland coffee was described as superior in flavour,
aroma and liquoring quality to the coffee of Central America and Brazil and equal to the
best coffees from Java and Ceylon. It was ‘about third on the list’ in terms of quality –
something that was predicted to improve once the plantations matured. Cairns-grown
coffee in parchment (dried and unhulled form) was also starting to get a name for itself
in the Commonwealth markets in Brisbane and Sydney.429 At the Agricultural and
Pastoral Conference held in Cairns in 1905, Newport highlighted the importance of the
import duty on coffee in North Queensland. He emphasized that the state was focusing
on growing coffee for Australian consumption and that ‘We in North Queensland, out of
the whole of Australia, are…the only ones who can produce coffee…the lowering of the
duty would be absolutely fatal to the coffee-growing industry of Queensland.’430 As
expressed at the Royal Commission on Customs and Excise Tariffs, the duty on raw
coffee beans after Federation was 3d. per lb, down from 4d. per lb under the Queensland
government, which initially kick-started the industry. These changes would later be
summed up in 1916 by coffee investor and producer James Dick who stressed that ‘our
Commonwealth Government…backed up by southern influence and power, regardless
of the tropical north…half strangled [the industry] in the one act, from which it never
recovered.’431
The lack of necessary seasonal labour during harvesting season was also a
problem constricting the growth of coffee production in North Queensland. In 1900,
Newport argued that ‘it is not so much the cost of white labour, as compared to the
wages of the Oriental…as the inability to obtain large gangs at present, especially for
temporary work.’432 However, he was still optimistic about a future for coffee in
northern Australia. Positively comparing the region to other ‘high grade coffeeproducing centres of the world’, Newport articulated that:
If coffee-growing in Queensland was bound to the same…conditions usually
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obtaining in other countries, then its success would be practically impossible…We
have not to climb precipitous mountain slopes to get the proper climate, or to go
away back into the roadless, trackless jungles to get the soil, or the higher altitudes
to get the rainfall. It is not necessary here to avoid the lowland plains on account of
poverty of soil, withering heat, or lack of rainfall, nor is it necessary to keep under
cultivation so many hundreds of acres to make a livelihood. The bearing that all
this has on the labour question is often lost sight of, and sometimes deliberately
ignored…The…coffee-producing centres…produce probably an average not
exceeding 5cwt to the acre. In Queensland a possible and frequently reached output
is 20cwt to the acre.433
In 1910, the Queensland Department of Agriculture reported that as a result of
this labour problem, plantations were being abandoned each year and areas under coffee
were diminishing, particularly in the Far North in Cairns, Mourilyan and Herberton.
Coffee plantations were still in existence in Mackay, Cairns, Atherton Tablelands,
Cooktown and Rockhampton districts and in southern Queensland at Maroochydore
(Sunshine Coast) and Maryborough (north of Brisbane). Maroochydore, Cairns, Mackay
and Mourilyan were the main coffee centres in 1910. Queensland in total had 175 acres
of coffee (down from 194 acres the previous year) that was bearing.434 Queensland’s
coffee output at the time did not meet the domestic demand. In 1913, the Queensland
Department of Agriculture highlighted that the labour problem – both cost of labour and
difficulty of obtaining – ‘prevents much expansion’.435 Around this time, the remaining
indentured labourers in the sugar industry were forced to leave due to the White
Australia policy. Unlike the pearling industry, agriculture was not given an exemption
to introduce new migrant labour, in turn heavily contributing to labour problems. The
Immigration Restriction Act of 1901 also contributed to a dwindling supply of ‘cheap’
labour due to the reduction of new non-European migrants into Queensland. By 1919,
after a major cyclone that ravaged North Queensland, the total area of coffee bearing
was only 24 acres.436 The scarcity of labour was still articulated in the 1930s as a
deterrent to individual coffee growers to take up large areas of land like other tropical
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countries.437
After decades of various attempts, high ambitions and instances of successful
cultivation, Queensland failed to become a great coffee centre like Ceylon as it had
aspired to and never became the ambitious suppliers of Australasia, remaining mostly a
small-scale (never exceeding 500 acres) and domestic enterprise. In 1913, there was
some discussion about coffee planters from Java migrating to North Queensland to
revive large-scale coffee cultivation after some had heard that ‘coffee pays fairly
well…but is not extensively grown’ due to a ‘number of coffee growers’ moving ‘out of
the business’.438 However, it seems nothing much eventuated from these plans. In the
post-war 1920s it was a neglected industry
Key business and expert personnel connected to the Queensland industry had
also moved on to other tropical territories, further showing the transnational circulation
of expertise and people in the tropical zone. As Ceylon’s Tropical Agriculturalist
remarked at the turn of the twentieth century, places such as Queensland, Fiji or the
New Hebrides were favourite new frontiers or destinations for white planters and
entrepreneurs looking to make their fortunes in tropical production.439 Favoured
destinations included Epi in the New Hebrides, Magaubo (Central Province) of Papua,
British Kenya in East Africa and across the Pacific to Oaxaca, South-West Mexico.440
Most significantly, Howard Newport, the leading coffee expert, similarly moved
on from North Queensland to the nearby Pacific Islands, taking up the position of the
Director of the Botanic Gardens at Rabaul in March 1915. This position was taken after
Newport had offered his services to the Australian government to work in ‘Samoa,
German New Guinea, or any other tropical possession of the Empire’, places where
‘cheap’ labour was available. This was spurred on by his desire for a ‘wider scope under
conditions where tropical agriculture may be afforded greater encouragement than
would seem to be present policy of the government for North Queensland’. He referred
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himself as a ‘civil officer’ of ‘tropical experience’, ‘accustomed to tropical climates’.441
The New Guinea administration in December 1914 also requested that ‘inquiries be
made in Australia for a man experienced in tropical flora’ to protect and safeguard the
botanical gardens. According to official reports in 1921, now Director of Agriculture,
Newport had ‘maintained’ and ‘improved’ the ‘beautiful’ botanical garden at Rabaul
under his supervision and controlled the government plantations under New Guinea
Administration.442 In particular, he provided expertise on eliminating pests and
diseases. He also helped with tropical production in general throughout ‘the several
islands of the colony’, proving to be a ‘capable and valuable officer.’443 Newport’s
interwar move to the Pacific in some way signalled the end of a period of excitement
around North Queensland (1890s-1900s), a time when its ambitions to become a global
coffee exporter like Java or Ceylon seemed possible. As one former small coffee grower
in 1922 noted, Queensland coffee growers had ‘profited greatly by the instruction they
received from Mr Howard Newport…He did excellent work in all parts of the State, and
had he remained in Queensland he undoubtedly would have been salvation of the
industry.’444
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Figure 18, Howard Newport (front row, far left) in Rabaul during the First War.
Source: Australian War Memorial Photograph Collection, J01872A, AWM,
Canberra.
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From 1906, Papua (former British New Guinea) was now officially under
Australian jurisdiction, and in the late 1920s, Australia turned further northwards to its
colonial frontier for coffee. As mentioned, Papua was experimenting with coffee in the
1890s with Queenslanders playing a role. In the late 1900s, coffee seed from Singapore
was shipped to Cooktown and Cairns for transhipment to Papua through Burns Philp
steamers for extending the Australasian coffee frontier. Australians were also moving to
the Papuan frontier to undertake coffee cultivation.445 After Federation, Papua was
exporting coffee to Australia on a small scale, but was discouraged, like the New
Hebrides, due to the Australian government’s duty on imported coffee. However, in
1926, to encourage coffee exports from Papua, the Commonwealth allowed Papuan
coffee to enter Australia duty-free under the Papuan and New Guinea Preference in a
new Custom Tariffs Act. From 1928 onwards, a regular flow of Papuan coffee was
exported to Australia, mostly from a plantation at Eilogo in Sogeri (Central Province).
The plantation however eventually ceased operations due to poor prices on the market
before the Second World War. This was as a result of overproduction in Brazil and
Java. After the war, coffee again became a major Australian import from the Highlands
of Papua, a trade which remains to this day.446

Conclusion
This chapter on coffee production in Queensland reveals the extent of transcolonial
links between South Asia and north Australia, and positions the latter in a wider IndoPacific sphere. I argued that the industry was shaped by the socio-economic crisis in
Ceylon’s coffee industry in the 1870s and 1880s. Consequently, with the consolidation
of direct communication via steam, there were various attempts to transfer the coffee
frontier of South Asia to the new imperial spaces of North Queensland. This was
illuminated through the circulation of ideas and information, investment from Ceylon
tea companies, coffee machinery, migrant labour, planters, seeds and plants, and expert
personnel. Non-European workers such as Indigenous, Pacific Islander and Asian
people provided the essential labour. This resulted in a coffee ‘boom’ in Queensland as
‘Papua’, Brisbane Courier, 27 July 1907, p. 5.
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indicated by the employment of a Government Coffee Expert recruited from South
Asia. Although the industry showed early signs of promise, problems relating to lack of
labour and government protection saw the Queensland coffee industry diminish by the
1910s.
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Chapter 4
North Australian Beef and Cattle for South East Asia

The beef cattle industry has been recognised historically as sustaining important trading
relationships between north Australia and Asia. To this day it contributes significantly
to the export economy of northern Australia. Turning back to the nineteenth century and
early twentieth centuries, this chapter seeks to locate the beef industry within the
context of transnational trade and consumption, focusing on the South East Asian
region, including Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines. It seeks to trace the
commodification of an animal under colonialism and historically locate the
controversial animal welfare issues which continue to overshadow the live export
industry. Building on the pioneering historical literature on labour and economics of the
northern beef industry, this chapter shifts the focus in new directions towards its
transnational connections and the live export trade.
In the north Australia literature on the cattle industry historians have presented a
broad history within a national economic framework,447 or illuminated the important
contributions of Indigenous people, who played a significant role in the industry’s
growth, particularly as stockmen.448 Consequently, there is a gap in the literature
relating to the transnational connections of the industry, particularly the relationships
between north Australia and South East Asia and the history of live cattle export.449
Addressing this gap, Nancy Cushing has provided invaluable environmental insights
into the exporting of live cattle for consumption overseas, focusing on the trade out of
New South Wales from 1788 to the 1880s, arguing that the industry was an integral part
of the colonial project in Australia.450 Building on her transnational focus this chapter
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includes a critical analysis of the history of live cattle export and the colonial
commodification of cattle. As Cushing states, historians have tended to ignore ‘the
origins of the animals or their ultimate destinations’ where cattle were exported by sea
around the world, shipped in inadequate and deadly conditions.451 This chapter focuses
on the neglected history of northern Australia’s live cattle industry (Wyndham in WA
and Darwin in NT) and the frozen beef trade of Queensland (mostly from Townsville,
Bowen and Brisbane). Today the trade is predominantly centred on Western Australia
and Darwin. With controversial discussion in 2017 regarding the inhumane exporting of
animals overseas, this chapter aims to confirm Cushing’s view that these practices have
a long historical trajectory dating back to European colonisation.
With the establishment of ports on the coast of northern Australia, the
exportation of beef and cattle to places such as Singapore and Java was articulated as an
economic priority in the development of tropical Australia. As discussed in Chapter 1,
George Bowen, the first Queensland governor, envisioned the North as part of an island
world encompassing the Moluccas and Singapore. After the establishment of Somerset,
a far northern port at Cape York, Bowen saw North Queensland becoming incorporated
into the bustling trade routes of the Indian Ocean, as an entrepot for Australian
commodities. Cattle was seen as an important export alongside other commodities such
as sugar, trepang and coffee. According to geographer J. MacDonald Holmes, the
British believed that with the establishment of Northern seaports ‘rice…sugar, live
cattle might be produced and sold in Singapore, the Philippines, China and India.’452

Darwin Live Cattle for Asian Markets
This vision was shared by other colonists in northern Australia. After the establishment
of Port Darwin by the South Australian government in 1869 and the commencement of
cattle farming in rural parts, a consumer market for the Territory’s surplus stock was
important to early capitalists. Due to Darwin’s closeness to Singapore and Java, its
cultural and social similarities, and the consolidation of regular shipping routes to these
regions, an Australia-Asia beef cattle trade seemed to be a necessary and unavoidable
component of northern Australia’s nineteenth century economic development. South
451
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East Asia, for entrepreneurs and food producers in northern Australia represented not
only an outlet for the region’s overproduction in food, but also a transcolonial space
where colonists extended their businesses overseas. In the eyes of colonists, places such
as Indonesia and Singapore were viewed as a fluid geographical component of tropical
Australia’s oceanic frontier.
In South East Asia, the live export trade was driven by the demand for a better
quality and sufficient supply of fresh beef. For Manila, for instance, fresh beef was a
component of the Filipino diet. Filipinos preferred fresh beef to the alternative frozen
beef supplied by American and Australian companies for reasons explained later in this
chapter, whilst the local cattle supply was insufficient to meet these needs. This practice
of exporting live cattle to Asian consumers persisted throughout the nineteenth century
and twentieth century. For capitalists, Singapore, Indonesia, Hong Kong and the
Philippines were still viewed as the main markets for developing the live cattle trade
into the twentieth century. The cattle within northern Australia’s beef industry were part
of a wave of animal importation that was interlinked with the European colonial
building project and the desire to create a ‘neo-Europe’ in the tropics. As Nancy
Cushing remarks, cattle were an integral part of colonialism, performing important roles
in fostering ‘rapid expansion across space’ and ‘ecological change’ in the new
environment.453
In the late nineteenth century, the British port of Singapore in particular offered
considerable possibilities for the export of surplus beef with its multi-ethnic population
of Chinese, Indian, Malays and European.454 It was also a place that was easily
accessible to north Australia via the Eastern and Australian Steamship Company (E&A)
steamers, a few days steaming from Darwin. The British Government which colonised
Singapore in 1824 and stationed there a considerable army and navy fleet, presented
northern Australia with an important demand for contracts of fresh beef.
From at least the mid-nineteenth century, the meat supply was a source of
frustration for Europeans travelling and residing in Singapore. The meat served in the
large colonial hotels, a popular destination for Europeans, was of poor quality.
Cushing, ‘“Few Commodities”’, p. 449.
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Singapore’s native grasses did not support the raising of high-quality European cattle.455
The colony had to rely on cattle imports from other countries. This problem was similar
to other parts of tropical Asia such as Ceylon, the Malacca Straits and Java. As one
European traveller, William Walker, observed whilst dining at the Hotel Esperance in
Singapore in 1864 and describing the ‘abominable cooking’:
This hotel has a stock-farm for the supply of their table, but I don’t think it can be
well attended to, as the meat, with a few exceptions, is anything but good. The
reader must understand that these lands, ‘refreshed by frequent showers’, and
covered with green grass, cannot rear stock, and all (Ceylon, Penang, Malacca,
Singapore, Java) have to import their bullocks and sheep.456
One of the first successful attempts at establishing businesses based on the cattle
trade was the North Australian Butchering Company (NABC), formed by Hildebrand
William Havelock Stevens in Singapore in 1892. Stevens was manager of Goldsbrough
Mort and Co’s cattle stations in the Northern Territory and had his head office in
Darwin. The company held large tracts of land across the Territory.457
Stevens (born 1852) had migrated with his brother to Darwin from Britain in
1871 to work for the British-Australian Telegraph Company (BATC), which was
engaged in constructing the submarine telegraph cable that connected Australia to
Britain via Batavia and Singapore. After living in Darwin, Stevens was transferred to
Singapore in 1874 on a small steamer that had transported Chinese migrants to Darwin.
Stevens went to Hong Kong to work for the BATC staff before returning to Singapore
in 1875, ultimately leaving the company. Stevens moved back to the Territory in 1878
as manager for the cattle stations owned by Fisher and Lyons.458 Stevens had initially
established an experimental coffee plantation on the Adelaide River and, like those
engaged in Queensland’s coffee industry, was assisted by planters from Ceylon. He
went to Colombo and engaged the services of two experienced Ceylon coffee planters
who migrated along with the coffee seeds. These seeds were planted at a plantation at
Rum Jungle, 40 miles from his plantation, and transplanted to his plantation with the aid
455
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of 30 Aboriginal workers. According to Stevens, the coffee ‘grew very well’ with 13
tons of beans exported to Melbourne company, Harper Brothers. But this experiment
was unsuccessful due, he claimed, to the lack of ‘plantation coolie labour’, which ‘killed
the whole profit’. The plantation was turned into a cattle station.459 In the mid-1880s,
Stevens was involved in operating steamers and schooners, which brought him to
countries such as Singapore, Hong Kong, Dutch Timor and the Philippines, and took
him through the surrounding China and Arafura seas. After several trips Stevens was
assured of an Asian market for cattle.460
In the 1880s, trial consignments of live cattle from Port Darwin were shipped to
Batavia, Hong Kong and Singapore by Stevens under Fisher and Lyons, with an eye to
opening trade with Java and China. It was hoped that the cattle breeders in northern
Australia would one day supply the European populations of Surabaya, Semarang,
Batavia, Singapore and Hong Kong, the military and seamen under the Dutch
government and the ‘great fleets of ocean going steamers belonging to the Peninsula
and the Oriental’.461 In 1884 and 1885, shipments were made to these Asian ports.
During the first export of live cattle in December 1884, 10 cattle were exported to
Singapore and 10 to Batavia on board E&A’s recently built cargo and passenger ship
Catterthun. Francis Herbert Sachse (manager of Fisher and Lyons’ Daly River cattle
station), who travelled with the cattle, commented that the cattle in Java were described
as being ‘too fat’ by butchers and retail agents.462 In early 1885, a number of cattle were
also exported to Hong Kong, Batavia and Singapore. In regards to the conditions
endured, the Hong Kong cattle experienced ‘a rather rough trip’ though arrived ‘safely
and in good order’.463
In 1891, the South Australian government offered a subsidy to any person who
would set up a regular steamer service between Port Darwin and Singapore that had the
capacity to maintain a service of no less than 10 trips per year and export 200 head of
cattle during each trip. This contract was taken up by Stevens with the Darwin steamer
especially designed for the cattle export. The steamer was built by Goldsbrough Mort &
Co in conjunction with Fisher and Lyons and subsequently worked by Stevens.464 The
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contract was for a period of 5 years starting in April 1892 at a cost outlay of £30,000.
Showing the desired transcolonial reach of this service, the contract stipulated that
Australian cattle would be exported to Singapore and the East Indies, as I explore later.
The original 1891 contract between Stevens and the South Australian
government showed an acknowledgement of adequate arrangements and safeguards for
handling cattle. It was stipulated that the steamer should have: ‘ample space’ for 200
cattle together with ‘forage and water for the voyage’; adequate ‘ventilation’ ‘at all
times’ provided; the engine and boiler room totally covered by ‘bulkheads’;
‘COMPLETE and proper fittings…provided for one hundred head of large cattle on the
upper deck and one hundred head in the ‘tween decks. These fittings shall be of such a
character as to ensure easy handling of stock’; and ‘two large side ports (suitable for
taking in and discharging cattle)’. The steamer was to include water tanks ‘capable of
carrying at least thirty thousand gallons of fresh water’ with ‘complete and sufficient
means of condensing such water’; and the contract stipulated that the ‘height of the
‘tween decks shall be not less than eight feet clear of all deck beams’. Stevens was to
assume responsibility for these provisions and arrangements.465
Stevens leased 150 acres at New Harbour (Keppel Harbour), preparing it
especially for the storage of live cattle. In addition, slaughter houses, a private wharf,
store rooms and a retail office were established, all under the supervision of European
butchers.466 The cattle was to be supplied by Goldsbrough, Mort and Co and shipped
live from Port Darwin to Singapore on the Darwin steamer. Lawrie was to be the
manager of the butchering business in Singapore, who slaughtered and sold ‘on the
European system’. It was intimated that live cattle may be sold through the business.467
The initial capital investment was five million pounds. The company established its
cattle yards, which received the monthly shipments at the New Harbour docks of
Tanjong Pagar Wharf. During this era, the Tanjong Pagar Dock Company was the most
prominent dock company in Singapore, having a monopoly on five dry docks.468 The
wharf, the landing stage for new visitors to Singapore, also housed large storage sheds
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and warehouses and coaling sheds for the many steamers that frequented the port.469
The ‘camp’ was 25 acres suitable for holding between 300 and 400 cattle without
‘overcrowding’. The yards were positioned four miles from the centre of Singapore
where the butcher was located. On arrival, the cattle were able to walk ashore from the
steamer after the gangways were opened. The slaughtering was controlled by Europeans
at the camp and the meat was taken to the butchers upon request. The yards were
connected to the retail business via telephone.470 In Darwin, the cattle were transferred
from slaughter yards by truck to Darwin’s port and loaded onto the cattle steamer. On
one occasion the loading of the animals took most of the day with the steamer leaving
port the following morning.471
Evidence suggests the first journeys of the Darwin resulted in the death of cattle.
After four trips in 1892, Stevens remarked that the loss was a ‘somewhat heavy
percentage at the commencement’ but had ‘gradually come down’ with a loss of one
and a half per cent on the fourth trip.472 As I will discuss in my section on Manila, death
was a common aspect of export.
The new supply of Australian beef was regarded by the British in Singapore as a
welcome addition to the fresh meat supply. The Australian venture represented a ‘new
era’, allowing people in Singapore to have access to ‘a plentiful supply of really good
beef at a reasonable price.’473 Prior to the access to Australian beef, Singapore had
relied on ‘native cattle’ from Bangkok, Madura and Bali.474 The main people involved
in cattle trading in Singapore were of South Indian descent, who came to the region in
the 1830s, working in rice and vegetable fields before turning to cattle farming in the
1850s. In the late nineteenth century, Indians represented the second most numerous
ethnic group in Singapore after the Chinese. By the 1880s, a number of south Indians
had established themselves as livestock traders, butchers, dairy farmers, labourers and
retailers, particularly in places such as Serangoon Road, which became the hub of
Indian life. The Indian cattle trade in Singapore was in the hands of a few entrepreneurs,
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such as Kader Sultan, the ‘Cattle King of Serangoon Road’. 475 Cattle imported from
Thailand were also monopolised by the Indian community.476 Indian butchers
represented the North Australian Butchering Company’s (NABC) main competitors.
The main purpose of the NABC was to slaughter Australian cattle and supply
fresh Australian beef to consumers in South East Asia. The retail business first started in
new premises on the corner of Oxley and Orchards Roads in the Singapore city centre
and also had offices in the central square of Raffles Place, which included Singapore’s
main stores. Acknowledging the public’s disdain for local or ‘native’ beef, the company
openly differentiated its product by stressing its Australian-ness. In their early
advertisements they urged consumers and cooks to buy ‘Australian beef only’.
Marketing themselves as shipping and retail butchers, NABC declared that they dealt
with only ‘Australian cattle’ derived from 200 cattle from the monthly Darwin steamer.
They were attempting to supply steamers with their ‘sea stocks’ as well as compete with
‘native beef’ by selling their produce at the same price of local beef.477 Furthermore, in
order to promote a sense of convenience for their customers, the company provided a
home delivery service where customers could fill in forms for their orders for the next
month.478
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Figure 19, Main road of Tanjong Pagar with quarters alongside road, 1890s.
Source: G R Lambert & Company, 1995-04349, National Museum of Singapore.
Figure 20, NABC advertisement (below), 1892. Source: Singapore Free Press,
22 November 1892, p. 3.
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Figure 21, Raffles Place, location of NABC’s office. Source: Lim Kheng Chye
Collection, 37038, National Archives of Singapore.
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However, in the two years since the trade was established, Stevens complained
about the lack of support from the British military government and the difficulty in
competing with the local ‘stringy Bangkok bullock beef’. The specific reason was the
military’s rejection of the NABC’s contract to supply fresh beef in favour of the cheaper
Bangkok beef. 479 These issues led to NABC re-locating to nearby Java in 1894. This
will be explored in my Dutch East Indies case study.
Emphasising the more favourable government support from the Dutch compared
to the British in Singapore, Stevens articulated that the ‘Dutch have appreciated the
benefits offered them and evidently recognize the health of the troops as a first
consideration – it is to be regretted this does not seem to be the rule in our own colony
[fellow British colony]’. In 1895, Stevens, openly disappointed, did not rule out
supplying the Singapore market with beef again as long as he had the support of the
Singaporean public.480 To test the markets of Singapore again, a trial consignment was
made by the North Australian company in late 1896. The prospects of a regular beef
supply rested on the response from the Singaporean public and success of the
shipment.481 The Darwin live cattle trade to Singapore and Java stopped in 1897.
Between 1892 and 1897, Stevens exported around 12,000 Australian cattle over 56
voyages with approximately half landing in Singapore and half to Batavia in Java.482
This trade was not Stevens’ last attempt to do business in Singapore. In addition
to supplying beef to the East Indies in the 1890s, Stevens was important in the
establishment of subsequent Asian-Queensland trades in frozen beef, as a managing
director of the Singapore Cold Storage Company (SCSC) in 1903.
Decades later, more attempts were made to re-establish a live cattle trade with
Singapore. In the 1930s, Stevens was in his 80s and living at Gresham House, Battery
Road in Singapore. He served as the advisor to these large-scale plans. He perceived an
opening in the Asian market for freshly slaughtered beef amongst the MuslimSingaporean population. In a 1936 letter to the Northern Territory Administrator, R.H.
Weddell, Stevens was looking to draw on his long experience. He highlighted that the
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‘native meat-eating’ Malays was the main market targeted. The reasons were cultural
and attributed to the Muslim halal preparation of meat - the alternative frozen and
chilled forms of beef provided by the SCSC was ‘no use to them’. Further, the desire for
an alternative product to the ‘Siamese cattle’ which were, in Stevens’ eyes, not up to a
‘sufficiently good standard when slaughtered’ was expressed. Consequently ‘it has now
been suggested by the Mahomedans [sic] to import their own Beef from the Northern
Territory’.483 The business plans were conducted between Roy Chisholm of Roper
Valley, NT, Frank Stevens as ‘advisor’ in Singapore and Tajuddin A. Chunchie of
Katong, who acted as a representative of the Muslim community in Singapore and had
connections to the retail meat dealers of Singapore. Forwarding Stevens’ letter to the
Department of the Interior in Canberra, the NT Administrator remarked that the
‘observations’ were ‘very interesting’ and ‘confirm the opinion…that a ready market,
with considerable potentialities, exist.’484 The cattle was for the ‘Mohammedan
population (Malays and some Indians), whose religious rites demand that meat
eaten…shall have been slaughtered in a special manner …The next step is to enter into
negotiations with the three Mohammedan firms, who have a monopoly of the business’.
Malaya was also entertained as another potential market with its dominance of Chinese
and Malay populations and its reliance on imported cattle from Siam, Bali, Lombok,
Sumatra and China.485
Stevens’ letter was preceded by a report conducted by Roy Chisholm of Roper
Valley, a representative of NT pastoralists. Chisholm visited Singapore in May 1936
and forwarded his report to Weddell.486 Chisholm summated that the cattle will be
consumed by the Muslim population of Singapore ‘whose population is very great…
thousands of pounds would find its way into the Northern Territory…materially
benefitting the whole country.’ The main obstacles identified by Chisholm were: the
chartering of ships; handling facilities in Singapore for landed cattle; and the building of
abattoirs for slaughtering.487 The aim was to commence in 1937 with further
negotiations needed to establish the required wharf, abattoirs and steamers to commence
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trade.488
In preparation, Chunchie sent an offer through airmail to Sydney for the
purchasing of a steamer of 35000 Singapore currency ‘to include cattle fittings for 300.’
By October 1936, Stevens and Chunchie were ‘getting ahead slowly’ in the
negotiations.489 Chunchie was worried about the costs of the cattle service and the
competition of the Indo-Pacific. He proposed the idea of the Australian government
providing a subsidy for the cattle service, referencing Stevens’s – his ‘technical adviser’
- 1892 subsidy. In a letter to the Australian Trade Commissioner in Batavia, Chunchie
asked for the protection of the Australian government:
In my last letter I sent you a cutting with regard to the cattle trade with Siam. I
attach…a cutting which gives you a clear indication of what French Indo China can
export to Malaya. Both these places are closer to Malaya than Australia is…what
chance is there for me against such formidable competitors unless…the Australian
government is prepared to give me a shipping subsidy…I shall be grateful if you
will bring this matter before the Government and grant me some privilege so that I
could compete with cattle merchants who import from Bali, Siam, French Indo
China and Hainan…if a reasonable subsidy is granted…I can by the end of 1937
charter two or three steamers to import at least one thousand head of cattle per
month, as I have influence throughout Malaya over retail dealers who are mostly
Muhammadans.490
There were issues in obtaining a suitable steamer for the trade: the first desired choice
of steamer the Nauru Chief was sold to a Shanghai shipping firm.491 This stalling of the
trade was highlighted by the Secretary of the Department of Interior who told Weddell
in 1936 that ‘Until it is definitely established that there is a demand for Australian live
cattle, and that landing and slaughtering facilities can be arranged, no good purpose
would be served by considering the question of granting a shipping subsidy.’492
By early 1937, the plan had stalled. In March 1937, writing to the Primary
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Producers Board, Chisholm remarked that if plans are delayed any longer the producers
will not ‘hold their bullocks up’ and there will not be a sufficient quantity to be
exported. He had already made arrangements with cattle producers who were keen on
supplying the live cattle and were waiting for movement from the Australian
government. The Singapore buyers were still hoping for Australia to subsidize shipping
between Darwin and Singapore. However, the government were unable to subsidize
unless solid arrangements for the ‘reception’ of the animals were made by the
purchasers.493
In June 1937, C.L.A. Abbott, the Chairman of the Primary Producers Board
wrote to the Department of the Interior. He remarked that the demands of 1100 pounds
live weight from the Singapore buyers were more excessive ‘than can be guaranteed’
and contradictory to the original offer of 800 pounds weight delivered. The buyers also
requested that fodder for the live cattle be provided and paid for, which Abbott was
unwilling to do. Abbott also stated that the buyers stressed that unless the demands were
followed, the erection of an abattoir and the chartering of a steamer would not happen.
Consequently, Abbott discouraged the Department of the Interior from advancing with
the proposed plan. In his words, he was ‘not particularly keen to hurry forward this
trade’ due to the ‘existing herds being so depleted’ rendering it impossible to cope with
an ‘export of 200 reasonable quality bullocks monthly.’ Moving forward would be
‘disastrous’ for the domestic cattle trade.494 The plan eventually collapsed. As discussed
in the House of Representatives in 1938, the plan disintegrated due to a ‘lack of cooperation and the difficulty experienced in obtaining a 5,000 to 7,000 ton cattle boat’.495

Queensland Frozen Beef to Asia
British Malaya also proved to be an important market for Queensland’s beef cattle
industry. Since the early colonisation of North Queensland, the dream of becoming a
gateway for beef to Asia featured heavily in the colonial consciousness. Asian markets
were a major aspiration in Queensland following the establishment of the Queensland
Meat Export and Agency Company (QMEAC) in 1890 which included a Board of
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Directors including Robert Philp of Burns Philp (BP).496 QMEAC was built around the
erection of freezing and chilling works at Townsville and Brisbane for the main purpose
of export. Singapore would prove to be the company’s major market in the early
twentieth century.
Moving on from his early experiences with an export in live cattle, Stevens, now
based in Queensland, was interested in the opening in the Asian markets for frozen beef
at the beginning of the twentieth century. Stevens and Deburgh Persse, Chairman of the
QMEAC were responsible for the flotation of the Singapore Cold Storage Company
(SCSC) in 1903.497 The contract was driven by the desire to provide chilled and frozen
beef for Singapore as well potentially all of the Straits Settlements, Malay Archipelago
and Dutch East Indies.
BP was contracted to provide a direct Queensland-Java-Singapore line in
conjunction with the SCSC and QMEAC using the steamers Airlie and Guthrie. Starting
in 1905, the line ran every six weeks and sourced the beef from the QMEAC works at
Townsville and Brisbane.498 Both of these steamers were acquired by BP in 1904 and
possessed refrigeration capabilities. This Singapore line connected Sydney and Brisbane
to Thursday Island, Darwin, Surabaya, Semarang, Batavia and Singapore.499 During a
trade visit to Singapore in 1904 and after studying the SCSC’s facilities, Queensland
Trade Commissioner to the Far East, Frederic Jones emphasized the potential for an
‘immense trade in meat’ for the town and shipping. Echoing the earlier opinions of
western travellers to Singapore, Jones described the local Singapore beef as ‘dreadful
stuff’ and complained that he had not ‘had a square feed for a month.’ This poor quality
of local beef presented Queensland with the opening of a ‘big profitable market’.500
The SCSC aimed to supply Singapore consumers with frozen Australian beef.
The SCSC was to be managed by an elected board of five members - two nominated
from Singapore with the other three from Queensland shareholders, ‘representing the
relative proportions of the shares issued’.501 In terms of markets, the idea was to set up a
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distribution centre in Singapore and eventually become a large South East Asian firm by
establishing other branch stores across the Straits Settlements and East Indies.502 Sailors
and British troops were expected to benefit from an improved food supply offered by
the new firm.503 A large portion of the SCSC’s business was with the British military
and navy in Singapore, who had contracts for their storage supplies with the SCSC. As
food historian Cecilia Leong-Salobir remarks, ‘Singapore’s colonial and European
population depended on Australian food produce’. In particular, the SCSC represented
the country’s ‘first “cold storage” Western-style grocery store’.504
The Muslim population of Singapore was also considered an important market.
For instance, in 1905, the SCSC sent four Muslim butchers from Singapore to
Queensland to prepare the meat under halal conditions, hoping to capture the
Singaporean Muslim market. Four butchers - one Indian and three Singaporean Malays
- arrived at Thursday Island via BP’s Airlie. They butchers held a special permit from
the Australian government to travel to Australia, which they presented to the customs
officer at Thursday Island.505 The butchers told Australian authorities, who supposedly
treated them as ‘criminals’ on arrival, that ‘we have come to slaughter cattle in the
approved Mohammedan fashion so that you may establish a market for your meat with
our community in the East – a project that will bring you tens of thousands of pounds
every year.’506
The SCSC in 1905-1906 made a profit of £1766. In that period the company had
received six shipments of Queensland frozen beef via the Guthrie totalling 519 tons all
landing in ‘good condition’.507 The QMEAC was relying on beef from their northern
factories at Townsville, Normanton and Burketown as well as Pinkenba (Brisbane).508
Stevens in 1907 however complained about the lack of cold storage space on the
steamers during the ‘busy season’ and advocated for an additional steamer. For the first
years, the SCSC never obtained any dividends on their business. At a meeting by the
shareholders of the QMEAC in 1908, it was illuminated that this was because the
amount of beef that the Company ‘expected’ to export was not ‘required’ by the SCSC.
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Shareholders discussed the possibility of closing down the Singapore works ‘entirely for
a time’ due to the negative impact it would have on company shares.509 In 1909, BP too
remarked that they had received a £26,125 loss during the five years the SCSC contract
and associated line had been in operation. Due to the confirmed freights on cargo, the
firm nonetheless signed another five-year contract to export frozen beef to Singapore.
BP replaced the Airlie steamer with a 3,300 ton steamer called the Mataram for the
Singapore line, which had a cold storage capable of carrying 170 tons of beef.510
By the 1920s, the SCSC had extended to Malaya, with distribution depots at
Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Ipoh, relying on imported frozen beef from mostly
Australia, Siam and Indochina.511 BP continued to send frozen beef from Townsville to
Singapore into the 1920s and 1930s.512 In 1936, the SCSC had distributing depots
across Malaya in Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Taiping, Port Swettenham, Seremban,
Malacca, Teluk (Perak), Ipoh and other regions, with Australia the chief frozen beef
supplier. The retail headquarters at Singapore catered for European, Eurasian and the
‘high class Chinese population’.513

Dutch East Indies
With the consolidation of the British India Steam Navigation Company’s Torres Strait
Route in the 1880s and 1890s, close Asian ports were viewed as important consumer
markets for Queensland beef. The Dutch-controlled ports of the East Indies attracted
considerable attention from Australians looking for markets for beef. The multi-ethnic
populations of Dutch, Chinese, Arab and Malay in Surabaya, Semarang and Batavia
(Jakarta) were viewed as important markets from both Darwin and Queensland. The
Dutch government and military forces stationed in the region were also deemed as
desirable consumers for fresh and frozen beef. The Muslim majority were also
considered as ideal consumers with Islamic preparations of meat considered. The region
like Singapore had a scarcity of ‘good meat’, the beef available being described as
‘tough and unpalatable’ by Europeans. Batavia was known to have ‘very limited’
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‘grazing capacities’ despite being ‘highly fertile’. Consequently, commentators in the
early 1880s stressed that beef fetched high prices on the Batavia market, opening up a
profitable trade for Queensland beef.514
The earliest attempt can be traced to the early 1880s. In 1882, the short-lived
Sydney-based Eastern and Australian Fresh Meat Company (E&AFMC) was formed for
the purpose of exporting frozen beef from Queensland ports to Java. The Chairman of
the company was John Bingle, who had previously engaged in the tinned meat trade
with Java and was now looking to expand operations. The E&AFMC were ambitiously
looking to feed the entire population of Java including the Dutch military, the ‘large
meat-eating native populations of Malays and Arabs’ and the Chinese. These consumers
were identified by one of the E&AFMC’s promoters, R. H. Willis, who travelled to
Batavia and the surrounding islands and reported on the potential trade. The company
was also hoped to expand to Singapore and India, particularly Calcutta.515
This company chartered its own steamer Fiado from the Alpha Steam Shipping
Company of Sunderland. It possessed refrigeration technology and cool chambers for
the conveyance of frozen meat. The 985-ton Fiado was designed only as a cargo boat
with space for 500 tons of meat. The ship’s crew, with the exception of the captain,
engineers and officers, were ‘all Malays’. One third of the meat exported was for
Malays with the rest reserved for the Dutch colonial officials in Batavia.516 This venture
established a depot and freezing room at Batavia for the reception of the Queensland
meat. The frozen beef was shipped from tropical Queensland ports at Bowen and
Rockhampton.
In order to accommodate the Muslim population, the meat was supervised by
Muslim religious leaders within the Malay community and prepared to meet halal
conditions, the Batavian company director sending Muslim men to Queensland for
preparation.517 During the first shipment, ‘in order to ensure sale in the Eastern market’,
three Muslim religious leaders from Batavia on ‘considerable salaries’ were taken to the
meatworks at Poole Island (near Bowen) to supervise the preparation. The Chief, Said
Abdullah bin Alwi Al-Atttas, was to ‘certify that the meat intended for native use has
been killed according to the rites of Islam’ branding and certifying the meat, whilst the
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other two men performed the rites and prepared the meat.518 Al-Attas, born to wealthy
parents of Batavia in 1850, was a leader of the Hadrami community of Batavia (mixed
Malay and Hadhramaut descent). He was also a landowner in the late nineteenth
century, owning several properties in Batavia and was one of the richest Arabs there. He
owned a large coffee, rice and coconut plantation in the town of Meester Cornelius
(Jatinegara, East Jakarta) known for its cosmopolitan mix of Indigenous, Arab and
Chinese people. He was also a strong modern advocator of pan-Islamism. He was
already socially acquainted with Australia, having travelled there during his youth as
part of a journey throughout Australia, the Middle East, India and Straits Settlements.519
As part of this Java-Queensland business, Al-Attas assumed a type of travelling role
with the company, making visits to Queensland to oversee the slaughtering process. For
instance, upon the return of the Fiado in preparation of another shipment in early
September 1883, Al-Attas was in Queensland superintending the slaughtering of the
cattle at the Lake’s Creek’ Meat Preserving Works near Rockhampton, owned by the
Central Queensland Meat Export Company.520
However, although early Muslim-Australian connections were fostered, the trade
was an unprofitable and short-lived experiment, which compounded the company’s
£25,000 mortgage. The E&AFMC exported only three cargoes of frozen beef losing
‘such an intolerable deal in the process’ that further experiments were discouraged.521
There were problems with shipping delays and unavoidable disasters. During one
planned shipment on 1 September 1883, the Fiado was ‘detained’ in Batavia and did not
arrive at Lake’s Creek until 12 September. Furthermore, an accidental fire at the
meatworks resulted in most of the shipment of beef being destroyed. The fire was
caused by the ignition of overflowing fat in a roasting stove during the ‘temporary
absence’ of the worker with losses totalling £2394. Another shipment from Bowen was
ruined by a cyclone that hit the district in late January 1884, damaging and leaving the
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Fiado stranded onshore. The cargo of frozen beef was instead distributed locally.522
This short attempt emphasizes a long colonial pattern of attempting to establish an
Asian trade in frozen beef.

Figure 22, marketplace, Meester Cornelis (Al-Attas’s region), ca. 1895. Source: KITLV 103276,
Leiden University Library, Netherlands.
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As mentioned, in regards to the Darwin live cattle trade of the 1890s, the
Javanese market had already been tapped by Stevens. In Stevens’ original 1891
contract, along with Singapore, regions in the Dutch East Indies that were viewed as
future outlets included Amboyna (Maluku Islands), Aceh (Sumatra), Semarang, Batavia
and Surabaya.523 This interest followed trial shipments from Darwin to Batavia, Hong
Kong and Singapore in the 1880s, as explained earlier.
In the same year that the Darwin-Singapore contract commenced, the Darwin
steamer exported a trial shipment to Batavia in mid-1892. Writing to the editor of the
Dutch language newspaper Bataviaasch Niewusblad, one Dutch man noted that the
shipment of live cattle was slaughtered by importers, who tested Australian beef
amongst the Dutch public. Although the man noted that Australian ‘oxen’ was far
superior to their usual ‘javaansche sappies’, consumers preferred the latter due to the
cheaper price. Seeing the new accessibility of Australian beef in Singapore, the man
lamented the loss of this trade and believed it was only a matter of time before
consumers across Batavia would realise the superiority of Australian beef.524 Stevens
noted that the first consignment of cattle ‘was disposed of to the local people interested
in the slaughtering of cattle, and the present time better arrangements are being made
for the reception of stock at this port.’525
Almost two years after first establishing its premises in Singapore, the North
Australian Butchering Company transferred its business to Batavia, targeting the Dutch
military personnel. The Australian company now under the name ‘The Australian
Butchery, Batavia’ were supplying Australian beef to Dutch soldiers and supplying the
daily and shipboard provisions of ships at the same price of ‘native beef’.526 Australian
beef eventually earned a reputation as a superior type of meat in Batavia compared to
the usual Bangkok beef. 527 It was noted by the press that the Dutch soldiers could
supposedly differentiate ‘fat, juicy tender’ Australian beef from the usual ‘well whipped
leather’ Siam bullock meat. This was made apparent after the Australian Butchery was
forced to use Bangkok beef due to a delay to their cattle steamer service, consequently
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receiving ‘many complaints’ from the War Department regarding the reduction in
quality of beef.528
The Batavia-Darwin cattle trade stopped in 1897. This was as a result of a ban
placed on the importation of Australian cattle due to the fears that a cattle tick found in
Western Australia might be introduced into the Dutch East Indies.529 Due to economic
reasons (the consumption of Singapore was not large enough to make trade profitable),
the NABC and its associated Darwin steamer ceased operations in August 1897.530
According to advisors of Goldsbrough, Mort and Co, the service was also closed due to
the prevalence of ‘severe drought inland’ in the Territory, which meant that the
company was unable to ‘obtain suitable cattle for shipment’, as well as poor prices on
the Singapore market. The ban forced by Batavia also contributed to the service’s
demise.531 The trade’s diminishment also was attributed to losses incurred after the
cattle had landed in Singapore and Batavia. As Stevens noted ‘it was not so much the
few days on a steamer that they [shippers] had so be afraid of as the loss to the stock in
these climates after arrival.’532 This ended a five-year attempt of varying success by
Australian businessmen to capture South East Asian beef markets.

The Philippines
With the dawning of the twentieth century, northern Australian commentators were also
excited about the potential trading relationship with the Philippines. After the
conclusion of the Spanish-American War and the American occupation of the
Philippines in 1898, the population was a mix of Spanish, Chinese, Filipino and
European people with the addition of United States administrators. Unlike other
indigenous South East Asian populations explored in this chapter, the Filipino majority
were predominantly Christian with the exception of the strong Muslim populations of
Sulu and Mindanao. As a result of the new United States influence, Manila presented
Australia with considerable possibilities in trade.533 Thus, the first three decades of
American influence led to a strong increase in foreign trade, with Australia the eighth
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most important exporter.534 This rise in imports opened new consumer markets for fresh
and frozen beef. American troops, who totalled 61,000 in 1900, maintained a strong
demand for frozen and chilled beef.535
The Filipino population however preferred freshly slaughtered beef to frozen
beef, which was mostly consumed by the foreign population and disdained by Filipinos.
Due to indigenous demand and the shortage of native cattle as a result of the outbreak
disease, the importation of live cattle from overseas was necessary. Filipinos preferred
fresh slaughtered animals due to a number of reasons. The majority of the Filipino
population in the early twentieth century did not own a domestic refrigeration system to
store frozen beef. Frozen beef also tended to be regarded as ‘unpalatable’ when used in
national Filipino dishes such as ‘Adobo’, a slow-cooked marinated meat dish served
with rice and ‘Sinigang’, a Filipino stew or soup consisting of meat, tamarind, tomatoes,
garlic and onions and a range of other vegetables.536 In contemporary Filipino society,
cattle are still imported as cattle ‘don’t thrive well in tropical climates’ with beef
ranking behind chicken, pig and fish in the meat staples of importance.537 Unlike the
Java and Singapore cases, Australians were not involved in the import side of the
process, instead this was facilitated by Filipino importers-buyers who chartered the
steamers. North Australia was part of wider Asian cattle trading network along with
Hong Kong, China, Cambodia, India and Vietnam.
Early shipments to Manila were trialled by exporters in Darwin at the beginning
of the twentieth century. In July 1903, a trial shipment of 50 cattle was shipped to
Manila from Port Darwin and in the following year, 250 heads of cattle from
Queensland was shipped to Manila.538 Alongside Darwin, Wyndham in the Kimberley
region of northern Western Australia developed as a port for live cattle export in the
1890s. Wyndham was established in 1886 after gold was discovered at Halls Creek in
the previous year and followed the settlement of other northern Western Australian
townships at Broome and Derby in 1883. Coinciding with the subsequent gold rush and
increase in European population, a wharf was constructed in 1894. Relying on cattle
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from the Kimberley region, these developments led to an important live cattle trade at
Wyndham in the following years, with the Philippines the main market.539 However, a
regular live export trade between the North and Manila did not eventuate until 1911.
There were two stages of the trade: from 1911 to 1916 and 1921 to 1930.
In July 1910, shipments of cattle to Manila from Darwin were halted due to
cases of pleuro-pneumonia amongst cattle imports. Manila cabled a telegram to the
American consul in Sydney requesting information on the states that were known to be
infected with the disease. Manila sent a veterinary surgeon, Dr Frank Gearhart, from the
Agricultural Department of the Philippines, to Australia to investigate the outbreak of
the disease.540 All the cattle that were found to be infected were consequently
‘quarantined and ordered slaughtered’ to prevent spread of the disease, whilst all the
corrals used to store the cattle were disinfected. Gearhart recommended that for the
Australia-Filipino trade to continue that adequate quarantine measures must be followed
to decrease the risk of spreading the pleuro-pneumonia disease amongst local cattle.541
In 1911, however, a gap in the Filipino market was opened due to rinderpest and
foot-and-mouth disease found in cattle exported from French Indochina and China.
Shipments from China were restricted, leading Manila to turn to north Australia for its
beef cattle. Indochina was also restricted in cattle exports due to outbreaks of disease.542
Specifically, the prohibitive measures on China were attributed to a decade-long
experience with rinderpest and foot-and-mouth regularly imported into the Philippines
by Chinese cattle.
In the same year, an abattoir for the processing of Australian cattle only was
erected on Sisiman Bay, Mariveles in the coastal province of Bataan after the
provisional removal of the ban on Australian cattle. This led to thousands of cattle being
regularly exported from the North.543 The Bureau of Agriculture-owned and operated
cattle facilities also included a quarantine station (particularly due to past experience
with cattle pleuro pneumonia) and stockyards for the north Australian cattle which
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mostly came from Wyndham. The quarantine station at Sisiman Bay, an isolated coastal
area on the other side of Manila Bay, proved to be successful at stopping the
introduction of cattle-related diseases from Australia into the Philippines.544 In the 1911
financial year, almost all fresh unfrozen beef bought in Manila was supplied by the
Sisiman Bay Abattoir. In 1912, 8104 Australian cattle were slaughtered at this Abattoir,
72 per cent of all imported cattle.545 From July 1911 to December 1915, 33,656
Australian cattle were exported from north Australia to Manila and slaughtered at
Sisiman.546 Between the period of 1916 and 1921, exports from Australia stopped and
the Sisiman meatworks closed down on a temporary basis.547
After 1921, the live cattle trade between northern Australia and Manila recommenced. These arrangements were made between Darwin’s Northern Agency in
conjunction with the Sydney-based Australian Investment Agency, and Filipino
importers who controlled the live cattle trade in Manila.548 In 1926, the Northern
Agency had a contract with Ramon Soriano of Manila for the supply of live cattle.
Soriano was involved in chartering the steamer for Manila and was the only man the
Northern Agency dealt with at the time. 549 Soriano’s cousin was Faustino Lichauco
who was known as the “Cattle King of the Philippines” and was a wealthy businessman
who profited heavily from the cattle business.550 Once the cattle left Australia, the
responsibility for the cattle was transferred to the hands of Soriano, who took the cattle
to the Sisiman Bay abattoir and quarantine station. As of 1928, Soriano held a permit to
import Australian cattle to provide 40 per cent of Manila’s annual beef.551
In the same decade, the company attempted to open up a live export trade with
Java and Hong Kong: in 1924, a trial shipment of 100 were exported to Hong Kong
(bought by Chinese butchers); whilst 175 were shipped to Java. However, a large trade
did not eventuate. Java, Singapore, Hong Kong and Manila continued to viewed as
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significant markets for live cattle by Territory officials throughout the 1920s.552
Between 1921 and 1923, the steamers used to import into Manila included the
Roberto Figueras and Helikon. The former was owned by the Figueras Steamship
Company in Manila before being sold to American buyers in 1922. The company had
branches in Manila, Iloilo (Philippines) and Barcelona.553 From 1924 onwards, the
company mostly used the steamers known as Pronto and Anlee to ship to Manila from
Darwin. 554
In 1922, the Philippines sourced their beef supply from China (Hong Kong and
Tsingtao), Indo-China (Phnom Penh, Cambodia and Annam, Vietnam), north Australia
and India. Frozen beef was monopolised by American and Australian companies in the
Philippines. In August 1922, the Philippines Agricultural Department prohibited the
importation of cattle from Hong Kong, Indochina and India, due to prevalence of animal
diseases from these places.555 This allowed Australia to capitalise on the Manila market.
To Philippines commentators, Australian cattle was deemed to be the fattest bullocks
imported, the beef having ‘ready acceptance’ amongst the public. The cattle was also
described as ‘very risky cargo’ for importers for its ‘wild nature, difficulty in handling,
and non-resistance to disease.’556 Between 1921 and 1930, the Northern Agency
exported around 44,000 cattle to the Philippines. To show the significance of this trade
from northern Australia, in 1928, for instance, the Philippines imported 7947 cattle from
overseas with 7907 cattle imported from Australia. This represented approximately 99.5
per cent of the cattle import trade for the year.557 The trade stopped in 1930 when the
Philippines government prohibited cattle imports into the country.558

Shipping Conditions and Animal Welfare
The entire export trade involved a long process, as Nancy Cushing puts it, of
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‘mustering, movement to a transport hub, a period of time in a holding depot at the port,
loading onto a ship, the voyage and disembarkation.’559 The process also involved a
period of time in a quarantine station and confinement at a stockyard at the destination
before preparing the ‘commodity’ for market consumption. This section analyses this
transnational trade network and examines the animal welfare issues inherent within it.
This shows the extent to which animals were commodified as part of colonialism and
participation in the regional food trade.
During a shipment from Wyndham to Manila in 1922, the inadequate conditions
were exemplified. Due to Wyndham experiencing major floods and rainfall during this
shipment, the cattle steamer Roberto Figueras was unable to collect the cattle and
instead was forced to proceed to Darwin. Quick ‘experimental’ arrangements were
made and the cattle were transported to Darwin via railway. The cattle were then forced
to endure truck rides from the railway to the port. The whole process first started on
Monday morning at Wyndham and eventually finished on 3pm Thursday with a total of
430 cattle dispatched to Manila. Considerable animal welfare issues were noticeable
during this four-day arrangement. After the cattle trucks arrived in Darwin, loading was
slow due to ‘the bullocks, stupefied by their long journey, would not face the steep
race’. With only a few cattle boarded, loading was postponed until the following
morning. The cattle unloaded were enclosed in trucks at the railway depot. Although the
cattle received a ‘good water spraying’, a ‘few head’ of cattle perished on the trucks
‘awaiting loading’. The Australian Investment Agency, Sydney agents for the Northern
Agency, outlined that when delays or unforeseen circumstances, such as bad weather,
occurred, there was no place where cattle could be sheltered and ‘no facilities for
feeding in the Railway Department’s yard.’ Any delay once the cattle are on the trucks
was described as potentially ‘disastrous’.560
In 1928, an observer who travelled with the cattle described improper rail
transportation to Darwin as “damnable”. During a voyage where reportedly nine cattle
died due to poor facilities, one animal was smothered to death by the other animals.561
In 1925, C.W.D. Conacher, manager of the Northern Agency admitted that the ‘normal’
carrying capacity of a train was 156 head of cattle, but emphasized that they ‘frequently
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load 170 to 178’ and that pastoralists will place as many as safely possible on a train ‘in
their own interests’. The Northern Agency received government concessions on railway
freight for live exports from Darwin to Asia on a fixed minimum train load of 160 head.
The Northern Agency were asking the government to consider lowering the minimum
below the normal.562 The secretary of Commonwealth Railways – who determined
freight costs – however believed that a ‘fair average number per train’ was 175 and that
minimum rate should remain. Consequently, 500 head could then be conveyed by three
trains. The minimum rate was deemed important by the department as ‘special trains
could not be run 400 miles for one or two trucks of cattle.’563
In 1923, an official report was conducted on the Australia-Manila live cattle
trade by the Northern Territory Chief Inspector of Stock, Captain Frank C. Bishop
acting under instructions by the Home and Territories Department, Melbourne. Bishop
sourced much of his information through the Philippines Stock Department and Filipino
importers (Soriano) and also travelled with Chief Veterinarian of the Philippines, Dr. S.
Youngberg to Manila during a cattle shipment from Darwin to Manila on board the
Roberto Figueras. The investigations were driven by an outbreak of anthrax discovered
amongst deceased Australian cattle at Sisiman. The Philippine government subsequently
ordered a temporary ban on further Australian cattle until shipments were free from the
disease. The report concluded that the anthrax infections were attributed to the straw
given to cattle as fodder on board the steamers. The specific cause was rice straw grown
in soil in the low swamp lands of Bulacan, which was contaminated with anthrax spores
and fed to cattle on the steamer. In the early 1920s, an anthrax infection swept Luzon,
killing tens of thousands of cattle and was the second most prevalent bovine disease
behind rinderpest.564
Australian cattle were taken by sea on a 10-day journey from Darwin or
Wyndham to the Sisiman Bay abattoir. Cattle on board typically lost considerable
weight during the 10 days. During Bishop’s trip to Manila, one shipment of cattle
averaging 1000 pounds per head decreased by 55 pounds and lost a further 40 pounds at
Sisiman. As presented in the report by Captain Bishop in 1923, out of 21 shipments to
Manila from Darwin and Wyndham on board the two steamers Roberto Figueras and
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Helikon, 10,052 cattle were shipped. Out of these, a total of 409 cattle died on board, an
on-board mortality rate of four per cent.565
In a 1912 trial shipment from Darwin to Manila, the animals were kept in the
lower areas of the steamer, cooled by ‘canvas ventilators’ from the upper area of the
ship. Neglect, however, was observed, when the animals, already starved of food and
water for many hours, had no immediate access to food and water. One observer noted
that the cattle in their stalls were searching ‘wild-eyed and fearful’ for ‘fresh water and
food they smelt but could not see’. The observer waited ‘for some time to see the empty
troughs filled with water’, however no ‘relief’ came.566 Deplorable air quality and
neglect on board was a notable problem of the Australian live export trade.567
In Bishop’s report, requirements recommended for the live cattle trade included
the need for a separate compartment on the steamer to be ‘reserved for overheated and
sick animals from holds’, sun covering over the hatch of lower holds to stop the ‘sun
striking the animals’ at noon, thermometers to be placed in the holds on the steamers
and recorded three times daily, plentiful supplies of water and the ‘introduction of
forced drafts on ships in addition to windsails’.568 These suggestions were clearly
expressed to improve living conditions and decrease rates of mortality.
After the 10-day journey, the cattle were then landed by the ship in paddocks
situated next to the Bureau of Agriculture’s Sisiman Bay abattoir where importers
stored their cattle for around 18 days before being slaughtered.569 The vessel was
subjected to an inspection by a Director of Agriculture representative with a fee of
twenty centavos per head. Australian cattle by law were not allowed to be landed
anywhere other than Sisiman. The abattoirs and the markets in Manila were ‘major
sources of revenue’ for the government and were significant in its regulation of
disease.570 After that cattle buyers and the superintendent at the Abattoir were
responsible for unloading, driving, feeding, butchering and preparing for public
consumption. Imported Australian cattle were quarantined at the Quarantine Station and
injected with an anthrax serum during the 1920s epizootic and quarantined for bovine
pleuro-pneumonia and rinderprest. This section was supervised by a trained veterinarian
565
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doctor under the Bureau of Agriculture. Under an Administrative order, the Director of
Agriculture held the ‘right to slaughter’ ‘if necessary’ any cattle found to be infected
with disease to protect the animals of the Philippines.571
The cattle were stored in large sheds divided into multiple compartments that
held 20 cattle. The sheds were situated within two isolation corrals 1 hectare in size
surrounded by a double-barbed wire fence. Filipino butchers were in control of the
slaughtering process. Slaughtering commenced at 1pm and was completed by 5pm
daily, during which 30 to 40 cattle were treated. The slaughtered flesh was taken to an
80-yard long jetty connected to the abattoir where a specially-fitted barge towed by a
small launch transported the meat to Manila at 11pm daily. The meat was placed into
trucks, taken to the local markets in Manila, and prepared for retail the following day. 572
After the banning of live cattle imports to the Philippines and reliance on
domestic beef production in 1930, Sisiman quarantine station and abattoir was closed
down.573 In late 1947, Darwin initiated one more attempt to ship live cattle to the
Manila market. Sisiman Bay was again chosen as the site for the animals. But, nothing
else came from the trade. In the trial, problems occurred in transporting the cattle from
Mataranka (around 260 miles southeast of Darwin) to Darwin’s wharf via railway. As
officials remarked the specific problem was to rail the cattle ‘without undue
detention’.574

Conclusion
The beef and cattle trade from the Northern Territory, Western Australia and
Queensland to Asia reflects north Australia’s economic, social and cultural
incorporation within the region. The grand idea to feed South East Asia fitted into the
established discourse of capitalising on Australia’s proximity to Asian markets,
providing an outlet for its surplus, and turning the North into an Asian-directed
emporium. I argued that north Australia filled a perceived void in the meat supply to
Asia affected by inadequate local stocks, disease, environmental factors and inferior
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quality. The cattle trade competed alongside other beef-producing countries such as
Thailand, Bali, China and Vietnam. The frozen beef trade, which overrode shipping
challenges associated with live cattle, created economic and cultural ties with Singapore
and the surrounding Malay Archipelago that continued well into the twentieth century.
Analysing these transcolonial connections shines new historical light on cross-cultural
entanglements between Australia and the South East Asian populations of diverse
ethnicities and religions that remain important to this day.
The chapter also illuminates the commodification of an animal in the colonialbuilding process, treated as ‘risky cargo’ in an environment that was clearly unsuitable
for handling cattle. The problems relating to animal welfare have not changed since the
nineteenth century. Whereas the 1890s Darwin cattle trade showed consideration of
animal welfare, the Manila trade was characterised by problems relating to
transportation.
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Chapter 5
Asian markets for the ‘Marine Wealth’ of Tropical Australia

The northern Australian fisheries of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were
geographically part of the broader Indo-Pacific region with connections to both Asia
and the Pacific. Well before European colonisation, marine produce such as trepang (or
bêche-de-mer)575 was sought after by Chinese merchants. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
trepang trade was one of the main reasons why north Australia was so desirable to early
British imperialists. In Queensland, the region from the Great Barrier Reef up to the
Torres Strait islands was recognised for its potential for marine food production. This
chapter is primarily concerned with the well-known trepang industry, while also
exploring later attempts to develop fisheries for two other marine products – shark fins
and sardines. All three of these products aimed to exploit new Asian markets.
Historians have uncovered the important links between Indigenous Australians
and Makassan seafaring traders who fished along the Gulf of Carpentaria and Arnhem
Land.576 Campbell Macknight covered these relationships in the trepang trade in his
pioneering book Voyage to Marege.577 In Steve Mullins’ history of colonialism in the
Torres Strait islands, the trepang industry is mentioned within his discussion of the
region as an extension of the Western Pacific frontier northwards.578 Historians Regina
Ganter and Anna Shnukal along with Julia Martínez and Adrian Vickers and others
have explored the history of the lucrative pearl-shell industry and its reliance on Asian
labour. This marine product, however, was harvested more for its precious shell, while
the pearl-shell meat was regarded as an unimportant by-product.579 With the
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historiography focussing mostly on the early years of trepang fishing there remains a
considerable historiographical gap in the area of northern fisheries. This chapter
therefore considers the history of trepang over the longer period, and other edible
marine produce up to the 1940s. One important historical source on the trepang industry
is the 1908 Royal Commission into the workings of the pearl-shell and trepang fisheries.
The Commission investigated problems of resource depletion, scientific cultivation and
the possibilities of operating the fisheries with white-only labour. The minutes of this
hearing, which includes interviews with trepang fishers, presents rare insights into the
social and economic history of the trepang industry up until 1908, illuminating the
people involved and the commodity networks that connected production to Asian
consumers.580
This chapter also builds on the growing body of environmental history that has
looked at the ecological impact of the commercial fisheries of the Barrier Reef.
Historians James and Margarita Bowen consider human impact on the Great Barrier
Reef analysing the changes from colonial exploitation to the rise of ecology and
preservation.581 Historians such as Ben Daley, Peter Griggs and Helene Marsh have
criticised the ‘unsustainable’ management of the colonial fisheries and its negative
impact on marine life such as dugongs, trepang and turtles.582 Rohan Lloyd’s recent
PhD thesis on European perceptions of the Great Barrier Reef from 1770 to 1975, traced
how European discourse concerning the commercial exploitation of the Reef considered
both ‘economic and natural attributes’.583 Ann Elias’s 2019 book Coral Empire studied
Western visual impressions of the Great Barrier Reef in the early twentieth century.
Elias particularly focuses on the work of explorer and photographer Frank Hurley, who
played a role in the mass circulation of fantastical images surrounding the underwater
world of the Barrier Reef.584 This chapter seeks to analyse this environmental
exploitation, focusing on its relationship with seafood and the transcolonial links with
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the Indo-Pacific that shaped this history of colonialism and consumption.

The ‘Marine Wealth’
Drawing on familiar tropes of ‘tropicality’, government officials and colonists depicted
northern Australia as a place of endless tropical ‘marine wealth’, ripe for harvesting as
export commodities and commercial gain. In a report on North Queensland’s industries
presented at the Sydney International Exhibition of 1879, the ‘ascertained wealth’ of the
northern seas was described as presenting Australia with ‘many possibilities for future
profit’, particularly for ‘fellow colonists’. The region’s marine environment was
‘teeming with life’ with many islands still ‘unknown’.585
The 1889 report by the British-born Commissioner of the Fisheries of
Queensland, William Saville-Kent was influenced by the ‘practical and profitable’
fishing in the ‘Malay Archipelago and India’, encouraging the government to take
advantage of the ‘abundant representation’ of certain types of seafood in Queensland.
Referring to the export-oriented dried shark fin industry of ‘India, China, and the East’,
described as ‘a very important staple’, the report posed the potentiality of a similar
commercial export industry in Queensland.586
In 1893 Saville-Kent published The Great Barrier Reef: Its Products and
Potentialities, which further entrenched the idea in the European colonial consciousness
of the Barrier Reef as an inexhaustible economic base of marine products for global
markets.587 One chapter entitled ‘Food and Fancy Fishes’ focused on the ‘distinctive’
and sheer diversity of tropical marine life of Queensland and its potential ‘economic
value’. In particular, Saville-Kent positioned the tropical north as part of a shared
‘Oriental’ and ‘Indo-Pacific’ region. It is not surprising that certain products from the
Barrier Reef became highly sought-after by international consumers in the following
years.
Saville-Kent acknowledged the ecological connections between particular fishes
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in North Queensland and the Indo-Pacific and the possibility of providing marine
commodities to markets across India and the Malay Archipelago. Here, patterns of
consumerism and trade were firmly established. For example, the fish saurida argentea,
also known as the ‘Queensland Bummaloe’, which existed in ‘abundance’ in Cooktown
as well as Bowen and Townsville, was described as ‘nearly related to the Indian
harpodon ucherus.’ This fish when dried ‘constitutes the celebrated “Bummaloe” or
“Bombay Duck” of commerce, and is held in much repute as condiment for curries.’
Acknowledging the importance on the Asian food market, Saville-Kent noted if
properly prepared it had the potential to ‘compete favourably for a position in the
world’s markets besides its Indian congener.’588 He also discussed two species of
anchovies in Queensland which had a geographical habitat throughout northern
Queensland, India and the Malay Archipelago, forming an ‘important and valuable
commercial product’ in the latter two markets where anchovies were preserved in ‘Java,
Sumatra, and the Straits of Malacca’ for domestic consumption and Chinese and Indian
markets. After discussing ‘the Malay’ method of anchovy preservation, Saville-Kent
argued that there is ‘no reason why the shoals of the same anchovy, that periodically
abound in Queensland waters, should not be turned to a similar product and profitable
account’.589 Further, Saville-Kent described another type of herring ‘abounding’ in
‘intra-tropical’ Queensland, which was related to a ‘Malayan type’ consumed in Celebes
and used in the ‘manufacture’ of ‘red fish’, a silver-bar fish ‘plentiful in the
neighbourhood of the Torres Strait’ which was also found ‘abundantly in tropical
waters, from the African coast-line to the China Seas’.590 Throughout Saville-Kent
described the ‘plentiful’ tropical and sub-tropical Queensland sea products that
harnessed commercial significance as food for domestic and international markets. 591
In an 1892 supplementary report on the ‘food fishes of Queensland’, which was
published in Brisbane Courier, Saville-Kent focused mostly on the seafood of the
‘northern waters’. He illuminated labour connections to Asia, highlighting the
dominance of Chinese fishermen in these parts: at the Norman River the majority of
licenced fishermen were Chinese who provided the local fish supply of Croydon and
Normanton; at Cooktown the rivers were ‘worked chiefly by Chinese men’; and at
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Thursday Island the local fish supply was ‘obtained mainly through the agency of two
or three Chinese fishermen’.592
Saville-Kent’s economic discourse regarding the Barrier Reef was evidently
enduring and provided the impetus to many colonial attempts to develop northern
Australia’s maritime industries, particularly in the 1930s. This framing of Queensland
as a bountiful resource awaiting development was evident in an official address by
Charles Hadley in 1909 to the Australasian Association for the Advancement of
Science. Hadley was an assistant curator and president of the Australian Museum.
Hadley declared that Queensland’s ‘marine fauna’ was a ‘great national asset. Few
countries are so well endowed. Even without cultivation a rich harvest has been reaped
of oysters, pearlshell, beche-de-mer, turtle…fish, dugong, and other products.’
However, Hadley stressed that more ‘exact knowledge and systematic research’ was
needed if Queensland was to reap the rewards of its resources.593

Early History: the Chinese Trepang trade and the tropical zone
The earliest interest in northern Australia’s seafood can be traced to precolonial
connections forged between Aboriginal Australians and Malays who came to North
Australia to procure trepang for Chinese markets.594 As explained in Chapter 1, the
seafood product and the Chinese-Malay trade inspired the British colonisation of the
northern coast of Australia in the early nineteenth century. Trepang, regarded by the
Chinese as a delicacy, offered the British East India Company an alternative trading
commodity at a time when tea imported from China to Britain outweighed British
exports to China. The British hoped to weaken the Dutch commercial hold on South
East Asia. Unquestionably, the marine produce of the North was already firmly
entrenched in the colonial consciousness before Queensland became a colony in the
mid-nineteenth century.
In addition to trepang, the British were interested in trading shark’s fin, agaragar (edible seaweed) and bird’s nest along with non-food products such as bees wax,
pearl and trochus shell, camphor and sandalwood. These marine products were in high
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demand by wealthy consumers in the lucrative markets of China.595 These were
exclusively sourced from the tropical zone: for example, trepang from north Australia,
New Guinea, Sulu Islands, Borneo and Singapore; shark fins from the Straits of
Malacca and the Philippines; bird’s nest from Borneo and Java; agar-agar from
Malacca, Singapore and Makassar; camphor from Borneo; and sandalwood from Fiji
and Timor.596
According to historian James Warren between the late eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries there were 68,000 labourers involved in the trepang fisheries of the Celebes
and Sulu seas.597 Trepang in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was procured
from across South East Asia by Chinese traders, with the Malay Archipelago especially
prized as a significant harvesting zone.598 Ports such as Makassar in South Sulawesi
turned into emporiums of this Asia Pacific trade sourced by the annual harvesting of the
Makassan traders.599 In 1856, the markets of Makassar sold products sourced from New
Guinea, north Australia, and other Malay Archipelago islands.600
To the east, in the south Pacific Islands an extended trepang frontier can be
traced to the arrival of European traders in the early nineteenth century, who came to
exploit sandalwood and pearl-shell.601 Fiji, Hawai‘i and the Marquesas had been
involved in the trepang trade from the early 1800s. In Fiji, trepang was exploited from
as early as 1817 to the 1850s.602 The industry led to sustained contact with the
Indigenous population, who were employed as labour needed for procurement. Early
Australian traders also ventured into New Caledonia to collect trepang. In 1848, Robert
Towns, notable Sydney merchant and trader, established a shore station on the Isle of
Pines to exploit the region’s sandalwood and trepang with the help of local Indigenous
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labourers.603 In the 1860s, labourers imported from Samoa and the Gilbert Islands were
employed in establishment of trepang and copra trades on the small atoll of Nukulaelae
in Tuvalu by German firms.604 From the mid-1860s, the Solomon Islands witnessed an
expansion of European traders in the region who exploited the trepang resources. The
marine product was taken to Sydney for export to Chinese markets to trade for tea. The
boom years for this trade were between the late 1870s and early 1880s.605
By the 1870s, this Pacific trepang trade was based around the Torres Strait and
southern New Guinea.606 The first trepang fisheries in the Torres Strait were extensions
of the Southwest Pacific-Chinese trade in sandalwood. For instance, in 1844, James
Paddon, a British trader with financial support from a merchant in Canton established a
sandalwood station at Aneityum in the New Hebrides, exporting his product to China.
In 1858, Paddon relocated his station to the Great Barrier Reef, due to the abundance of
trepang in the area. Paddon predominantly relied on Pacific Island labour derived from
New Caledonia, Loyalty Islands, the New Hebrides and the Solomon Islands but also
employed Chinese. Although the venture collapsed a few years later, sixty tons of
trepang was exported to China.607 Thus, as historian Steve Mullins has remarked, the
trepang industry that formed in Far North Queensland in the late nineteenth century was
a ‘remote frontier…of the Western Pacific maritime trade.’608

The trepang industry and Indo-Pacific networks (1870s-1940s)
In the 1870s trepang stations appeared along the coastal areas in places such as Cairns,
Thursday Island and Cooktown. Specifically, the rise of the industry can be attributed to
the discovery of the Palmer River goldfields, the establishment of the port of Cooktown,
the opening of the Torres Strait Mail line and the migration of Chinese in the 1870s.609
The early trepang stations were often worked by Chinese migrants, who prepared and
cured the product to be exported by Chinese entrepreneurs via their business networks.
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Newly arrived Chinese built the industry on their cultural connections to Hong Kong. A
specially-designed Chinese junk that was constructed in Cooktown traded with the
fishing stations, collecting the trepang for export.610 By 1879, the trepang industry was
worth £14,000 in exports annually (although pearl-shell was more economically
important, worth £112,000).611 The trepang-exporting ‘Chinese network…extended far
beyond [East Asia], from India and Ceylon on the west to New Guinea and Australia on
the east.’612
The line of E&A steamers helped establish the trepang trade from the 1870s
onwards. The supply extended northwards into New Guinea, with a feeder schooner,
Pride of the Logan used to collect trepang for the E&A steamers to export to Hong
Kong.613 These early trepang-fishing expeditions, which were deemed important to the
development of northern Queensland and its ambitions to become an Asian entrepot,
thus helped fuel the Australian exploitation of the New Guinea frontier, and the growing
imperial ambitions in that region.614 This foreshadowed the calls for Queensland
annexation in the 1880s, as outlined in previous chapters. Moreover, these Pacific
explorations, which continued in the following years, defined the tropical Australasian
fishing zone of this long-lasting Chinese trade that continued throughout the first half of
the twentieth century.615 With direct communication with New Guinea soon fostered by
the Burns Philp (BP) shipping network in the mid-1880s, this zone extended from
Mackay to the southern coast of New Guinea. For example, in 1885, a Chinese
fisherman had a trepang station at Teste Island (Wari Island, Milne Bay Province) and
via BP traded his commodities at Cooktown. In the same year, other workers connected
to the export industry fished at Basilaki Island in Milne Bay Province, transporting the
fish in a steamer to be sold at Cooktown, and subsequently exported to Hong Kong by
Chinese merchants.616
The networks of the seafood industry thus mapped onto the geographical realm
of ‘Australasia’. The 1880s customs report often included a separate column dedicated
610
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to trepang collected in New Guinea and exported from Queensland.617 By 1889, there
were 62 licensed boats at Thursday Island as well as 27 from Cooktown and six from
Cairns, Ingham, and Townsville. Overall there were 100 craft engaged in the
industry.618 Even in 1908, white ‘masters’ sent boats to collect the commodity ‘outside
Queensland waters’ in places such as Papua New Guinea on the island of Samarai and
west of Port Moresby.619 In the early 1900s, all the trepang that was procured from both
Queensland and New Guinea waters was shipped to Hong Kong via the Torres Strait.620
Trepang fishing operated alongside and overlapped with other valuable tropical marine
industries such as pearl-shell and trochus shell, pearl-shell being the most important for
the Queensland economy.
With the establishment of an Indo-Pacific gateway via the Torres Strait in the
1870s and 1880s these colonial companies sought out a ‘coloured’ labour pool to
exploit the tropical resources. This was made up of fishermen and labourers from
regions such as Japan, India, Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia),
the Philippines, and the Pacific Islands. This also included the expertise of Indigenous
fishermen, merchants from China, and both European and Asian ‘captains’ or ‘masters’.
The Queensland government generated revenue from the export of trepang as well as
through licence fees for boats.621
By the late 1880s, Thursday Island in particular had a poly-ethnic population
reflecting its connections with the Indo-Pacific, tropical zone, and the global economy.
According to the 1888 annual report by the Acting Government Resident, Hugh
Milman, the population of around 3000, in addition to Indigenous and Torres Strait
Islander people, consisted of men (and some women) from: Europe, India (Bengal), the
Pacific Islands, the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, West Indies, Brazil, Burma,
Japan, China, Ceylon, Egypt, Africa (Zanzibar and Sudan) and Mauritius. Sixteen
hundred of these men worked in the pearl-shell and trepang fisheries.622 In 1907, the 96
people with ‘in charge’ licences of both trepang and pearl-shell boats included: Japanese
(15), Filipino (22), European (four), Torres Strait Islander (40), Indian (one), Samoan
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(two), South American (one), Jamaican (two), Malay (six) and Pacific Islander men
(six).623 Some of the West Indian men from Jamaica still employed in the trepang
industry in the early 1900s had been involved in the industry for 20 or 30 years.624
Historian Emma Christopher has recently provided rare insights into the presence of
Afro-Caribbean workers in Queensland. Originating from Jamaica and Antigua, they
were employed as seamen and cooks on labour vessels in the Pacific Labour Trade in
the 1880s.625
Publications soon positioned the trepang industry as a defining part of the new
Indo-Pacific frontier of northern Queensland. E&A’s 1875 Handbook for its SingaporeTorres Strait route to Australia detailed that ‘Malays, Papuans, Polynesians and
Aboriginal Australians, are employed by the colonists in diving for these slugs’.626 In
the 1890s, Saville-Kent remarked that the gathering crews were either Aboriginal,
Torres Strait, Pacific Islander or Filipino men. Aboriginal men employed were typically
recruited from the Batavia River, whilst Aboriginal women were engaged in the curing
process. Chinese fishermen chiefly provided the local fish supply of populations in
Normanton, Croydon, Cooktown and Thursday Island.627
From as early as the 1870s, men from the French colony of New Caledonia,
particularly the Loyalty Islands, entered the trepang industry, Loyalty Islanders had first
arrived in North Queensland between 1866 and 1875 as part of the Pacific Labour
Trade. They worked on sugar plantations, whilst others worked on the vessels that
cruised the Pacific Islands, mined for gold or worked in the marine industries of
Queensland. For instance, long-term trepang fisher, Charley Wattia, originally from
Lifou in the Loyalty Islands, arrived in Queensland in 1872. In Queensland, Wattia
worked as a sailor on a whaling ship Fanny Fisher and then the Palmer River goldfields
in Cooktown. Thereafter, he moved to Darnley Island in the Torres Strait to work for
marine merchant Frank Jardine as a swimmer diver. He eventually became a licensed
boat owner engaged in both the pearl-shell and trepang industries, where he stayed for
29 years. He relied on the help of ‘mainland’ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
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workers. In 1908, however, after going into debt and losing his boats, Wattia was solely
focusing on trepang fishing on Darnley Island using the boat of Edward Pitt, a
boatowner on Darnley Island.628 Another long-term trepang fisher on Darnley Island,
Coco, was born on Lifou Island and came to Queensland in the late 1870s where he was
engaged in trepang fishing for 25 years as of 1908. He was a naturalised British subject
who was married to a Pacific Islander woman from Drummond Island (Gilbert
Islands).629 He too eventually owned two boats.630
Edward Pitt’s father, Douglas Pitt, also came to North Queensland via Lifou
Island. Douglas Pitt was part of the aforementioned flow of migrants from Jamaica, who
left a mark on the colonial development of north Australia. Pitt, born in 1844, was
originally from Kingston and was of Afro-Jamaican descent. Pitt migrated to the
Pacific, working on Lifou Island. In 1871, Pitt was involved in ferrying the first
missionaries from Lifou to Darnley Island in the Torres Strait. Pitt eventually married a
New Caledonian woman from Lifou and settled on Darnley, one of the early island
settlers before Queensland annexation in 1877. He passed away at Thursday Island in
1933 at the age of 89.631 One of his other sons Douglas Pitt Jnr (see, figure 23) was also
involved in the marine industries of North Queensland and became a well-known
fisherman. The Queensland press labelled him as an ‘institution rather than a human
being’ who ‘never failed to arouse the admiration of North Queenslanders’.632 Douglas
Pitt was regarded for using his seafaring and swimming abilities to save lives during
cyclones. Due to his intimate knowledge of the Barrier Reef, he was also ‘continually in
demand as a pilot’. In the 1920s, Douglas Pitt was fishing and residing in ‘Malay Town’
in Cairns, earning the nickname ‘The King of Malay Town’ before his untimely death in
1925.633 Thus, the Pitt family embodied important cross-cultural entanglements between
north Australia, New Caledonia and Jamaica that shaped the early northern marine
industries.
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Figure 23, Douglas Pitt Jnr (far right) and his Indigenous workers ca. 1918.
Source: Queenslander, 23 February 1918, p. 23.

Figure 24, trepang vessels and fishermen in the Torres Straits,
ca. 1900s. Source: 4831 Postcard Collection, 4831, John Oxley
Library, SLQ.
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Like other planters and managers in North Queensland’s plantation districts,
white ‘masters’ brought experience exploiting fishing areas and Indigenous labour
throughout tropical Australasia. Andrew Sinclair was part of the wave of white traders
who came to the Solomon Islands in the 1860s to harvest trepang for export to Sydney
for the Chinese consumer markets.634 He arrived in the Solomon Islands in 1868, and
spent six years there, before coming to work in the Torres Strait pearl-shell and trepang
industries in 1874. Other trepang masters such as William John Hoar had prior
experience trepang fishing in New Guinea in the late 1870s before engaging in
Cooktown, where he continued to work for 32 years.635 This Pacific connection is
similar to the pearl-shell masters in North Queensland who carried former experience
working in places such as the Aru Islands (Maluku), Solomon Islands and New
Guinea.636
This colonial entanglement between North Queensland and New Guinea can
also be seen in the flow of early white trepangers who at the turn of the twentieth
century moved their businesses to Samarai, while others turned to the copra trade. This
migration was on the back of the 1887 Imperial Conference, which politicized
Queensland’s administration of British New Guinea with financial support from NSW
and Victoria.637 As Chapter 1 illuminated, this colonial landscape precipitated a flow of
white Australian settlers into the new frontier of British New Guinea. North Queensland
companies such as Burns Philp also expanded their interests into the region in the
1890s, as explored in Chapter 2. Two of these settlers were Thomas James Andrew
Thomson and Frederick Evennett. They were based in Cooktown and owned a small
fleet of boats within the trepang industry before going to Samarai in the mid-1890s.
Both became members of the Samarai Chamber of Commerce along with a number of
former North Queenslanders. Evennett in particular rose to prominence in the Papuan
copra industry. By 1925, he owned several plantations in Milne Bay on Ito Island, East
Cape and Deirina Island and resided in Papua for almost four decades before returning
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to Cairns.638 Contrastingly, Frederick’s nephew Arthur Evennett migrated from Coen (in
the Cape York Peninsula) in 1902 in the Merrie England working on the Papuan
plantations before becoming a prominent trepang trader in Samarai in the 1920s, living
there for the rest of his life. In 1924, Evennett controlled seven luggers and a workforce
of 48 Papuans, and worked amongst the islands in the extreme south-eastern Papua.
Maintaining connections to North Queensland, Evennett made visits to the North and
also relied on luggers from there. In 1937, for example, he and four Papuans came to
Townsville to sail his purchased boat back to Samarai.639 Similarly, long-term white
settlers and traders in Papua had strong social, economic and cultural connections to
North Queensland, which was reflected in the trepang industry.
The trepang boats provided by white men were mainly captained by Japanese,
Filipino and Indonesian men who employed Indigenous or Papuan labourers. Japanese
captains were prominent in the industry, particularly in the early 1900s. The men would
purchase the licence and boating equipment, employ two or three hands and travel to a
nearby Aboriginal camp to employ the help of Indigenous men, children and women
and continue to the ‘reef’ to fish. It was stated that in exchange for labour, Asian
workers sometimes paid Indigenous workers in the form of goods such as flour,
clothing, tobacco and calico – equivalent to the wages earned, which in the 1880s was
anywhere between 5s to 20s per month. Indigenous workers were also taken to the
closest port for registration before and after fishing work before the ‘shipping master’,
where a fee was charged per worker.640 Indigenous fishermen performed a significant
role in other seafood industries such as the turtle industry. Indigenous fishermen were
especially depended upon for locating and harvesting the catch, commonly drawing on
traditional fishing techniques. Alan Ord Mackenzie, a white boat owner who had been
engaged in the trepang industry since the 1880s, described Indigenous workers as the
‘best swimmers’. He especially praised the work of the ‘boys’ from Night Island and
Cape Grenville districts.641
The catch of trepang was processed and bagged before being sold to local
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Chinese merchants by tender. One white ‘master’ at Cairns stated that three or four
different ‘resident’ Chinese buyers typically offered him a price for the seafood when
the goods were being bagged. Others noted that Chinese merchants bought ‘direct from
the boat’.642 According to a leading Chinese merchant in Cooktown, the product could
fetch up to £150 per ton on the Chinese market.643 However, due to the higher
consumption of the product during the winter period or latter part of the year, the prices
on the Chinese markets were more remunerative during the ‘festive seasons’ in China,
particularly around Chinese New Year, where ‘the Chinese give more for it’. Prices on
the Hong Kong market also fluctuated depending on the type of trepang exported.644
The main variety of trepang caught in Queensland and highly favoured by the Chinese
was the black teat-fish, which fetched £140 to £150. Other varieties in order of
economic value included the red-fish, black-fish, lolly-fish, prickly-fish, white teat-fish
and sand-fish.645
Burns Philp were also involved in trepang in places such as Cooktown, owning
boating equipment and trading the commodity locally to Chinese buyers or by
consignment to Hong Kong. According to one of BP’s mercantile managers at
Cooktown, the industry was heavily dependent on the fishing skills of Indigenous
Australian workers. The manager complained of overfishing, Japanese ‘competition’,
fluctuation of prices on the Chinese market, and the fact that Indigenous crews preferred
to trade their catches with local Chinese merchants.646 The Queensland trepang industry
was evidently one of varying success for BP. The trepang business for BP’s Cooktown
branch was largely unprofitable, their records indicating that they ‘made enormous
losses every time’ they had ‘touched the business’.647 This was, however, expressed at a
time when Cooktown was losing its importance to Cairns as a port and when trepang
fishing at Cooktown had dissipated.648 Another man who worked one of BP schooners
at Cairns, described the industry as once ‘very profitable’ and ‘one of the most
remunerative industries in Australia.’649
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Overfishing and depletion of the product was a pernicious problem that
impacted on the progress of the seafood industries, according to the Commission. As
one former white trepang master who had been fishing since 1891 noted in 1908,
trepang ‘is a thing that does not grow quickly. I have fished reefs out, and on going back
there three or four years afterwards, I could not get any fish.’650 Historians have noted
that the unsustainable practices caused long-term environmental damage in the Torres
Strait.651 Ben Daley has highlighted the long-term historical impact of unsustainable
fishing on marine animals such as green turtles, dugongs, whales, sharks and other fish
such as trepang, trochus and pearl oysters in the Great Barrier Reef. By the 1950s, these
fisheries had ‘declined to very low levels’ due to the long years of extensive
harvesting.652 In regards to trepang in contemporary times, the black teat-fish – the
prized variety caught in Queensland – is regarded as a depleted variety due to years of
unsustainable fishing. Daley importantly stressed that ‘even decades after the most
significant exploitation of these animals ceased, their populations have still far from
recovered.’653
In the first decades of the twentieth century, despite the fluctuation of the market
and the problems related to overfishing, the Hong Kong trepang trade still provided
Queensland with a regular source of export revenue alongside pearl-shell. Between
1905 and 1916, for instance, the value of trepang exports grew from £10,624 (for 105
tons of fish) to £38,633 (for 519 tons) in 1916. During 1915-18 and 1921-22, earnings
outweighed those collected for pearl-shell exports. Between 1920 and 1926, average
yearly revenue was approximately £36,550.654 Non-European labour remained central to
the industry. As noted by the Queensland government in the mid-1920s, Japanese
workers were prominent in the operation of the trepang boats, regularly employing a
gathering crew of Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander workers.655
By the 1930s, trepang was sourced for Chinese markets in Hong Kong (the main
market), mainland China and British Malaya (Malaysia). In the 1920s and 1930s, BP
was still actively engaged in trepang export. International firms from China, Germany
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and France were interested and contacted the Australian government looking to
establish relations with trepang exporters in Australia. Hence, when a Shanghai import
firm, Sino-Georgian Corporation on Szechuan Road, were looking for Australian
exporters of trepang in 1934, BP was listed as one of the interested Australian
companies and traders looking to dispose of trepang supplies.656
The harvesting of trepang and other seafood in north Australia was part of a
wider Indo-Pacific network that served the needs of Asian consumers. In 1936, British
Malaya imported trepang from North Borneo, Burma, Ceylon, Australia, Arabia, China,
Dutch East Indies, the Philippines and Siam (Thailand). Australia was the fourth biggest
supplier behind the Philippines (1520 cwts), the Dutch East Indies (1240 cwts) and
North Borneo (760 cwts), with the exports from Australia (360 cwts) valued at
£1,848.657 Similarly, in 1937, Hong Kong sourced trepang mainly from Australia,
British East Africa, Malaya, North Borneo, China, Egypt, French Indo-China, India,
China, Japan, Dutch East Indies and the Philippines. Australia was the third most
important supplier behind the Dutch East Indies (5876 cwts) and British East Africa
(3974 cwts) with trepang exports (2256 cwts) amounting to £12,481. This amount,
however, showed a decline from 1930 when the trepang-Hong Kong trade was worth
£21,847.658 Shanghai was a growing market for Australian trepang in the 1930s. In
1937, in order of trade importance, Shanghai imported the product from ‘Straits
Settlements and Federated Malay States’, Japan, Dutch East Indies, the Philippines,
Hong Kong, Korea, Aden, India, Egypt, ‘Other Countries’, Australia and Siam.
Australia’s exports for the year were 156 cwts, valued at £1000.659
The Australian federal government was interested in opening up new markets
for trepang. In 1938, the Queensland Premier, Forgan Smith on behalf of the Protector
of Aborigines, wrote to the Australian Government Commissioner for China in
Canberra inquiring about which Chinese agents were interested in trepang. According to
the Protector, the prices offered by ‘intermediary local buyers’ for his product fished by
Indigenous Australians were ‘poor’, in turn he desired to obtain help to establish ‘direct
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access to overseas markets’.660 The Commerce Department provided names of three
major international companies: Connell Brothers Company and the American Food
Company, both of Shanghai, and Gilman and Company of Hong Kong.661 The Connell
Brothers were a San Francisco-based provision agency that had a small empire across
the Indo-Pacific, operating branches in Singapore, Manila, Hong Kong, Shanghai and
Tientsin. Australian Trade Commissioner in China, V. Bowden described them as ‘well
regarded’ and had known them for years, although admitting they were not very large
‘financially’.662
Into the 1940s, trepang was still an important foodstuff imported by Chinese
merchants in both Hong Kong and Shanghai from the Torres Strait and the Pacific
Islands. In 1941, Chinese-Australian firm, Sam Hop and Co of Thursday Island
frequently exported ‘Torres Strait beche-de-mer’ to a Chinese importing house in
Shanghai, which handled ‘fair quantities’. Furthermore, in 1941, ‘regular’ trepang
supplies were also sourced from the Pacific Islands and brought to Australia for ‘direct’
export to Chinese markets. Thursday Island together with Solomon Islands and Papua,
and to a lesser extent, New Guinea, New Hebrides and New Caledonia, were involved
in the Australasian-Chinese trade. It was described as an enduring and ‘little-known
industry’ that went on ‘steadily’ without ‘fuss’ ‘for many years’. It was reported that the
elderly Chinese held the traditional belief that consuming beche-de-mer soup helped
‘recapture lost attributes of youth’, in turn Chinese merchants were still paying up to
£180 a ton for trepang ‘caught in the Pacific and Australia’s tropic seas.’663
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Figure 25, Indigenous trepang divers, ca. 1930s-50s. Source: M105, 2,
NAA, Canberra.
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Shark, Sardine and other marine products
Despite the social and cultural insularity encouraged by the ‘White Australia’ doctrine,
Australian entrepreneurs and investors were still interested in developing long-term
economic relationships with Asia. The discourse of Asia’s ‘teeming millions’, which
drove immigration restrictions after 1901, was viewed in a positive sense by Australian
business during this time, with Asian consumers touted as a lucrative market. An article
in the Sydney newspaper the Truth in 1925 declared that ‘Whilst every White
Australian in the land is waving his arms and discussing the danger of the colored alien
influx’, ‘fresh markets’ for Australian products in Singapore, Java, Malaya and other
major ports of Asia were being ignored. The article posed the question: ‘what are
Australians doing to enlarge her Eastern markets?’664
The ‘marine wealth’ of north Australia continued to attract attention from
scientists, echoing the earlier impressions of Saville-Kent in the 1890s. In 1929, a group
of British researchers and scientists spent a year studying the Great Barrier Reef, its
unique tropical fauna and the world-famous coral gardens. British-born Dr. Charles
Maurice Yonge discussed the ‘abundant’ fisheries in the Torres Strait and illuminated
the commercial possibilities of the area, noting that ‘the fish are always present, always
accessible, and in practically unlimited numbers’. Beyond the prevalent industries such
as turtle, trochus shell, pearl-shell and trepang, Yonge discussed potentialities ‘in the
development of a trade in cured fish with the East, while the value of dugong oil is such
that a development of this fishery would probably be a sound commercial undertaking.’
The necessary workforce would be provided by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people – described as ‘a highly-intelligent and physically almost perfect population on
the islands’.665 In his book A Year on the Great Barrier Reef, Yonge argued that
Indigenous people and their labour ‘which has largely built up the present marine
industries’ were ‘both natural seamen and hunters’ and through ‘their labour’ could help
develop the seafood industries.666 Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, another promoter
was Professor Ernest James Goddard at the University of Queensland who closely
studied ‘the marine wealth’ of the Barrier Reef and encouraged that commercial
attention be placed on the ‘inexhaustible’ supplies for world markets, particularly
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Asia.667 Following the recommendations of these experts, companies were inspired to
undertake this exploitation of the marine wealth and cater to consumers in the IndoPacific region, in particular the East Indies.
One ill-fated company was the ambitious Great Barrier Reef Fisheries Limited
(GBRF), established in 1929. The company was formed with a nominal capital
£250,000 and a NSW-Queensland joint board of directors that included Major-General
Sir Charles Rosenthal, Messrs William Percy of Sydney, James Robb of Brisbane and
the manager, Morley Cutlack of Brisbane and NSW. Its main objectives were to focus
on the large-scale preservation and curing of fish for export overseas, particularly in
Asia. Fish products included dried fish, salt-cured fish, canned turtle meat and soup,
shark fish and shark fins. The company was also looking to coordinate with a wide
range of related interests, including ship owners, whale, shark and turtle fishers,
wholesale and retail fish merchants and shark oil manufacturers.668 Manager Cutlack
was said to have had 12 years interest in the fisheries industries in the Pacific and
Queensland and was acquainted with modern methods of fish marketing and
manufacturing.669
As exemplified in the prospectus, GBRF declared they were ‘Tapping the
Wealth of the Great Barrier Reef’.670 The prospectus also included a quote by T.J.
McMahon who was a naturalist and had previously conducted a report on the
Queensland pearling industry:
Where the Great Barrier Reef has especial commercial possibilities is in the great
variety of edible fish, large and small, that abound in the Island Sea…as experts
now attest, some of the largest fish canning factories will be established along the
islands of the Reef, and THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WILL BE EMPLOYED in
the factories and in catching of fish. It is declared by…experienced fish dealers
that there is no place in the world better for the establishment of ‘sardine’ canning
factories.671
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In 1929, in response to the GBRF, the Queensland press highlighted that Australia was
about to ‘set out and feed’ the ‘Eight hundred millions in China and the East…from the
Great Barrier Reef’, the ‘magnitude of the Eastern markets’ deemed to be
underappreciated by Australia. Chinese merchants were interested in the proposal if
Australia could supply ‘120,000,000lb of dried and salted and cured fish annually’. In
the words of Cutlack, the main source would come from the ‘incredible abundance and
variety of the fauna of the Barrier waters’. The first step taken was the erection of a
‘turtle soup’ canning facility on Heron Island near Gladstone in Central Queensland.
Cutlack planned to extend the operations to capitalise on markets in the United States,
Great Britain and Australia. Near the Barrier Reef, a ‘modern plant’ was to be installed
to dry fish for export to Eastern markets.672
In February 1930, GBRF and C. J. G. Keyzer, a representative of a Dutch East
Indies company, developed a proposal to undertake a large-scale dried and canned fish
industry with Asia. According to the Java-based representative, the two men were
attempting to tap into the ‘almost unlimited market…in the populous Dutch East
Indies’, described as ‘fish-hungry’ consumers who could ‘consume all the dried fish that
was supplied to them.’ The fisheries company requested the Queensland government
grant them special leases of islands such as Brook Island and Holbourne Island
(Gladstone) for use as fishing stations for a term of 21 years. Keyzer arrived in Brisbane
via the Dutch Royal Mail Niew Holland steamer proposing ‘to place a large output of
fish from Barrier Reef waters on the market provided by millions of colored people in
Java and the East’. On his return to Batavia, the plan was for him to erect contracts with
‘East Indian trading firms’ for marketing and distribution. The products discussed as
highly-valued by Javanese consumers included trepang, smoked eel and shark fins. 673
The Queensland press believed that within a year ‘hundreds of men will be employed if
the company prospers, as is confidently anticipated’ commanding ‘an extensive fleet’.
This potential trade was ‘considered an industry ranking in importance with wool and
wheat’.674
Despite these promising proclamations, no evidence exists on the outcome of
this business arrangement and in June 1931, GBRF closed down due to financial
mismanagement. During a ‘stormy’ meeting between shareholders at the company’s
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offices in Sydney, it was decided to close down the ‘unprofitable’ operations in North
Queensland. There were also concerns surrounding the choice of the canning facilities,
due to it being situated in the cyclone zone.675
Shark fin was another luxury product touted as an item for Asian markets in the
1930s that never developed. Shark fin was a commodity in demand by wealthy Chinese,
who consumed it in shark fin soup. This dish, eaten at banquets was part of Chinese
cuisine for at least 300 years, particularly in southern China.676 British India exported
shark fins to the Chinese market, where the commodity accounted for 2.7 per cent of all
exports from Bombay to China between 1801 and 1839.677 In the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries shark fin, along with edible bird’s nest and trepang, were common
marine export commodities traded between Java and China.678 In the mid-nineteenth
century, Chinese junks from Fujian and Guangdong travelled to Penang, Singapore,
Borneo, Sulu, Java and Malacca to collect trepang and shark fin for the Chinese
market.679 Japan had also exported dried shark fin to China since the late seventeenth
century.680
Established in 1932, Queensland Marine Industries Limited (QMI) sought to tap
into this consumer market for shark products. Discourse about the ‘potentialities’ of a
shark export industry were propagated by C.M. Yonge in his 1930 book A Year on the
Great Barrier Reef. Discussing the ‘numerous’ sharks in the Barrier Reef, Yonge
highlighted its commercial use as sun-dried shark fins, which attracted ‘large prices in
the Chinese markets’ – ‘sharks, like the bulk of the fisheries, are as yet only a potential
industry.’ He also highlighted the ‘inexhaustible markets of the Orient’ as a potential
market for other dried and cured fish. 681
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other salted, dried and smoked fish. The manager, Norman Caldwell, possessed years’
experience in shark fishing and preserving. Ben Culpan (formerly director with Barrier
Reef Trading Company) was head of the turtle fishing and canning business. Caldwell
had previously attempted shark fishing in Pindimar in NSW, north of Newcastle. This
NSW venture exported hundreds of tons of shark fins annually to Malaya and China.682
QMI took out a lease on Heron Island and had access to a jetty, housing and a modern
canning factory. It was noted by the press that shark fin was more commercially
valuable than cattle and could potentially be used in the manufacturing of food (shark
fins), vitamin-A rich shark liver oil and leather for wallets, bags and shoes, and
fertiliser.683 The plans to export North Queensland shark fins, however, did not take off.
Caldwell later took up turtle fishing in Cossack, tropical Western Australia.
In 1935, another shark fishing company was established in Mackay by New
Zealand businessman A.W. Brockie, who had formerly served as general manager of
still-active Auckland-based seafood firm, Sanford Limited, in the late 1920s and early
1930s. In 1930, Brockie complained about the New Zealand government’s lack of
support for opening up new grounds during a fish shortage.684 Three years later, Brockie
was in North Queensland investigating the prospects of harvesting sharks between
Mackay and Bowen, and started a company called Australian Fish Meal, Oil and Hide
Company. The firm had their own motor-vessel specially designed to cope with the
tropical conditions of North Queensland. Brockie, like others during this era, especially
focussed on dried shark fins for luxury markets in Shanghai, Singapore and Hong Kong.
Shark hides, meal and oil were to be the company’s main products.685 He was backed by
the Queensland government through the provision of a £5000 overdraft loan via the
Commercial Bank of Australia. Their prospects for success were predicated on four
points: ‘unlimited supplies of raw material’, ‘infallible method of procuring’, ‘vast
market at profitable prices’ and ‘state government support’.686 In October 1936,
although described as a promising business, the Mackay Chamber of Commerce
remarked that ‘insufficient capital was raised’ to commence fishing operations.
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Consequently, its vessel was sent to Auckland to engage in the ‘edible fish trade’.687 In
December 1936, it was fishing in New Zealand’s Bay of Plenty, harvesting an average
catch of 4812 pounds and 120 pounds per trip for the season.688

Murray Island (Mer) Sardines for the Javanese market
For a brief period, commencing in 1932, North Queensland sardines, known as goldspot
herring, were exported to Java by Murray Island Fisheries Limited (MIF). The company
aimed to sell to the ‘native’ Javanese sardine market that was monopolised by Sumatra.
Traditional Indonesian seafood cuisine was based on simple seafood species such as
anchovies, eels, mackerel and sardines, particularly in the local Malay villages. As a
food item, sardines were both a cheap and major part of the popular dishes consumed by
Malays, often brought at the local village markets and served with white rice. During
the era of this North Queensland-Java trade, Java imported more fish in the 1930s than
it did in the previous two decades.689
In 1929, marine biologist Frank Moorhouse recommended the exploitation of
the sardine fishery to the Queensland Treasurer, W. H. Barnes. The Queensland
government forwarded his suggestion to interested firms and to the Development and
Migration Commission. 690 Moorhouse was a member of the British expedition to the
Barrier Reef along with C.F. Yonge and made observations of the Murray Islands
marine life, spending a fortnight there during their investigations. Moorhouse was also
known for conducting biological investigations into the commercial Queensland turtle
industry and its detrimental impact on female green turtles. Moorhouse’s 1933 report
was directly influenced by similar measures implemented in other regions in the tropical
zone such as the Caribbean Islands, Fiji, South East Asia (Philippines, North Borneo
and Federated Malay States) and the Seychelles.691 The report highlighted the alarming
environmental impact on green turtles caused by the unregulated and unsustainable
process of the commercial turtle fisheries and promoted the need for similar
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conservation measures displayed in the aforementioned tropical countries.692
Regarding sardines, Moorhouse’s proclamations encouraged commercial
exploitation in the Torres Strait. For Moorhouse, the Murray Islands group offered the
north Australian economy a year-round, easily accessible and abundant supply of
sardines.693 Sardines were fished by Sinhalese fishermen on Thursday Island. In 1929,
one man writing to the Brisbane Courier proclaimed that: ‘Thursday Island waters
swarm with sardines in the right season particularly around the jetties. I have witnessed
a Cingalese using a circular throw net on the B.P. jetty and securing in one haul three
kerosene tins absolutely full of sardines.’694 For Torres Strait Islanders, the shoals of
Murray Island sardines formed an important and traditional food item for the Meriam
people as well as providing bait for fishing. This fishing was the inspiration for a
traditional sardine scoop dance.695 Saville-Kent had earlier declared that ‘the herring
tribe’ of the Barrier Reef held ‘a position in the northern hemisphere with relation to
economic utility that is surpassed by no other group of fishes…their occurrence…turned
to little or no practical account.’696
The Murray Island Fisheries Limited headquarters were based on Dauar (Daua)
Island, where the firm had a 20-year lease and depot consisting of a factory and
buildings. The company, established in 1931, employed a workforce of experienced
Aboriginal and Torres Strait fishers from the Murray Island reserve. In preparation for
the Javanese market, the sardines were sundried and salted, packed in hessian bags and
taken by luggers to Thursday Island. Through the Asia-bound steamers via Thursday
Island, the dried seafood was directly exported to Java-based agents and subsequently
distributed through Chinese seafood merchants in Java. Like the trepang industry, Burns
Philp were connected to this scheme as the receiving agency was Campbell, MacColl &
Co, agents for BP in Batavia.697 By this stage, BP also had their own Javanese branches
in Semerang and Surabaya. The agency remarked in a letter to MIF that business
transactions were to be conducted via the Chartered Bank of India and China. The firm
stressed that ‘We are prepared to take up the marketing of these fish in the Dutch East
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Indies. We would…have to give credit to the Chinese dealers, market risk and bad debts
to be for our account.’698 The other interested agent was the Borneo Sumatra Trading
Company, another large distributor in the East Indies, whose headquarters were in
Surabaya.699
In facilitating this trade, E. Forth, one of the company directors who was
managing director for the bacon and ham manufacturing firm J. C. Hutton Pty Ltd of
Brisbane was also drawing on business connections between his firm and its associated
agencies and clients in Java. The firm was famous for its ‘pineapple’ brand of products
and exported them to the Philippines, Java, Sumatra, China, Japan and India.700 Upon N.
Neville Lyons’ (MIF manager, accountant and secretary) visit to Java in 1932, Forth
recommended that he should arrange to meet with J. C. Hutton’s Javanese agents in
Surabaya and its general manager, A. E. Kauffield. He directed Lyon to ‘call upon this
party mentioning my name, you will, I am sure, be well received, and you may find they
can handle our fish to better advantage than anyone else.’ Forth mentioned that the ‘the
best distributors’ were Gouw Boen Seng & Company and Lauw Tjin of Batavia. Both
of these companies were long-term customers of J.C. Hutton and were ‘very reliable
people’.701
MIF’s business plan was to export 200 to 500 tons of dried sardines monthly and
eventually expand to exploit bigger varieties of the ‘marine wealth’ of the region. 702
Professor E.J. Goddard inspected the distribution, preservation and supply of the
operations and deemed them to be satisfactory, supporting the franchise. He was also
involved in the early arrangements of the business, forwarding his reports about the
marine life to MIF, giving advice on methods of fish preservation and assisting in
establishing steamer transportation from Murray Islands to Java.703 The company was
aiming to expand to other parts of the Indo-Pacific such as Singapore and the Malayan
Peninsula, and Hong Kong and Japan. Early trial samples of dried sardines were sent to
both Java and Hong Kong. Their chief competitor in the Javanese sardine market was
Sumatra, who supplied ‘similar fish’, which in early discussions was described as a
698
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‘little disconcerting’.704 On the Chairman’s insistence, Lyons travelled to Java per BP’s
Marella to investigate the market ‘very thoroughly’ and potentially ‘find other
distributors of much more service than Campbell McColl’. Lyons also was required to
bring back to Queensland samples of ‘all classes of fish’ smoked and cured on the
Javanese market to determine marketing methods, as the company received other
inquiries from Java for sardines packed in oil and smoked fish.705
Overall, this enterprise was predicted to be a profitable success a due to the
cheapness in manufacturing and marketing. The company prospectus noted that:
The natives of the East Indies, who cannot afford meat, are forced to rely entirely
on fish to supply the necessary protein element in their diet of rice. The demand
for fish has become so enormous that the Javanese Government has been
obliged…to sacrifice large rice growing areas, and lay them under water to breed
fresh water fish, but they have failed to satisfactorily cope with the demand.706
Thus MIF’s three goals to success was to capitalise on the inexhaustible fish supplies,
rely on ‘Cheap available labour’ for harvesting and curing (like other tropical Australian
industries), and utilise cheap and frugal methods with minimal ‘handling, treatment and
packing.’ 707
The first shipment of 18 tons of dried-salted sardines was made in March 1932
exported by the BP Thursday Island-Darwin-Java-Singapore steamer Marella. In their
first attempts, the company received ‘satisfactory’ returns, where the dried commodity
fetched anywhere between £20 to 30 a ton.708 Between August and November 1932, the
firm exported to Java 897 cases of fish (each case consisting approximately of 5,000
fish).709 Securing suitable transportation was a challenge. In particular, the luggers used
to transport the cargo 125 miles to Thursday Island were unsuited to demands during the
year and were replaced with an auxiliary ship. During this delay, the company was
unable to take advantage of the peak harvesting season, impacting on their export for
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the period.710
The sardine industry directly led to the transformation of Dauar Island into a
typical Indo-Pacific fishing village. This was exemplified by the drying sheds and
numerous drying racks storing 2000 to 3000 sardines, company buildings, and homes
for the white staff and accommodation for the Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander
workforce. Late in the year, the manager made another trip to Java to extend business
interests and obtain knowledge on the best packaging possible.711
In January 1933, the business had temporarily shut down for the season.712 Main
problems were attributed to an economic depression amongst Javanese workers, the
company’s main market. In the Director’s Report for December 1933, MIF reported that
as result of the acute depression in Java, between June and November 1932 the prices
for the sardines dropped by 40 per cent. This plummet made the venture unprofitable.
MIF noted that the wages of the Javanese working class was ‘reduced practically to
starvation point, and these people were not able to pay the price for our fish which
would leave a margin for us.’ The wages of Javanese labourers on the rubber and tea
plantations decreased from 50 to 60 cents per day to 15 cents. Sun-dried and salted fish
went from 16 to 20 guilders per picul to 6 to 7 guilders per picul (traditional Chinese
and South East Asian term for shoulder load). However, Campbell, McColl and
Company expressed that the demand for the fish still remained ‘great’. MIF also
mentioned the ‘heavy expenses’ from transportation incurred as a result of the ‘distance
and isolation’ of the Murray Islands. 713 The ‘reorganisation’ of this ‘promising’
industry was reported in the Pacific Islands Monthly, which stated that ‘it was not so
much a question of price – the Australian exporters…received a substantial exchange
premium – as of the inability of the Dutch people in Java to employ and feed native
labour’. Consequently the Javanese sardine market had vanished.714
In response, in March 1933, Lyons wrote to the Australian government
requesting financial assistance to help continue their trade with Java and potentially
other Asian countries. They were not asking for a bounty but a ‘temporary’ financial
loan to ‘tide over our immediate financial circumstances’ to be refunded once the
710
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company became ‘sufficiently prosperous’.715 Lyons illuminated that the MIF invested
around £12,000 in the development of the sardine industry, establishing factories and
purchasing the necessary equipment. Lyons also argued that they were aiding in the
development of the underutilised North and its marine wealth and established a definite
market in Asia. They were the ‘forerunner to establishment of a very big industry and is
pioneering the way to a successful avenue for the development of our fisheries in the
Northern waters of Australia from East of Cape York to the West of the whole Northern
Territory’.716
The Secretary to the Treasurer, however declined the request and instead
highlighted that a Committee of experts were preparing recommendations towards
financially assisting the fisheries industry in Australia nationally. After the
disappointment of the Javanese depression and due to the government’s ‘unsatisfactory’
response, by September 1933, MIF abandoned Java and decided to experiment tapping
the Australian market for canned sardines. Lyons asked for £4,000 from the Queensland
government to help set up the modern machinery needed for large-scale canning. Lyons
summated that: ‘We…are essentially a pioneering Company. We are the first Company
in Australia to endeavour to place sardines on the Australian or any other market…We
feel that having…progressed so far, it would be a tragedy to allow this Company to go
into liquidation for a lack of little finance’.717 This plan failed mainly due to heavy costs
involved in shipping to the southern markets and the inability to compete with the
cheaper imported canned sardines.718
In 1934, Lyons relocated to Brisbane leaving the company’s headquarters to the
supervision of Murray Island people. Lyons in Brisbane received personal letters from
the Murray Islanders, who updated him with news of the premises and expressed hopes
of his return to the region. It is clear that positive cross-cultural connections were made
between Lyons and the Murray Island people throughout his time there. In March 1934,
Nanai and Kaberey who were both looking after the Company’s depot, wrote to Lyons
reporting that both Dauar and Murray Islands was ‘kept in good order’ in his absence.
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They further encouragingly noted that ‘The sardines are very plentiful here’ and were
‘good sized’, the ‘Island is full of sardines all round…we hoping you to start again very
soon’. In another letter in August 1934, Kaberey wrote to Lyons after hearing that
Lyons would not be returning to Murray Islands to commence the business again. In the
letter, Kaberey personally expressed that ‘I heard from some people which told me that
you will never returned [sic] to our island again to commence your task. Please let me
know as quickly as possible if its true or only a story’. Kaberey mentioned that she had
been ‘waiting’ and ‘looking towards the sea for a sign of boat of yours, but couldn’t find
it.’719
The MIF never re-commenced operations, ending a two-year attempt at
exploiting the ‘marine wealth’ and marketing towards Asia. In 1938, the company’s
lease was forfeited due to the leaseholder’s inability to pay the rent and the buildings
and depot were purchased by the Lands Department on behalf of the Chief Protector of
Aborigines.720
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Figure 26, MIF Workers and staff at Dauar Island. Source: ‘Sardine
Packing’, Pacific Islands Monthly, vol. 3, no. 4 (1932), p. 19.

Figure 27, MIF Limited’s trade route. Source: MIF Prospectus, p. 1,
ID716274, QSA.
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Conclusion
This chapter illuminated how the construction of the ‘marine wealth’ idea intersected
with and governed colonial exploitation of north Australia’s marine life and food
production. This discourse was promoted by scientific experts who drew ecological
connections to similar marine food products across the Indo-Pacific. These ideas
inspired attempts at commercializing other marine products of the Great Barrier Reef
for the lucrative markets of Asia in the 1930s. The ‘millions’ of people in these
countries, which drove Immigration Restriction after 1901, were viewed by Australian
entrepreneurs as essential to the development of northern Australia. Australian
entrepreneurs were aiming to engage with old-established Asian food trades and foster
transcultural interrelations with seafood consumers in China, Singapore, Dutch East
Indies and Hong Kong. Shark fin particularly attracted interest as a luxury foodstuff,
leading to relationships formed with merchants in the Dutch East Indies, as seen with
the Great Barrier Reefs Fisheries (GBRF). This desire to target Asia culminated in
ambitious business plans of socio-economic development but without any success. This
can be attributed to financial problems, lack of knowledge, and environmental
challenges. The sardine trade linked Indigenous workers on Murray Island to Javanese
consumers in the 1930s. Although illuminating new cross-cultural entanglements, this
trade was short-lived predominantly due to a Javanese depression and a lack of capital,
which saw the MIF request government support and eventually collapse.
The trepang trade was historically important as it provided a long-term cultural
and economic link with Chinese markets in China, Hong Kong and Malaya that
continued into the 1930s and 1940s. The industry’s commodity chain also resembled
this orientation with the people involved originating from places such as Asia, the
Pacific, and Indigenous Australia, and other parts of the tropical zone such as the
Caribbean. Compared to the other short-lived seafood industries explored, the trepang
industry remained consistent throughout its existence undoubtedly as a result of the
strength of the enduring Chinese business network that connected Australia, Asia and
the Pacific. Hong Kong was the most important market for north Australian trepang.
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Chapter 6
The ‘Food of Paradise’: the Australasian Banana Industry

This chapter examines the development of the banana industry and its transcolonial and
transnational dimensions. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, bananas
grown across the connected tropical sites of Queensland and Fiji supplied consumer
demand in southern Australia. This was underpinned by Australasian shipping
companies, Chinese merchant firms, and stimulated by Indo-Pacific labour and
networks.
Before 1900, Fiji was imagined as part of an ‘Australian frontier’ in the wider
sphere of the British Pacific, with many Australians settling in Fiji from the 1850s
onwards.721 By the late 1860s and early 1870s, this led to a ‘Fiji rush’.722 Following the
British annexation of Fiji in 1874, the Australian Colonial Sugar Refinery Company
(CSR) extended its operations from Queensland to Fiji in 1880. Sugar has dominated
the historiography, whereas the connected ‘banana histories’ of Fiji and Australia are,
by contrast, less well-developed.723
Historians of Fiji have provided insights into Indigenous and Chinese migrant
engagement in the banana industry, and tropical problems such as transportation issues
and cyclones that characterised the industry.724 In Australia, historians have illuminated
the significance of Chinese workers and merchants involved in the industry between the
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1880s and 1920s.725 These rich histories tend to be situated within the broader economic
and social history of the Chinese-Australian community. Fiji is often referenced in
passing as a source of Chinese investment or Australian competition rather than part of
an interconnected sphere. Taking a broader transcolonial framework, this chapter builds
on these histories and seeks to frame Fiji and Queensland as part of an Australasian
frontier, highlighting the entanglements that surrounded the introduction of the banana
and its production, as well as markets and consumption.

The Introduction and Transplantation of Bananas in the Tropical Zone
Before the widespread availability and consumption of bananas, pineapples and
mangoes in the temperate world, these fruits were only accessible in tropical regions. In
the Caribbean the banana was portrayed by British travellers in the mid-nineteenth
century as the ‘food of paradise’.726 Like coconut palms, bananas ‘epitomized the
fruitful, life-sustaining abundance’ of the tropical zone with the plant’s verdant leaves
and luxuriant characteristics. It also ‘provided the tropical equivalent of the cereal crops
of Europe’.727
The advancements in refrigerated shipping in the late nineteenth century
increased the ability to transport perishable commodities, including bananas, from
tropical plantations to consumers in the temperate world. The possibilities of
refrigerated transport linked the banana plantations in Latin America and the Caribbean
islands to the US and UK respectively.728 British consumers relied on the colony of
Jamaica for their bananas, whilst North American consumers depended on nearby
Central American territories such as Costa Rica, Honduras and Guatemala, from the
1870s onwards. These countries were subjected to capitalist exploitation and political
hegemony by the US. As James Wiley states:
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the geography of banana production and consumption is determined by the fruit’s
need for high levels of efficient organization… it is virtually impossible for
individual farmers, operating alone, to exercise sufficient control to ensure the
eventual timely delivery of the fruit to the market…some form of association is
needed.729
The US-Latin American banana trade was governed by the United Fruit Company,
established in 1899, which formed what Wiley describes as a ‘banana empire’.
Moreover, the special infrastructure involved in the banana trade included ‘roads or
railroads to link farms to seaports, ships with refrigerated chambers during international
voyages, and ripening facilities in market countries.’730 The banana underpinned the
tropical empires of the UK and US and carried the same everyday importance as tea,
coffee and cacao. As historian John Soluri remarks, the banana had transformed from an
‘exotic novelty’ tasted only a few people before the mid-nineteenth century to a
commodity of mass production’.731 For Australia, the Australasian United Steam
Navigation Company (AUSNCo) steamers connected North Queensland and Fiji to
form a transcolonial banana chain.
In Australia, the two banana varieties commercialised in the early industry were
the Cavendish and the Gros Michel. The former was predominantly produced in tropical
Queensland and the latter in Fiji. The Gros Michel was the most popular banana
consumed in Australia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, mostly due to
its larger bunches and suitability to long distance travel, in contrast to the smaller,
delicate and better-flavoured Cavendish.732 The Cavendish, however, is the most
popular banana produced and consumed in Australia today.
The Cavendish banana, native to South East Asia, was first imported from
southern China into Mauritius by European Charles Telfair. Telfair was the first
European to collect the variety. Subsequently, two plants were shipped to a Mr. Barclay,
based in Burryhill, England and propagated in a hot-house. One of these plants were
sold to the sixth Duke of Devonshire, William Cavendish, in 1836 and grown at
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Chatsworth by his gardener, Sir Joseph Paxton and botanically named after the Duke.
Missionary John Williams, upon visiting Britain from his station in the Pacific in 1834,
collected some of the plants and distributed them throughout Tonga, Samoa and the
Society Islands in 1838. The Cavendish was then introduced into Fiji in the late 1840s
and Hawai‘i via Tahiti in 1855. Over the following decades, the Cavendish was
introduced into Brazil, Egypt, French Guiana, Barbados, Trinidad, north Australia and
the Canary Islands.733
The Gros Michel, also called the Martinique or Fiji Banana, was originally
collected by French naturalist Nicolas Baudin in South East Asia and planted in a
botanical garden at Martinique in the Caribbean. It was subsequently transplanted in
Jamaica via Martinique in 1837 by French-Jamaican coffee planter Jean Pouyat and
introduced into Central America, becoming the most popular banana in the US. The
Gros Michel was introduced into Fiji from Jamaica via Kew Gardens, and Queensland
via Jamaica in 1910.734
In the colonial mentality, bananas and plantains were associated with
romanticized new tropical frontiers. Accounts by English missionaries in Samoa in the
1840s spoke of the ‘golden banana’ and its ornamental properties as shade and
described its nutritional importance as a staple food for the indigenous people and the
new foreign missionaries. In the 1840s, botanists who experienced the tropical zone
described the banana as having the same importance to ‘natives of tropical climes’ as
the potato in Ireland, as an integral part of subsistence.735 In mid-nineteenth century
Australian culture, the banana was known for being an exotic novelty only procurable in
glass-houses of the wealthy and was a rare foreign luxury. When twelve bunches of
bananas from Madeira appeared in an Adelaide shop in 1849 the local press remarked
that this was the ‘first time that the inhabitants…have had the opportunity of seeing and
tasting this luxury of more favourable climates’.736
Bananas were seen growing in Brisbane as early as 1836. Although the details
surrounding the Australian introduction of the Cavendish are unclear, in 1856, the
Cavendish was believed to be growing at a garden in Newstead (southern Queensland)
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owned by Government Resident Captain Wickham, whilst eight varieties of banana
including the Cavendish were growing in the Brisbane Botanical Gardens as early as
1861.737 In early survey expeditions, wild bananas were highlighted as part of the
‘luxuriant’ and ‘rich’ tropical flora in the colonial imaginary in tropical Queensland. In
the 1873-74 expedition report, George Dalrymple highlighted the ‘luxuriant
entanglement’ of wild bananas amongst the palms and bamboo. Dalrymple described
‘Banana Island’ near the Johnstone River replete with ‘rich soil covered with wild
palms, bananas, and jungle’. He saw ‘groves of wild bananas’ growing among ‘the
loftiest and densest tropical growth in Australia,’ comparing their luxuriance to India
and the Malayan Archipelago. He also emphasized the clever use of banana stems and
leaves by Indigenous people in the manufacturing of water crafts and for use in
packaging items. The ubiquitous wild banana, growing in ‘immense sizes and height’
for him were ‘sufficient evidence of the capabilities of the soil, and permit…sanguine
expectations for the future of this fine district.’ 738 It is unsurprising that the Johnstone
River district, which included ‘Banana Island’, later became the centre of banana
production for Chinese immigrants.
As shown in Chapter 1, in the nineteenth century the Queensland
Acclimatisation Society (QAS) and Department of Agriculture had a network that
reached across the tropical zone in the Indo-Pacific, the Caribbean Islands and South
America that shaped fruit introduction. Chapter 2 showed that the large-scale
importation of tropical plants from Ceylon, Java and Singapore, was viewed as a
significant epoch for the colonial acclimatisation project in the 1870s. The banana was
one of many tropical fruits introduced by the QAS. The QAS introduced nine plantain
types from the Singapore government per the E&A steamers. The term plantain refers to
starchy bananas that are usually used in cooked dishes. The ‘magnificent and unique’
consignment in 1874, arriving in good condition, was described as an ‘important
collection’. 739 Javanese plantains were imported into Queensland by the steamer Hero
in 1867 from the Botanical Gardens of Buitenzorg (Bogor, West Java).740 The new
Pacific frontiers exploited by white traders and missionaries were also sourced for new
introductions. The QAS imported banana types from New Caledonia in 1875 via
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William Henry Walsh, a well-known Queensland pastoralist and politician.741 The QAS
also sourced seeds of the Abyssinian banana via its networks with the British Consul at
Zanzibar (Tanzania) in 1880. The QAS described these African bananas as
‘extraordinary’ and were ‘germinating’ at the QAS’s gardens.742 As mentioned in
Chapter 1, the QAS maintained communication with East Africa through the circulation
of seeds and plants via the established shipping networks forged in the late nineteenth
century. The British India Steam Navigation Company’s steamers serviced the Gulf of
Aden en route from Queensland to Britain, as shown in Chapter 2. There was also a
Labuan banana circulating in Queensland, known as the Dacca banana.743 Fiji continued
to be an important source for new banana varieties into the 1930s as exemplified by the
introduction of the Veimama (Fijian Cavendish) in 1934, originally introduced to Fiji
via Rarotonga.744

Origins of banana production in Queensland and Fiji
In 1868 the Polynesia Company was established in Melbourne to develop cotton
plantations in Fiji. The company shareholders were all residents of Australia, mostly
from Victoria.745 The ultimately unsuccessful venture inspired the emigration of the first
group of Australian colonists who founded Suva in 1870. The first sugar mill in Fiji was
started in Suva in 1873 by Polynesia Company shareholders, Melbourne merchants Paul
Joske and W.H. Brewer.746
Within this context of Fiji-Australian colonialism in the 1870s, banana
production was first established alongside other tropical commodities such as coffee and
sugar on the Rewa River. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Ebenezer Cowley, overseer of the
Cairns Nursery, managed early sugar plantations in Rewa (on Viti Levu) and Taveuni
(Vanua Levu) before coming to Queensland to manage CSR’s Victoria plantation on the
Herbert River in the early 1880s. Cowley, throughout his Fijian travels, was well
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acquainted with the banana as an indigenous staple. He remarked that it was in Fiji
where ‘the different varieties were more observed.’ Cowley recalled at Rewa ‘Mr Leo
Layard, the son of the British Consul, paying us a visit’ and remembering that there
‘was hanging under the verandah a bunch of indigenous bananas which were used by us
for cooking’. He was also in Fiji when the banana industry was established in the 1870s,
‘seeing some growing on the Rewa River…on a plantation’ which he believed ‘was the
first place where bananas were grown for export’. 747 From 1877 onwards, Fiji was
exporting Gros Michel bananas to both Australian and New Zealand markets. Bananas
from the Rewa River, Tamavua River and Suva districts were taken to the wharf at
Suva. Bananas grown on the Navua River were taken to port Rovadrau, whilst bananas
grown in the Sigatoka and Nadi regions transported to ports in Momi and Cuvu.748
This commercialisation of bananas in Fiji was strengthened by the growth of a
substantial Asian population. The 60,000 Indian labourers who were indentured to Fiji
to work on sugar plantations between 1879 and 1916 along with Indigenous Fijians
were part of the banana industry.749 In a 1914 report of Indian migrants in Fiji, Trinidad,
Jamaica, Surinam and Demerara, banana labouring was the most represented occupation
undertaken by free Indian men and women. This was followed by sugar labouring. 750
Chinese agriculturalists started opening up land and growing bananas in the Rewa River
district and Sigatoka Valley of Viti Levu from around 1885 to the early 1900s. Banana
production was the Chinese-Fijian’s main occupation.751 In Fiji, Indians worked as the
main growers followed by Fijians and Chinese. In 1894, Indigenous Fijians and Indians
grew ‘at least’ 50 per cent of the bananas exported from Fiji.752
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Figure 28, Banana boats with wharf labourers alongside steamer at Suva, ca. 1918.
Source: ‘The Fiji Banana Trade’, Queenslander, 27 July 1918, p. 25.
Figure 29, Fijian growers loading bananas on the Rewa River. Source: George
Rose, H2007, 38/64, State Library of Victoria.
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In Queensland, it was Chinese migrants, mostly from the sub-tropical and
tropical areas of Guangdong in southern China, who pioneered Australia’s large-scale
banana industry. Coming via Queensland’s Hong Kong shipping networks in the 1870s,
many Chinese emigrants transferred familiar ideas of production from their homeland,
where banana cultivation was notable. Chinese immigrants across Australasia were
known to import seeds and plants direct from China.753 Provinces such as Guangdong,
Fujian, Guangzi, Hainan and Yunnan are the chief banana centres due to the subtropical and tropical climate with Shanghai the main market.754 In the early 1870s,
European travellers exploring the Canton River of southern China and surrounding
landscape identified trees of bananas as part of the ‘grand’ tropical environment and
local food culture. Alongside extensive fields of rice and sugarcane were innumerable
groves of mangoes, oranges, guavas and bananas. Bananas, rice and lychees especially
were the staple ‘cash crops for a local thriving economy’.755
The beginnings of the Queensland banana industry can be traced to the mid1880s. In 1885, it was noted that up to 80,000 bunches of bananas weekly were
consigned to southern Australia by Chinese leaseholders in Cairns. Hinting at the high
demand from the temperate south one Chinese banana grower in Cairns was sent a
telegraph from a merchant in Sydney ‘instructing him to forward that very evening at
three hours notice one thousand dozen bananas’. This demand precipitated intensified
clearing of scrub lands in Cairns in preparation for more banana cultivation.756
Cooktown and Port Douglas were also the site of early banana plantations. These
Queensland developments were reported by the Singapore Straits Times, highlighting
that: ‘Banana cultivation is making headway in the north…Cooktown and Cairns, in our
opinion will become the headquarters for Queensland banana men.’757
One pioneering Chinese-Australian merchant who owned large plantations in
Innisfail was Tam Sie. Born in Guangzhou, Tam initially emigrated to Cooktown to
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prospect for gold in 1875 before moving to Mackay where he worked as a contractor for
the CSR. Tam subsequently moved around the Northern frontier working in Port
Douglas, Charters Towers and Herberton as a miner before establishing a banana
plantation in Cairns. He also worked as a trepang fisherman and travelled from
Cooktown to New Guinea with several Chinese companions in order to establish rice
plantations in Port Moresby, which did not eventuate. Tam bought several leases in
Innisfail establishing large banana plantations, playing a dominant role as storekeeper
and banana merchant under the company Sun On Lee. During the banana industry’s
apotheosis, Tam employed a workforce of 2000 Chinese and became one of the most
well-known banana merchants and community leaders in the region. When a short-lived
Banana Growers Association was formed in Innisfail in 1910, Tam was elected
President.758
Like the trepang industry, the nineteenth century migration of Chinese to
Queensland via the Torres Strait was mutually linked to the expansion of the banana
industry.759 Bananas were planted on new land by groups of Chinese workers from the
same villages who were financially supported by Chinese merchants.760
Chinese workers cleared new land to establish banana plantations, encouraged
small steamers to call there, and fostered settlement in the Far North. As the southern
Queensland media declared the ‘stimulant to production is already noticeable in the
short interval since banana production began between Cardwell and Cairns…Chinese
saved Cairns from extinction before the sugar industry was started there and the mineral
country at its back was opened up.’761 During the 1890s, Robert Philp of Burns Philp
(BP) declared that ‘The only thing keeping Cairns alive is the Chinese banana-growing
for export.’762 Chinese were the dominant ethnic group in the industry. According to a
local manager for the ASCo, 95 per cent of North Queensland growers were Chinese
and the shipping was reportedly ‘100 per cent’ performed by Chinese merchants.763
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which was dominated by Cantonese migrants.764 Chinese first came to Hawai‘i as
indentured labourers between 1852 and 1899 to work on sugar plantations.765 Hawai‘i
like Queensland commercially grew the Cavendish variety.766 The Chinese who
migrated to north Australia and Fiji were thus part of patterned emigration of Asian
labour in the Pacific. Regions such as New Caledonia, Fiji, Samoa, Hawai‘i and
Queensland relied on the Asian labour pool.767
Queensland banana production can also be attributed to the dietary preferences
of the Pacific Islander plantation workforce, as bananas were a staple food in the New
Hebrides and Solomon Islands from where the majority of non-European workers in
Queensland were recruited.768 Bananas were grown on sugar plantations as a daily food
source for the workers. For example, a 50 acre Chinese-managed banana plantation on
the Hambledon sugar estate near Cairns, planted bananas in 1885 for the Pacific
labourers to accompany their diet of yams, meat, rice, bread and sweet potatoes. The
quantity eventually outweighed the consumption of ‘all the hands on the plantation’,
which included, by 1887, 150 Pacific Islanders, 150 Chinese and 25 Europeans.
Consequently, 200 bunches were weekly exported to Melbourne at 1s per bunch.769
Between the 1880s and 1920s, other Indo-Pacific workers were also part of the
Queensland seasonal workforce including Indians and Malays. Historian Tony
Ballantyne remarked that Indian Sikhs were employed on banana plantations in
Queensland and Northern NSW, which allowed Indian migrants to remit money back
home.770 Indian Muslims and Hindus, mostly from Jalandhar and Bathinda districts in
Punjaub, joined the industry in the early twentieth century when it moved to subtropical Queensland. Saba Singh, for instance, from Punjaub, was a 51-year-old banana
grower based in Cooroy on the Sunshine Coast in 1922. Since arriving in Australia in
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1901, Singh went from Melbourne to Queensland in 1911, where he was based in
Mackay then on to Cooroy.771 Pacific Islanders, typically employed as labourers
weeding banana plants and clearing land, hailed from places such as Malaita in the
Solomon Islands, and Pentecost Island, Santo, Malekula and Tanna in the New
Hebrides. In the early 1920s, they were mostly based in sub-tropical Maryborough and
Redland districts.772
Europeans were also involved as banana planters on a small-scale during this
era. White growers preferred sugar over large-scale banana growing. As one man stated
in 1913 ‘No [white] man is going to work on a banana ground for 7s. or 8s a day when
he can get 9s. or 10s outside and work fewer hours.’773 Contrastingly, according to
Cairns-based Zhongshan-born banana and sugar merchant, Willie Ming, bananas could
be highly remunerative. Ming had over 200 acres under bananas, employing a Chinese
workforce, paying those 30s a week and food. He also had access to a ‘steamer
alongside my garden’ which shipped to Melbourne and Sydney at 1s a bunch. Ming
noted that some Chinese earned a profitable £400 to £500 during a ‘good year’, which
permitted visits to China. Comparing bananas to sugar, Ming argued that bananas
offered a consistent flow of money, emphasizing that with sugar ‘you get a big lump
when the cane comes in; with bananas, which you send away every week, there is
always something coming in.’774
White planters typically leased areas of their land to Chinese growers, who for
an annual sum of £1, took control of the banana plantation. The land was returned to the
white leaseholder when the ground was exhausted, who would then prepare it for sugar
production. At the large sugar and fruit plantation on the Hambledon sugar estate
(Cairns), the employers used Pacific workers for ‘weeding and working amongst the
bananas’ and relied on Chinese for the planting. Bunches were consigned to port by the
company’s trucks and carefully loaded on the steamer by ‘plantation hands’. The
Chinese ‘boss’ of the ‘banana grove’ resided in a ‘comfortable house’ on the plantation
and was in charge of distribution. He also managed the banana plantation, performing
the planting, ploughing and clearing of new scrub land.775 At a white-owned plantation
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in Cairns which exported bananas in the 1910s, William Walter Mason, employed both
Pacific and Malay workers during the harvesting season. These workers were paid 15/a week and keep.776 Some of the white fruit planters had previously spent time in other
parts of the empire. Frederick Coe, one of only three white banana planters in Cairns,
migrated from India in 1908. Coe was employed for eight years as a British soldier in
India before turning to banana production in tropical Australia. For seasonal labour such
as land clearing, he relied on the employment of Malays ‘for a couple months’ and
collaborated with Chinese merchants for his distribution to southern markets.777
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Figure 30, Queensland banana grower, Saba Singh (left). Source:
J2483, 392/29, NAA, Canberra.
Figure 31, Cairns-based banana merchant and grower, Willie Ming
(right). Source: J2483, 137/65, NAA, Canberra.
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The Chinese-dominated banana industry in north Queensland between the 1880s
and 1910s had significant economic importance for the region. This was highlighted by
Queensland Government Fruit Instructor Albert Benson who noted that the ‘industry
supports a large number of persons’, in particular ‘the bringing of this quantity [20,000
bunches or more at a time] to the port…gives employment to a number of men on tram
lines and small coastal steamers.’778 Cairns merchant, Alexander Draper, remarked that
the trade generated a ‘considerable source of revenue’ for railways and tramways,
harbour boards, wharf owners, waterside workers, general labourers, shipping
companies and landowners.779 In 1898, a substantial 37,771,462 dozen bananas were
produced in North Queensland. This productivity was stimulated by a cyclone in Fiji in
1895 which destroyed banana plantations.780 More importantly, the industry’s success
between 1897 and 1900 coincided with a peak in the flow of new Chinese migrants,
which inspired a ‘dramatic increase’ in banana production.781
With the migration of Asian and Pacific people, the tropical Australasian
frontiers possessed the same colonial culture, where ‘cheap’ labour was deemed
imperative for development. From the mid-1880s to the 1920s, Fiji and North
Queensland were connected through their position as the main banana suppliers for
Australian consumers. This relationship was undergirded by AUSNCo, whose route
network linked ports in southern Australia, North Queensland and Fiji. The introduction
of an AUSNCo service between Sydney and Fiji from 1887 helped stimulate a banana
trade. This can be seen in the growth in banana exports from Fiji from 1886 to 1891,
rising from 261,741 bunches to 784,675 bunches respectively.782
Within the colonial discourse of ‘tropicality’, the environments of North
Queensland and Fiji were similar. In 1889, one sugar manager in Mackay, who had
previously worked in Fiji, positioned Innisfail’s climate as being ‘almost identical with
Fiji.’783 This was echoed by the AUSNCo inspector J. E. Leresche. This environmental
connection meant that ‘all tropical agriculture which is possible in North Queensland is
also possible in the fertile islands so near us. Which means that tropical agriculture in
778
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Queensland must recognise all the conditions of economy which belong to South Pacific
competition.’784 When Fiji experienced environmental disaster, North Queensland
enjoyed more economic opportunity in southern Australia, and vice versa. This
interrelation was stressed by Tam Sie, whose business intensified due to a cyclone in
Fiji in the late 1880s. After the cyclone, Tam liaised with Sydney agents who, after
being left with no Fijian supply, ‘wired’ him to purchase bananas for the southern
markets. The agents offered him 3d a dozen from Port Douglas and Cairns, and Tam
exported ‘as many as I could and supplied the firm for twelve months. After that the Fiji
bananas grew back again, and the Queensland bananas were knocked out.’ His business
was also stimulated by the Chinese labour pool that included 20,000 at Cooktown,
which ‘knocked the Fiji bananas out of the market.’785
Other islands also explored opportunities for banana production for export to
Australia. The New Hebrides were a small part of this Australasian banana frontier in
the mid-1890s and early 1900s. Bananas were procured along with coffee, maize,
pineapples and copra by the Australasian New Hebrides Company and exported on
AUSNCo ships between New Hebrides, Fiji and Australia. In 1892, one New Hebrides
correspondent remarked that banana production was intensifying in Vila and
‘[indigenous] labour was being extensively recruited for the banana plantations’. The
banana trade was expected to ‘take a foremost rank in the Australian market when the
export commences’.786 In 1895, the ANHC exported £8,211 worth of bananas to NSW
from mostly French-owned banana plantations in Vila.787 In 1901, 360 centals of
bananas were shipped to NSW, valued at £722.788 In 1905, bananas were mostly
cultivated by British and Australian copra producers as a stand-by whilst coconut trees
were maturing. However, banana export, like coffee, was discouraged by the Australian
federal tariff placed on imported goods.789 New Hebrides’ bananas never reached any
prominence on the Australian markets.
In regards to Australian consumption, the banana attained cultural significance
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as a nutritive substitute for European staples such as wheaten bread and potatoes.790
This information was circulated by Australian newspapers which published articles on
the nutritional and growing cultural significance of the banana. For instance, as early as
1883, the Illustrated Sydney News remarked that it was a ‘well-known fact’ amongst
Australians that a pound of bananas carried more nutritional benefits than three pounds
of meat and was ‘superior’ to ‘good wheat bread’.791 By the 1890s, due to the cheaper
accessibility from Queensland and Fiji, the banana became a daily staple for the
Australian consumer. In 1894, the Brisbane Courier described that ‘even in bad times
the consumption will be large unless the fruit becomes a high-priced luxury instead of a
delicious food which is not beyond the purses and tables of the poor.’792 The Work in
1896 labelled bananas as ‘one of the most easily grown…fruit in the world’, the staple
food of millions – ‘in Australia there is no more steadily popular fruit than the
banana…even the newest of…chums soon falls into the ranks of banana-eaters.’793 At
the beginning of the twentieth century, it was hailed in Australia as the ‘universal fruit
of the less wealthy portion of the community…the price…being so low that it is within
the reach of everyone.’794 It was not uncommon for a white traveller in the 1890s, even
in a remote part of North Queensland, to visit a nearby dining establishment and eat a
dish consisting of ‘boiled beef and bananas’ for lunch.795
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Figure 32, Chinese workers carrying bananas to a tram near Innisfail (above).
Source: Cowley Photograph Album, APE-25, 6164, John Oxley Library, SLQ.
Figure 33, Chinese labourers loading bananas on a steamer at Innisfail, 1906
(below). Source: W. Minkin, John Oxley Library, SLQ.
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Chinese business networks
Chinese-Australian banana merchants in southern Australia monopolised banana
imports from Queensland in collaboration with shipping companies AUSNCo, Adelaide
Steamship Co (ASCo) and Howard Smith & Co (HSCo). These same merchants
branched out to Fiji, establishing plantations and businesses, introducing Chinese
migrants, and consolidating the Fiji-Australian banana trade in the first decades of the
twentieth century. These firms were driven by Zhongshan merchants in Sydney who
drew on their family networks to establish transnational connections across Australia,
East Asia and the Pacific (see Figure 35). The Australian banana industry was ‘the
cornerstone of Chinese-Australian venture capital in…White Australia’ with merchants
handling between 50 and 75 per cent of bananas retailed in Australia in the early
decades of the twentieth century.796 These networks were instrumental in extending the
banana trade from tropical Australasia to as far as Perth.
In 1902, three large Chinese-Australian fruit stores in Sydney, Wing On, Wing
Sang and Wing Ty formed a combined merchant enterprise, Tiy Sang and Co, to
establish banana plantations in Fiji.797 Wing Sang, started by a group of Zhongshan
merchants such as George Kwok Bew and Ma Yingbiao, was founded in 1890 and
became the first large wholesale fruit store in Sydney. Wing Sang built its business on
the banana trade in North Queensland (handling 7000 bunches weekly in 1899) and
subsequently Fiji (see Figure 34). Ma Yingbiao, moved to Hong Kong and later
established the successful Sincere Department Store in Hong Kong in 1907. Wing On
was formed by Philip Gockchin in Sydney in 1897 who similarly handled Queensland
and Fiji bananas.798 The Fijian-Australian Tiy Sang and Co developed their banana
plantations in Fiji from 100 to 1000 acres between the years of 1903 and 1915. The
company was exporting 10,000 bunches fortnightly to Sydney.799 According to Bew,
there were five Sydney merchants who dealt with Fiji and Queensland bananas. Upon
receiving bananas in bulk and ripening them at his storehouse, he distributed the
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bananas to all the small shopkeepers and street hawkers throughout Sydney. 800
During the height of this regional trade, the number of Chinese in Fiji rose from
305 in 1911 to 910 in 1921, many under sponsorship by Sydney fruit firms.801 SydneyChinese merchants in Fiji controlled 50 per cent of Fijian banana exports in the
1910s.802 Drawing on the English language and business skills and networks developed
through the banana trade, Wing On established the Wing On Department Store in Hong
Kong in 1907 before branching out to Shanghai in 1917. Throughout the twentieth
century, Wing On amassed an empire of stores, hotels and banks across Hong Kong,
Shanghai, Guangdong, Australia, and Malaysia. The Sincere Department store extended
business from Hong Kong to Guangzhou and Shanghai in 1912 and 1917
respectively.803 The Australasian banana industry thus had transnational economic
implications across the Indo-Pacific.
In Melbourne, Chinese-Australian merchants included Samuel Wong, who
distributed Fiji and Queensland bananas throughout Victoria, Adelaide and Perth. He
acted as agent for Fijian growers and previously worked as manager for the Sydney
branch of the Geraldton (Innisfail) Fruit Company (GFC) until its closure in 1906.
Wong noted that there were four Victorian agents who dealt with bananas: Yee Seng,
Yee Shing, Hong Won and the Geraldton Fruit Company. 804 The GFC was an Innisfailbased company, established in 1902, with branches in Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne
managed by Chinese-Australian merchants with links to Hong Kong and China. For
example, Adelaide GFC manager, Pack Queen, who was also treasurer of the Chinese
Empire Reform Association, was instrumental in mobilising funds for a famine that
ravaged Jiangsu and Anhui in northern China in 1907. Through his transnational links,
the funds were sent directly to the Tung Wah Hospital in Hong Kong and distributed in
China. Showing his reach in the Australasian banana community, donations were
received from AUSNCo, HSCo and ASCo as well as the Adelaide-based ‘Fiji and
Queensland Banana Company’.805 After becoming a partner of the Fijian-Australian Tiy
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Sang and Co firm, Samuel Wong attained prominence in the 1920s as founding member
(along with George Bew) and Vice-President of the Chinese Nationalist Party of
Australasia (Sydney), eventually becoming leader. Drawing on his Australasian
business networks, Wong travelled to Australia and Fiji as well as Tahiti to recruit
members for the party. This Australasian KMT network reached across Australia, the
Pacific, Canton, Hong Kong and Shanghai.806
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Figure 34, Wing Sang & Co letterhead, ca. 1916. Source:
A1861, 3675, NAA, Canberra.

Figure 35, employees of Wing Sang, 1924, from Shekki district of
Guangdong (Shiqi subdistrict, Zhongshan). Source: 059/059010,
SRC19036, City of Sydney Council Archives, Sydney.
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Transportation Problems and Solutions
Shipping was vital to the establishment of new regional connections between northern
and southern Australia, distributing tropical commodities such as bananas and
pineapples to distant markets of NSW and Victoria. These were foods that were
previously confined to the wealthy or only available upon visiting another tropical
country. In particular, the increase in banana consumption in southern Australia and
production in North Queensland by Chinese-Australian producers inspired steamship
companies, notably AUSNCo, ASCo (established in 1875) and HSCo (later ‘Australian
Steamships Ltd’), to run steamers along the North Queensland coast. HSCo was formed
in the 1850s by a British merchant.807 The last two companies linked North Queensland
ports to southern Australia. HSCo entered the Queensland banana industry in 1891 and
was a subsidiary of the Melbourne Steam Shipping Company.808 In 1914, Australian
Steamships Ltd. had four steamers that serviced Townsville, Mackay, Rockhampton,
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne.809 However, as mentioned earlier, these Australasian
shipping facilities, unlike the Caribbean-British fruit trade, were inadequate for a
perishable food trade.
This problem was highlighted by disgruntled planters as early as 1889 at the
Royal Commission into the sugar industry who criticized the AUSNCo’s carelessness in
loading bananas, mangoes and pineapples. For instance, the merchant company
Swallow and Derham who owned the Hambledon Plantation in Cairns wrote a letter of
complaint to AUSNCo about poor transportation and inadequate packing and handling
of fruit, which was treated as ordinary cargo.810 Henry Smith, Commission agent at Port
Douglas, who consigned fruit from Burns Philp at Thursday Island and worked with
other agents in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne, emphasized the substantial losses he
made from both poor shipping and most notably, pilfering of fruit under BISN’s
supervision. He had been exporting fruit in large quantities for years – including
mangoes, lemons, oranges, limes, pineapples and bananas. Smith requested BISN
undertake measures to ameliorate these ‘disgraceful’ problems. The managing agent for
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the BISN emphasized however that ‘it is a very difficult thing to bring these petty
pillages home to anyone so as to be able to make an example’ and blamed pilfering
when fruit was at port before and after shipment.811 The agent forwarded an extract on
the US-Caribbean banana network from the Queenslander newspaper to BISN ‘to show
that the thing could be done properly’.812 He also complained about the transhipments,
even though the shipping company was under directions to provide a direct route to
Melbourne, instead he discovered that the cargo had been transhipped in Brisbane or
Sydney. As a result, the fruit ‘get knocked about from the ship to the wharf back to
another ship and are positively destroyed’, noting that he would not send direct to
Melbourne if transhipments took place.813
The distance from the markets was debilitating for the Queensland banana
industry. For example, the AUSNCo steamer route from Cairns to Melbourne took
approximately 12 days. Due to this lengthy journey, banana producers were forced to
ship bananas in an immature and green condition. Problems such as ill-ventilation,
rough handling and overloading from the shipping employees often led to half of the
shipment being discarded and considered unfit for sale after arrival in the South.814
These pernicious shipping problems in fruit export – rough handling and packing and
unsuitable shipping fittings - also typified the banana trade between New Zealand and
Fiji controlled by the USSCo.815
The newly-established Queensland Department of Agriculture emphasized as
early as 1893 the importance of cold storage facilities for the shipment of fruit, which
would combat the negative southern Australian impression of Queensland fruit as
‘undeveloped’ or ‘wilted’. The Department’s report summated that ‘There is only one
remedy…for the existing unsatisfactory state of trade in Queensland farm and
horticultural products, and that is cold storage on the coastal and over-sea steamers’.
Cold storage was the next phase of development in trade for perishables ‘which
Queensland cultivators can profitably produce in competition with the world.’816 This
recommendation was never heeded, as lack of proper shipping measures still
characterised fruit exports from North Queensland over the next two decades.
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Reasons for this lack of improvement can be attributed to the shipping
company’s apathy towards fruit and North Queensland. Sugar and the pastoral industry
were far more important. Although the shipping companies wanted the fruit trade to
flourish, the Commission showed that the AUSNCo would only entertain the idea of
proper cool storage when the industry became larger – despite the fact that its growth
was constricted by the poor facilities. According to the manager at Brisbane of both the
AUSNCo and BISN, John Munro, it would only consider improving transport to the
North ‘whenever it begins to pay. If quantities were equal to what we get by the Fiji
steamers the thing would be in a nutshell.’ Munro further explained that ‘We get 23,000
bunches of bananas from Fiji, whilst in the same time we would only get 3,000 or 4,000
from Queensland.’817 The Sugar Commission quizzed the shipping companies that
through suitable facilities ‘a very large people of New York are supplied with all the
tropical fruits from the West Indian Islands. Could your company not adopt the same
plan?’ To which Munro remarked ‘It will come in time. We must put the loss of trade
from Mackay, Rockhampton and Brisbane against what we could get further north.’818
During the first years of Federation, solving these transportation issues was
coterminous with the debate about Australia’s lack of tropical development, leading
officials to seek modern solutions overseas. To gather knowledge on improving
shipping in Queensland, Queensland instructor in Fruit Culture, Albert H. Benson,
travelled to London as part of a broader trip to Britain, Singapore, Ceylon and the
Malayan Peninsula in late 1908. Benson investigated shipping and handling by
merchant company Elders & Fyffe in the Caribbean and Latin American banana export
trade with Britain, a European branch of the United Fruit Company which eventually
absorbed it. Benson submitted a report to the Queensland government.819 In criticism of
Australian shipping companies, he wrote that ‘it would have been a good thing had
there been a number of Queensland shippers and shipping agents present to get a lesson
in the proper handling of fruit, instead of treating it like road metal, as in the practice in
Australia’. Benson declared that his visit ‘not only shows…how far we are behind in
our methods of loading and unloading our fruit on and from our coastal steamers, but
also how totally unfit the accommodation provided by such ships is for the carriage of
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perishable product as fruit.’ Benson particularly highlighted the expertise employed in
bananas exported from the Canary Islands, observing the ‘great care’ in packing where
every bunch was delicately packed in separate crates. Each bunch was wrapped in thin
cotton wool followed by paper and then placed in a layer of straw or dry banana leaves.
The fruit arrived in the green state and was ripened artificially by heat. The Canary
Islands banana, emphasized as the best on the British market, was described as being
larger and fatter than North Queensland’s bananas. Overall, Benson outlined the great
care in gathering and conveying the fruit to the ship’s side, loading and unloading the
fruit; superior care taken carrying the fruit in good condition such as the strict regulation
of temperature in the refrigerated fruit chambers; the immaculate condition of the fruit
when landed at its destination; and the organized structure that surrounded transporting
fruit from orchard to central distributing station to wholesalers throughout Britain. He
remarked that the future Australian trade in perishable fruit relied heavily on shipping
fitted with regulated cold storage chambers. Showing the wider imperial significance of
his trip, Benson’s report was reprinted in the Barbados-based Agricultural News for the
benefit of West Indian fruit growers.820
The problems were outlined again at a Royal Commission into the Australian
fruit industry, with the evidence recorded in 1912 and published as a final report in
1914, with the Queensland banana industry analysed in a separate section. It was
described as the only Australian fruit industry to display diminishment: showing a
decline from 1,900,000 bunches shipped within Australia in 1905 to 747,000 bunches in
1911. The Commission indicated that there was a ‘heavy demand’ for bananas and
hence the alleviation of developmental problems was paramount. The Commission
criticised the ‘antiquated shipping facilities’ which ‘severely handicapped’ the industry.
The report highlighted the ‘rough handling’ and loading by wharf employees, which the
‘green bananas’ were susceptible to.821
During the inquiry, Commissioners studied the loading and transhipment of
bananas at North Queensland ports and the discharging at Sydney and Melbourne and
were left ‘surprised’ at the ‘enormous wastage and deterioration’. The report noted that
‘some’ noticeable improvement was observed when sufficient ventilation was utilised
and ‘when gratings were used to cover the hatches’; but overall these ‘primary
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safeguards’ were ‘generally absent’. 822 In contrast, the fortnightly AUSNCo FijiAustralia steamer services were ‘in every respect superior’ in carrying bananas across
the tropical zone to temperate Australia. AUSNCo’s Levuka had rack carriage for fruit
and ventilation. This resulted in the Fijian banana arriving in better condition than the
North Queensland product. Moreover, the larger and ‘showy’ character of the Gros
Michel and its better suitability to travel, as opposed to the smaller and delicate but
‘more exquisitely flavoured “Cavendish”’, saw North Queensland bananas positioned as
the ‘inferior’ product on the market.823 One former Cairns banana grower, James
William Ferguson, who eventually gave up the occupation and turned to carpentry,
blamed the shipping companies for the diminishment of the industry: ‘I look upon them
as worse than all the fruit flies and all the insect pests in existence. They are the
foundation of the whole mischief’.824
Benson’s recommendations, based on his observations of Elders, Fyffe and Co.,
were officially promulgated in the Final Report of the 1914 Royal Commission.825 This
report concluded that the Australian banana industry was a ‘valuable’ and ‘important’
asset to the nation and is ‘eminently worthy of every assistance which can legitimately
be extended to it.’ On a national scale, Australia has ‘touched but the fringe of
development in this industry, for both in home and overseas markets’; the fledgling
industry possesses ‘inviting prospects awaiting energetic exploitation’. This however
depended on the amelioration of the ‘existing transport and marketing difficulties’. This
meant the easier accessibility and permanency of suitable refrigerated space and
regulated temperature.826 Although the advent of the railway system in Queensland in
the 1920s had a positive impact on perishable food industry, allowing faster
communication with southern states, the problem of distance from markets and large
costs for freight were still factors in northern Australia’s slow development as a food
bowl for Australia and international markets into the 1930s.
In order to provide solutions to shipping problems, Queensland made attempts to
secure new commercial varieties. Queensland looked to Jamaica for the Gros Michel,
the better banana variety for long-distance transportation. This Caribbean-Queensland
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exchange was part of an ongoing pattern of cross-cultural exchange within the British
Empire including migration of planters to Queensland, as exemplified by Mossman
pioneer Daniel Hart in Chapter 1, and workers from Jamaica, as seen in Chapter 5
through the case of Kingston-born fishermen Douglas Pitt. As noted in Chapter 1,
significant publications like the Barbados Agricultural News possessed an interest in
Queensland fruit production due to the shared environmental traits and production. The
journal drew similarities between their problems such as careless handling and lack of
good infrastructure. Quoting the Queensland Agricultural Journal, the journal
emphasized the ‘state of affairs’ in Queensland ‘is only too common in these islands’.827
Within this trans-cultural context, in 1910, the Queensland government imported
3000 Gros Michel plants from Jamaica, which were distributed by the Agricultural
Department. The bananas were shipped from Jamaica to Brisbane via Britain. The
shipments were characterised by problems. Growers, who were mostly European,
complained about the roots being wrongly packed in sawdust and lack of ventilation.
They variously highlighted that the plants were: ‘pulpy’ and ‘arrived soft’; ‘dead’ on
arrival; ‘quite useless’; and ‘perfectly rotten’. Chinese banana firm at Babinda, Quong
Mow Yuen and Co, stated that 75 per cent of the shipment of 200 plants forwarded by
the ASCo was completely ‘rotten’ with the remaining planted at the plantation. None of
the planted survived.828 Chinese producers recommended they should have been
wrapped in banana leaves.829 Quong wrote to ASCo asking them to seek a government
refund for the cost of the plants. The plants, ‘rotten and completely unfit for planting’,
‘were badly packed and…never had a chance of growing.’ Quong remarked that they
were ‘new growers here’ and the ‘cost of these plants comes rather heavy on us’.830
In 1911, another shipment of 3000 Gros Michels were imported from Jamaica.
However, the shipment was infested with a borer beetle and mostly destroyed. Other
earlier shipments of banana suckers from Kingston in 1907 and 1908 were also found to
be infected with borer along with separate shipments from Singapore and Fiji in
1908.831 Despite becoming a new part of the banana industry, Gros Michels never
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overtook the Cavendish.

Brief experiments beyond Fiji and Queensland
With the North Queensland industry diminishing, the Australasian banana frontier
extended to the Solomon Islands, which was being subjected to large-scale colonial
investment and development. This was predominantly by Australian businessmen
typically from Sydney or Queensland, who established and invested in copra plantations
from 1905 onwards.832 This new development was historically intertwined with the
ending of the Pacific Labour trade in Queensland in 1903 and Fiji in 1910, rendering a
supply of Indigenous labour.833 By the 1910s, BP were providing direct steam routes to
the Solomons from Sydney and Brisbane.834
Between 1910 and 1916, Solomon Islands exported Gros Michel bananas to the
Sydney markets via Burns Philp. The BP-managed Solomon Islands Development
Company (SIDC), established in 1908, engaged in bananas, rubber, sisal hemp and
coconuts. Five thousand Gros Michel banana plants were imported by the SIDC from
Captain D. Calder in Suva for planting on Neal Island (Vulelua, Guadalcanal), which
was used as the nursery for the plantations. Calder was a well-known captain on the
AUSNCo steamers associated with the early Australia-Fiji-New Hebrides-Noumea trade
and subsequently worked for AUSNCo as Fijian agent at Suva. In 1910, SIDC had 16
acres under bananas and employed a New Zealand-born banana expert, Ivo Selwyn
Joyce, who oversaw banana planting at Neal Island, Tetere and Berande.835
The firm’s closely-tied directors consisted of James Burns (BP), Walter Lucas
(Solomon Islands manager for BP), Adam Forsyth (AUSNCo Sydney manager) and
James Inglis (Sydney merchant and former shareholder in the ANHC). SIDC was
financed by the Bank of North Queensland and its office was in Sydney. SIDC owned
plantations across the Manning Straits, Tetipari and Guadalcanal, relying on a
‘continuous and sufficient’ supply of ‘skilled [Solomon Islander] plantation labourers’
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after the White Australia policy terminated the Pacific labour trade to Queensland.836
They had a rotating team of employees who circulated through plantations across the
islands on two or three year contracts and also imported workers from Papeete in Tahiti
for activities such as diving, who came to Australia via USSCo’s San FranciscoAustralia steamer Tahiti.837
SIDC’s bananas alongside other island commodities including copra, ivory nuts
and shell were exported from a wharf at Berande on Guadalcanal via the BP SolomonSydney steamer Mindini. The Solomon product was described as superior to the Gros
Michel for its ‘plumper’ characteristics.838 In 1911, the value of Solomon bananas to
Australia was a small £583. At its peak, the Mindini often brought over 1000 bunches at
a time to Sydney.839 However, further banana production, particularly by new white
settlers, was discouraged by the lack of a more frequent steamer service.840 A severe
cyclone in early 1916 dealt the trade a fatal blow, wiping out many plantations. The
disaster was met with ‘great regret’ by many Queensland investors.841 SIDC continued
until 1949 with copra its main investment.
Chinese banana merchants were looking to extend to the Solomons. In 1910,
Sydney merchants Wing Sang made inquiries to BP about leasing land, establishing
banana plantations and introducing Chinese growers to the Solomons. However, Walter
Lucas discouraged BP from allowing Chinese to undertake banana planting. This was
due to fear of Chinese monopolising the trade in the Solomons, one secured by BP.842
Similarly, major Australian-Pacific copra firm Lever Bros, another leading Australian
company who owned around 300,000 acres under their Lever’s Pacific Plantations
name, were also diversifying into banana production in the Solomons, growing the
Cavendish. Their Sydney-Solomon steamer, Kulambangra exported bananas to Sydney
alongside copra and ivory nuts until its termination in 1916.843
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North Queensland growers looked to the Solomons for new banana plants.
Reverend Walter Ivens, New Zealand-born priest and superintendent at Yarrabah
mission in Cairns and formerly part of the Diocese of Melanesia on Ulawa and Malaita
in the Solomon Islands, applied for fresh varieties from Lever Pacific Plantations. The
plants were ordered due to recommendations from Sydney consumers saying that they
were ‘best they have ever had in the markets.’ The government noted that these plants
would be subjected to ‘strict inspection’ under the Commonwealth Quarantine Act
which prohibited introduction of plants from the Pacific. This was due to borer disease
in earlier imports from Fiji. Other Queenslanders were also encouraging the government
to consider importing new plants from the Solomons.844
Papua was briefly part of this new extension. Gros Michel bananas sourced from
Angabunga River Plantations Limited (ARP) based at Hall Sound in the Western
Division were exported to southern Australia during the First World War (see Figure
36). ARP, formed in 1910, had a few hundred acres of bananas and was a Sydney-based
company with financial support from the Bank of North Queensland. The products of
interest being bananas, sugar, cocoa, coffee and copra as well as rubber and sisal hemp.
ARP relied on the aid of Indigenous labour. The plantation manager, Horace Harbord,
was part of the early traffic between North Queensland and New Guinea. He was a
former Far North Queensland miner at Maytown who moved to New Guinea during the
late 1880s gold rush and became a well-known resident of Port Moresby.845 In 1915-16,
1200 bunches of bananas were sent to Australia. ARP was not a success and was
liquidated in 1921.846 Other parts of Australia such as sub-tropical northern NSW and
southern Queensland became important banana centres during this decade. In the 1910s,
bananas were thus variously sourced from North Queensland, southern Queensland,
Fiji, Papua, Solomon Islands and northern NSW.
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Figure 36. Angabunga River Plantations, Papua. Source: ARPL, A Going Concern,
front page.
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Banana Politics: 1920s-1940s
The Australasian banana trade attracted fervent political interest in the 1920s and
featured heavily in debate on the economic entanglement of Australia and its closest
neighbours. In 1921 a Senate hearing on the banana trade led to the implementation of
restrictive tariffs on banana imports from Fiji. The political rhetoric fluctuated between
the importance of Fiji as part of Australasia and a possible Australian Empire in the
Pacific, and the need to protect Australian products. In the 1920s, southern Queensland
and Northern NSW grew to become dominant banana centres, both featuring a
prominent white workforce including returned soldiers and vociferous white settler
organisations. The banana and the politics that surrounded it articulated the conflicting
ideals of the newly-federated Australian nation: between those who supported free trade
and viewed Australia as integral to the Pacific, and those who supported a protectionist
White Australia.
During the 1921 hearing, those against the implementation of a tariff on Fiji
bananas highlighted the trade’s economic importance (an estimated £200,000 year
industry), the effect on Fiji-Australian trade (worth about £600,000), the earlier arrival
and cheaper costs of shipments (compared to Queensland), the negative impact on
availability of bananas, and the fear that the trade may be monopolised by New Zealand
(who would therefore have an increased stake in the Pacific). Fiji was still seen by
governmental members as an important part of an ‘Australasian’ sphere under the
British Empire. As NSW Senator Gardiner proclaimed: ‘Fiji is a part of the Empire, and
its bananas come in earlier [a shorter shipping route] than those of Queensland’. Fearing
a loss of power in the Pacific, Gardiner emphatically highlighted that ‘the Fiji banana
trade with Australia runs to a little over £200 000 a year…Are we going to let that trade
go down the coast of New Zealand, and lose it’? Acknowledging the importance in FijiAustralian relations, Gardiner remarked that ‘I do not think that any member of the
Senate is sufficiently stupid to want to destroy the trade between Australia and Fiji. The
ships…which bring us their bananas, take back at least three times the value of
Australian products in return.’847
Those in favour of protective policy saw the need to support the growth of
Queensland, viewed as underdeveloped compared to southern states. They also wanted
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to protect Queensland’s primary industries from ‘cheaper’ competition, viewed as
inimical to development. In the context of White Australia, other members adopted the
race-based argument of ousting Fiji’s ‘black-grown bananas’ which were grown by
‘Indian coolies’ on low wages. This was similarly expressed in Queensland by the
Returned Sailors and Soldiers Imperial League of Australia, who complained of the
disabilities imposed on them as a result of supposedly ‘cheap’ ‘black labour’ and
supported an increased duty on Fijian bananas.848
This protectionism eventually succeeded, leading to an import duty of 1d per lb
on Fiji bananas. This tariff prevented Fiji growers from exporting bananas to Australia.
Consequently, AUSNCo’s Levuka steamer was taken off its regular run.849 The Suva
Chamber of Commerce (SCC) condemned Australian politicians and made
representations to the Australian government to have the tariff reduced or removed.
SCC describedit as a ‘total prohibition’ of a 30 year trade, which will prove ‘disastrous
to this Colony’. SCC stressed that the Fijian growers penalised, along with Indigenous
growers, were Australian residents of many years including ‘some returned soldiers’.
They emphasized the importance of Fijian-Australian trade relations, the predicted
removal of the Levuka, and the impact on Australian consumers.850 The Acting Fijian
Governor wrote a similar letter to the Australian Governor-General outlining the impact
on trade relations, the Fijian banana industry and steamer traffic, and emphasizing the
presence of Australian settlers and returned soldiers as producers in its banana industry.
The Australian government believed removing the restrictions would damage the
benefits that the duty provided such as the ‘increased cultivation of tropical
Australia’.851
Due to Sigatoka disease, problems with pests, shipping problems, the closing of
the regular Fiji-Australian steamer service and the implementation of the 1921 tariff,
Fiji’s banana industry dwindled in the 1920s. This inspired many Chinese-Fijian
merchant firms such as Tiy Sang & Co to relocate their interests to new banana
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plantations in sub-tropical Northern NSW and Southern Queensland in 1921. For
example, another prominent Chinese-Australian Company Sang On Tiy & Co moved
their capital from Fiji to Billinudgel, investing over £20,000 into a large banana
plantation with their product shipped to Wing On in Sydney.852
Another substantial change was the promotion of a white industry. Racialised
debates underpinned the passing of the Banana Preservation Act of 1921, designed to
foster a white industry and restrict Chinese and other ‘coloured’ workers from entering
the banana trade.853 Asian banana growers engaged in the industry were required to
apply for exemption before 30 April the following year, and new producers were
subjected to a Dictation Test. This followed the Queensland government’s Leases to
Aliens Restriction Act of 1912, which restricted non-European workers from holding
more than 5 acres of land in Queensland, a portion leased on the passing of a Dictation
Test.
By the late 1920s, the Queensland banana industry was a white-dominated
industry. Non-Europeans such as Chinese-Australians however were playing a role in
the surviving banana industry. This is reflected in the statistics of ethnic groups in 1927,
where there were overall 122 Europeans and 49 Chinese (29 per cent) involved in
banana production with 774 acres under bananas. In Cairns, where banana production
was most prolific (around 200 acres), Chinese still dominated, representing 74 per cent
of the workforce.854 When Bowen was focusing on banana exporting in the post-war
1940s, Chinese-Australian grower Leong Bing Hin was ‘the largest grower in the area’,
his land being under cultivation ‘for years with satisfactory results’ in 1947.855 Chinese
producers monopolised tropical fruit production in Cairns into the mid-1940s. There
were ‘at least 14 gardens…producing thousands of cases of pines, bananas and papaws
annually’ up until 1946.856
In the 1930s, southern Queensland was the main banana region, increasing in
size each year, whilst areas under bananas in North Queensland were diminishing. The
business had dwindled so drastically that the North relied on bananas from southern
Queensland in the mid-1930s. By 1937, with a state-funded cannery in Brisbane,
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pineapples overtook bananas as the ‘most important’ tropical fruit, especially with the
access to British and Canadian markets for canned pineapples and a ‘strong’ domestic
market for fresh and canned.857 This was an expanding industry (in mostly southern
Queensland) that shared colonial links with Singapore and Hawai‘i.
As a consequence of the 1932 Empire Economic Conference held in Ottawa,
Britain and its colonies agreed to grant concessions and preferences to crown colonies
and territories under the British Empire, in order to support Imperial Preference. The
resulting 1933 Ottawa Agreement led to a reduction of the Fiji tariff. The Agreement
allowed 36,000 centals of bananas to be exported with a reduced duty of 2/6 per cental,
down from 8s 4d. For 15 months after the Ottawa Agreement until March 1934,
approximately 21,834 centals of bananas were exported to Australia from Fiji.858 The
Fijian government was displeased with the results of the Conference and subsequently
asked for the duty to be lower or abolished altogether.859 In early 1934, Fiji Governor
Sir Murchison Fletcher travelled to Sydney to discuss the Ottawa Conference and Fijian
bananas.860 Fiji turned to the New Zealand market. However, this market was glutted in
the 1930s, as New Zealand sourced its fruit from Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, Cook Islands,
Norfolk Island, Niue and Australia.861 Clive Joske, the president of the Fiji Banana
Association of Suva and a descendant of the Australia-Fiji migration of the 1870s, wrote
to the Argus noting that Fijian bananas were still discriminated against through taxes
and fees rendering export ‘unprofitable’. Joske stressed that:
The essence of the Ottawa Agreement was understood to be fair competition and
no discrimination. When Fijian shippers began to send shipments to the Australian
market…they found that various charges and taxes were levied on Fijian bananas
which were not levied on Australian bananas...the concession granted at Ottawa is
valueless to Fiji.862
In 1941, Fiji requested the Australian government for the allowance of 40,000 centals of
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Fijian bananas annually without an import duty. The Fijian government via High
Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Eric J. Harrison, argued that their trade with
New Zealand was diminishing ‘materially’. This had negative implications for
‘education’ and ‘social services’. Harrison described the Ottawa Agreement concession
as prohibitive, as only 36,000 centals were exported over 8 years. He believed Australia
should help stabilise the Fijian economy in the interest of Australia’s export trade, and
‘assume leadership in the Pacific’ and play a ‘big brother’ role in the ‘smaller
colonies’.863 At a cabinet meeting in September 1941 this request was denied.864 This
officially consolidated the termination of the important Australasian banana trade that
had developed over four decades between the 1880s and 1920s.

Conclusion
The early Queensland banana industry was characterised by strong connections to the
Pacific. The banana trade that developed in the late nineteenth century was an extension
of colonialism in the broader Indo-Pacific that exploited tropical Australasia for
foodstuffs in temperate Australia. The banana industry relied upon and encouraged
Australasian shipping networks, transnational investment, exchange in plants, and
circulation of labour from across the region. Over the decades, the banana was
transformed from being a rare tropical luxury to a popular staple within Australian food
culture. The chain was underpinned by Chinese business networks in collaboration with
Australasian shipping companies, which controlled the flow of the banana from
Queensland and Fiji to markets in southern Australia. Not only did the banana industry
attain importance for Australia and the Pacific, skills and networks developed by
Chinese merchants held economic significance throughout other parts of Asia.
Transportation, although significant for establishing tropical-temperate links,
was unsuited to the demands of this perishable food trade, resulting in the diminishment
of the North Queensland trade. These problems resulted in considerable scrutiny as seen
in the Royal Commissions of 1889 and 1912, which led to calls for improved handling
and shipping on similar models in the tropical zone. This decline saw the Australian
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industry experimentally extend to other Pacific Islands and eventually move south to
sub-tropical Northern NSW and southern Queensland. By the 1920s, the banana was
central to debates surrounding Federated Australia between those who supported free
trade and a wider Australasia and those who advocated for an introverted Australia and
a white banana industry. These debates led to significant change resulting in the
dismantlement of this important Australasian frontier.
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Chapter 7
Food, Research and Tropical Development in the Twentieth Century

This chapter examines the importance of research in attempts to increase Queensland’s
food production after Federation. In the first half of the twentieth century, the
Queensland government supported research into tropical food production particularly
through research trips to and exchanges with other locations in the Indo-Pacific. This
chapter considers several key players in this research, firstly Frederic Jones,
Queensland’s Trade Commissioner to the Far East from 1904 to 1907, followed by
Albert Benson, Queensland’s Instructor of Fruit Culture from 1896 to 1909 and again
from 1915 to 1927. It then explores the establishment in 1935 of the Queensland Bureau
of Tropical Agriculture (BOTA) at South Johnstone near Innisfail. This bureau was
established on principles similar to other institutions within the British Empire, such as
the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture in Trinidad. BOTA was inspired by the
desire to solve developmental problems within the ‘northern tropical belt’ through
scientific research. The ‘search for commercial crops other than sugar’ and their
acclimatisation and introduction motivated its work. Tropical Australia was believed to
be at the ‘dawn of an era of great development’.865
As previous chapters have emphasized, past attempts to develop the North
through food production were met with ongoing challenges, failures or dead-ends.
Officials thus began to recognise that any systematic development of the ‘empty’ lands
of tropical Australia had to be grounded in research. Agricultural research, which this
chapter considers, can be broadly defined as research that aimed to increase productivity
and crop quality including improving market access, irrigation and farm
mechanisation.866 Building on the work of historian Richard Drayton, tropical
development was closely linked with the idea of colonial ‘improvement’ which shaped
British scientific and botanical activities in Britain and across the Empire such as the
creation of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew. Like the idea of ‘improvement’, the
notion of ‘development’ through the application of science and research legitimized the
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exploitation of Britain’s tropical possessions and the colonial project abroad.867

Frederic Jones on Asian fruit markets
The Queensland Trade Commissioner to the Far East, Frederic Jones, played an
important historical role in directing attention to the importance of Asian markets for
Queensland’s produce during trips throughout Asia in the 1900s. These trade tours were
part of broader research into new Asian markets for Queensland primary products
including foodstuffs such as butter, bacon, flour and frozen beef. As highlighted by
historian Paul Battersby, this turn towards Asia came at a time when there was a
realisation from the Australian government that the ‘absorptive capacities of British
markets were diminishing’. This inspired the push to foster trade with closer
neighbours.868 The economic depression of the 1890s also exacerbated the necessity for
opening new markets for Australian exports. This would require more promotion of
Australian commodities and marketing abroad, a travelling role fulfilled by commercial
agents such as Jones. Victoria appointed its own trade commissioner for Asia in 1906,
J.M. Sinclair, who was based in Singapore and covered the main markets in Southeast
and South Asia and later China and Japan.869 However, as Chapters 4 and 5
demonstrated, northern Australia had been engaging with Asian markets throughout the
late nineteenth century, trading both seafood and beef.
After a tour of major Asian markets in 1904, Jones urged Queensland exporters
to capitalise on markets in Hong Kong, Manila, Java, Singapore and the Straits
Settlements, listing them in order of importance, all of which he perceived were
neglected in both federal and state trade policy. Jones believed that a ‘new epoch in the
commerce of Queensland’ was imminent.870 He believed that Australia should develop
its own trade policy in Asia without the help of the British. 871
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preliminary arrangements with Asian firms to send experimental fruit consignments.
Jones believed that Asia possessed ‘great markets’ for Queensland fruits, as its peoples
were ‘great fruit eaters’. Furthermore, markets, particularly in citrus fruit, were open to
the ‘large number of tourists’, the ‘fleets of different nations stationed there’ and
mercantile vessels trading at the ports. In Batavia (Jakarta) there was already an
abundance of tropical fruits, including bananas, pineapples, mangoes and pawpaws.
However, Jones reported that there was a strong demand for southern Queensland’s
temperate fruits such as oranges, lemons and apples.872
Jones worked particularly hard to establish possible outlets for Queensland fruit
in Manila. New trade opportunities for Queensland products abounded after 1901 with
the American establishment of the Insular Government of the Philippine Islands.
Samples of Queensland fruit were shipped to Manila by the Department of Agriculture
for a banquet held in 1905 for the United States Secretary of War, who was visiting the
Philippines. Jones saw the shipment as ‘a big advertisement for Queensland’.873
Through the E&A’s Queensland-Manila route network, these fruits were shipped to the
Chairman of the Reception Committee in Manila, Charles R. Wheeler with
‘compliments’ of the Queensland government. The fruits sent included oranges,
pineapples, custard apples, pawpaws, lemons, bananas, strawberries, granadillas, and
passionfruit.874 The Private Secretary to the Governor General of the Philippines, Carl
Remington, wrote to Wheeler noting upon reception that the ‘fruit will be very much
appreciated, I am sure’. Wheeler advised the Queensland government that the
Governor-General and Mrs Wright ‘appreciate the gift very highly and they are sure the
Secretary of War, Miss Roosevelt, and their other distinguished visitors will find equal
enjoyment in it.’875
The banquet ‘directed attention’ to Jones and helped his and another merchant’s
consignment realise ‘good prices’. Jones reported that throughout Manila and other
parts of Asia, ‘an everlasting demand’ for citrus fruits as well as ‘our tropical fruits’ was
open at ‘profitable rates’. The Under Secretary for Agriculture, surprised at Jones’s
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analysis, jotted on the report that exporting fruit to the tropical East ‘seems an
extraordinary thing’.876 Although in 1906 Jones admitted that ‘it does not pay me to
handle fruit’, noting that for the ‘Manila market alone I worked very hard and made a
miserable two pounds’, he nonetheless confirmed that the market ‘was now
established.’877
In 1907, following another trade visit to Asia to investigate markets, Jones
reported that in Shanghai he received regular inquiries for possible orders of fruit. In
regards to tropical fruit, he highlighted that there was ‘an excellent market here for
everything from our Northern ports.’ Queensland experienced their summer fruit season
when China was experiencing winter, consequently ‘handsome profits can be realized’.
However, he reiterated the significance of ensuring proper shipping facilities
particularly cold storage space and direct shipment. Any transhipments equated to ‘two
weeks delay’ and ‘rough handling on the coastal voyage’, making a potential Chinese
fruit trade impossible.878 Jones arranged for an experimental shipment of fruit from
tropical Bowen between the Figueridos Bros of Shanghai and the Bowen Pastoral
Company upon Jones arranging the necessary direct refrigerated steamer service. The
plan was to send fruit on direct steamers to Hong Kong, which would connect with
refrigerated steamers to Shanghai provided by the Nippon Yusen Kaisha.879 Despite
these experiments to establish new Indo-Pacific markets, no permanent trade in fruit
was established.

Albert Benson on exporting fruit
Albert Benson was appointed Queensland’s Instructor of Fruit Culture in 1896, a
position which he held until 1909 and again from 1915 to 1927. During his 1908 travels
throughout Asia, he reported on the possibility of establishing a fruit trade with Asia,
particularly Singapore, by exporting fruits from the ‘more tropical parts’ of
Queensland.880 He declared fruit to be a ‘staple food of all classes’ in Asia. Benson saw
many tropical fruits that were ‘unknown’ or ‘little known’ to Queensland, but
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highlighting the eco-cultural connections between Queensland and Asia, he also
reported on many tropical fruits that were known ‘to most Queenslanders’, including
coconut, bananas, pawpaws, pineapples, wampee, pomelo, tamarind, avocado and
granadillas. In Ceylon, the best variety of pawpaw produced in the region known as the
‘Madagascar’ was ‘practically the same fruit’ as the ‘couley’ variety produced in
Queensland. The other tropical fruits were ‘practically the same as those grown here.’881
This is unsurprising given that Queensland had been importing seeds and plants from
Ceylon since the 1860s.
Benson reported that Queensland could provide popular fruits and those that
could not be produced in Asia. In Singapore, he noted the importation from China of
persimmons, mandarins and oranges. He thus saw an opening in Singapore for citrus
fruit such as oranges and mandarins from April to September, during the Chinese offseason and in-season for Queensland citrus, noting the ‘ready sale’ all-year round for
the fruit. He also noted that any trade in fruit relied on adequate cold storage and
delicate handling, stating that: ‘We should have no difficulty in landing our fruit in good
condition, provided that extra care is taken in packing, and that suitable cases are used,
as cold storage is available on the steamers [Burns Philp] that trade direct from Brisbane
to Singapore.’ Singapore, with its direct shipping line from Queensland, was the best
market for Queensland fruit.882
Albert Benson saw large-scale canning as a means of expanding Queensland’s
food exports. He suggested the manufacturing of canned pineapple and mango chutney
controlled by a centralized packing house.883 In 1908 and 1909, Benson travelled
throughout the British colonies of Malaya, Singapore and Ceylon to study production,
notably the modern processing and marketing of pineapples, with the intention of
applying that knowledge to Queensland. This journey through Asia was part of an
international trip to gather knowledge on the commercial fruit industries as discussed in
Chapter 6.
Benson firstly visited Britain, studying the mechanisations behind the
Caribbean-British banana trade. He visited the main importers and retailers in the
canned pineapple trade in London. He gathered feedback on Queensland samples of
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canned pineapple with importers willing to pay more for the Queensland product
compared with the Singapore product. The reason was attributed to the ‘quality’ and
‘flavour’ of the pineapple. But, importers believed that ‘packing’ and ‘preparation’ of
the Queensland pineapple needed improvement. Benson also inspected the best brands
on the British market imported from Hawai‘i and Singapore.884 The Hawaiian pineapple
industry was a successful example of fruit preservation, spearheaded by the Hawaiian
Pineapple Company, established in 1901 by entrepreneur James Dole. Dole was
concerned with problems associated with transport and perishable fresh fruit to the
United States.885 From an output of 1893 cases in 1903, by 1918 Dole was producing 1
million cases of pineapples yearly. In 1922, Dole expanded beyond Oahu and purchased
the entire island of Lanai for pineapple production.886 In 1927, there were 15 pineapple
canneries in Honolulu with the export trade amounting to £7,000,000, the main market
being the United States. The Hawaiian Pineapple Company was the largest cannery in
the world in terms of daily output.887 The main point of controversy for Australians
seeking to emulate the Hawaiian pineapple industry was that it relied on non-European
labour such as Japanese and Filipinos. Chinese workers were employed extensively in
both the pineapple packing factories and on the pineapple plantations.888 But given that
Queensland was also home to a large number of Asian people this problem was more
one of perception than reality.
In Singapore, Benson inspected the Chinese-Singaporean pineapple canning
factories, seeing ‘how the Chinese carried on the business’ and visited the pineapple
plantations in Singapore and islands opposite. In the early 1900s, Singapore’s Chinese
population were the main processors and growers. Pineapples were grown and
processed alongside rubber on plantations and factories that were a major source of
employment. The export of pineapples was monopolised by a few major European
firms, shipping to London importers.889 Benson provided detail about the ‘expert’
labour-intensive methods used in Chinese manufacturing. He concluded that, with the
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Singaporean industry diminishing, Queensland should place its product on ‘the home
market’ and eventually provide ‘an outlet for our surplus’ and enable the State to extend
the fruit’s production. Benson brought back samples of the Singapore product for the
benefit of Queensland. The government proposed that if planters were willing to supply
enough pineapples and manufacture enough canned pineapples, then it would assist in
testing the markets on a commercial scale. The proposal however was not taken up by
growers.890
Benson also visited and inspected rubber plantations in Singapore, cassava
plantations in the Federated Malay States, and a citronella plantation and factory in
Singapore - a commodity which he speculated was ‘worth trying in the North’.891 He
studied cocoa experiments with the intention of proposing production in tropical
Queensland. Throughout his travels, Benson relied on the expertise and connections of
people in the Singapore Chamber of Commerce, the Botanical Gardens of Singapore
and Penang, and other public officials.892
Travelling to South Asia, Benson visited the Royal Botanical Gardens in
Peradeniya, Ceylon. There he recorded experiments with tea and other tropical products
such as citronella grass and lemongrass in Peradeniya ‘which will be of considerable
value to us’.893 Benson found that Ceylon represented the best example of ‘irrigation
engineering’ he had ever witnessed. Studying the methods of the Sinhalese, Benson
summated that ‘hillside cultivation is simply marvellous…I thought I had seen a little
irrigation in California and other parts, but…the Sinhalese coolie cultivators opened my
eyes…in which they irrigated a steep hillside from top to bottom.’894 In the early 1900s,
after some of the most severe droughts witnessed in the state, Queensland was turning
to modern irrigation methods amongst sugar districts and the ‘drier districts of the
State’. It was believed to be essential for increased and sustainable production in the
future.895
Queensland eventually started a pineapple canning industry with government
support, commencing with a state cannery in Brisbane in 1920, focusing on southern
regions of Queensland in Beerburrum (Sunshine Coast) and Redland Bay (southeast
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Brisbane). Returned soldiers were involved in the production. The industry was further
strengthened by the creation of the Committee of Direction of Fruit Marketing (C.O.D.)
in 1924, an organisation in southern Queensland that was developed to create better cooperation amongst fruit growers and establish a pineapple pool for the markets.896 By
1927, there were 11 canneries, mostly ‘very small’, operating in southern
Queensland.897

Expanding canning trials in the 1930s
Both Hawai‘i and Queensland predominantly canned the same variety of pineapple, the
Smooth Cayenne. 898 Showing the strong links between the two regions, Smooth
Cayenne plants were introduced on a large-scale into Hawai‘i from Queensland in the
1890s.899 The Smooth Cayenne was deemed suitable for canning due to its uniform
texture and cylindrical shape. Queensland regarded the Hawaiian product as a premium
one on the world markets. Hawai‘i thus remained the main hub of knowledge for the
new Queensland pineapple industry, attracting Australian visitors in search of expertise.
In 1935, the manager of the state cannery, John Duthie, travelled to Hawai‘i for three
weeks to study the pineapple industry. Concentrating on the pineapple centres of Oahu,
Maui, Lanai and Kauai, Duthie analysed manuring, planting, pest control, spraying and
plant selection, and marketing and processing.900 This mission followed earlier research
trips by Queenslanders in 1921 and 1927.901 Similarly, in 1936 and 1937, H.K.
Lewcock, pineapple pathologist and senior research officer within the Department of
Agriculture, toured parts of sub-tropical and tropical Queensland providing illustrated
lectures to growers on the modern methods of Hawai‘i. In 1937, during a northern tour,
Lewcock gave a lecture to Bowen producers with an aim to ‘improve’ their pineapple
production.902
By the 1930s, pineapples had overtaken bananas as the main tropical fruit of
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Queensland, with growth occurring in former banana centres such as Cairns, driven by
Chinese producers, and Townsville districts such as Magnetic Island. In the early 1930s,
overseas markets for canned pineapples were opened during the Depression, leading to
an increase in Queensland trade to Britain. Canadian markets were also accessed as a
result of a preferential trade treaty in 1931 between Canada and Australia, which saw
preference for Australia given over Hawai‘i and Malaya. This led to increased state
production.903
Looking to take advantage of these developments, entrepreneur, James Hilary
Stack established a major preserved tropical fruit venture in 1931, called Stax Mono
Tropical Fruits. The company’s processing factory and offices were based in
Townsville. The fruit was grown on plantations in Abergowrie in the Hitchinbrook
region, where 55,000 pawpaw trees were planted, and around Cairns and Townsville.
With a subscribed capital of £13,000 and £50,000 nominal, the plan was to provide an
outlet for pineapples, pawpaw and other fruit that exceeded local demand such as
guavas. They wanted to combat the wastage of ‘perfectly good fruits’ in North
Queensland, estimated annually to be worth £250,000 mostly due to ‘unsatisfactory
marketing conditions’.904 Stax Mono believed North Queensland could provide the best
fruit ‘because it was in the tropical zone’ as opposed to southern Queensland which was
‘sub-tropical’.905
The company utilised modern crystallization techniques under the expert
guidance of a chemist, Edward Hennequin, who hailed from Noumea in French New
Caledonia. A cordial manufacturer by trade, he reportedly carried 30 years’ experience
of tropical fruit preservation, described as ‘a wizard in that field’. Hennequin was
appointed as one of the company’s directors.906 Fruit was historically a focus of the
colonial economy and food culture of New Caledonia. Pineapple plantations were
established in the coastal regions in the early 1880s alongside coffee, relying on the aid
of New Hebridean labour.907 New Caledonia also produced a ‘pawpaw conserve’ for the
British and French markets. However, attempts at canning pawpaw there were
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considered unsuccessful due to issues with retaining the flavour after preservation.
Transferring this knowledge from the Pacific, Hennequin came to Townsville in the late
1920s, spending over two years experimenting with canned pawpaw until the first
successful can was produced. Townsville was believed to be the first place in the world
to successfully manufacture canned pawpaw.908
Stax Mono marketed its products in Australia using colourful tropical imagery
that represented the North as a fertile island paradise. Its line of products included
canned pawpaw and pineapple, guava jelly, pineapple jam and juice and lemon
squash.909 The Hawaiian pineapple industry inspired the company’s preserving and
marketing of particular products. Hawaiian Pineapple Company owner James Dole, for
example, assisted Stax Mono by providing ‘certain marketing information’. Dole
however admitted not having success with canned pawpaw.910 Further showing this
Hawaiian influence, the processing of guava - declared a ‘noxious weed’ and a pest in
North Queensland - into jelly too was a ‘field heretofore exploited by Hawaiian
interests’.911
In 1931, the company processed 3,000 cases and was expected to produce
another 18,000 to 20,000 cases in the same year. Showing the demand, supplies had
been ‘booked up’ in 1931.912 Markets in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne were tapped.
They also exported trial shipments to pineapple markets in Shanghai, Vancouver, and
London. Positive feedback came from Britain in regards to the preserved pawpaw and
the ‘attractive wrappings and labels’ of ‘tropical design’.913 Stax Mono also received
inquiries from a Californian company, Passionade Products Co., a passionfruit product
firm, asking whether passionfruit pulp and syrup could be supplied from North
Queensland.914
But this northern attempt was short-lived. Financial and logistical problems
plagued the company. At the 1931 Royal Commission into Land Settlement, J.H. Stack
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outlined that ‘finance’ was the stumbling block for the fledgling company. He noted that
they were unable to keep up with demands, possessing more orders than they could
handle. In one example, they had orders for 600 dozen jars of guava jelly but after
packing 150, processing was delayed ‘pending arrangements for glass jars’, whilst tons
of fruit were maturing and supplies increasing.915 Stax Mono made a request for state
government assistance in late 1931 but was rejected. The Secretary for the Treasury
concluded ‘that apart from the fact that the company has no security to offer – the
proposition does not warrant the advance…asked from the Government.’ They received
an advance from finance company, Sugarlands Limited, but were unable to repay the
debenture of £1833 in 1932 as ‘operations…were handicapped by insufficiency of
capital’.916 Stax Mono also struggled with the Committee of Direction of Fruit
Marketing, which regulated pineapple marketing through a co-operative pool. Stack was
reportedly not prepared to pay the fixed price of 4/6 per case of pineapples and follow
the conditions set by the Committee, which other southern pineapple canners adhered
to, considering them ‘unreasonable’. J.H. Stack remarked that they were guilty of
‘interference’ with contracts between growers and Stax Mono. The C.O.D. reportedly
dissuaded growers from delivering fruit to the Townsville factory by offering ‘higher
prices’ and informed growers that they were infringing pool regulations by selling to the
factory. The supply of fruit to Stax Mono ‘was insufficient’ to meet demands and the
‘business became unprofitable’. Consequently, the factory was closed down and
auctioned in 1934.917
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Figure 37, Stax Mono’s canned pawpaw and pineapple. Source: J2614, 1934/85,
NAA.
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The interest in canning remained strong in the 1930s. The Ottawa Agreement led
to a preferential tariff for Australian canned pineapple over other pineapple-producing
countries on the British markets of 15 per cent or 9d per dozen cans.918 Australia could
now compete alongside other Indo-Pacific colonies. The Townsville Chamber of
Commerce promoted the importance of a major pineapple canning factory ‘in the vacant
coastal areas of the North’. The Chamber of Commerce stressed that:
North Queensland…with all conditions favourable, is eminently suited for
growing tropical fruits, and by industry and scientific guidance, she will have the
opportunity of overtaking the output of Singapore, with quality and flavour
unsurpassed …there does not seem to have been any similar line of product [in
Queensland history], with the exception…of the Sugar Industry…The land is
available, awaiting community settlements to ‘subdue’ it.919
Other attempts at establishing a fruit preservation industry at Cairns in 1939 were
made by preserve manufacturer Kate Furlong. Furlong was motivated to start her
business after a South African firm contacted her in 1937 about a supply of 6000
gallons of granadilla juice, which she was unable to fulfil at the time. After inspecting
markets in Sydney, Furlong saw an opening for tropical preserves such as mango
chutney and canned mangoes, a trade monopolised by the East Indies. Furlongs of
Cairns Ltd. aimed to solve the problems of distance, perishable foodstuffs and
overproduction through manufacturing preserves and juices from fruits grown in North
Queensland from Cardwell to Cooktown. Tropical fruits expected to be processed
included mangoes, guavas, citrus fruit, passionfruit, custard apples, granadillas and
pawpaws. With a nominal capital of £25,000 the factory was established in early
1939.920 The company ambitiously summated that ‘this is the…most important
proposition that has ever been placed before the residents of this District.’ The venture
overall ensured ‘the opening up for cultivation of hundreds of acres of land…lying idle,
providing a guaranteed market for the produce of the Growers at attractive prices, and
creating consistent and regular employment to a large number of people.’ The company
overall proclaimed that North Queensland ‘can be, should be, and is going to be, the
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GARDEN OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE, producing…tropical, sub-tropical…fruits’.921
However, other than the circulation of the prospectus and a planned meeting between
Cairns growers and the company to discuss co-operation, no business eventuated.922
The canning industry remained centred on the more populated regions of
southern Queensland, continuing discussion about the need to industrialise fruit
production in ‘empty’ tropical Queensland. In the 1940s, more than 90 per cent of
Queensland’s pineapple production came from southern Queensland between Brisbane
and Gympie. Main northern districts were Rockhampton, Ayr and Bowen.923 British and
Canadian markets for canned pineapple remained strong, competing alongside Hawai‘i
and Malaya. The Malayan product was regarded as low-class due to its cheapness, often
selling at 30 to 40 per cent lower than its competitors. Malaya monopolised 90 per cent
of the British market prior to the war.924
New Zealand emerged as a new Empire market for Queensland’s fresh
pineapples in the mid-1930s. By 1940, Queensland was the ‘largest supplier’ of
pineapples to New Zealand. This trade continued in the post-war period via a direct
Sydney-NZ steamer service, where pineapples could be landed 10-14 days after
harvesting in Queensland.925 In 1947, a major £330,000 cannery was opened at
Northgate (Brisbane) by the C.O.D., which further stimulated the pineapple industry.
Between 1948 and 1950, the cannery shipped over 1 million cases of canned pineapple
to Canada and during the peak season employed up to 1,100 workers. In 1950,
pineapples were the ‘most valuable of fruit crops grown in Queensland’ earning ‘many
dollars for Australia’ and regularly attracted new producers.926 The C.O.D.’s factory
marketed their canned pineapples under the ‘Golden Circle’ brand, which became a
popular and long-lasting Australian brand synonymous with Australian food culture.
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Figure 38, Golden Circle canned pineapple, 1947. Source: PP127/1, M2/4/3
PART 1, NAA, Sydney.
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The Bureau of Tropical Agriculture
State and federal government officials soon identified the need for a research institute
for tropical agriculture in Australia. As exemplified in earlier chapters, problems and
failed ventures can be partly attributed to limited knowledge of the complexities of
tropical production, which were arguably also obscured by the romanticized
‘tropicality’ mentality of easy abundance that often governed the relationship between
tropical colonialism and food. This can be seen in the early coffee industry, for
example. As one man highlighted in 1905 at the Royal Commission on Customs and
Excise Tariffs ‘before Federation a lot of people rushed into coffee growing, who did
not know anything about it’ or ‘understand what they were doing’. Hence, when
challenges appeared – environmental or economic – ‘they got frightened and let their
trees go to ruin’.927 This need for research to underpin approaches to tropical production
was echoed by major bodies throughout the British Empire, indicating that this was a
broader project across the tropical zone. For example, the London-based Empire
Resources Development Committee in 1918, a short-lived imperial body set up by the
British parliament in 1916, made the suggestion of transforming ‘large sections of the
tropical zone in North Queensland’ into rice as well as cotton, tobacco and rubber
plantations. The plantations were to be cultivated by returned soldiers and aid in their
settlement in order to stimulate population development in the tropical zone.928 In other
areas of the Indian Ocean, the perceived underutilised lands of tropical West Africa
attracted much of the attention of the Committee as a source of new Empire ‘wealth’.
The increased production of cocoa and palm kernels for export were a focus.929
Not everyone supported the idea of European labour in tropical Australia as
expounded by the Committee. In 1922 David Hastings Young, an Australian medical
practitioner, recommended the ‘gradual’ introduction of Indian people into northern
Australia. Hastings adopted the well-known argument that Australia should draw a
‘colour line…across the tropic of Capricorn’.930 He described Indians as ‘law-abiding
and industrious’ with experienced understanding of the ‘British character’ accustomed
to the ‘climate of tropical Australia’, echoing George Bowen, Queensland’s First
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Premier, in the 1860s as discussed in Chapter 1. Labelling the White Australia policy as
‘illogical’ and ‘selfish’, he believed that Indian settlers would transform large portions
of land described as ‘pastoral country’ into vast fields of sugar, tea and rice, products
they were familiar with, and foster the development of a ‘New Tropical Australia’.931
The establishment of organisations such as the Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture in Barbados in 1921 (which moved to Trinidad in 1922) was driven by the
desire to produce more experts who might solve problems relating to the British
Empire’s tropical possessions. This would be achieved through training and scientific
research.932 Its official publications such as the Journal of Tropical Agriculture were
sent to governments in the Northern Territory, Papua and Nauru in the 1920s and 1930s
via the Official Secretary in Britain. The latter two were Australian regions where White
Australia did not apply. The Australian government also paid a nominal £250 annually
to the cost of the Imperial College for a period of five years from 1927.933
The Empire Marketing Board in 1927 also advocated the importance of a ‘chain
of research stations within the tropical parts of the Empire.’934 The Board was formed
by the Colonial Secretary, Leo Amery, in 1926 to promote intra-imperial economic cooperation and preference for British Empire goods. This was during an economic
depression, which affected trade and industrial goods of the Empire. The plan was to
‘derive economic advantage from the Empire’, fostering trade between Britain and its
colonies and dominions via an Empire Marketing Fund. The funding was predominantly
allocated towards research followed by marketing.935 National and transnational
discussion turned to the need for an institution focused on tropical production in north
Australia.
In November 1926, Australian Prime Minister Stanley Bruce was among the
Dominion delegates who attended a luncheon held by the Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture in London. Bruce highlighted an ‘interest in and sympathy with the objects
931
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of the College’. He envisioned a network of similar institutions around the British
Empire.936 The following month, Bruce highlighted to the Chairman of the Empire
Marketing Board Leo Amery that the Australian government was ‘most anxious to
develop agriculture in Northern Australia and thus settle a considerable number of
British subjects in the Australian tropics.’ In a wider tropical colonial scheme, a
potential institution in northern Australia would ‘serve not only Tropical Australia but
also the British possessions in the South Pacific’, particularly Papua and mandated
territories in New Guinea – emphasizing an ‘extreme desirability…from an Empire
standpoint.’ He proposed that the new institution should be in North Queensland and
envisioned ‘intra-imperial co-operation’ between the Australian government and Empire
Marketing Board with the costs divided between the two bodies.937 Amery was
‘delighted to learn of the admirable project for a Tropical Research Station in Northern
Queensland’, seeing it as of ‘great value to the Empire’. He welcomed his suggestion of
co-operation, noting that ‘joint action of this kind will afford a striking example of that
fruitful co-operation between different parts of the Empire’. Amery proposed to discuss
with the Empire Marketing Board, but felt assured economic assistance would be
‘warmly’ supported, referencing similar metropolitan funding for the Imperial College
of Trinidad and the Amani Institute in Tanganyika (Tanzania).938
In a meeting in February 1927, the Empire Marketing Board gave ‘preliminary
approval’ to contribute £25,000 capital and a yearly sum of £5,000 over five years to a
fund a tropical research institute in North Queensland. In the previous year, the federal
government established the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), to
undertake scientific and agricultural research of national significance. After consultation
with the new CSIR, it was decided that most attention be given to problems impacting
the cattle industry and animal health, which was discussed as the ‘most pressing need’.
The CSIR envisioned ‘full co-operation between the projects’ at North Queensland,
Tanganyika and Trinidad. However, the CSIR believed that a ‘self-contained institution
in the tropics’ was not necessary for Australia. CSIR proposed that ‘sub-stations’ with
‘officers-in-charge’ would be more viable. The sub-station, where tropical research was
to be undertaken, would be under the ‘central technical staff’ of CSIR, whose main
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research labs were in Canberra.939 These discussions resulted in the establishment of the
Animal Health Research Station in Townsville.940
In 1931, the Empire Marketing Board budget was reduced as a result of British
government cuts during the Depression. Although it fostered research and promoted
Empire goods via its publicity campaigns, the Board’s disappointing impact on Empire
trade during the Great Depression signalled its decline. Moreover, the 1932 Ottawa
Agreement, outlined in Chapter 6, established a system of imperial preference rendering
the role of the Empire Marketing Board redundant. It was eventually disbanded in
September 1933.941
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Figure 39, EMB promotional poster, 1933. Source: 2013.0046.001, Horace
Taylor Collection, National Museum of Australia, Canberra.
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These debates about the importance of developing ‘empty’ tropical Australia
continued into the 1930s, nationally and internationally. The 1931 Royal Commission
into land settlement in North Queensland, argued that the ‘ultimate safety and fate of
Australia’ relied on the ‘development of the tropical North.’ The region was described
as ‘largely vacant’ but with plenty of ‘actual’ and ‘potential’ ‘wealth’ ripe for further
colonial development.942 Key was the relationship between population and food. As the
Commission highlighted, the production of ‘foodstuffs which support human life’ was
of primary importance to national policy, as the scarcity of food equated to
‘depopulation of the world and the decay of civilisation.’943
During this period, some international commentators viewed Australia as a ‘Dog
in the Manger’ referring to the fact that Australia wanted to keep hold of the North
without any systematic plan to develop the region. Some claimed that other countries
could better utilise and develop the resources of the region. Speaking at a Missionary
festival in Surrey, Reverend Hewlett Johnson, the Dean of Canterbury in 1933
suggested that Australia should cede under-developed northern Australia to Japan which
was struggling with serious overpopulation. He stated that ‘I have a great deal of
sympathy for Japan, which is seeking an outlet for her population…I would like to see a
great English gesture presenting Japan with a part of Australia which we cannot
colonise…it would change the whole atmosphere of the East.’ Johnson, a ‘radical
churchman’, concluded that: ‘if Australia individually, or the Empire as a whole, cannot
use the great Empty lands, they should handed over to those who can.’944 His
‘revolutionary’ comments, published throughout Australia, brought much ‘resentment’
and discussion amongst Australian commentators and politicians.945 These debates
further intensified government attention on northern Australia development and the
need for a research institution to investigate and encourage food production.
The pan-imperial interest led to the creation of the Bureau of Tropical
Agriculture (BOTA) at South Johnstone near Innisfail in 1935. Queensland Premier,
Forgan Smith, in correspondence with the Australian Prime Minister, Joseph Lyons, in
1933, remarked that products of economic importance that were to receive attention
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were those imported into Australia such as tea, coffee, cocoa, tapioca (cassava), spices,
edible nuts, vanilla and tropical fruits such as avocadoes and mangosteens. Smith
believed that the research would be directly applicable to all of northern Australia,
particularly the ‘successful colonisation of the Northern Territory and tropical Western
Australia.’946 President of the Federation of Chambers of Commerce of Queensland,
George Groom, believed that BOTA ‘was one of the most important national works yet
undertaken’ as it would assist in ‘accelerating agricultural, industrial, and commercial
development’ and increase population. This was imperative for ‘the defence of the
Commonwealth’ and ‘preservation of White Australia’.947 Showing the wider imperial
implications across Tropical Australasia, the Queensland Minister for Agriculture, F.W.
Bulcock remarked in 1934: ‘What Trinidad has done for the Indies the proposed
Tropical Research Station at South Johnstone may accomplish…not only for the
northern portion of our State, but for a quarter of the continent, and the mandated
islands under our control.’948 The Bureau started its operation with a modest staff of
seven including director, plant breeder, pomologist, soils analyst, cadet and clerk.
One of BOTA’s first undertakings was to introduce tropical fruits from the IndoPacific. In 1936, the Queensland government devised a plan to obtain seeds for Malayan
fruits, with the aim, according to F.W. Bullock, of developing a commercial tropical
fruit industry. The plants of fruits exported from Singapore to Queensland included
Asian varieties of mangosteens, pulasan, star apple, butter fruit (velvet apple) and
pawpaws. From Ceylon, the Bureau imported and planted varieties of avocadoes,
lychees, mangoes and rambutans. The plants were to be researched by the Bureau’s
pomologist. These exchanges attracted media attention in Malaya and Singapore. One
Australian man, aiding in the fruit exchange from Singapore, highlighted that ‘the north
of Australia is very fertile…and the rainfall is exceptionally heavy…Experiments have
proved that Malayan fruits can be grown there’. The Malayan press believed that
Australia was planning to capture its tropical fruit trade.949
This type of Asia-Queensland fruit exchange was evidently shaded by a lack of
historical awareness of earlier introductions. As Chapter 1 outlined, the Queensland
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Acclimatisation Society (QAS) in the mid-1870s, engaged in the large-scale
introduction of exotic fruits from the Indo-Pacific, including lychees and rambutans,
distributing them to tropical Queensland. Cases of mangosteens, for instance, were
imported by the QAS via Singapore in 1875 and 1879.950 Furthermore, over four
decades later in 1936, growers in North Queensland were locally producing exotic fruits
such as mangoes, avocados, granadillas, pawpaws, Malay apples, breadfruit, wampee,
jackfruit, mangosteen, lychee, longan and star apples.951 This food history was
acknowledged by Broughton Richmond of Kuala Lumpur in the Malayan press at the
time of this exchange. Richmond was described as a ‘venturesome Australian’ who had
spent 20 years traversing the Malayan Archipelago. He had strong social connections to
North Queensland, marrying a Townsville woman. Richmond and his wife were ‘wellknown’ in the Townsville district before initially migrating to Singapore. He also acted
as a representative of the Australia and New Zealand Association of Malaya, which
promoted Malaya-Australasian trade.952 Writing to the Straits Times, which initially
covered the exchange, Richmond remarked that some of these fruits imported by
Queensland were already ‘well known’ in Queensland:
Queensland can grow pineapples to perfection; the papayas…are much finer than
anything found here (Malaya); avocado pears are not uncommon…[Jackfruit] …is
a jungle tree in the north…mangoes…the fruits of India grow there to perfection;
mangosteens and rambutans were imported into Bowen…over sixty years ago.
Richmond critically concluded that ‘if the Queensland Minister for Agriculture expects
to build up a fruit industry by importing fruits already well known in his country, he has
not the slightest justification for occupying the position he holds.’953
Coinciding with this exchange, Malaya was called upon for expertise. In 1938,
British-born Joseph Leeming Schofield, who had spent 14 years in Malaya researching
palm and rubber cultivation, was appointed as the new Director at BOTA with the
intention of helping North Queensland develop and improve its tropical industries. On
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arrival, he remarked that although products grown in Malaya ‘differed materially’ from
Queensland he hoped that his experience in the applied ‘science’ of tropical production
would be beneficial.954
In the late 1930s and early 1940s, BOTA experimented with many different
tropical crops ‘satisfactorily’ such as fruit as well as tea, which will be discussed in the
following section. Attempts were often discouraged by high production costs and lack
of mechanisation, which did not ‘justify further studies’. More significantly, BOTA’s
activities were interrupted by World War II and early experiments were ‘curtailed’ in
favour of investigations towards the war effort.955 During World War II, Schofield
experimented with rubber, which was influenced by the wartime disruption of rubber
production in Malaya and the East Indies. In collaboration with the CSIR, BOTA
imported 100,000 seeds from Javanese Para rubber trees planted at the Koitaki Rubber
Estates in Port Moresby for a 12-acre experimental plot. However, Australian labour
conditions compared to ‘orthodox Eastern methods’ used in Malaya, the East Indies and
Papua made commercial rubber production impractical in North Queensland.956
Due to ‘public opinion’ directed to research for the cattle industry, BOTA
shifted its primary focus from ‘crop investigations’ to pasture investigations for
livestock after the war, researching tropical legumes and grasses imported from
locations such as Malaya, Papua, Hawai‘i and Solomon Islands. The Queensland
government praised a Malayan tropical legume imported by Schofield as having
‘national’ significance for the cattle industry.957 In 1946, Schofield left his position in
North Queensland moving onto new colonial opportunities across the Western IndoPacific to East Africa as a research officer for British Kenya’s Department of
Agriculture.958 Schofield’s transference as a researcher from north Australia to East
Africa reflected the type of intra-tropical research and co-operation imagined by the
Empire Marketing Board in the 1920s, albeit on an individual and smaller scale.
By this stage, BOTA was described by Queensland Premier, E.M. Hanlon, as
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‘understaffed’, ‘unsuitably located’ and ‘underequipped’ and arguably never developed
into the major Imperial institution envisioned upon its establishment in 1935.959 In 1945
Hanlon, with support from his government, proposed the possibility of a larger Tropical
Institute or College in North Queensland with the financial co-operation of the Federal
government to ‘secure the more rapid and effective development’ of tropical Australia.
The aim was to erect a research college or station on the Bellenden-Ker-Bartle Frere
ranges (Atherton Tablelands) for researching ‘agricultural problems’ and alternative
crops beyond sugar. The focus was to be on northern Australia and Papua as well as
mandated mainland territories of New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, Bougainville
(Solomon Islands), Admiralty Islands ‘and other small island groups.’ In calculating the
required annual expenditure, the Queensland government’s proposal referenced the
Trinidad College and the East Java Experimental Station at Pasuruan.960
Australian Prime Minister Ben Chifley, however, was sceptical about the
necessity or viability of a large institution, remarking that it might be more desirable ‘to
offer encouragement to selected Australian students to take post-graduate courses at the
Imperial College of Agriculture [Trinidad], and to apply their training to the
development of tropical agriculture in New Guinea.’ He also considered the alternative
proposal of ‘a research centre’ whether in North Queensland or in New Guinea, and to
facilitate opportunities for students to conduct post-graduate research on ‘tropical
crops.’961 The Commonwealth Department of Interior, which initially supported the
proposal, raised questions about the choice of location. The ranges chosen were situated
in the wet tropics on the highest mountain in Queensland with excessive rainfall.
Consequently, the research would have no value for dry tropical areas such as the
Northern Territory ‘as was first thought’.962 This lack of applicability to other tropical
areas was also scrutinized by Chifley in his response. Chifley summated his impressions
about the prospects for tropical development, stressing that: ‘The greatest difficulty to
be faced in producing tropical products in North Queensland is not production itself, but
profitable production in competition with other tropical countries’ with ‘an abundance
of cheap native labour.’ Chifley highlighted that while coffee, tea, vanilla, spices and
959
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copra were possible products, the ‘cost of establishing a modern tropical agricultural
research station’ hinged on whether production costs ‘under North Queensland
conditions…are likely to compare favourably’ with other tropical countries.963
In following years, tropical Queensland continued to maintain strong
connections with the Trinidad College, particularly in shared areas of banana research.
In 1954, for example, M.W. Simmonds of the Imperial College together with members
of the Queensland Department of Agriculture, including botanist S.T. Blake, the
horticulturalist, F.W. Berrill, and fruit instructor S.E. Stephens, travelled throughout Far
North Queensland in an attempt to procure three rare native species of bananas for the
Trinidad College. The species were needed to complete a ‘Banana Index’. The four men
covered 800 miles in North Queensland, finding and collecting only one of the three
species.964

Tea via South Asia
Alongside fruit, tea served to stimulate development of perceived ‘untouched’ land.
From the time of British expansion, the western world relied on tea imported from
China before turning to colonial plantations in Ceylon and India in the nineteenth
century.965 Although its activities did not match the initial aspirations, BOTA played a
historical role in tea production in Queensland and Papua, and its interest in tea endured
into the 1960s.
Around the time BOTA was proposed, tea was envisioned as a product that
could potentially help in the Empire building project in tropical Australia. For example,
in 1933, Queensland Minister for Agriculture, F.W. Bulcock, believed that tea
production could ‘accelerate greatly the rate of development in the tropics’. Extension
of tropical production in Queensland generally would inspire a ‘far more powerful and
more secure Empire.’966 As Chapter 3 hinted, Queensland coffee producers
experimented with tea in the mid-1880s via Ceylon. Twentieth-century tea connections
were similarly forged with South Asia, particularly the tea-producing region of Assam
in North-eastern India. In 1933, tea plants were sent to the Forestry Department in
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Brisbane from Upper Assam and re-directed to the Brisbane Botanical Gardens, which
produced around 600 plants. The plants were to be sent to North Queensland for
practical investigation into commercial prospects.967 BOTA established experimental
plots of tea in 1936. They relied on a ‘fair quantity of seeds’ produced from Assam tea
trees introduced and planted at an experimental station at Babinda (Cairns).968
Assam planters looked to Queensland in the 1920s. In 1923, prominent Assam
tea planter, C.H. Witherington, approached the Queensland Minister of Agriculture, W.
N. Gillies, and Queensland Premier, E.H. Theodore, with a goal to encourage
cultivation amongst North Queensland growers. Witherington was a member of the
Assam branch of the Indian Tea Association, and owned the Rupajuli Tea Estate
(Darrang).969 He believed that instead of large-scale planting, that small plots be worked
in the north without the need of hired labour. This was important, in his eyes, due to the
predicted future shortages in India and Ceylon. Witherington summated that: ‘The soil
conditions in the state…are the best in the world. For strength and quality, the Assam
seed is the best variety known, and it would suit Queensland far better than any other.’
The proposal was rejected, as the government considered it financially unviable and was
sceptical about whether the Australian public could be ‘educated to the flavour of
Australian tea.’970
These Assam-Queensland entanglements were strengthened by Queenslanders
who immigrated to India after Federation. Cyril Gore, a former banker originally from
the Darling Downs area (southern Queensland), moved his family to Upper Assam in
1901. In 1931, he was manager of the Jorehaut Tea Company’s 10,000 acre Langharjan
Tea Estate at Naharkatiya, 900 miles north-east of Calcutta and 60 miles from the
Burmese border. Maintaining connections, he and his family made regular holiday trips
to Southport (near Brisbane), and his children were educated in Queensland. Gore’s
wife’s sister and her husband, John H. Percy, also migrated with them to Upper Assam
to engage in tea planting. Gore and his wife often provided details of life in Assam upon
visiting Queensland.971
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During his time as BOTA director, Joseph Schofield experimented with tea
production with ‘pleasing’ results. Yet he concluded that a commercial tea industry in
North Queensland was ‘not possible under White Australia’ and would not thrive
without ‘cheap’ seasonal labour.972 The Bureau continued experimenting with tea in the
1940s, demonstrating its successful growth, but harvesting issues continued to restrain
progression. Schofield’s views were shared by his successor, G. Graham in 1947 who
stressed that: ‘if some mechanical means of harvesting tea ever becomes practicable, tea
growing may attract some interest in this area.’ Graham outlined that small portions of
tea were handpicked and cured, producing ‘reasonable quality tea’, but picking the tea
leaf buds was ‘costly’, discouraging development beyond the experimental stage. The
future of a tea industry depended on ameliorating the costs of production.973
BOTA’s tea plantation carried significance for other parts of tropical Australasia
as a source of seed for plantations where ‘cheap’ labour was possible. For instance, in
1948, 300lb of tea seed and 3000 tea plants from BOTA’s Assam tea plantation were
introduced into Papua and planted at the government agricultural station at Aiyura in the
Waria valley, Eastern Highlands (see Figure 41).974 This transfer was for government
experiments that preceded the development of the Papuan tea industry in the 1950s and
1960s. This use of seed for other plantations was supported by visiting tea planters.
South Asian producers were also leading the way in tea experiments in
Queensland. Tea was successfully produced on Sinhalese producer Abraham Jayasuria’s
experimental plantations near Ingham in the 1930s and 1940s (see Figure 40). Jayasuria
was born in Polwatta in Galle in 1872 and migrated to Australia in the 1890s as part of
the Sinhalese-Queensland migrant flow, initially working at a sugar mill at Macknade.
He subsequently worked as a secretary, coachman and retail business owner before
establishing his own sugar plantation in the Ingham area in 1909. His parents owned a
tea plantation in Ceylon. He originally imported the tea plants, following a visit to
Ceylon in 1924, relying on the Assam variety.975 In 1938, Jayasuria promoted the socioeconomic potential of a tea industry exclaiming that ‘One hundred acres of tea will
provide employment for 1000 people all the year round…there is enough suitable land
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on the ranges in the vicinity of Ingham to grow all the tea for Australia’. The
Queensland press, who visited his estate, highlighted that his tea trees looked ‘bright
and healthy’ and with ‘crude’ equipment produced ‘palatable and rather well flavoured’
tea. Prime Minister Joseph Lyons visited his plantation during a trip north in 1938.976
Similarly, in 1947, Queensland Minister for Agriculture, Harold Collins, also visited
Jayasuria’s plantation, receiving samples of his tea and finding them superior to
imported tea. According to Collins, Jayasurias’s product demonstrated the commercial
possibilities of tea in North Queensland.977
Jayasuria also experimented with other Asian staples imported from Ceylon such
as cocoa, cassava, cinnamon, coffee, curry leaves and allspice. Overall, as the
Townsville Daily Bulletin summated: ‘He has proved that these crops can be produced
here. Next must come the test of commercial possibilities.’978 In 1950, Jayasuria was
granted 50 acres of land over 20 years on the Mount Spec range (between Townsville
and Ingham) to establish a large tea plantation ‘on a scale not previously attempted’. He
believed that the biggest issue would be labour costs.979 These plans did not reach
fruition as Jayasuria struggled to gain the necessary financial assistance from the
government.980
Queensland tea attracted interest from international tea firms in the 1950s. J.W.
McKay, director of the London-based Assam Tea Company, travelled throughout North
Queensland to investigate the potentialities of a tea industry and possible expansion of
its tea possessions. Arriving in Queensland from Britain by air, calling at Karachi and
Singapore, McKay conducted a report on the prospects. This included a visit to BOTA’s
plantation describing the tea there as ‘growing wonderfully well’. He reported that the
future hinged on government assistance and methods of mechanisation, directing
attention to the potential help of universities or the CSIR. For potential sites, McKay
identified areas of ‘unsettled’ ‘jungle land’ at Mount Spec, Malanda, Palm Cove,
Mission Beach and Tully. The Queensland government believed the industry would
attract population to the ‘empty spaces’.981
These surrounding developments and Asian entanglements were a historical
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precursor to the modern North Queensland tea industry, which took decades to develop.
In 1954, Indian medical practitioner and keen botanist, Dr. Allan Maruff, born in
Ferozepur, Punjab, migrated to Innisfail and decided to establish a tea industry. Before
settling in North Queensland, he was educated at the University of Calcutta and served
in the Indian army as medical officer during World War II. He also served as a medical
officer at Port Moresby and became known as an expert in tropical medicine.982 After
hearing of a former tea plantation at Bingil Bay established by the Cutten Brothers in
the 1880s, Maruff went on an expedition in search of the lost plantation. This plantation
had been destroyed by a cyclone and an accompanying tidal wave in 1918.983 As
mentioned in Chapter 3, this plantation, which grew tropical fruit and coffee, was built
on tea plants imported from Ceylon in the 1880s. Maruff travelled to this abandoned
plantation and discovered deep in the rainforest overgrown tea plants flourishing,
remnants of the original plants.984
After collecting hundreds of seeds from these plants, he returned to Innisfail
with ambitions of establishing a tea plantation, purchasing around 320 acres in Nerada
near Malanda on the Atherton Tablelands in 1959. Nerada was chosen by Maruff as the
surrounding foothills reminded his wife, who was also from India, of ‘the hills of
Assam’ assuring her of the suitability of tea. Maruff planted the seedlings and
established a commercial tea plantation with the money from his doctor’s surgery at
Innisfail.985 By the 1960s, the tea plantation eventually expanded to 80 acres. Lacking
the means of harvesting, Maruff collaborated with local engineers to manufacture a
mechanised tea harvester. Tea seeds from Maruff’s plantation were supplied to a
plantation at Garaina in the Eastern Highlands in Papua New Guinea in the mid-1960s,
assisting in the development of a 250-acre plantation. This plantation supplied seeds to
plantations in the Western Highlands of Papua, which helped establish the tea industry
of Papua New Guinea.986 In 1970, Maruff contacted Burns Philp about securing
investment in his small tea plantation and in collaboration with BP formed the company
known as the Nerada Tea Estates, which led to the erection of the first tea processing
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plant in Australia and the beginning of the famous Nerada tea brand in Australia (see
Figure 42). In 1972, the Estate and factory was sold to Tea Estates of Australia.987
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Figure 40, Abraham Jayasuria. Source: Weerasooria, Links, p.
211.
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Figure 41, Allan Maruff. Source: A1200, L87722, NAA Canberra.
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Figure 42, tea plantation in the Waria Valley, Papua, ca. 1950. Source:
A1200, L13286, NAA, Canberra.
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Figure 43, employee at the Nerada Tea factory, ca. 1970. Source: A1200,
L95266, NAA, Canberra.
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Conclusion
The first decades of the twentieth century witnessed much debate about the problems of
an underdeveloped and underpopulated tropical Australia, both nationally and
internationally. Scientific research into food production was viewed as key to
addressing these long-standing problems. This context inspired members of the
Queensland government such as Albert Benson and Frederic Jones to conduct research
overseas to improve food production, investigate more commercial opportunities and
aid in tropical development. In light of their observations in neighbouring colonies,
Benson and Jones encouraged the production of canned fruit in Queensland. Modern
canning of tropical fruit overrode the challenges of shipping perishable commodities in
tropical Australia, which ravaged the banana industry, and was inextricably connected
to modern developments in Hawai‘i and Malaya. The pineapple canning industry
subsequently became a defining feature of Queensland tropical production and tinned
pineapple an iconic product in Australian food culture. Although a significant canning
industry revolved around populous sub-tropical Queensland, North Queensland
attempted to industrialise its tropical fruit production with little success.
In the post-war climate of the 1920s and 1930s, with the prospects of a declining
Empire and economic need for increased food production, the British Empire too saw
the need to encourage research into food production across colonies in the tropical zone.
This international climate led to the establishment of important research institutions
such as the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture in Trinidad as well as bodies such
as the Empire Marketing Board, which focused on co-operation and research amongst
its tropical possessions. Attention was directed again towards the ‘empty’ lands of
tropical Australasia, ultimately leading to the establishment of the North’s own tropical
research bureau. The Bureau of Tropical Agriculture was predicted to aid in solving the
problem of Australia’s tropical possessions, introduce new foodstuffs beyond sugar and
establish a new era of development in northern Australia. Although disappointing in
comparison to the grandiose ambitions that surrounded its establishment, one of
BOTA’s successes was its experiments with tea, which served as a precursor to the tea
industries of North Queensland and Papua New Guinea. This history was culturally
intertwined with South Asia and shared deep historical links to the early Queensland
coffee industry.
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Conclusion

This thesis historically analysed the relationships between food and colonialism in
Australia’s tropical region. By using a wider transcolonial and transnational framework,
this thesis positioned Australia and north Australia in particular as a major part of what
commentators have called the Indo-Pacific region. Using the themes of food and
colonialism, the thesis provided an example of the enduring historical importance of the
wider Indo-Pacific region in the social, cultural and economic development of tropical
Australia. Focusing on these two themes exemplifies a long history of cross-cultural
exchange, interaction and movement between tropical Australia and the region.
Food and the various networks that surround production, markets and
consumption, alongside the introduction and acclimatisation of crops, offer historians a
wide range of possibilities to uncover relationships between Australia and the rest of the
world. Most foodstuffs produced in Australia have been shaped by a long history of
global exchange. By transcending the dominant historiographical focus on the
Queensland sugar industry in histories of northern production, this thesis has
emphasized the importance of other industries to the social, cultural and economic life
of northern Australia. Although colonial enterprises such as the banana, seafood and
coffee industries did not achieve the same economic impact as sugar, they nonetheless
possess important historical significance that deserves attention. The coffee industry, for
example, revealed underexplored ties between tropical Australia and colonial South
Asia. Ambitions for the commercialisation of seafood uncovered a multiplicity of
entanglements between multi-ethnic workers in northern Australia and consumers in
present-day Hong Kong, China and Indonesia, which endured to the mid-twentieth
century if not beyond.
This multi-sited framework positions Australia at the heart of the greater IndoPacific. Northern Australia, a fluid maritime region closer to countries in the IndoPacific than the populous southern capitals of Australia, provides a suitable
geographical realm of study. As my chapters illuminated, people, plants, foodstuffs and
ideas routinely circulated throughout this region. This mobility and traffic shaped its
unique cosmopolitan history and culture. Industries in northern Australia that remain
important today such as the horticultural and sugar industries were undoubtedly
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predicated on the important influence of the Indo-Pacific.
In regards to modern discourse, this wide range of connections further nuances
the popular construction of a ‘new Asian Century’ often embraced rhetorically by
Australian political leaders and commentators. The fresh insights presented in this thesis
have illuminated that this idea of Asian engagement, consumer markets and exchange
predates European colonisation. The thesis also challenges the geopolitical construction
of the Indo-Pacific as a recent development. In contrast, north Australia has always been
heavily interlocked with the Indo-Pacific, its economic and cultural development was
shaped by its inclusion as part of the region. North Australia shares a deep geological
and biological connection to islands in the Indo-Pacific with shared environmental
traits, as shown by the scientific concept of the Wallace Line and north Australia’s
incorporation as part of a distinct Indo-Pacific biogeographic system in the marine
sciences. Beyond being an accepted term in the scientific world, transnational shipping
companies connected Australia to Asia via the Indo-Pacific and built their business
empires on extension to this region using the Torres Strait as the main gateway. This
channelled the flows that shaped northern Australia.
Tropical Australia was viewed as another addition to the British Empire in the
Indo-Pacific, one that could supply more goods in the important trade between China
and Great Britain. It later serviced the wants of consumers in temperate Australia.
Northern regions such as North Queensland and Port Darwin were initially developed as
British tropical colonies along the lines of Singapore or India. The region in turn
experienced the same historical and environmental transformations as other Britishcontrolled frontiers such as nearby Fiji, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands.
These tropical Australasian colonies were part of a shared space that served the colonial
appetite for tropical foodstuffs in temperate Australia. In regards to beef and seafood,
north Australia was depended upon for the multi-religious and multi-ethnic consumers
well beyond the continent in the Philippines, Hong Kong, China, Indonesia and
Singapore.
These historical insights enhance and add new knowledge to the field of food
history, tracing the cultural, economic and social networks that linked food production
in northern Australia to consumption elsewhere. Colonial ties to South Asia were
especially important for the introduction of products such as tea and coffee. The shortlived coffee industry was driven by particular individuals who had prior experience with
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the cultivation of the product in the Indo-Pacific. This industry, although short-lived,
had implications for the modern North Queensland tea industry, which grew from the
1950s onwards. This industry that established the Nerada brand of Australian tea was
historically built on Queensland’s important social and cultural connection to South
Asia, particularly India. The domestication of the Indian mango, which has become one
of Australia’s most popular tropical fruits, is also historically indebted to Queensland’s
cultural and social connections to India. This transplantation of the culture of the IndoPacific can be seen in the early attempted introductions of other foodstuffs through
connections to places such as colonial Sri Lanka, Singapore, Indonesia and India. This
was due to the closeness of northern Australia to the region, the shared history of
tropical colonialism, similar environment and food production, and the routine channels
of Australian shipping companies that went through the heart of the Indo-Pacific.
Analysing the history of the trepang industry and the poly-ethnic networks of labour
that surrounded it exemplified a fluid marine world interconnected with global
migration flows and international trade routes. The evidence collated has shone a light
on a unique cross-cultural milieu that attracted migrants from all across the Indian and
Pacific oceans and beyond – a ‘contact zone’ that was unlike any other part of Australia.
The banana is one of Australia’s staple fruits, and the industry’s history was
fundamentally built on labour, expertise and capital from the Indo-Pacific. An
Australian-Pacific connection was responsible for transforming the exotic novelty into
an article of mass consumption. The banana industries in Australia and Fiji were driven
by the agricultural endeavour of non-European labour as well as the transnational
business networks of Chinese merchants. The history of the industry also unexpectedly
revealed new connections to Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea, islands
exploited by Australian entrepreneurs and companies for the Australian banana supply.
On a transnational scale, business skills and networks developed by Chinese-Australian
banana merchants carried economic implications across China, Hong Kong and
Malaysia, undergirding the establishment of businesses. Asian labourers were important
to the industry as they transferred their knowledge of the commodity and its production
from their homelands, where the fruit was a dominant part of the food culture in
southern China and India. Despite restrictive legislation aimed at non-Europeans in
Queensland, Chinese food producers were still playing a role as banana growers into the
1940s. This further contributes to the literature highlighting the significant contributions
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of migrants from the Indo-Pacific in the development of northern Australia.
My research offered new analysis of the historical engagement with Asian food
markets, exemplifying that the discourse of ‘feeding’ the populations of Asia was an
important part of northern Australia’s history. These ambitions continued to inform
developmental proposals decades into the twentieth century. The beef cattle sector today
has become the biggest export industry in northern Australia. Indonesia is one of
Australia’s most important trade partners and export market for northern Australian beef
cattle. My research demonstrated that this connection to South East Asia can be traced
to the late nineteenth century. From the 1880s onwards with the consolidation of Asian
shipping channels, companies such as the North Australian Butchering Company, for
instance, attempted to find an outlet for Australia’s beef surplus in the neighbouring
countries northwards. Australian entrepreneurs established businesses and in turn
fostered long-term cultural and economic relationships with consumers in the
Philippines, Indonesia and Singapore. By studying the commodity history of beef and
cattle, the industry surprisingly uncovered early links between Australia and the Muslim
communities of South East Asia, as exemplified by the various attempts to
accommodate their food culture. The popular idea that the live cattle export recently
developed in the 1970s is surrounded by amnesia of this longer history of exchange.
Beyond nineteenth century trade in beef and seafood, officials were promoting the
importance of markets in Asia for Queensland fruit as early as the 1900s in the attempt
to move away from British markets. Places like Singapore, Indonesia, China and the
Philippines were identified as potential importers of Queensland fruit.
This thesis also significantly included northern Australia as part of a wider
tropical zone. Northern Australia modelled its development on other countries in the
zone and thus this thesis viewed colonialism of tropical Australia as part of a widereaching project of Empire. This fostered shared historical and cultural connections
between north Australia and other countries such as Jamaica, Brazil, and other countries
situated within the global tropics. Fitting in with our current turn towards multilateral
engagement, the tropical zone framework presents an ideal historical tool to highlight a
range of connections between Australia and other countries.
Using this transnational lens on food in northern Australia, generated
unexpected colonial entanglements between Queensland and British-Caribbean
possessions in Trinidad, Barbados, British Guiana and Jamaica particularly in shared
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areas of food production and research. Following the abolishment of slavery, Jamaica,
for example, provided white planters and Afro-Caribbean labourers, as well as new
plants as part of ongoing networks of eco-cultural exchange. Prominent Queensland
governors in the 1880s came to Queensland with previous political and economic ties to
Jamaica, as seen in the case of Sir Anthony Musgrave.
These links to the tropical zone were embodied in the imperial networks of
Queensland organisations such as the Queensland Acclimatisation Society (QAS) and
Queensland Department of Agriculture. These bodies connected Queensland to the
transcolonial networks of the tropical zone and Indo-Pacific, influencing the historical
introduction and trade in plants and commodities and the dissemination of new ideas.
The QAS’s records at the John Oxley Library in Queensland illuminated a vast
historical archive of global eco-cultural exchange stretching back to 1862 that was
beyond the scope of the thesis. Trade with British possessions India, Sri Lanka and
Singapore was particularly extensive, offering new insight into the significance of these
countries as a transcolonial cache of seeds and plants in the early development of
Queensland. Identifying the historical impact of the tropical zone offers historians a
whole new world of interaction across many tropical countries.
Key to the historical construction of the tropical zone was the colonial discourse
of tropicality, which positioned the zone as a connected realm with unique features and
characteristics suitable for colonial production and export. This discourse influenced
notions of natural fertility and abundance on land and in the ocean – as exemplified by
the idea of the ‘Marine Wealth’. The associated romanticized tropicality mentality,
however, often obscured the challenging complexities of tropical production. This
generated grandiose proclamations of profitable production and future socio-economic
development. But, it often led to short-lived attempts, continual challenges or a lack of
persistence when production became ‘unprofitable’ or when issues occurred such as
unavoidable environmental disasters. The lack of knowledge in regards to
transportation also contributed to the lack of development in tropical food production.
These historical themes influenced the government to invest in research, often abroad,
in order to solve developmental ‘problems’. This important knowledge was commonly
inspired by other developments elsewhere in the tropical zone. In the case of the canned
pineapple industry of Queensland, transnational links to Hawai‘i and Singapore were
especially significant.
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This cross-cultural exchange of tropical knowledge is articulated in modern
examples of transnational research. The Australian Centre for International Agricultural
Research (ACIAR), established in 1982, specifically focuses on collaborative projects in
the Indo-Pacific region, across Asia, Africa and the Pacific. ACIAR concentrates on
fostering productive and sustainable agricultural models in Australia and other
developing Indo-Pacific countries.988 ACIAR research projects shared between
Queensland and southern Mindanao, for instance, have looked at ‘mango yield and
quality issues’ impacting smallholder mango producers in Queensland and the southern
Philippines through ‘integrated crop management’.989 ACIAR research conducted on
banana plantations in the Philippines and Indonesia on the Panama disease - a
destructive fungal infection that threatens global banana production – was directly
applied to Far North Queensland. When the disease was found on a banana plantation at
Tully in 2015, researchers drew upon the scientific experience gathered in the
Philippines and Indonesia to respond early to the disease.990 These examples of
transnational co-operation echo the earlier transcolonial circulation of tropical experts,
and knowledge via colonial publications. This collaborative enterprise also perfectly
embodies the spirit of ‘intra-tropical’ research desired by British and Australian officials
in the twentieth century.
Similar to the themes presented in this thesis, north Australia food production is
continually being shaped by the expertise of people from the Indo-Pacific region. For
example, Vietnamese and Cambodian producers have been successfully leading the way
in the production of mangoes and Asian vegetables in the Northern Territory over a long
period of time. Many are former refugees. They have built their small successful
businesses without government support and little capital, often forming small cooperatives and sharing labour and equipment. In 2018, Cambodian and Vietnamese
growers produced an estimated 40 million dollars’ worth of Asian melons, okra,
mangoes, cucumbers, herbs and other vegetables, mostly for southern markets.
Moreover, the largest hydroponic farmer in the Territory is Michael Quatch, a former
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Vietnamese refugee who came to Australia in the 1980s.991 This success suggests the
importance of growers, from other regions with a similar food production and
environment, in the future development of northern Australia. The importance of
‘foreign expertise’ in combination with local expertise, foreign investment and market
access were key conclusions outlined at the Northern Australia Food Futures
Conference in Darwin in April 2016.992
Districts in northern Australia are also increasingly depending on seasonal farm
workers from countries in the Indo-Pacific. The Seasonal Worker Programme (SWP)
established by the Australian government in 2012 offers farming opportunities for
temporary workers from Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon
Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Timor-Leste and Vanuatu. The scheme is built around filling
labour shortages and increasing productivity across rural Australia but also offering
workers from the Indo-Pacific to develop new skills and earn a living. These workers
often come with experience in regions where subsistence agriculture is practiced.
Between 2012 and 2018, the SWP offered employment to 17,320 workers across the
Pacific. The SWP has been relied upon in the horticultural sectors in northern Australia
to fill shortages in harvesting and packing. For instance, Piñata Farms, Australia’s
biggest pineapple producer who own mango, pineapple and banana plantations across
Queensland and the NT, employ seasonal workers from Vanuatu on their fruit
plantation in Mareeba in Far North Queensland.993 The policy, however, is not without
its criticism with reports of poor treatment and exploitation, emphasizing the enduring
colonial legacies and power relations that still shape recruitment practices.994 These
contemporary developments are thus part of a long history of labour mobility and
exploitation of Pacific Islander workers in northern Australia. Beyond the widelyLucy Barbour, ‘Northern farmers urged to start small if they want to develop strong industries’, ABC
News, 5 November 2014, https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2014-11-05/start-small-northern-australiafood-futures/5867866, date accessed: 4 July 2019; Kristy O’Brien, ‘Vietnamese farmers flourish in the
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covered sugar industry, my research highlighted that workers from the Indo-Pacific
were also depended upon by Australian growers for their labour in the coffee and
banana industries.
In the modern economy, Asia has become a growing market for northern
Australia food production. For example, the Cooperative Research Centre for
Developing Northern Australia has recently invested $952,471 in a project to increase
mango exports from northern Australia to China by 200 per cent by 2021.995 Northern
Australian food production has in turn attracted interest from places such as China,
Indonesia and Vietnam. Hong Kong Company, Aquaculture Technologies Asia (ATA),
has looked to North Queensland for investments in seafood, extending its fishing zone
from Taiwan. In 2018, ATA bought a previously state-funded fishery in Cairns that
breeds Queensland grouper, also known as Giant grouper. ATA saved the fishery after
the Queensland government had cut the project in 2013. Echoing older investments in
trepang, this fish is a highly-prized foodstuff amongst Asian consumers, sold as a
premium product and consumed in banquets. It often fetches almost $200 per
kilogram.996
With our current - and predicted future - turn towards the Indo-Pacific in the
international and domestic political arena, the unique history of tropical Australia,
whether Queensland, the Northern Territory or Western Australia, offers academics a
diverse range of possibilities to address new connections between Australia and this
expanding region. Northern Australia and the Indo-Pacific region share an intertwined
history along with similar food production, environment and culture. Both north
Australia and surrounding countries in the Indo-Pacific are believed to be part of a
connected continent and civilisation that was submerged thousands of years ago. This
biogeographical link presents a deep history of exchange that is worthy of research. By
focusing on these transnational links, a more complex and fuller understanding of
Australia is produced that challenges us to reconsider the narrow formulation of national
borders. This is one that is more reflective of our current age of globalization,
transnationalism and multiculturalism.
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